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Abstract.
Chronic Diseases are the most dangerous diseases for humans and have significant effects
on human life. Chronic Diseases like heart disease & Diabetes are the main causes of
death. Precise diagnosis of these diseases on time is very significant for maintaining a
healthy life. A comparative study of different machine learning classifiers for chronic
disease prediction viz Heart Disease & Diabetes Disease is done in this paper. This paper
forms the basis of understanding the difficulty of the domain and the amount of efficiency
achieved by the various methods recently.
Keywords. «Machine Learning (ML), Prediction, Classification, Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Decision Tree (DT), Artificial Neural Network (ANN)».

1.

INTRODUCTION

The key demand of healthcare organizations tends to provide quality treatment at an
affordable rate. The exact diagnosis of patients is required on time for delivering quality
services to them. Unwanted and insufficient outcomes may produce poor quality clinical
diagnosis and care. Machine learning techniques help in fast decision-making & reducing
cost by making use of historical clinical data. Healthcare helps in maintaining healthy life by
making use of proper preventive treatment. Automated techniques can be used to optimize
the cost, facility, speed, precision, and reliability of this decision-making process.
Chronic diseases are prime reasons for death everywhere. Heart disease adversely affects the
health of an enormous population [1]. The principal Cause of Heart Disease is the unhealthy
& fast life style of human beings.
Diabetes is a chronic disease that occurs because of awkwardness in the discharge of insulin.
Due to this, sugar level of blood remains unsettled. Diabetes is a vital cardiovascular disorder
that can adversely affect the whole-body system. Early detection of diabetes helps in
maintaining a healthy life [2]. Patients can have weight loss, less vision, infection, frequent
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urination, etc. There are 3 categories of diabetes viz. Type I, Type II & Gestational diabetes
[3]. The State in which human body declines to deliver insulin is termed as type I. It mainly
occurs during childhood or adolescence [3]. The state in which human body becomes
resistant to insulin is termed as type II. It occurs when insulin is inside, but the human body
is not using it correctly. It’s more common in adults. Long-term complications that occur
because of diabetes are kidney issues, coronary illness, stroke, and tumor. Pregnant women
are distressed by Gestational diabetes. Diagnosis of Gestational Diabetes on time is crucial
for the safety of both the mother and infant. The main aims of healthcare organizations are
to minimize cost, increase the correctness of the result and be more patient-centric [4].
In this paper, some recent researches related to heart and diabetes disease are discussed in
section II. Datasets used are discussed in section III. Experimental results are deliberated in
section IV & Conclusion is delineated in section V.

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Early detection & diagnosis of heart diseases help in maintaining a healthy life. Deepika &
Seema [5] performed a comparative analysis on "Naive Bayes, Decision tree, Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifiers" to predict heart & diabetes diseases. It was observed for heart
disease prediction that SVM gave the highest accuracy rate of 95.5%. For diabetes
prediction, the accuracy of naive bayes was 73.5% which was the highest among all
compared algorithms. Nikhar & Karandikar [6] compared Naive Bayes algorithm & decision
tree algorithm to find out which of them is more suitable for heart disease prediction. From
observation, they originate that the DT algorithm is better than NB. Feshki & Shinjani [7]
used Particle Swarm Optimization & Neural Network Feed Forward BackPropagation
method for anticipating affected & non-affected patients. Their main focus was on reducing
the cost by using feature selection with variable ranking. They used 8 features namely
Gender, Age, Blood Pressure, Cholesterol, FBS, Exercise Features (Old peak, Slope,
Ex_ang) in their study. Thomas et al. [8] used ANN & ID3 algorithm in their study. Firstly,
they applied KNN algorithm to classify age then they used ID3 algorithm for heart disease
prediction. They found Smoking & history of heart disease as two important factors for heart
disease prediction. Shah et al. [9] increased the accuracy of the SVM technique for heart
disease prediction. They used RBF based SVM on three datasets cleveland, Switzerland, and
Hungarian of UCI repository. The proposed technique gave 82.2%, 85.8%, and 91.3%
accuracy for <<Cleveland, Hungarian, and Switzerland datasets respectively>>. Mohan et
al. [10] proposed a hybrid method HRFLM for the prediction of cardiovascular disease.
They joined the features of Random Forest & linear method in HRFLM. They used 13
features of UCI machine learning heart disease dataset. They performed their prediction on
the R studio. The proposed model gave an 88.7% accuracy for heart disease prediction.
For diabetes prediction, Various researchers proposed various machine learning models in
their study. Nirmala et al. [11] proposed an Amalgam KNN model- a combination of KNN
and k-mean clustering for diabetes prediction. They used 10-fold cross-validation with
different k values using WEKA Software tool. The proposed hybrid algorithm gave higher
performance than simple KNN & k-mean clustering algorithms. Sanakal & Jayakumari [12]
compared fuzzy C-Mean clustering with the SVM algorithm for diabetes prediction. The
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accuracy of SVM & FCM was 59.5% & 94.3% respectively. They found fuzzy c-mean
clustering as a better tool for the diabetes prediction. Vijayan et al. [13] used decision stump
as a base classifier in the AdaBoost algorithm for diabetes prediction. They used a dataset
of UCI repository as well as a dataset of Kerala in their study. The proposed algorithm gave
an accuracy of 80.72% for the prediction of diabetes. The proposed algorithm gave better
results than SVM, Naive Bayes & Decision Tree classifiers. Santhanam & Padmavathi [14]
proposed a diabetes prediction model in which they used SVM as a base classifier. For
reducing instances & for removing noisy data, they used K-mean clustering. For attribute
selection, they used a Genetic algorithm. The proposed model took advantage of both
supervised (SVM) & unsupervised algorithm (K-mean clustering). Anand et al. [15]
developed a GUI-based diabetes prediction model based on the present lifestyle of people.
For conducting the research, questionnaires were prepared with the help of doctors. The
attributes included in their questionnaire were Eating Habit (Roadside Eating, Junk food),
Sleeping Duration, Sugar Intake, Exercise Duration, Blood Pressure, BMI, Heredity
Diabetes, Gender, Belly Size, etc.

3.

DATASETS AND METHODOLOGIES

For Comparing different classifiers on heart disease, two heart disease datasets are used in
this paper. One is available on Kaggle website consisting of 1190 records having 12 features
of patients from US, UK, Switzerland and Hungary & other is available on “UCI machine
learning repository"[16] consisting of 303 records having 14 attributes from Cleveland clinic
foundation. For diabetic prediction, "Pima Indian diabetes dataset" from Kaggle website is
used in this paper. The dataset contains 768 records of people. "For the diabetes disease
prediction dataset of Tabriz, Iran is also used by researchers"[16].
Table 1: Datasets Description

Dataset

No.
Records

HD Dataset1

of

Attributes

Dataset
Source

303

14

UCI ML repository

HD Dataset 2

1190

12

Kaggle website

Diabetes dataset

768

9

Kaggle website

4

Table 2: Results on Diabetes Dataset

Table 3: Results on Heart Disease Dataset 1

Table 4: Results on Heart Disease Dataset 2

4.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Seven different Classifiers namely "Naive Bayes, KNN, Logistic regression, SVM, Decision
tree, Random Forest, Neural Network” are applied on the all mentioned datasets for
prediction of diabetes & heart disease. For K-NN Classifier, different values of k are used
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in order to find the best possible output of the model. Similarly, for Finding the best
performance of SVM, different kernels like linear, polynomial & RBF are applied on the
datasets. From Observations, it can be concluded that SVM is best among all other specified
classifiers for the prediction of diabetes. From Observations, it can also be deduced that
Random Forest is best among all other specified classifiers for heart disease prediction.

5.

CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

Diagnoses & prediction of chronic disease are the toughest challenges in the pharmaceutical
field. It is based on the thorough investigation of clinical data of victims. Because of
advancement in machine learning and IT, Feature Selection becomes easy. This also
decreases the complexity of the system & increases its accuracy. It is recommended that
Feature Selection & Feature Ranking should be done based on Cost & Time so that one
should get accurate & precise result in a short time & with minimum cost possible.
Researchers have tried several different models and the one with the highest accuracy is
picked for the Pre- diction of Chronic Diseases. It has been observed that not only the choice
of machine learning technique but also the dataset selected for prediction affects the
efficiency of the model.
As prediction deals with uncertainty, machine learning techniques can be combined with
fuzzy logic to better deal with uncertainty. Both soft & statistical data can be used in
combination to effectively deal with uncertainties in the medical field.

Figure 1. Performance of Various Classifiers on Diabetes Dataset
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Figure 2. Performance of Various Classifiers on Heart Disease Datasets
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Abstract.
The invention and upgrading of systems and instruments that collect data at each point
are narrowing the world. As a result, data is growing at an exponential rate. We are unable
to process such a vast volume of information in a timely manner. The data comprises
numbers that change over time, as well as other factors and functions that cause it to fluctuate
suddenly. Anomaly is a term used to describe an abrupt change in data from its standard.
The purpose of this survey is to present the deep learning approaches and the deep learning
architectures with which we can detect anomalies. The review also presents the summarized
view of the various approaches, techniques, datasets used to detect the anomalies in the
studies done over the years. The prime goal of this paper is to summarize the various deep
learning approach, architecture, and datasets with which we can detect anomalies.
Keywords. Anomaly, Outliers, Neural network, Deep learning, Auto encoder.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Anomalies are rapid changes in data from normal deviation into clusters. Anomaly
detection is the process of analysing the data provided by machines or sets of machines to
find abnormalities. Anomaly detection has recently had a big influence in areas including
hospital monitoring systems, security, banking, IoT and sensor networks, marketing, and
natural disasters. As a consequence, anomaly detection has been a popular research topic for
decades, owing to its intrinsic complexity and tumultuous nature[1]. While traditional
techniques of identifying anomalies have existed for a long time, deep learning emerged to
outwit numerous learning tasks by learning complicated data using neural networks, which
are computer representations of brain neurons. Many research methodologies are employed
to build the most effective model that can identify irregularities with a reduced signal to
noise ratio. The goal of such a model is to detect as many outlier clusters as possible while
reducing risk. The necessity for new models that can evaluate enormous datasets was
essential since previous approaches could not handle such quantities to create outliers.
Traditional approaches failed to optimise time-series, picture, and sequential data due to
their complicated structures[2]. Whereas a standard model relies on human feature selection
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from a dataset, a model using deep learning outlier detection may learn graded
discriminative features[2].

2.
DIFFERENT
DETECTION
2.1.

DEEP

LEARNING

APPROACHES

FOR

ANOMALY

Supervised anomaly detection

Separating training and test datasets is essential for supervised anomaly detection.
Despite better efficiency and outcomes, semi-supervised and unsupervised techniques of
anomaly detection were more reliable due to greater unlabeled training samples in the
created dataset [2][3].
2.2.
Unsupervised Anomaly Detection
Unsupervised deep learning anomalydetection builds and trains a model using an
unclassified and uncategorized dataset[1]. A model evaluates unscaled datasets and predicts
hidden patterns. It is explained in the study publication [2] that an unsupervised anomaly
detection system is able to learn from the data and find anomalies by separating normal from
abnormal data points.
2.3.
Semi-Supervised Anomaly Detection
It is using both scaled and unscaled datasets to train a model is called hybrid
learning[4][5].The scaled to unscaled data ratio is decreasing, indicating that less scaled data
is used for training and more unscaled data is used for better outcomes [6].

3.

DIFFERENT ARCHITECTURES IN DEEP LEARNING FOR ANOMALY

DETECTION

3.1.

Multi-layer Perceptron neural network

Multilayer perceptron (MLP) is a multiple layered feed-forward neural network[7], [8].
These activation functions[9] are represented as
y(vi) = tanh (vi)

(3.1)

y(vi) = (1 + e-vi)-1

(3.2)

Here, back-propagation, popular supervised learning technique is used for training the
dataset[9].
The multilayer perceptron neural network as given:
Let us consider dj as the targeted value and yj as the output value calculated by the perceptron
algorithm. Now the error in one neuron is generated by:
ej (n) = dj (n) – yj (n)

(3.3)

with which our error function is calculated by:
ଵ

ɛ (n) = Ʃ ej2 (n)
ଶ

(3.4)
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Now apply the gradient descent, the value while updating the weights in each cycle is
calculated by:
Δ wij (n) = - ղ (d ɛ / dvj ) yi (n)
3.2.
Convolution Neural Network(CNN)

(3.5)

CNN prioritises the local dependencies in the input data gathered earlier in the process.
Many engineers, academicians built CNN models using image datasets. A variety of
methodologies and datasets have been used by other researchers to create the model [10][11].
3.3.
Recurrent Neural Network
It is a type of advanced deep learning that operates by sending the hidden layer output
back to the input layer, resulting in the prediction of that layer's output [14]. Unlike other
neural networks, RNNs have an internal memory that allows them to perform the same
function for each input.
3.4.

Long Short-Term Memory

In Researchers developed the LSTM as a sophisticated RNN in the late 1990s and early
2000s[10]. The vanishing gradient issue in RNN happens when back-propagation is used to
train a model [17]. LSTM is an efficient solution. Advanced recurrent neural network
architecture that uses previously stored data to analyse and forecast abnormalities [15].

(a) LSTM network architecture14

(b) An architecture of adversarial
autoencoder19

Figure 3.1 An architecture of LSTM Network and adversarial autoencoder
3.5 Adversarial Auto Encoder
Adversarial Autoencoder (AAE) is a promising strategy in deep learning to identify
anomalies that may transform an autoencoder model into a generative adversarial network
with the primary goal of minimising AE reconstruction error and mapping a prior to the
hidden code vector[13].
3.6 Restricted Boltzmann Machine
It is a stochastic neural network controlled by energy principles and distinguished by
variables such as entropy, energy, and temperature[16]. With applications ranging from
feature extraction to filtering to pre-training neural networks to picture reconstruction [3342], networks are increasingly becoming unsupervised learning machines. RBM is an
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unsupervised learning technique with two layers: input and hidden. Because there is no
output layer, the propagation entails returning the reconstruction to the input layer[15].
3.7 Generative Adversarial Networks
In order to simulate the large variety of distribution of complicated and multidimensional data, we need more sophisticated approaches, such as generative adversarial
networks (GANs)[16],[17]. The primary flaw of GANs is that they are unstable to train and
provide absurd outputs.
3.8 Deep Belief Networks
Deep Belief networks (DBNs)[18] are generative model for neural network that stack
RBMs layer by layer and carry out the learning process.

(a) Multilayer perceptron network architecture7

(b)Deep belief network architecture

Figure 3.3 Multilayer perceptron and Deep belief network architecture21.
Above architecture of DBN shows us the combine structure of simple and hierarchical
connected RBMs [19].
3.9 Autoencoder
The key objective of an autoencoder is to learn in an unsupervised manner interpretation
of the dataset which can later be used to solve several real-life applications[20].Also, several
variations of regularization techniques for autoencoders were studied in various case studies
which includes Sparse Autoencoders[21]–[23],Denoising Autoencoders[24], [25] and
Contractive Autoencoders[26].
3.10 Deep Neural Networks
Moreover, with these features DNNs is widely used for anomaly detection methods
surpassing the effectiveness and accuracies of MLP, CNN, RNN, LSTM, RBM and LSTM
and are being used as black boxes in a model with their dense non-linear structure[27], [28].

4.

COMPARISON RESULTS

Supervised, semi-supervised and unsupervised approaches were presented in the paper
reviewed throughout the research, but most importantly unsupervised learning approach is
most desired for anomaly detection.Couple of more anomaly detection architecture based
on LSTM[29], LSTM-SVM[30], CNN-LSTM[11], LSTM-RNN[32] and Stacked
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LSTM[31] were observed where we could see various decision function and some methods
are extremely good where maximum ratio of anomalies was detected whereas some were
average.This research was conducted by making model to detect anomalies from normal
patters using deep Auto-encoder and restricted Boltzmann machine which uses
backpropagation by setting equal inputs, outputs and generate the results based on MSE,
RMSE and AUC.Last but not the least, we observed Deep Auto-encoder (DAE) architecture
[33]which elaborates the need of hybrid semi-supervised anomaly detection model which
could minimize the complexity observed in dimensionality in high dimensional space for
high-dimensional data.

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents the Deep learning anomaly detection approach and methods along
with the literature survey based on the approach, detection technique, architecture, datasets
used, and result obtained. The prime goal of this paper was to summarize the various deep
learning approach, architecture, and datasets with which we can detect anomalies. Another
aspect of this research was to find the application areas within deep learning for which we
can opt anomaly detection technique. Anomaly detection using deep learning technique is
the major area of research and this paper could be useful for researchers in the field.
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Abstract.
The security of multimedia applications over communication networks is an important and
challenging issue, as they can easily be intercepted. Providing privacy and preventing
unauthorized access is a core function of multimedia encryption. The encryption of data is
one way keeping content secret in the field of information security. In order to accomplish
this objective, the content must be altered and made intelligible only to users of the secret
content. This paper is unique in that it uses a dynamical systems and fractals approach to
audio file encryption and decryption to achieve completely different results.
Keywords. Fractals, Mandelbrot set, Julia Set.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Internet transactions are reliant on the security of information. Information can be shared
across a network using the web, which is a widely popular and interactive medium [9].
Virtually, users are in touch with each other thanks to their multimedia gadgets, which
have a positive impact on human life [12]. Initially, the security of electronic networks has
been a concern for keeping information secret between the parties. Data integrity, entity
reputation, and data authentication are required in order for two parties to communicate
securely using an unsecure channel [11]. Participants remain in the dark about the data
because the confidentiality guarantees their privacy. The integrity of data refers to the fact
that there has been no alteration to it. Cryptography is the science of converting data into
unreadable formats called cipher text, which may consist of symbols or a blend of
alphabetical characters with symbols [7, 14]. Thus, one can prevent cybercriminals from
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gaining access to important data. Algorithms for encrypting data comprise a combination
of public keys and function structures. We can infer that securely communicating on the
internet, engaging in online transactions, and using secured instant messaging require
secure communication [3, 5]. Computing systems rely on cryptography to protect
information. Security issues are extremely complex and important for networks.
Additionally, not all users engage in legal activities, making crime at networks a
widespread issue. Most are linked to financial crimes, and these cases have risen
repeatedly in recent years [2, 6]. There is a major issue with wireless devices regarding the
loss of confidentiality, content privacy, and location privacy. Moreover, to secure the
information on the user, all the identifying information has to be encapsulated in
cryptography to prevent it from being accessed by others. With hybrid encryption, we are
solving the security issue associated with audio and multi-media formats such as video,
text and images [6, 9 and 13].

2.

PRELIMINARIES

1.1. Dynamical systems and fractals
The concept of fractals is a geometrical structure which has two major physical properties,
namely self-similarity and dimension. In a dynamic system, changes take place over time.
The dynamics of some systems are predictable whereas others are uncertain, i.e. chaotic [1,
4 and 7].
1.2. Mandelbrot set
The Mandelbrot set define by symbol M to denote the quadratic Qc  z   z n  c is describe
as the group of all c  C where the orbit is bounded at the point 0, such as ,



M  c  C : Qcn  0  ;



n  0,1, 2,3... is bounded [3, 12].





M  c  C Qc n  0  does not tends to  as n   we choose the initial point 0 , as 0 is
the only critical point of Qc [2, 4].
1.3. Julia set

The Julia set is related to the set of points whose orbit is described by the function Qc  z  .
When the starting point is chosen as 0 , since 0 is the most important critical point in
iteration function Qc  z  [3, 5 and 8].

3.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM FOR AUDIO FILES

Our discussion in this section centres on the encryption and decryption processes in sine
wave form and their respective histograms. The histogram represents graphical
information about data. The proposed audio encryption and decryption method implements
fractal keys that are beneficial in keeping data secure [1, 14]. We used the common
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"WAV" format file to test the scheme, since they are widely used as digital audio file
formats on computers. In these formats, more information is provided about the data and
higher quality audio is provided, as the waveform audio format has the sine wave, which is
the simplest waveform, with only one frequency associated with it. Plain text of the audio
file containing numeric data with the keys, superimposed on the matrix, yields the cipher
text in mash format [3]. A picture of the original file in sine format can be seen in fig 1. As
shown in fig 2, the encrypted sine file requires modifications after encryption, such that it
is different from its original sine file format. The encrypted sine file after decryption yields
its original sine file format, see fig 3.

Fig1. Original audio file

Histogram original audio file
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Fig2. After encryption

Histogram after encryption audio file

Fig3. Decrypted
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Histogram decrypted audio file

Fig4. Connected Julia set for( -0.16875 , 0.775i )

AT TRANSMITTER SIDE
First Step:

From the connected Julia set transmitter chooses one public key c .

Second Step:

To generate the three private keys d , d , d  , a public key c is used
along with a function f (n) .

Third Step:

Read original audio wav file.

Fourth Step:

Audio wav file is superimposed with private keys.

Fifth Step:

Encrypted audio wav file is sent to the recipient.
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AT RECIPIENT SIDE
First Step:

An encrypted audio wav file is received by the receiver.

Second Step:

To generate the three private keys e, e, e , a public key c is used along
with a function f (n) .

Third Step:

A private keys e, e, e is used to decrypt an encrypted audio wav file

4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1.

Encryption and Decryption Process

There are connections between all Julia sets in the Mandelbrot set [1, 7 and 14], the
proposed method begins by choosing a public key, c , and a connecting parameter over the
connected Julia set corresponding to f  n  . A random Julia set is chosen. A fixed point
along the iteration function f  n  for each of the three private keys is used to initialize
them; Finally, the audio wav file is encrypted by these three private keys and throw over
the Network channel. Reversing the decryption process at the receiver end is necessary for
the decryption to occur. We can generate the private keys by applying the public key and
function to the received encrypted message and by applying these keys to the original
audio data we can obtain the original audio data. A detailed description of the system
works is given in Table 1.
Description of Process

Transmitter Side

Select a complex public key c

-0.16875 , 0.775i

Generate private keys d , d , d 
along with function f (n)

0.1002 - 0.0098i
-0.1588 + 0.7730i
-0.7411 + 0.5295i

Recipient Side
-0.16875 , 0.775i
0.1002 - 0.0098i
-0.1588 + 0.7730i
-0.7411 + 0.5295i
e, e, e
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Superimpose audio message
along with function

f(n) = f e (msg)

f(n) = f e (msg)

0.1002 - 0.0098i

0.1002 - 0.0098i

-0.1588 + 0.7730i
-0.7411 + 0.5295i
d , d , d 

Encrypted message

0.2331 -0.8661 -0.1077
-0.3541 -0.7894 0.1861
-0.1002 -0.8271 -0.0794
-0.2916 -0.7765 0.0455
-0.3653 -1.0380 -0.0883
-0.1666 -0.6951
0.0689-0.5416 -1.0467 0.0873 -0.3772 -1.0927
-0.3486 -0.6666 -1.3204
-0.5092
-0.6673 -1.0380 -0.0080
-0.2291 -0.9251 -0.2123
-0.4713 -0.9208
0.0406-0.2604 -1.0306 0.3451 -0.5891 -1.0380
-0.1116 -0.4244 -1.1099
-0.2514-0.3676 -0.8896
-0.1800 -0.5729 -1.0888
-0.0717 -0.2538 -0.8817
-0.0862

Type of message

Encrypted audio
Message

-0.1588 + 0.7730i
-0.7411 + 0.5295i
e, e, e

0.2331 -0.8661 -0.1077
-0.3541 -0.7894
0.1861 -0.1002 -0.8271
-0.0794 -0.2916 0.7765 0.0455 -0.3653
-1.0380 -0.0883 0.1666 -0.6951
0.0689-0.5416 -1.0467
-0.0873 -0.3772 1.0927 -0.3486 -0.6666
-1.3204 -0.5092
-0.6673 -1.0380 0.0080 -0.2291 0.9251 -0.2123 0.4713 -0.9208
0.0406-0.2604 -1.0306
-0.3451 -0.5891 1.0380 -0.1116 0.4244 -1.1099 0.2514-0.3676 -0.8896
-0.1800 -0.5729 1.0888 -0.0717 0.2538 -0.8817 0.0862

Decrypted
Message

f(n) = f e (msg)

Table 1: Protocol for exchanging keys based on Fractals

audio
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5.

CONCLUSION

In modern communication technologies, security is a crucial issue. Therefore, we must
utilize a technique called cryptography to ensure the security of digital communications.
As the Mandelbrot set contains infinite number of Julia sets, this paper provides a method
that is efficient for encrypting and decrypting the audio "WAV" files. It is this property
that allows researchers to use complex numbers and fixed point iterations to design
efficient encryption/decryption codes. The Mandelbrot and Julia fractal sets are
intrinsically connected to each other, so selecting a random key for each of these sets is
possible. The level of security is, therefore, extremely high

6.
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Abstract.
A very basic stage and a very significant part of achieving effective results for the specified
challenge is to train the machine learning algorithms with data. The primary skill in data
science engineering is gathering raw data and building datasets, pre-processing and
annotating for the given challenge. In machine learning-based problem-solving strategies,
creating the correct dataset for automotive image processing takes around half the time. The
varied weather conditions, road conditions, driving conditions, and other factors make
automotive image processing more difficult. The collection of imbalanced datasets during
image dataset construction is a common difficulty in deep learning models for multiclass
analysis. The purpose of this study is to demonstrate the process of creating, testing, training,
validating, and evaluating a dataset for three distinct vehicle classes: bus, car, and truck.
The Convolutional Neural Networks model is used to evaluate performance and represented
through Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) for balanced and unbalanced datasets
(CNN). The ability of image augmentation to increase training performance on imbalanced
datasets has been proved experimentally.
Keywords. Imbalance dataset, image data science, deep learning, CNN, Image
Augmentation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The quality of data sets is determined by the problem statement, the product being utilized,
the development time, and the development cost. To produce a fully autonomous car, both
the dataset quality and the number of training images necessary must be exceedingly high. .
Thus, for the given problem, it is vital to understand the type of data that will be utilised for
training in order to avoid incurring extra development costs, lead times, and calculation time.
Numerous automotive image processing systems require a fast response time [1] in order to
drive the vehicle within milliseconds. Active safety systems such as Adaptive Cruise Control
(ACC) [2], Lane Keeping Assistance (LKA) [3], and Collision Assistance (CA) [4], among
others, require a very fast response time to avert catastrophic incidents. Another important
consideration is that due to the necessity to research and train the Region Of Interest, the
datasets required to train ACC, LKA, and CA may differ (ROI). The principal use of image
processing in this situation may be to estimate the distance between two vehicles because
the fundamental function of ACC is to manage the vehicle's speed and the spacing between
vehicles ahead. If an unintended lane change occurs in LKA, the vehicle control system
should inform the driver. So, in LKA, image data must be gathered that suits unintentional
lane change circumstances such as sudden lane mark changes, lane mark fading, low
visibility of lane markers owing to fog conditions, and so on. Several automotive image
processing applications, such as Parking Assistance (PA) and Night Vision Camera
Assistance (NVCA) [5], require a response time of less than one second. Due to the fact that
the output of NVCA and PA systems is used by drives to perform the next control action,
meeting the response time for people should be achievable. Because human beings govern
the next action, the image's clarity is critical. NVCA places a greater emphasis on images
recorded at night to aid drivers in the event of a predicted risk. It is self-evident that
automotive image processing has more complex requirements in order to satisfy the diverse
needs of end users. Automotive firms have a lot of opportunity to create cost-effective and
trustworthy solutions with deep learning. The paper is organised into four pieces. The first
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portion describes the rationale for the current work, followed by difficulties and solutions in
automotive image datasets, as well as literature studies. The third piece covers the approach
used to solve the problem, the fourth section explains the simulation results for different
dataset sizes, and the last section explains the conclusion and possible future study.

2.

BACKGROUND

The number of cameras in modern vehicles has expanded in order to improve driver safety
and comfort. In sophisticated feature automobiles, the number of cameras used can be more
than ten [6] [7], and modern high safety vehicles contain numerous safety and driver comfort
features. As the number of cameras used grows, image processing and data analysis tools
will face additional obstacles. Because cameras are mounted on a vehicle that is subjected
to dynamic conditions such as vibration, dust, and rain [8,] the issues begin with picture
acquisition. The acquired images will include a lot of noise and unnecessary data due to the
dynamic situations. Following image acquisition, image enhancement [9] is used to improve
image quality such as resolution, colour rendition, and so on, depending on the noise level
in the collected images. After the image has been improved, image segmentation is a crucial
stage in the dataset production process. The data science engineer must capture the right
objects or features in the datasets to train the machine learning model. Image segmentation
mainly deals with the required 'object detection and classification,' so the data science
engineer must capture the right objects or features in the datasets to train the machine
learning model. To have a safe driving car, for example, sophisticated vehicle driver
assistance systems such as drive less vehicles must detect which area in the acquired image
or video is safe to drive the vehicle by analysing environments [10]. The final step in image
processing is'representation and description,' which is the required section of the image that
can be used for further processing after object recognition and calcification. However, for
automobile safety applications, a high level of representation and description is essential.
Pixel is the lowest level of feature that provides required information in representation and
description.
Vehicle type categorization is a classic example of automotive image processing that is
required in several of the vehicle applications listed above. The first step in applying deep
learning to classify vehicles is to gather the appropriate images and develop datasets.
Datasets can be built from scratch or acquired from available sources. There are research
papers available for vehicle classification using CNN [11],[12] in which the researchers
created their own dataset; in a few cases [13],[14], the researchers created the dataset for the
vehicle's rear part; and in another few cases [15], VeRi-776[16], the researchers used vehicle
datasets available in open source PKU-VD [15], VeRi-776[16]. To gain access to open
source datasets, as indicated previously, researchers must obtain permission from the
owners. However, in order to obtain consent from the proprietors, certain time delays or
even no response may be seen. Additionally, other vehicle image datasets are freely
accessible to the public. The primary difficulty in creating automobile picture databases is
obtaining the necessary number of photographs for various applications. For example,
photos or videos of various sorts of road lanes, vehicle types, and environmental conditions
(rain, snow, dusty, etc.) are required to train the deep learning algorithms for LKS. The major
issues in the automotive image datasets are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Availability of image datasets for all the required features to train the model.
Availability of required image quantity to train the model.
Availability of appropriate images for real-time vehicle driving scenarios
Availability of appropriate images for different environmental conditions

All of these factors combine to create a significant common challenge: handling imabalance
datasets. Imbalance data set occurs in classification problems during performance analysis
of multiple classes with the uneven quantity of datasets. To overcome issues seen during
imbalanced datasets, image augmentation can be utilized. In this paper, multiclass vehicle
classification like bus, car, and truck has been analyzed in three different scenarios of image
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datasets. The main reason to take the 3 mentioned classes is that getting the required
quantities of images for buses and trucks in open access is quite difficult.

3.

METHODOLOGY

CNN architecture has been used to analyze the impact on different image dataset sizes and
their performance on the machine learning algorithm. The methodology of dataset modeling,
training, and validation for CNN architecture has been explained as follows.

3.1

MODELING DATASETS

Once the challenges inherent in automotive image processing are comprehended, image data
collection for the specified task must begin. The primary issue with automobile image
collections is a lack of required images in open-source. As previously stated, there are a few
open sources accessible. However, for the chosen topic, which involves three distinct types
of vehicles, while there are several vehicle datasets accessible, photos for bus and truck
datasets were not available in sufficient quantities. As mentioned in table-1, car image
datasets are gathered with 5000 images where has for bus and trucks managed to gather 2900
and 3400 images respectively from open source. To increase the image dataset size, a data
augmentation approach has been utilized by using existing images. There are various data
augmentation techniques are available like padding, cropping, flipping in different directions,
etc. Depending on the problem and available images one can create additional images for the
data sets. By using the image augmentation technique additional images for bus and truck has
been created for 2100 and 1600 images respectively. Two examples of image augmentation
have been shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
Tabel-1: Dataset Scenarios for Analysis

Dataset Scenarios
1.Minimal Images
2.Imbalance Images
3. Added Augmented Images
to make 5000 equal images

Number of Bus
images

Number of
Car images

2900
2900

2900
5000

Number
of Truck
images
2900
3400

2100

0

1600

Figure 3.1 Image augmentation examples for bus image
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Figure 3.2 Image augmentation example for truck image

3.2 TRAINING, TESTING, AND VALIDATION DATASETS
As mentioned in Figure 3.3, total images in the datasets are segregated as training, testing,
and validation. However, in the current scenario, only training and testing datasets in the ratio
of 80% and 20% have been implemented. Sometimes validation datasets can also be used to
fine-tune the learning algorithms.

Figure 3.3 Testing and training for CNN

3.3 CNN ARCHITECTURE
A three-layer convolution neural network has been implemented as shown in Figure 3.4. An
experiment has been carried out using Python 3.7.9, with IDE PyCharm and OpenCV
Library. Three different datasets as mentioned in the table-1 have been created separately
and three different inputs have been provided for the CNN model. Image size of 64 x 64 has
been normalized and feature extraction including filtering, image segmentation, and image
enhancement has been taken care of from the CNN model. CNN models consist of
convolution layer, pooling layer, fully connected layer, and output layer. The first
convolution layer consists of 32 filters and followed by 64 filters in the second and third
layers. Padding has been considered to maintain input and output image size. Max pooling
and Average pooling are widely used in the research article however max-pooling has been
considered because of its benefits in capturing maximum value in a feature map. The output
of max pooling with window size 2 and stride size 2 is fed to the size 2 of the fully connected
layer. The fully connected layer is the deep layer that is used for classification. Finally, the
fully connected layer passes its input to softmax with 2 layers for the final image classified
output. In the current work, three different datasets are passed with fifty epochs for each
scenario to train the learning algorithm. The output of each scenario is executed in three
different phases and results have been captured and explained in the next section.
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Figure 3.4 CNN Architecture

4.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Performance evaluation of different dataset scenarios can be analyzed using accuracy as
mentioned in equation 1. The result of the ROC curve is as shown in Figure 4.1, it is quite
evident that an imbalanced dataset gives low performance compared to the balanced dataset.
The main reason the performance of the imbalance dataset is deteriorated because of false
negative and false positive will increase for bus and truck class. Also, it can be observed that
after image augmentation the output ROC is increased from 88% to 98% scenario-1 to
scenario-3.
(1)

𝐴𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑦

Figure 4.1 ROC curve for all three Scenarios
From Figure 4.2 as well it is quite evident that for the imbalance dataset error rate is more
compared to the balanced dataset. After image augmentation, the error rate has reduced by
nearly 10% compared to scenario-1 and scenario-3.

Figure 4.2 Performance graph for different scenario
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5.

FUTURE WORK

Adding images by utilizing the image augmentation technique has improved the
performance of the CNN training model. The next part of our research work is to have a
deep study on the different image augmentation techniques and their impact on performance.
So future work will be concentrated on a detailed study of padding, cropping, flipping,
rotation, etc, and its performance evaluation for different automotive functional conditions
LKS, ACC, CA, etc.
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Abstract.
Nowadays in this world when Machine is learning by algorithms and performing according to the inputs Python has its unique
importance. Depression is said to be a feeling in which a person feels having a low mood and a state of strongly not liking
someone/something. It has many effects on the body of the person. The symptom which is recognized as the core of depression is not
feeling interested in the works or not feeling pleasure in the things that give joy to them earlier. The primary intention of this research is
to carry out a comparison amongst the different Algorithms of Machine Learning based on accuracy, precision, sensitivity, F1 score, and
Confusion Matrix to find which algorithm gives the best performance on depression data. The final aim of this research paper is to
provide a model that will predict depression in the human body.
Keywords. Random Forest Classifier, Extra Trees Classifier, Multi-Layer Perceptron, Support Vector Classifier, F1 Score, Confusion
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Depression is said to be a feeling in which a person feels having a low mood and a state of strongly not liking someone/something. The
symptom which is recognized as the core of depression is not feeling interested in the works that give joy to them earlier. This can result
in the person having a state of sadness, thinking difficulty, problems in paying attention. It can also lead to an increase or decrease in the
diet and sleeping time of the person. In this condition person also experience the feeling of dejection, hopelessness and suicidal thoughts.
1.1

2.








Symptoms of Depression
Problem in Sleeping
Loss of Interest
Increment in Fatigue
Emotions that are Uncontrollable
Appetite of a Person Changes
Weight of a Person Changes

LITERATURE SURVEY

This section is concerned with all the previous works that are done in this field. It presents a study that gives the comparison between
different Algorithms of Machine Learning. They have used algorithms as- Logistic Regression, Random Forest, XG Boost, Support
Vector Machine, Ada Boost, K-NN and Decision Tree. They have performed their research on the prediction of liver disease at an early
stage. They have compared the above Machine Learning Algorithms on the basis of Accuracy, Precision, Recall, F1 Score, an area under
curve and Specificity. They have collected their datasets from UCI Machine Learning Repository. There result in states that Random
Forest Algorithm performs the best in terms of accuracy with 83.70%. Random Forest also performs well in the terms of other parameters
too. So, they concluded Random Forest as the best algorithm that can be used in predicting Liver Disease. It describes about the machine
learning techniques principles and he also described the use of them in the domains of real-world applications. They further describe the
challenges and potential they need to perform in their research. On the basis of their goal, they shortly discussed how the methods of
machine learning are being used in providing an appropriate way in solving the problems of the real world. The conclusion was that
machine learning is built upon the data that is provided to the algorithms for learning purposes and the performance provided by them. It
has the algorithms of Machine Learning for doing the predictions on anxiety, depression and stress in their paper. They have gathered
their data by making the questionnaire related to their topic. This consists of the data of several cultures and communities which are
employed and unemployed. They realize in their research that classes they made were imbalanced at the time when they start making
confusion matrix. So they measure f1 score to identify the best accuracy model. They find that Random Forest Classifier as the best
model. The conclusion was that the f1 score is the important aspect in finding the best accuracy model. It describes the use of various
kinds of machine learning. It also merges the results of the analysis that comes from all the algorithms that were used for performing their
research. Their main purpose was to increase the awareness of Machine Learning among the persons. Their conclusion presents that it is
necessary for the Machine Learning model to continuously grasp from the past doing that come from countries that are developed, set up
algorithms of machine learning mostly for the making enterprises in domestic areas and providing help of the economy in developing
industry. It presents about the survey on how machine learning can be used for providing investigation on depression. The methods which
they use in their systems are based on the method of detection via posts on social media, syntax and semantic analysis of the person’s
emotion in order to predict the depression levels of different age groups. Some have performed comparative research on four Algorithms
of Machine Learning. For the purpose of reducing attributes, they used CFSSubsetEval. They have collected their datasets from OASISBrains.org. They finally concluded as J48 is the best algorithm for the purpose of detecting Dementia.Some have conducted their research
on various Algorithms of Machine Learning with the aim of finding the effectiveness. The datasets that were used in this research were
from different types of clinics. In these datasets are small, medium and large that can be accessed publicly. The comparison between
algorithms was done on the basis of the requirement of accuracy and time in training and testing algorithms. The result implies that KNearest Neighbor performed well amongst all the algorithms used.It also presents that social network data gives the opportunity to work
on the user’s moods and attitudes when they convey messages with the use of social media. The data for the analysis was on the

Facebook data that they collected from an online public source. They gave their analysis on 7146 Comments on Facebook. They got the
conclusion as 54.77% depressive person who conveys between mid-night to mid-day & 45.22% depressive person who conveys between
mid-days to mid-night. Some have done comparative research amongst some popular Algorithms of Machine Learning. They have used
two datasets in order to provide the best efficiency. They have collected all the information including datasets from the UCI Machine
Learning storehouse. There first dataset contains 6500 rows & 13 columns & second dataset contains 1055 rows & 13 columns. There
result shows that Support Vector Machine performs the best accuracy of 99.38%.

3.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The model that we have proposed for this research is described in the Figure 1

Dataset Gathering
& Preparation

Defining
Variables

Importing
Libraries

Dividing
Datasets

Applying
Algorithms

Comparing
Algorithms

Designing
Prediction Model
Fig.1. Proposed Methodology
3.1.
Dataset Gathering & Preparation
In developing a Machine Learning Model or performing any type of research in Machine Learning the first and most important step is to
gather the datasets. We have taken the Depression datasets from an online portal. There were 1290 rows and 27 columns in the original
dataset. Table 1 describes the original Depression Dataset.
Table 1. The Original Dataset
1.

Age

Timestamp
8/27/2014
11:29
8/27/2014
11:29

2.
3.

37

-----

No

NA

44

-----

No

NA
-----

11/30/2015
21:25
2/1/2016
23:04

-----

1260.

Comment

-----

-----

----1259.

obs_
consequence

46

-----

No

NA

25

-----

No

NA

Table 2 describes the final dataset that we have used for performing this research. In the column ‘Gen’, 0 represents Female and 1
represents Male and in all the other columns 0 stands for No and 1 stands for Yes.
Table 2. The Final Dataset
1.

Age

Gen

2.

37

0

3.

44

1

---------------

phys_health_
consequence

Target

0

1

0

1

-----

-----

-----

-----

-----

1248.

32

1

--------

0

0

1249.

36

1

--------

0

0

----0

1260.

25

1

---------------

-----

----46

-----

----1259.

0

1

0

1

3.2.
Importing Libraries
Python has plenty of libraries that can be used by the developers for performing different kinds of research like on Machine Learning
Models, Robotics etc. All the libraries are predefined and are easily available we just have to import them and use them according to
our requirement. We have done the same we have imported the libraries like pandas, matplotlib, sklearn etc. We have used the following
libraries1. Pandas- We used this library for reading the datasets.
2. Matplotlib, Seaborn- We have used the seaborn library for plotting heat map and matplotlib library for plotting the labels, giving the
titles etc. around the heat map.
3. Numpy- We have used this library for designing the prediction model.
4. Sklearn- We have used many modules of this library in this research paper. We have used the modules like model_selection, ensemble,
neural_network etc.
3.3.
Defining Variables
Defining the variables that are included in the creation of the Model is also the most important step as the Model fits only on variables.
For performing this we have to follow this pseudo codeStep 1. Define the variable X by dropping target column and storing all other columns in it.
Step 2. Put the axis=1 for dropping target column.
Step 3. Define the variable y by storing target variable in it.
3.4.
Dividing Datasets
It is necessary to divide the datasets into Training Module and Testing Module so that we can perform the works on Training Module and
make predictions on Testing Module. We have divided the whole datasets into Training and Testing Module. We have divided the dataset
into 80-20 ratio that means our Training Module contains 80% and Testing Module contains 20% respectively. For performing this we
have to certain pseudo code the code is as followsStep 1. Define the ratio in which you want to divide the dataset.
Step 2. Define the Test Size according to the desired ratio.
Step 3. Apply the train_test_split module.
3.5.
Applying Algorithms
The main step in this research is to apply algorithms. We have applied all Machine Learning Algorithms like Random Forest Classifier,
Extra Trees Classifier, Ada Boost Classifier, Decision Tree Classifier and Multi-Layer Perceptron. For performing this we have defined
the pseudo-code that is given as followsStep 1. Store each algorithm into different variables.
Step 2. Fit each model on the training dataset using the fit method.
Step 3. Use predict method for doing the predictions.
3.6.
Comparing Algorithms
The pre-final step in this research is to compare the above-mentioned models. We have compared all the algorithms on the basis of
accuracy, precision, sensitivity, F1 score and Confusion Matrix to find the best algorithm amongst all the models. For doing the work the
pseudo code is as followsStep 1. Use accuracy score for finding accuracy.
Step 2. Use precision score for finding precision.
Step 3. Use recall score for finding sensitivity.
Step 4. Use f1 score for finding F1 Score.
Step 5. Print the results of comparison.
The another parameter that we are giving for comparison is the Confusion Matrix. Confusion Matrix is divided into two rows
and two columns. It is plotted using matplotlib and seaborn libraries. We have done this in Three Steps. We have plot the Confusion
Matrix of 2 Algorithms at a time and followed by the other Algorithms. Pseudo that is applicable for doing this is as followsStep 1. Use confusion matrix for plotting confusion matrix.
Step 2. Use the heatmap for doing the same.
Step 3. Print thr results.
3.7.
Designing Prediction Model
The final step in the study is to evaluate a model that tries to predict depression in the human body. This prediction model works on the
dataset that is provided to the model. This model has been made with the help of library named as numpy. The input contains the data in
the same manner that is defined in the dataset. It implies that the 1st value is the Age of the Person, 2nd is the Gender in the form of 0 and
1, 3rd defines that if the person is having any Family History of Depression?, 4th is asking that if the person is working in any tech
company?, 5th is asking that if the person is going through any treatment?, 6th is asking if the person is working remotely? 7th is asking if
the person has mental health consequence? 8th is asking if the person has physical health consequence? and finally 9th is the target
variable that predicts the depression in human body. The pseudo code for this is shown as followsStep 1. Use numpy for designing model.
Step 2. Input the values in the form of array.
Step 3. Reshape the array which was given as input.
Step 4. Use the results of comparing algorithms.
Step 5. Print the results either in the form of 0 or 1 i.e., 0 means Patient doesn’t have Depression and 1 implies Patient have Depression.

4.

RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS

The application of all above mentioned machine learning methods with all parameters- accuracy, precision, sensitivity, F1 score &
Confusion Matrix is described in Table 3. In the case of Confusion Matrix, the first value represents False Negative value, second

represents False Positive value, third represents True Negative value & fourth represents True Positive value respectively. From the
below table, it has been clearly shown that Ada Boost Classifier and Multi-Layer Perceptron both have shown the good performance in
some parameters but Support Vector Classifier has shown the best performance in all the parameters. In the case of Confusion Matrix,
Multi-Layer Perceptron has performed good as it predicts 78 True Positives but Support Vector Classifier has again performed the best as
it has given the total 88 True Positives. So, it has been cleared that Support Vector Classifier is the best algorithm amongst all the
presented algorithms so we have used the same algorithm for performing the final step of research i.e., designing of the Prediction Model.
According to dataset which was given the prediction model performs effectively as it can clearly predict depression in human body.
Table 3. Result Analysis
Accuracy
Precision

Sr. No.

Model

Sensitivity

F1 Score

0

Random Forest

0.480159

0.488722

0.507812

0.498084

1

Multi-Layer Perceptron

0.503968

0.506224

0.953125

0.661247

2

Extra Trees Classifier

0.476190

0.482143

0.421875

0.450000

3

Ada Boost Classifier

0.523810

0.533333

0.500000

0.516129

4

Decision Tree Classifier

0.476190

0.482456

0.429688

0.454545

5

Support Vector Classifier

0.551587

0.549669

0.648438

0.594982

Fig.3. Confusion Matrix of Random Forest Classifier and Multi-Layer Perceptron

Fig.4. Confusion Matrix of Extra Trees Classifier and Ada Boost Classifier

Fig.5. Confusion Matrix of Decision Tree Classifier and Support Vector Classifier

5.

CONCLUSION

This paper has shown a comparative study between multiple Machine Learning Algorithms very well. The dataset used in this research is
completely authenticated and unique as the proper analysis and editing is done on the dataset. According to the results provided by this
research the Support Vector Classifier has performed really well in all the parameters. So, this algorithm can be used for future usage.
This paper has also shown a Model that will predict Depression in the human body according to the given dataset. The model
predicts in the form of 0 and 1 i.e., 0 implies that the person is not having Depression and 1 implies that the person is having Depression.
In this research we have used the results of the comparative study that is done as the primary objective of this research.

6.

FUTURE SCOPE

In future this research will be helpful in the following aspects which are given as follows It will be helpful for researchers to perform study in Predictive Analytics
 It will be helpful in selecting the best Machine Learning Model if the aim is to determine Depression at an initial stage
 It will be helpful in designing the Prediction Model using Machine Learning
 It will be helpful in predicting Depression from the Human Body

7.
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Abstract.
Artificial intelligence has come a long way in recent years, and it currently represents an
emerging technology that will change the way people live. Despite the fact that many
instructors are unaware of its scope and, more significantly, what it implies, the use of AI
in education is growing rapidly, with the aim of improving the quality of teaching and
learning. There are many different approaches to this, but they all involve the use of data
analytics and machine learning to make improvements in education. The purpose of this
research was to look at the scientific output on artificial intelligence in MOOCs that were
indexed in Scopus databases between 2012 and 2021. For this a customised approach for
bibliometric investigations was applied on the SCOPUS databases. A total of 476 articles
were included in the sample. The findings revealed that the issue has a lot of interest, but
that the literature on it is still in its early stages.
Keywords. Intelligent systems; artificial intelligence; machine learning; MOOCs;
bibliometric study
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1.

INTRODUCTION

From time immemorial human beings have been learning and adapting to the new
environment. This movement has continued for millions of years in all dimensions of
human life but picked up incredible momentum in the modern era. The advent of
information technology amplified this learning and adapting process by leaps and bounds
[1], [2], [3], [4]. The world in which we are living is changing at such a fast and
unpredictable rate and it is difficult to visualize how different things were just a few years
back. Artificial Intelligence (AI) has gone a great way in recent years, and it is now
regarded as a disruptive technology that will affect people's lives in the not-too-distant
future. Various studies have already examined the primary applications of artificial
intelligence in education, as well as the fundamental design difficulties and methodologies
used in the system's adaptation to the user [5]. Traditionally, intelligent educational
systems (IESs) were considered in the context of their functional components. Domain
knowledge, a representation of the learner's current state, and instructional knowledge are
the three mandatory subsystems [6]. There are many different ways in which AI can be
used in education. One way is through the use of data analytics to improve teaching and
learning practices. Here systems can involve machine learning, where algorithms can be
trained on large sets of data to learn from them and then make predictions or
recommendations.
Massive open online courses (MOOCs), which have been popular for a few years, are one
of the fields of education where a large number of learners are enrolled. These courses can
be taken at any time, on any device and are a cheaper and more flexible way to learn. The
best thing about MOOCs is that people can choose from a wide range of courses and study
at their own pace, allowing them to complete the course faster or take it slower. As
artificial intelligence is also growing rapidly in education where its primary goal is to
improve the quality of teaching and learning by making it more accessible, personalized,
adaptive, and interactive. Because of enormous MOOCs enrolments, AI is likely to play a
significant role in analysing the large data set of MOOCs. Data analytics may be used by
AI to improve teaching and learning techniques. The machine learning algorithms can be
trained on large datasets of MOOCs to learn from them and then make predictions or
recommendations about how to teach better or learn something new.
A search of the scientific literature on artificial intelligence in MOOCs can be useful in
this scenario to see how many research papers are available. As a result, this bibliometric
analysis looks at the scholarly output on artificial intelligence in MOOCs that was indexed
in Scopus between 2012 and 2021, and would address the following research questions:
RQ1: What is the status of paper publication in the last ten years (2012 – 2021)?
RQ2: What are the major organisations and countries that produce the most artificial
intelligence research within MOOCs?
RQ3: What are the most-cited publications and popular keywords for research in artificial
intelligence output in MOOCs?
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2.

METHODOLOGY

In this research paper, we employed a bibliometric study approach that adhered to the
PRISMA pronouncement's requirements. The metadata of scientific work on the Scopus
database in the last ten years (2012–2021) was analysed for this. For this purpose, the
search was broadened to include the popular subsets of artificial intelligence viz.,
"machine learning" and "intelligent systems". The Scopus database was searched using the
keywords ("Artificial Intelligence" OR "Machine Learning" OR "Intelligent System")
AND "MOOC". The results were limited to publication years (2012–2021). The data
analysis was carried out on 476 research papers that were indexed in Scopus. Software,
such as Microsoft Excel, VOSviewer version 1.6.18 were used for investigations.

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1.

Status of paper publication in the last ten years

Taking into account the "year of production" variable, the findings revealed that the largest
production peaks in the Scopus database in the year 2020 with 91 publications, while the
years 2021 and 2019 each had 89 and 85 publications, respectively. Figure 3.1 depicts the
year-by-year release of materials in MOOCs on the theme of artificial intelligence from
2012 to 2021. The findings indicate that there is a growing interest in the subject, since the
number of publications has increased in the last ten years.

Figure 3.1. Year of production of published documents
In terms of "document type" conference papers accounted for 71.7 percent of overall
output in the Scopus database, followed by journal articles, which accounted for 20.3
percent of total production. Table 1 depicts the document type of research publication in
MOOCs on the theme of artificial intelligence from 2012 to 2021.
Comparing the documents by source for the counts of at least 10, the series “Lecture Notes
in Computer Science” has the highest number of publications in the last ten years with 72

4
documents, followed by “ACM International Conference Proceeding Series” with 31
documents. The complete result is shown in Figure 3.2.
Table1. Documents by type
Document type

Documents

Percentage

Conference Paper

335

71.7

Journal Article

95

20.3

Conference Review

25

5.4

Review

5

1.1

Book Chapter

4

0.9

Book

1

0.2

Erratum

1

0.2

Short Survey

1

0.2

Figure 3.2. Published documents by source
Analysing the documents by subject area, the research found that 44.3% of the documents
were related to computer science, 14.2% were related to mathematics, and 13.7% were
related to social sciences. The complete subject analysis is shown in Table 2.
3.2.

Major organisations and countries that produce the most research

According to the Scopus database, the top institution with research publications on
artificial intelligence in MOOCs, in the previous ten years, from 2012 to 2021, was
Carnegie Mellon University (USA), followed by Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

5
(Spain), and Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Universitet (Norway). Table 3
summarises the top 10 results for this world-wide search.
Table 2. Documents by Subject Area
Subject area

Documents

Percentage

Computer Science

391

44.3

Mathematics

125

14.2

Social Sciences

121

13.7

Engineering

115

13.0

Decision Sciences

37

4.2

Physics and Astronomy

21

2.4

Business, Management and Accounting

15

1.7

Materials Science

9

1.0

Psychology

9

1.0

Medicine

8

0.9

Others

32

3.6

Table 3. Documents by Affiliation
Organizations

n

%

Carnegie Mellon University (USA)

11

2.31

Universidad Autónoma de Madrid (Spain)

8

1.68

Norges Teknisk-Naturvitenskapelige Universitet (Norway)

7

1.52

Universidad de Valladolid (Spain)

7

1.52

Universidad Carlos III de Madrid (Spain)

6

1.26

Huazhong Normal University (China)

6

1.26

Ecole Mohammadia d'Ingenieurs, Mohammed V University
(Morocco)

6

1.26

Stanford University (USA)

6

1.26

Durham University (England)

6

1.26

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (USA)

6

1.26

In terms of "countries", according to the Scopus database, China has most publications on
artificial intelligence research on MOOCs, with 110, followed by the United States with
83, India with 37, and Spain with 34 research articles. Figure 3.3 depicts the top ten
countries of the entire search outcome.
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Figure 3.3. Published documents by country
3.3.

Most-cited publications and popular keywords for research in artificial
intelligence output in MOOCs

Finally, data on the variable "the most-cited publications" was gathered. This was picked
as a criterion for highlighting the most significant research. Table 4 summarises the top
five most referenced publications in Scopus database.
Table 4. The most cited articles in Scopus on “artificial intelligence in MOOCs”
Title

Authors

Journal

Year

Citations

Rebooting MOOCresearch[7]

Reich, J.

Science

2015

187

MOOCs: So many learners, so
much potential [8]

Kay, J.,

IEEE
Intelligent
Systems,

2013

157

Proceedings - 15th
IEEE International
Conference on Data
Mining Workshop,
ICDMW

2015

135

2014

112

2013

107

Reimann, P.,
Diebold, E.,
Kummerfeld, B.

Temporal Models for Predicting
Student Dropout in Massive
Open Online Courses [9]

Fei, M.,

Characteristics of massive open
online courses (MOOCS): A
research review, 2009-2012 [10]

Kennedy, J.

Journal
Interactive
Learning,

Combination
of
machine
learning
algorithms
for
recommendation of courses in
E-Learning System based on
historical data [11]

Aher, S.B., Lobo,
L.M.R.J.

Knowledge-Based
Systems,

Yeung, D.-Y.

of
Online
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The Scopus database was analysed for keywords using VOSviewer version 1.6.18. The
minimum threshold of 25 appearances was required for a word to be included in the
research. Only 24 keywords out of 2792 terms satisfied this criterion. Figure 3.4 depicts a
co-occurrence network map, generated by VOSviewer using 24 keywords relying on a
relevance score with three final clusters depicted in different colours (red, green, and blue).
With phrases like "forecasting", “machine learning”, “learning systems”, “learning
algorithms”, “decision trees”, “learning analytics” and “data mining” the red cluster
appears to focus on the predictive aspects of MOOC. The green cluster appears to be
focused on many elements that may influence MOOC acceptance, with phrases like
“online education”, “distance education”, “online learning”, “big data", “intelligent
systems”, “students”, “education computing” and “curricula” included. Finally, with the
keywords like "education", “computer aided instruction”, "engineering education",
"education", “artificial intelligence” and "teaching" the blue cluster appears to be focused
on the implementation of the MOOCs.

Figure 3.4. Keyword co-occurrence network map in the published documents

4.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

Scopus database reveals that the number of documents published on use of artificial
intelligence in MOOCs has increased in recent years. The majority of the publications
were proceedings papers, signifying a high level of interest in the subject. Although, there
exists a significant gap between conference papers (71.7%) and journal articles (20.3%).
The literature suggests that MOOCs integrated with artificial intelligence are now a
possibility. The study looked at a wide range of published works on artificial intelligence
in MOOCs, demonstrating the researchers' heterogeneity on the subject. Several authors
have discussed the MOOC dropout prediction studies [9], [12], [13][14]. While significant
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scholars laid emphasis on numerous other topics some of these were viz., clickstream
analysis of learners’ [15], [16], satisfaction of the learners [17], [18], Time-based metrics
related to assessments and student interactions [19], use of K-means algorithm MOOC
dataset [20], machine learning algorithms to filter and classify the MOOC learners [21],
emotional tendencies of learners [22], learning behaviours in MOOC [23], intelligent
analysis [24], Virtual and Augmented Reality [25] etc.
MOOCs (Massive Open Online Courses) are slowly conquering the education business.
2017 Higher Education Edition of the Horizon Report predicted that by 2022, Artificial
intelligence will be applied in higher education [26]. Moreover, the technologies like IOT,
blockchain and AR / VR can be incorporated in the future. Although pandemic has
disrupted the last two years, AI is set to become a widespread feature in MOOCs within
few years. While artificial intelligence and MOOCs are both real, we acknowledge that
artificial intelligence research in MOOCs is still in its early phases.
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ABSTRACT
Now a days face recognition is commonly used applications which need security. Many
authentication systems have been developed like fingerprint, palm, iris, face and many
more but face recognition system is widely used as authentication system to verify the
person’s identity as the face is most natural way to identify the person, its uniqueness
property and as it requires no touch to the screen that’s why its use is rising day by day but
due to spoofing attack like photo attack, video replay attack, facial mask attack and many
more, face recognition requires more attention. Also due to large date set, it takes a long
time to search the client id. This paper proposed a framework RotFace for robust and time
efficient face recognition system. At first, deep featured are extracted of the face images
using deep network ResNeT50 then classification is divided into two parts. In first part, real
attack predictor is applied by using Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifier. In second part, a client
id predictor is applied by using KNN. Experiment is executed on Replay Attack Dataset
and achieves very good results in terms of accuracy and time. This paper also analyses the
proposed framework with the existing techniques of face recognition system and performs
better than the existing techniques.
Keywords – Face Recognition, Liveness Detection, Deep Network, Gaussian NaïveBayes,
KNN

1.

INTRODUCTION

For the security purpose, many authentication systems have been developed but face
recognition system is widely used as authentication system to verify the person’s identity
[1] as the face is most natural way to identify the person [2], its uniqueness property [3] and
as it requires no touch to the screen that’s why its use is rising day by day. But due to
spoofing attack like photo, 2D & 3D mask, video replay and many more [4], it is misused
by the attacker.Attackers used the recorded video of the authorized person in front of sensor
device to authenticate the user and have gain access to the others device. So,for robust face
recognition, it is necessary to check liveness of the authentic person [5].
A robust and time efficient framework for face recognition is proposed in this paper.
Robustness of the face recognition system is to check whether the person is live or not.
For the experiment Replay Attack dataset of the face videos is used. This dataset contains
both real and fake videos of the persons. At first, videos of the face are converted to the
frames. Then the class balancing is done to remove the imbalance problem of the real and
fake frames so that it will not affect the accuracy results. After balancing real and fake
image, feature extraction technique is applied to extract deep features of the image and then
the system is trained using real attack predictor.
If the image is detected as fake, it will skip the image for further processing which will
decrease the run time and if the image is detected as real then the image is forwarded to the
next step i.e., to the client id predictor which will recognize the face and gives the client id.
As seen in the Figure 1, after checking liveness of the image, image is discarded if the
image is fake which will reduce the run time. Run time is vary from system to system. This

experiment is done in python 3.7 installed on i7 8th generation, 240 SSD, 2TB HDD, 8gb
ram, 4gb Graphics system.
Video is inputted to the System

Converted to Frames
Class Balancing of Real and Fake Class

Deep Feature Extraction

Real Attack Predictor
No
Is ImageLive?

Spoofed Image and
Discarded

Yes
Client Id Predictor
Face Recognized and
Client Id is Outputted
Figure 1: Proposed Framework of RotFace

2.

LITERATURE SURVEY

Face recognition is widely used for the authenticity of a person these days and that is the
reason, face recognition is a popular for research purpose. Many deep learning techniques
for face recognition have been implemented.Mugalu et. al. proposed a web-based face
recognition system in which MTCNN is used for detection and LinearSVC is used for
classification and achieved 95% accuracy [6]. Sajjad et. al. suggested a hybrid approach for
anti-spoofed face recognition system. This hybrid approach is two tier approaches. In tierI,palm prints, face and finger print are integrated and in second tier, CNN is used to detect
spoofing attack. This approach is applied on five dataset and achieved very promising
results [7].
Linn et. al. proposed an anti-spoofing face recognition by detecting movement of eye CNN
is used to extract features and classification. Experiment is done on three different dataset
OWN Replay, NUAAand Replay Attack and achieved 96.5%, 98% and 95.8% accuracy
respectively which is better than the exiting techniques [8]. Increase in the use of
computing device and mobile needs checking of authentic user and many deep learning
approached have been developed for face recognition [9]. Many deep feature extraction
techniques like LBP, SIFT, DoG, HoG and SURF [10,11] etc. have been developed for
feature extraction of the images similarly different deep learning classifier have been
developed for detection of spoof attack.

3.

CLASS IMBALANCE

For the experiment REPLAY ATTACK dataset is used from which video clips of real user
and hand attacked video clips are used means video of real client in mobile or tablet is
placed in front of sensor to access the device. These video clips are first converted to the
frames and number of frames obtained from real and hand attacked video clips are different
in number means class imbalance in real and hand attacked classes and class imbalance
lead to deteriorate the accuracy. Different class imbalance ration gives different accuracy
means if the ratio of real images are more than the spoofed images, it will lead to more
accuracy but if the ratio real images are less than the spoofed images then the accuracy is
less so it is compulsory to balance the class before classification [12].

4.

FEATURE EXTRACTION

For deep feature extraction of the images five different deep features extraction techniques
are used- ReSNet50, VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3 and DenseNet121.These deep
networks are the pretrained weighted networks. ReSNeT is referred to Residual Neural
Network given by Kaiming et. al. in 2015 and perform better than VGG for image
processing [13].
VGG16 is type of CNN model given by Simonyan et. al. VGG16 isbetter than AlexNet
suggested by the authors and gives better accuracy for image processing[14].VGG19 is
improvement over VGG16 and comprises of some more layers than VGG 16 and deeper
than VGG16 [15]. InceptionV3 is also a deep CNN architecture used for image processing
given by Google and developed as a challenge for imagenet recognition [16]. DenseNet is
proposed in 2018 by Huang et al., suggested that this network is also an improvement over
some other state of the art and worked in feed forward direction [17].

5.

REAL ATTACK PREDICTOR

Real attack predictor is trained and used to predict the liveness of the person by using the
deep features extracted from different techniques and machine learning algorithm - Gauss
Naïve Bayes and Random Forest. Gauss Naïve Bayes is commonly used for image
classification [18] and Random Forest performs very well to predict liveness of recognition
system [19]. This trained Real Attack Predictor is used to predict the imputed image as real
or spoofed during testing phase.

6.

CLIENT ID PREDICTOR

Client id predictor is trained using deep feature of the face images and two machine
learning algorithm – k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) and Decision Tree. k-Nearest Neighbor
and Decision Tree are good classifier for image processing [20]. After detecting liveness of
the image, only lived person images is send to the client id predictor for face recognition
which predict the client id in testing phase.

7.

METHODOLOGY

Methodology discussed the dataset used, performance evaluation metrics and experimental
setup and results.
7.1.
DATASET
REPLAY-ATTACK dataset [21] contains recorded video clips of 50 persons in two varied
conditions - adverse and controlled. In controlled condition, background is illuminated with
fluorescent lamp light and uniform whereas in adverse condition, background is non
uniform and illuminated with day light. This dataset contains two type of attack frame Fixed and Hand. In fixed attack, a hard copy of the image of a person is placed at fixed
position in front of camera whereas in Hand attack, videoclips from Mobile and tablet is
hold by the operator’s hand.

Figure 2: Sample Images of the Replay Attack Dataset. Top Row shows the Controlled Condition and
bottom row shows the adverse condition. From left to right- Real Image, mobile phone and Tablet
Attack

For this experiment, Real and Hand attack recorded video clips of 20 persons are used and
converted to image frames. From these frames, 50 real frames of each client are chosen and
50 hand attacked frames of each client are chosen so total 2000 images are used for
experimental work of proposed framework in which 1000 images are real images and 1000
images are attacked images of 20 clients.
7.2.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS

For measure and compare RoTFace performance, two metrics Accuracy and F1 score are
used [22].Accuracy is used to calculate true prediction and represented by equation 1.F1
Score is also an accuracy measure and defined as weighted mean of recall and precision
represented in equation 2.
𝑨𝒄𝒄
𝑭𝟏

𝒕𝑷𝒗 𝒕𝒏𝒗

(1)

𝒕𝒑𝒗 𝒕𝒏𝒗 𝒇𝑷𝒗 𝒇𝒏𝒗
𝟐𝒕𝑷𝒗

(2)

𝟐𝒕𝑷𝒗 𝒇𝑷𝒗 𝒇𝒏𝒗

Where tpv predicts real images as real, tnvpredicts attacked images as attacked, fpvpredicts
attacked images as real, fnv predicts real images as attacked.
7.3.

EXPERIMENT SETUP AND RESULTS

For experiment, 60:40 ration is followed for training and testing. From 2000 images of the
total images, 600 real and 600 attacked i.e., total1200 images are used for training the
predictor and 400 real and 400 attacked i.e., total 800 images are used for testing.
In experiment, five different feature extraction techniques VGG16, VGG19, inceptionV3,
DenseNet121, ReSNet50 are used to extract deep features of the image. Then Gauss Naïve
Bayes classifier is used as real attack predictor and then K Nearest Neighbour(KNN) is
used as client id predictor similarly after deep feature extraction, Random Forest is used as
real attack predictor and Decision Tree is used as client id predictor. These approaches are
represented
as
VGG16_GK,
VGG16_RFDT,
VGG19_GK,
VGG19_RFDT,
InceptionV3_GK, InceptionV3_RFDT,DenseNet_GK, DenseNet_RFDT, ReSNeT_RFDT
and RoTFace (ReSNet_GK) and gives 97.64%, 94.132%, 98.58%, 96.25%, 94.63%,
90.201%, 98.37%, 91.939%, 90.523%, 99.7% accuracy respectively.
Table 1 shows the accuracy, F1 score and Run time excluding training time (in sec) results
of different approached used in experiment.
As shown in table, run time of proposed approach is too less than the other except
InceptionV3_GK. Run time of inceptionV3_GK and RoTFace is 1.11 seconds but accuracy
of proposed approach is much better than the InceptionV3_GK so the proposed approach is
performing better than the other existing techniques.
Table 1:comparison results showing the accuracy, F1 score and Run time
Approach Used
VGG16_GK
VGG16_RFDT
VGG19_GK
VGG19_RFDT
InceptionV3_GK
InceptionV3_RFDT
DenseNet_GK
DenseNet_RFDT
ReSNet50_RFDT
RoTFace (ReSNet50_GK)
Proposed

Accuracy (in
%age)
97.64
94.132
98.58
96.25
94.63
90.201
98.37
91.939
90.523
99.7

F1 score (in
%age)
96.37
93.986
98.38
96.138
93.97
90.276
96.81
91.956
90.976
99.16

Run Time (in
Seconds)
1.353
5.874
1.356
5.878
1.11
6.152
3.28
16.293
17.581
1.11

Figure 3 Shows the graphical representation of accuracy and F1 score and clearly shows
that proposed framework is performed better than the other approach used. Figure 4 shows
graphical representation of the run time comparison of proposed approach with other

105
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Accuracy (in %age)

F1 score (in %age)

Figure 4:Accuracy and F1 Score comparison Graph

Run Time (in Seconds)
ReSNet50_RFDT
DenseNet_GK
InceptionV3_GK
VGG19_GK
VGG16_GK
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Run Time (in Seconds)
Figure 3:Graph shows the Run time comparison

approach.

8.

CONCLUSION

This paper presents a robust and time efficient framework for face recognition system. The
proposed approach RoTFace extracts the deep feature using ReSNet50 and Gauss Naïve
Bayes and KNN classifiers are used to predict the spoofing attack and client id respectively.
Also, to analyses the result with existing techniques, four other different deep feature
technique is applied i.e., VGG16, VGG19, InceptionV3, DenseNet121 with Gauss Naïve
Bayes and Random Forest as Real Attack predictor and KNN and Decision Tree as Client
Id predictor. RoTFace gives 99.7% accuracy, 99.16% F1 score and runs in 1.11 seconds
only and performed better than the existing techniques in terms of both run time and
accuracy.As a future work try to work on real time face recognition and will try to reduce
the run time of real time face recognition system.
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Abstract- The Ant Colony Optimization technique is used in this research to locate routes in a MANET, which is a novel
approach. Pheromone values are updated in this protocol using a real-life trust behavior technique. In an ACO-based protocol,
the start and updating of pheromone values are critical to the system's success. We used various methods to initialize the pheromone values and then changed them based on real-world trust behavior. Simulation tests over NS2 for 20-50 nodes in a 800x800
region are used to compare the AODV protocol and our proposed protocol.We show that the suggested protocol can exceed
AODV in average delay and delivery ratio parameters. In terms of jitter and packet drop also, the proposed approach performs
better. Because many disjoint routing paths give robustness to mobility, our investigation reveals that the proposed protocol
outperforms existing pertinent techniques.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networking gives electronic accessibility of services and information regardless geographic position of the user. Wireless network are basically of two types. This property of self-configuration and self-organization makes these networks unique
and of higher applicability. Mobile Ad-hoc networks are self-configuring network [1]. They are infrastructure less networks and
communication is done over wireless medium. These networks are self configuring in a sense that for connection establishment,
routing or for link maintenance, no designated devices are used. Mobile node using radios communicate through each other and
are responsible for finding and maintaining optimal route for transmission of data packets. Self-configuring nature of these networks, make them highly desirable in some fields like disaster recovery, police and military networks, mining operations, safety
and rescue operations and in providing efficient, secure and comfort driving (VANET). Due to dynamic network connections
routing is a tough task in MANET. Wireless link and frequently changing topology makes the route discovery and maintenance a
tough task. A reliable path found at any instance of time can become highly unreliable after sometimes. Discovery of stable path
is important in these networks due to energy limitation of mobile nodes [2].The size of MANET is required to be of larger size
than that of the radio range of the wireless antennas. The size of the MANETs makes it necessary to do routing in a multi-hop
fashion to provide communication ability to two nodes placed far apart in the network[3].MANETs contrast infrastructure network on the basis of multi-hop routing also. In infrastructure networks only one hop communication between mobile nodes and
base stations is allowed. But in case of MANET all nodes can work as router and can establish multi-hop routes. An infrastructure network and MANET is depicted in Figure 1 and in Figure 2 respectively.

Figure 1Network with fixed infrastructure

Figure 2. Mobile Ad hoc Network

 Proactive Protocols: These protocols use tables for routing information. Each node keeps track of all routes to known destinations in a routing table.[6] Routing data is available at all times, but storage costs are considerable.
 Reactive Protocols: These are on-demand protocol, i.e. the route is discovered when it is demanded by any node. Storage
overhead is low as no unnecessary route information stored.
 Hybrid Protocols: They combine the positive factors of both previously defined protocols. By mixing the features of two protocols better results are obtained.
Figure 3 depicts the routing protocols classification.

Figure 3. classification of MANET routing protocols
Before we precede toward our proposed algorithm it is necessary to understand ACO based routing and its suitability for routing
in MANET.
The Ant Colony Optimization Approach: ACO represents a colony of the artificial ants which find global solutions to the challenging optimization problems through cooperation [8]. Artificial ants are the mobile agents that are somewhere different from
the real ants. These mobile agents inherit the some traits from their natural counterpart but with that they have some additional
properties that make them more relevant to be used with an engineering approach to solve some difficult problems and to provide efficient solution to them. Below are some traits that compare natural ants with the artificial one.
In [12], a large scale network is considered for routing. This protocol works over the concept of “logical routers” and “logical
link”. Logical routers are formed by the grouping of nodes which are geographically close.[10] So we can say that logical routers
are collection of nodes and logical links are the paths between them. This protocol is also inspired by social behavior of insects.
This paper represents a novel hybrid ACO based protocol called Ant Hoc Net[13]. MANET are dynamic in nature due to which
routing is very tough in such network. In the demand based route discovery, forward mobile agents are used that collect the network information and on reaching the destination converted into backward ants to update the route information at each node.
This algorithm provides multiple path setup facility. [11]The path maintenance phase exhibits the proactive behavior because
along with the data packets some proactive ants are also sent that maintain the existing path and also try to find new ones. In[14],
Lianggui Liu et al. recognized the problem of having single route selection which lead to load on shortest path. The paper represents a new routing theory named as AMQR. This protocol combines link disjoint multi-path routing and swarm intelligence
approach. This protocol is very adaptive in nature and has better QoS support. In[15], author gave a unique approach of routing
in MANET in which route discovery (reactive) and route maintenance (proactive) is done in hybrid manner. Ant like mobile
agents is used in this ACO routing technique. Results show that this algorithm works efficiently than AODV in different scenario. In[16]an ACO based algorithm called ARAMA is proposed which performs resource management in MANET routing. Simulation of this work is done on GlomoSim for the comparison between HOPNET with AODV.
To achieve the efficient routing an ACO based scheme for multipath routing is proposed which is based on real life trust behavior. The proposed approach consider the value of pheromones as a key factor and gave a unique protocol.Pheromone disposed on
the path defines the goodness and utility factor of that path. In this way initializing value of that pheromone and how these values are getting updated plays very important role in the performance of the algorithm. In our proposed algorithm we have especially worked over these two factors.

2. Proposed Approach
The proposed protocol exploits ACO for the construction of optimum routes based on AODV approach. The main objective of
this research is to propose an ACO based protocol in which pheromone update process is inspired by a practical trust behaviour.
Pheromone disposed on the path defines the goodness and utility factor of that path. In this way initializing value of that pheromone and how these values are getting updated plays an important role in the algorithm performance. In our proposed algorithm
we have especially considered over these two factors. In ACO based routing algorithm pheromone values tells that how beneficial it would be to take that path to reach a particular destination, so in a way we can say that pheromone represents the trust
toward that path. We merge this concept with real world trust assessment. Finally the analysis of performance is done on the
basis of different matrices. Simulation output shows that our algorithm outperformed AODV under different parameter.

In ACO pheromone values are required to be initialized at the starting part of procedure. Conventionally for ACO, all ant tracks
are initialized with zero (0) since it is assumed that initially pheromones are not available on the tracks. But in our proposed
algorithm, we initialize the pheromone value in somewhat different way. We initialize it with one (1). It is because of the fact
that the pheromone intensity also represents the connection in between two residing routers. A path having zero (0) intensity
represents that there is no connection in between two routers. Here intensity of pheromone represents the values of pheromone.

Figure 4.A network topology with a stable pheromone intensity

Figure 5. Changed topology in case ofaddition of a new router G.

We modified this approach and initialize the pheromone value by 1 which enhances the performance of algorithm. This modification is done in order to show that there is a path between B & G, F & G and E & G and Figure 5 clearly shows these modifications. One more benefit of using 1 as an initializing value is that if the source found that destination is in its routing table and has
intensity value 1 i.e. if the source has direct link with the destination, then source would avoid sending any kind of ant packets in
spite it would send a data packet directly.
Before discussing the core idea of pheromone updation behind our proposed approach, we will first take a real world example of
trustworthiness evaluation as well as its changing behavior with changing circumstances and then explain our approach which
will make it easy to understand the real benefits of applying this idea to this ACO based multipath routing algorithm for MANETs.
Let us consider a scenario of trust building process between initially two unknown people like Person A and Person B. Here,
an assumption is taken that these two people have taken help from each other at 10 occasions and given a feedback in a binary
manner, i.e. either they were happy with response or not.
Case1: If Person A continuously betrayed the trust of Person B for first three to four times, then there is a drastic decrease in
trust level of Person B towards person A is noticed.
By considering this case we proposed a change in pheromones evaporation. Pheromones evaporation can be done exponentially because after each unsuccessful attempt of message/packet delivery, the trustworthiness of the route will degrade very
drastically.
𝐼
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Where; IAB (new) = Updated pheromone value
IAB (old) = Old pheromone value
q ∈ (0, 1]
Case2: If Person A continuously kept the trust of Person B for first three to four times, then there is a multiplicative increase in
trust level of Person B towards person A will be noticed.
The same approach is applied in our practical trust base approach. In our proposed algorithm, pheromone value are updated in
a quadratic manner because after each successful attempt of delivering whatever message or data we wants to deliver, the trustworthiness of the route increases multiplicatively.
𝐼
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Where; IAB (new) = Updated pheromone value
IAB (old) = Old pheromone value
q ∈ (0, 1]

METHODOLOGY
This section defines all the basic function of the proposed routing algorithm.
Initialization: In our algorithm the pheromone values are initialized as one (1) in case there is any direct link in between two
nodes. The concept of initialization is briefly explained before.

Route establishment: Route formation is a compulsory task in each routing technique. It is the basic job that router is allocated
to perform. This job is performed as following:
When a new node enters in the web or at commencing of web, at early this router first finds its bordering or neighbour router and
initializes the intensity of these paths as one (1). In addition, primarily it considers that across every single path, it is probable to
grasp each router of the network. A kind of vector table is maintained such as distance vector routing in which intensity of their
paths is stored. The table is coordinated in the standard form of “from A to B through C”. But in spite of distance, it holds the
intensity of given link. With bypassing of period, most excellent outgoing link for particular hosts will get stable in intensity
table.
Route discovery: The proposed routing method doesn’t dispatch RREQ packet as AODV or any other action as DSR. Yet it
maintains its reactive nature. It sends ant packets for route discovery that calculate probability of each path. Before dispatching
any packet to particular destination, it searches and selects the path on the basis of probabilistic selection explained below. Paths
that are used in past by the most of the packets gets higher priority in selection. The given path invention is the adaptive method
established on Ant Dominion Optimization and it becomes stable in the end by discovering nature.
These BAnts traverse backward and they update respective routing tables at each intermediate node and on reaching the destination (generator of the FAnts) they update its routing table and released. For each adaptive algorithm, probability calculation is a
most vital issue but in given algorithm it plays an important responsibility. Successful accomplishment of given algorithm is
affected by proper calculation of path probability. As dispatching the packet from one router to one more router, the path is selected with this probability. Probability of a path in this algorithm is computed on the pheromone intensity. Trail probability is
described as,
𝑃

𝐼
𝐼

where,Pi = probability of the path connected with router. Iij=intensity of path connected with router and node j.
It=summation of intensity of entire path connected with router.
 Route Maintenance: Proposed method maintains its path in an adaptive way. If a router gets down, it would be impossible to
deliver any packets through the path containing that router. So due to pheromone evaporation the selection probability of
thatpath would be decreased and other paths would begin to get priority over the path containing the broken link. If the down
router gets back to network then that link would be established again.
 Route selection: Selection of routes is done on the basis of the probability calculated. Selection of each path is directly proportional to probability of that path. Pheromone deposition and evaporation process is defined earlier in this section.

3. SIMULATION AND RESULT ANALYSIS
All the simulation work has been done over NS 2. It is an event-driven tool for simulation. We present the simulation results as
well as compare the proposed protocol with exiting protocol. This simulation and result demonstrate the correctness of propose
scheme. Performance evaluation of the proposed protocol is done through following matrices:
 Throughput: This parameter defines the overall performance of the algorithm in terms of packet delivery ratio.
In Figure 6 Xgraph shows a comparison between AODV and proposed algorithm. Where x-axis presents Simulation time
(Sec) and y-axis represents packet delivery ratio.
 End to end delay: In Figure 7 on x-axis simulation time and on y-axis End to End Delay for each node (ms) is presented.
 Jitter: Jitter represents the variation in delay of received packets, i.e., when data packet flow from one node to another node
some packet take longer time in transmission that cause variation in latency on data flow.
Figure 8 represents graphical representation of jitter in AODV versus that in proposed algorithm. In graph x axis shows packets and y axis shows jitter value.

Figure 6.Xgraph for Throughput

Figure 7.XGraph plotted for End to End Delay

Figure 8.XGraph plotted for jitter

Figure 9. XGraph plotted for packet drop

Packet drop: In Figure 9 XGraph for packet drop (AODV v/s proposed algorithm) is drawn in which simulation time is taken
on X-axis and drop rate is taken on Y-axis

CONCLUSION
We have proposed a multipath ANT-based routing protocol and a new ant-based algorithm. The hybrid algorithm is what it's
called. The hybrid algorithm combines proactive route probing and exploration with reactive route setup. The routing method is
based on swarm intelligence, specifically a meta-heuristic based on ant colonies. With little routing overhead, the protocol can
identify numerous routing paths. Our suggested approach uses practical trust theory-based pheromone updating and also introduces a new method of initializing pheromone values, which improves the proto-overall col's performance. Simulation studies
are also used to validate the protocol's usefulness. By considering delivery ratio and average delay, we show that the suggested
protocol can outperform AODV in tough cases during the simulation process. The proposed approach also outperforms the competition in terms of delay jitter. We plan to expand and emphasize proactive ants' inquisitive behavior in future research. More
information regarding probable path enhancements will be offered in the nodes as a result of enhancing the idea of pheromone
diffusion, and this knowledge can guide proactive ants. As a result, you'll get better outcomes with less effort. Additionally, this
technique can be improved by including safeguards against assaults such as black holes. In addition, an attempt will be made to
develop a virtual circuit-based method. This could lead to greater path control, resulting in more dependable data transmission.
Because many disjoint routing channels give robustness to mobility, our investigation reveals that the suggested ant-based approach outperforms existing pertinent techniques.
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Abstract.
The process of extracting and identifying nuggets of findings from outsized amounts of records is known as
“data mining (DM)”. It consists of several approaches, such as clustering, data summarization, association
mining, and classification. Association Rule Mining (ARM), in particular, aims to extract common patterns,
interesting connections, associations, or structures that can be adjusted between sets of objects or other
statistics. This technique plays a significant part in the route of refining strong rules to demonstrate the stable
association between several itemset present in the database. With combined rule mines, different types of
techniques and measures have been designed, but it is important to know which way is the best to extract
appropriate association rules. Therefore, in this document, we assess the procedures used in an ARM to test the
ability to extract high-dimensional data. The paper contains the following sections: section first is the
introduction, section second is literature survey, section third is preliminary concepts, section fourth is DM and
DM tasks, section fifth is association rule mining, and the last section is the conclusion.
Keywords Data Mining, Frequent Itemset, Data mining Model, Association rule mining
1.

INTRODUCTION

DM is the methodology of finding sensible, new patterns related to trends by filtering large amounts of archived
data using Pattern Recognition (PR) techniques and mathematical techniques. According to researchers, the two
important DM models are predictive and descriptive. The predictive uses a variety of available databases to
predict unknown results, while the descriptive focus on finding patterns that define data. Each model for further
classification has four functions, as represented in figure 1. Out of these eight functions, the ARM is the most
commonly used DM function for studying trends or patterns in a dataset. It also provides rules which help in
understanding customers’ behavior. Nevertheless, these document sprits around a relative study of different
measures of ARM. The measures are support, lift, confidence, and conviction.
This document presents a relative study of the principle and methods used in each measure. The representations
provided in this document provide a further understanding of the effectiveness of the measures. Tests are
performed on these scales and the results are seen in the provision of time to act and use memory in addition to
the patterns produced by it.
2.

LITERATURE SURVEY

K. Solanki Surbhi and T. Patel Jalpa [1], write about the trouble faced by individuals while using the frequent
pattern mining strategies. This Mining strategy work by examining the database several times, which eventually
results in higher process costs. Not only this, this strategy leads to the production of candidate itemsets, which
ultimately requires more memory and becomes more sophisticated in handling when the database is outsized.
So, to reduce the downside of this problem of candidate 𝑠et generation, a tree-based strategy came for mining
periodic patterns. However, the tree-based strategy produces numerous conditional 𝑓𝑝 trees. So, in progression
to vanquish this problem of producing numerous based 𝑓𝑝-trees, 𝑓𝑝 is DAG for normal pattern mining is
enhanced, whereas 𝑓𝑝-tree is constructed as a DAG. In addition, to find effectual mining, fuzzy deviation could
be applied to the assayable database to provide the optimal patterns.

P. Amaranatha Reddy and MHM Krishna Prasad [2], on how to obtain ARs for the differing types of dataobjects and requisitions involved in them. Some of the ways of data sets reasoned in this document are Boolean,
Quantitative, weighted, time-series, stream data, infrequent, Diversified, and fuzzy item-sets. So the idea of
differentiating ARs amongst correlated items like milk and banana will not be considered enterprise
comprehension but differentiating unknown ARs between distinct items such as liquor and diapers will be
beneficent in enterprises expansion and finding such an unknown category of ARs requires in-depth information
about the data.
Mrs. Geeta S. Navale and Drs. Suresh N. Mali [3] proposed a variety of methods to hide association rules on the
database and to develop support and confidence measures. The intention of this paper is to conceal the critical
association rules of the DM on the following conditions: no production of false rules, no loss of information,
Modification Degree and robustness against intentional or unintentional attacks. Except for the three conditions
above, the proposed method will be compatible with a measurable database. Therefore, the proposed method of
data encryption of the operating system will be evaluated and verified with regard to the various parameters as
set out in the conditions and it is necessary to assess the satisfaction of the above-mentioned conditions.
L Greeshma and Dr. G Pradeepini [4] focused on developing the latest Apriori-𝑏ased algorithm, which satisfies
positive aspects of constrained 𝑖temset based mining such as anti-𝑚onotonicity. The problem of ARM is to
retrieve relevant itemsets for which it presents a new constraint, called relation-based constraints, applicable to
relevant data. In the CIM algorithm, it helps us to recognize the main components of a candidates’ key itemsets
and generate frequent itemsets, which satisfy the anti-𝑚onotonicity properties, which means small coverage and
cardinal size limited to a particular dataset.
Table 1: A comparative study of algorithms used in DM:

P. Naresh and Dr.R. Suguna [5] explain a relative study of four ARM algorithms, namely 𝐴𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑟𝑖, 𝐹𝑃𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ,
𝐿𝐶𝑀 and 𝐹𝐼𝑁. These algorithms are discovered in terms of their purpose, the way they instigate recurring
itemsets, and their appearance on the organization’s data. The performances of all these algorithms are evaluated
by means of time. The algorithms presented in the DM configuration, namely “Sequential Pattern Mining
Framework” are used to make an investigational assessment of the algorithms. These investigational results on
these algorithms disclosed that the amount of data has a great significance on the implementation time and at
last these led to the conclusion that: the FIN algorithm displays the least implementation time while 𝐹𝑃𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑤𝑡ℎ
shows minimum memory utilization.

3.

PRELIMINARIES

1) Frequent Set: T is a transactional database and 𝜎 is the “minimum support threshold” specified by the
user or domain experts. An itemset is frequent if they satisfy the min support threshold,
𝑠 𝑀
2) Maximal Frequent Set: In order to be a “𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑠𝑒𝑡", a frequent set must be recurring
and no superordinate of it must be recurring.
3) Support(s): In a database D, s is the proportions of agreements that comprise both M and N itemsets.
In s of an ARs 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁, there is,
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 ∪ 𝑁
𝑃 𝑀∪𝑁
4) Confidence(c): In database D, this is the percentage of agreements that contain itemsets M and N. ‘c’
is calculated by considering the conditional probability as well as the itemset support. Confidence can be
calculated using the equation,
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑃 𝑁/𝑀
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 𝑈 𝑁 / 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀
Here, 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 ∪ 𝑁 indicates the number of agreements considering both sets of items M and N, and 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀
indicates the number of agreements considering just set M.
5) Lift: It is used to analyze the frequency M and N together, if both are precisely in different. The lift of
rule 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 is defined as,
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑁
𝑒𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
6) Conviction: Conviction analyses the implication stability of the rule from statistical independent.
Conviction is defined as,
𝑃 𝑀 ∗𝑃 𝑁
1 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑁
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
1 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑃 𝑀∪𝑁
Where 𝑃 𝑁 is the probability that N doesn’t appear in an agreement.
It compares the probability that M appears without N if they were dependent on the actual frequency of the
appearance of M without N [6, 7].
4.

DM AND DM TASKS

DM can often be categorized into two categories based on what a particular project is trying to accomplish.
Those two categories are descriptive model and predictive model. There are a number of DM functions, such as
ARM, Time Series Analysis, prediction, Neural Network, etc. Either of these functions falls under the predictive
model or descriptive model. The DM system can perform one or more of the above functions as part of the DM.

Fig 1: DM Model and its Tasks
4.1 Descriptive Model: The descriptive model defines a domain that represents a way that can be described or
find the relationship among data. It can be used for many purposes. It may include ethical, structural, and
other definitions that establish reasonable relationships about the system, such as its component
relationships, the interactions between its components, and the distribution of its ethical properties to
structural elements. Descriptive models are not usually constructed in a way that directly supports imitation,
animation or performance, but can be considered compliance with grammatical rules, and logical
relationships can be considered for them. This model basically relies upon an unsupervised learning
approach. Some of the major tasks of descriptive models are as follows: Association Rule, Clustering,
Sequence Discovery, and Summarization.

4.2 Predictive Model: The Predictive-model is a mathematical method that is generally used by DM
technologies to define 𝑚odeling prediction as to the process of predicting the subsequent time behavior of
an analysis of factual and recent data. A predictive model makes theories based on what has previously
occurred and what is currently occurring. If new data shows that the current situation has changed, the
likelihood of the outcome must be recalculated. This model relies upon the supervised learning approach.
Some major tasks of predictive models are regression, classification, prediction, and Time Series Analysis.
5.

ASSOCIATION RULE MINING

ARM [3] is an event for determining organizations, patterns, and relationships between sets of objects on
dataset. The law of association is form 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 [support, confidence]. The support and confidence are two
measures that are used for assurance of the rule. AR is said to be strong if it satisfies both the minsupp(minimal
support) and the minconf(minimal confidence) that is defined by the user. These ARs are facile to establish due
to the 𝑠mall database but become more complex as the database transforms. Some general values and concepts
are required in order to better understand DM in large data sets. A set contains n items and is called an nitemset. So set {A, B} is a set of 2- itemset. Based on the frequency of itemsets, the number of active functions
is calculated. So now, let us assume the value of minsupp=0.25 and minconf=0.10.
The dilemma of mining ARs can be fragmented into two sub-dilemmas:
1) Find all sets of itemsets whose support is greater than𝜎. These itemsets are known as 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠.
2) Use these 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠 to develop the desired rules. The conventional ideology is that if, say
𝑝, 𝑞, 𝑟, 𝑠 are 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑚𝑠𝑒𝑡𝑠, then we can decide on the rule 𝑝𝑞 → 𝑟𝑠 that holds by checking the
following inequality
s p, q, r, s
σ
n
Where n is the total number of transactions and σ is a minsupp.
Measures for Association Rule Mining
Table2 presents Transactional Super Market Data

Here: Ten transactions and eight items in a transactional dataset are shown in table 1.
5.1 𝑺𝒖𝒑𝒑𝒐𝒓𝒕 𝒔 : 𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 is measured as the amount of logs that contain 𝑀⋃𝑁 from the entire logs in the
database. The proportion for each item is altercation by one, when so ever the item is crossover in
dissimilar transaction in a database across the period of scanning.
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 is used to measure the quantity or frequency of an itemset in a database. This measure gives an
idea of how common itemset is in all activities. Support can be measured as:
𝑀, 𝑁
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑃 𝑀𝑁
𝐹𝑟𝑒𝑞
𝑛
Where: Freq (M, N) = Transaction containing M and N, and n = Total number of transitions.
It helps us to identify the rules that need to be considered for further analysis or not. If support of the rule
is greater than minsupp, then find the confidence of the rule.
3/10 0.3
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴
Thus the support value of items A2, A4 & A3 is 0.3.
5.2 Confidence(c): Confidence is defined as the [9] amount of the numbers of transactions that contains
𝑀⋃𝑁 to the entire logs that contain M, where, if the fraction exceeds the kick-off of 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒, an ARs
𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 can be obtained. Confidence is an indication of how often the rule is true.
Confidence (𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁) in relation to the set of functions n, the part of the functions containing M and N.
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 𝑈 𝑁
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀
Confidence explains how 𝑁 is frequently occur when already buying M. This describes the link between
two things. For example, if a person buys jam there is a good chance to buy bread. It is calculated as part of
the number of operations where both M and N occur to support the M object.

𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴
3/10
0.3
5/10
0.5
𝑆𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝐴 , 𝐴
0.3/0.5
0.6
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴
An association rule 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 will be strong if, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓) and here 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴
is 0.6 which is greater than the minconf, therefore the rule can be reasoned as a strong rule because it met
with minsupp and minconf conditions. But we need to check it further than support and confidence alone
cannot be sufficient to find a strong rule. In the above association rule 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴 , support of the
consequent 𝑠 𝐴
0.7 is greater than the confidence of the rule (0.6). This is not feasible.
Therefore, this may be a misleading rule. Misleading rules can be generated from irrelevant datasets.
Therefore, additional steps are needed to avoid misleading rules.
So to solve this problem of misleading rules another two measures can be used i.e. lift and conviction.
5.3 Lift: The Lift [10] is defined as one of the measures of ARM which define how far the inter-dependence in
between M and N. The measure lift is not sensitive to rule i.e. 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑁 ⟶ 𝑀 . A Lift
could be formulated as:
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀𝑈𝑁
𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 M ⟶ N
𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑁
supp 𝑀 ∗ 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑁
So,
0.3
0.35 1
𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴
0.5 ∗ 0.7
The fraction of the observance 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 and the predicted 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 if M and N are free for each other is
known as lift. It has three possible values:
 If Lift = 1, the probability of occurrence and outcome are independent of each other.
 If Lift >1, then the itemsets are dependent on each other.
 If Lift < l, tells us that one thing replaces other things, which means one thing has a negative effect on
another thing.
An ARs 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 is engaging if it is 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 and 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
1.
Here as 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
1, thus the rule is not valid to consider it as a strong rule.
5.4 Conviction: The conviction is defined as one of the measures of ARM which undertake to analyze the
magnitude of execution of the rule, to evaluate the conviction. [8, 11].
Unlike Lift, Conviction is tactful to rule direction i.e. 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 .
A Large conviction value shows that the obtained result is largely relying on the prede𝑐𝑒𝑠sor. The
conviction can be formulated as:
1 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑁 / 1 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 )
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑌
⟶

It correlates the likeliness that M exists without N when they are relying on the factual frequentness of the
existence of M without N. In that scenario, it is similar to 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡. However, 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑖𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 have monotonousness
in 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒 and 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡.
So,
1 0.7
0.75
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴
1 0.6
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴 , 𝐴

1 0.5
1 0.42

0.86

Here, as the value of 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝐴 , 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴 has a value less than the value of 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴 , 𝐴 ,
therefore the 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝐴 ⟶ 𝐴 , 𝐴 can be considered as a strong rule.
Table 3: Quality measures and range of feasible values:

6.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, there is a preliminary of the DM and a detailed discussion on ARM. ARM is facing the problem of
finding the most efficient and strong rules which are suitable for any dataset due to the presence of numerous
rules. In most literature, the fascinating steps of governance in ARM algorithms are based on 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡 and
𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒. Depending on the types of application, different measures could be used to compute the
interestingrules. As described in the above sections of the paper, the main issues are to trust the method for
support is low forecasting capability and similar support issues. Whereas, the previous work retains presuming
solutions to these issues, as an add-on the rate of promotion or sentencing and the use of an unusual support
barrier, where it remains without guidance in defining support. Without such an order, users may set the wrong
support limit and suffer from combinatorial explosion or loss of new cognitive arrangement. Our plan for
constructing the solution for this issue is to exclude clients from determining a support limit. Therefore, we need
to refine the rules in sort to obtain strong rules that must satisfy the following parameters.
Association rules will be strong if they satisfy the following conditions: i 𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑢𝑝𝑝,
(ii) 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 (iii) 𝑙𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁
1 and higher 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣 𝑀 ⟶ 𝑁 value.
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Abstract
Cloud computing is the next upcoming era for data storage and abstraction area for next generation. Cloud is a very
complex system so its security is major issue so we need to develop the technologies to secure. The intricacy of
cloud computing make many issues connected with security just as all parts of Cloud processing. So the most
important is information security at correct part of the cloud. Understanding the associations and interdependencies
between the different circulated registering sending models and organization models is essential to understanding
the security dangers suggested in cloud computing. Machine learning play very important role with different
existing algorithms because these technologies are playing lead role to automate and secure to everything in this
field. Cloud security can be used at all the level of cloud today.
Keywords: Cloud computing, Architecture, Modern cloud security, ML in cloud.

1.0 Introduction
Cloud computing is an extremely intricate region. It is giving a high reach office to save and deal with the
information at every one of the levels. So this is vital to get the information utilizing some ML, AI and IOT based
innovations.The upsides of cloud computing conveyed registering in-cloud reasonableness, adaptability, and
moderateness. Besides, conveyed capacity has establishment characteristics on demand, economy, universality, ease,
leasing pluralism, reliability, and adaptability.Cloud computing's widespread acceptance will be hampered by
security concerns. In fact, the difficulty of keeping disseminated registered organizations secure and protected from
unwanted access or usage is addressed by sharing them. [1] IAAS deal with the hardware to facilitate at low or high
level of the user so that PAAS provide the platform for better service, similarly SAAS provide the different type of
software facility to access the data or to use the data in better ways.
1.1 Private Cloud
Private Cloud processing is runs and administered inside the server ranch of an affiliation, which is suggested as a
private cloud. [2]Because the system is owned and operated by a similar organization, customer and supplier
relationships are easy to discern in a private cloud.
1.2 Public cloud
Public cloud endeavors, the academic world or government affiliations have a public cloud environment, which can
make many issues since customers don't have even the remotest clue about the areas then again owners of resources,
which assembles the difficulty of safeguarding resources from attacks. [3]

2.0 Cloud Architecture
Cloud computing technology is an integration of different technology and components. Cloud architecture include
two phases, one is front end and second is back end. The main components are SAAS, PAAS, and IAAS. [3]

SAAS
PAAS
IAAS

Google app, zoho and salesforce.com etc.
Google app engine, Aptana cloud and windows azure etc.
Web services, mozy, Akamai, amazon and drop box etc.
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Application
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Public cloud

Private
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Fig 1: Architecture of cloud computing
2.1 Key Terms:
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There are different sides of the cloud computing. The front end is what's apparent to the end client; at the end of the
day, it's the UI. The back-end foundation runs the cloud. This back end is comprised of server farm equipment,
virtualization, applications, and administrations. The front end speaks with the back end through middleware. While
there are varieties of cloud engineering in view of how you're attempting to treat, mists require equipment,
middleware, the executives, and robot programming. [4] Most mists additionally use virtualization to digest the
equipment assets into halfway oversaw information lakes, while certain mists known as uncovered metal mists
associate customers straightforwardly to equipment. [15]

3.0 Security on clouds

Security of the data on cloud is a critical issue for all the organization. There are many methods to protect the data
for different servers. [5] Most of the major point regarding security of data on cloud are data integration,
confidentiality, reliability, scalability, authentication and protection of data on cloud.
3.1 Cloud security and challenges
3.1.1 Data Protection and prevention
Data security is an important component that should be examined. Attempts are hesitant to purchase a merchant's
assurance of corporate data security. They are concerned about losing data in the event of a challenge, as well as the
data order of buyers. The true amassing region isn't provided in many models, which adds to the security concerns
of undertakings. [6]Firewalls across server ranches (asserted by tries) ensure this sensitive information in current
models. Service providers are at danger in the cloud model for remaining cognizant of data security, and tries would
have to rely on them. [13]
3.1.2 Data Recovery and availability
All business applications have Service level game plans that are unbendingly followed. Utilitarian gatherings expect
a basic part in organization of organization level plans and runtime organization of employments. In progress
conditions, utilitarian gatherings support [14]





Replication of data
Recovery of data
Management of data
Monitoring of data

3.1.3 Administrative and Compliance Restrictions
Government restrictions in some European countries prohibit customers' personal information and other sensitive
data from being shared outside of the state or country. To comply with such requirements, cloud companies must
plan a server ranch or a limited-access site just within the country. [7] Having such a structure may not perpetually
be conceivable and is truly hard for cloud providers.
3.1.4 The board Capabilities
Despite the fact that there are numerous cloud providers, stage and foundation administration is still in its early
stages. Features like as "Auto-scaling," for example, are a must-have for some projects. The flexibility and burden
adjustment characteristics mentioned today have a lot of room to grow. [8]

3.2 Symmetric view to secure the cloud- Machine learning
Machine Learning intelligence, a system and set of developments that usage AI thoughts, is clearly associated with
plan affirmation and computational learning. It's an old thought, first described in 1959 as empowering PCs to learn
without reproducing. Man-made intelligence was once out of the range of most endeavor spending plans, yet today,
public cloud providers' ability to offer AI organizations makes this development sensible. [9] I should bring you
outstanding on AI and its importance to the current IT improvement and sending needs, especially for those working
inside a cloud environment. More applications and methods can be relevant in terms of industry 4.0 [16] [17] [18]
[19].
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Fig 2: Role of ML in cloud computing security

4.0 Some prediction of different organizations for cloud computing:
4.1 Binary Prediction
This kind of ML forecast manages "yes" or "no" reactions. It is essentially utilized for extortion discovery, proposal
motors, and request handling, to give some examples. [12]
4.2 Category prediction
It this kind of expectation, a dataset is noticed and in view of the accumulated data from it, the dataset it set under a
particular classification. [10] For example, insurance agencies use classification forecast to order various sorts of
cases.
4.3 Value prediction
This sort of expectation tracks down designs inside the aggregated information by utilizing learning models to show
the quantitative proportion of the relative multitude of likely results. Organizations use it to anticipate an unpleasant
number of the number of units of an item will sell sooner rather than later (e.g., the following month). [11] It permits
them to shape their assembling plans likewise.

5.0 Conclusion and future Aspects
Cloud computing is the deep and future serving technology that can use for all the data for data servers and services.
This is a great challenge to secure the Meta data using securing technologies. The information security assumes an
essential part in customer side and furthermore in cloud supplier side. The significant security issue that we have
examined in this paper was information security. The greater part of individuals use cloud to save their information
because of its adaptability.
Those associations with practically zero distant innovation framework set up experienced the most effect because of
the pandemic. However, one of the positive results of COVID-19 is it has assisted associations with seeing how they
can carry on with work all the more successfully and effectively with innovation. Generally speaking, this has made
most organizations more vigorous and tough to future interruptions. What has empowered this change? Cloud.
Now the technology have to implemented on “however, what security challenges has this colossal shift to cloud and
remote work caused? Furthermore how does this influence the eventual fate of work?”.
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Abstract.
The most dynamic exploration zone in software engineering is software fault prediction
because it offers the benefits regarding time complexity, low cost budget, testing effort,
and increases the reliability along with the quality of the software if it is applied at the
starting phase of traditional and agile based software development life cycle. This study of
literature review is conducted in a systematic manner to understand the trends and
techniques used for software fault prediction (SFP) problem and synthesis the qualitative
results to present technical and methodological information, success and usefulness of SFP
model. From this study, it analyzed that Neuro-Fuzzy as a soft computing methodology
provides more accurate result for prediction of faults at the initial and later stage of
software development, using a variety of metrics for feature selection process, identified
datasets and reporting the statistical significance of different accuracy measure parameters,
and comparing the performance of existing models with designed model.
Keywords. Software Fault Prediction, Agile Software Development, Soft computing,
Software Metrics, Software defects.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The Software Quality Assurance and Software Reliability is the key to guarantee the
superior quality of software. Both these concepts are attracted all throughout the
development of the software and measure[1]. A software bug is a defect, error, failure, or
flaw during the execution of a code of software that permits it from acting as unexpected
function (e.g., delivering an erroneous outcome). The software defect may be a defect that
gives rise to failure of software functionally. This failure may occur due to the existence of
one quiet fault in the software. Defective software modules cause software failures, reduce
customer satisfaction, increased development, and maintenance costs. A software fault
prediction (SFP) is frequently suggested because it incorporates the activities inside the
development interaction which assists with anticipating the defective modules or data at
initial stages of the development of software. The forecasting of defective modules at the
initial stage makes the process of testing simple and quick. With the expansion to the
present, it likewise improves the norm of programming.
With the fast progression of the software business, the use of the agile development
technique proposed in recent years stress on timely reacting to the changes in prerequisites
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as describing the insufficiency of the conventional programming development process.
Agile development involves different structures or systems, specifically Scrum, XP,
Crystal strategies, Lean Software Development, Feature Driven Development and so on.
Agile-based process effectively deals with the truth of variation.
Estimating performance and project progress is a motivating field in programming
practice. Inside the traditional programming development process, programming
measurements are gathered into product metrics and process metrics. To evaluate the
complexity of product, TSD measure normally utilizes Cyclomatic Complexity Metric
(CCM), Halstead Complexity Metric (HCM), and Lines of Codes (LOC. Defect Density
estimates the defect per function point or defect per KLOC and might be a product
reliability metric. Defect Removal Efficiency is one among the significant estimations of
programming standard. There are various kinds of soft computing modelling based
approaches like a Fuzzy Logic System and Neural Network employed for Software Fault
Prediction.
In recent years, various researchers try to automate the fault prediction process by
designing computer-based models that can perform learning from existing prediction data.
The objective of this research is to take correct decisions on the development of the
prediction models on basis of finest knowledge and execution of many previous related
studies. The outcomes of this research paper explore the existing fault prediction
techniques for agile software. This research paper describes the review of literature in
different ways by recognizing the basic studies on SFP and the key features of prediction
models as follows:
 Prediction techniques: Based on soft computing techniques like Artifical Neural
Network, Fuzzy Inference System, Machine learning techniques, and Neuro-fuzzy
Hybrid system;


Software metrics: Either Product and Process Metrics and Agile based metrics;



Datasets: Public and Private data sets;



Performance evaluation methods: Either Continuous and Categorical studies;

2.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The goal of the systematic review is to understand technical works that describe modelling
and identification of metrics to predict the fault for agile software development (ASD)
methodologies in the area of prediction methods in soft computing. The research
performed in the following four steps:
Step 1: Conduct manual and automatic search to get an initial list of studies. Always try to
discard the duplicate studies.
Step 2: To identify the inherent relevant studies on the basis of title and abstract, and reject
studies which are not related to the concern topic.
Step 3: Then, shortlist the research paper reviewed on the basis of the introduction,
methodology section and conclusion. If reading of the selected research paper is not
complete to confirm results, the study of the research paper read in detail.
Step 4: Finally, perform essential investigation using the esteemed standard of achieved
and administered list of research paper.
This section describes a systematic method for the reviews of existing research paper on
the fault prediction in source code by identifying research issues.
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2.1
Research Issues
To explore the models applied to forecast faults in code, the following research questions
are described as follows:
RI1. Which soft computing approaches/methods have used to predict fault for traditional
and agile development software?
RI2: Which software metrics have been applied in the fault prediction models for
traditional and agile development software?
RI3: What is the level of accuracy of fault prediction models?
2.2
Results of Concern Research
RI1. Which soft computing approaches/methods have used to predict fault for
traditional as well as agile development software?
As the growing number of faults affects development time, cost and quality of a software
package, so software fault prediction is the way of detecting faulty components in units in
the prior of the implementation of the software. This study is predicated on systematic
review that provides a comprehensive picture in the field of software fault prediction
administered by many researchers for agile based software development.
Catal and Diri (2009) [2] described research on types of methodology or techniques used,
metrics, and datasets for software fault prediction. The outcomes shows that the use of
machine learning computation increased successively after 2005 then PROMISE data store
was designed.
Hall (2012) [3] reported the application of feature selection algorithm and the combination
of independent variables gives a better outcome in performance.
Begel, (2007) [4] studied based on an experiment performed to find out regarding agile
based development, and its implementation in development, executives and testing by
individuals, it had been found that 33% of the research respondents make the use of agile
strategies. Around 65% of respondents used scrum in their software teams. The test-driven
development and pair programming were the least used practices.
Table 1. Technical description of RI1
Ref

Objective

Methodology

.

Data

Findings

Set/Features

Performan
ce

no.

measurem
ent tool

[5]

[6]

The fuzzy inference

Neuro-Fuzzy hybrid

From PROMISE

The proposed framework

MMRE,

system proposed to

approach used

repository

gives superior accuracy

BMMRE,

calculate the efficiency

(specially for large size

RMSE,

of metrics in defect

projects ) as evaluated from

NRMSE,

predicting for agile

performance measurement

software projects.

tools

Proposed new variations

Roulette wheel,

From the

The deep investigation

Average

of WOA as wrapper

Tournament, Linear

PROMISE archive.

presented that the suggested

AUC and

algorithms to deal with

position, and random

TBWOA (tournament

running time.

the feature (metric)

based, stochastic

approach) exceeded the

selection issues in SFP

universal sampling.

principal WOA.

applications.
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[7]

Proposed a system using

Based on fuzzy logic,

From PROMISE

The assessment results

AUC and

inter-version and inter-

the past assignments

store, even as on

concluded that the suggested

GM, Root

project assessment, to

or adventure

PDE and JDT

system showed outstandingly

mean square

recognize the product

variations are taken

adventures and

good outcomes for Eclipse-

error RMSE.

defect.

for preparing sets,

other more nine

PDE and Eclipse-JDT based

and, the present

open source

projects.

version or exercises

adventures.

are taken as testing
sets.
[8]

Proposed an exact

Proposed upgraded

It makes use of the

ADASYN attempts to beat

Average

framework to anticipate

binary moth flame

wrapper feature

the imbalanced data issue

AUC

programming deficiency

Optimization and

selection and

while BMFO perform as a

and assisted the feature

adaptive synthetic

improves the data

feature selection.

selection algorithm for

sampling

set.

classification issues.

[9]

Depicted adequately

A DDN (deep neural

From real-world

The analysis result showed

F-measure,

anticipate the product

network) with BAPS

programming

that the BPSO-based

area under

defect proneness in the

(Bound particle

projects (NASA

dimensionality reduction

the curve

soft modules with a

swarm optimization)

and Eclipse) was

innovation can enhance the

(AUC), and

tendency to lessen

dimensional

made use.

organization structure and

probability of

programming

reduction suggested.

acquire better execution.

detection

maintenance cost.

(pd).

The study describes many techniques and approaches which are soft computing in nature
and used for fault prediction in traditional and agile based software, but one of the study
from [5] relates the field of research as Software fault prediction in the best manner. The
author presented framework using 21 process metrics incorporating different phases in the
life cycle of software development using fuzzy inference system to compute the number of
faults and applied the back propagation algorithm to train the fuzzy set of rules to improve
the accuracy of prediction and also validate the presented model using 29 projects from the
PROMISE repository. The author computed diverse performance criteria such as MMRE
(0.0539), BMMRE (0.0585), RMSE (18.69), and NRMSE (0.010). The observed and
calculated values concluded that the presented model provides better fault prediction
capability as comparing to models discussed in their literature.
There are three categories of datasets as Private, Public, and Unknown. Public datasets are
available freely from PROMISE and NASA repository. Private Datasets normally belong
to private organizations. The unknown datasets are those which are neither public nor
private.
RI2: Which software metrics have been applied in the fault prediction models for
traditional and agile development software? Metric can be classified into class-level,
method/product-level, process-level, and component-level. Halstead (1977) and McCabe
(1976) in 1970 proposed Method/Product-level metrics, and they are still in use.
“Product Metrics”
“Defect per Function Point”: It can be calculated using Function Point, which helps in
Software fault prediction.
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“Defect per SKLOC”: It can be helpful in Software fault prediction but this metric will be
dependent on language used for implementation [10].
“Class-level metrics” It can be applied to object oriented programming only and proposed
by Chidamber–Kemerer in 1994 and known as Chidamber & Kemerer (CK) metrics suite
is still used by various researchers and software vendors. CK metric suite is perfect for
prediction of fault in source code. These metrics are WMC, DIT, CBO, RFC, NOC, and
LCOM [11].
“Process Metrics”
Process measurements incorporate the arrangement of measurements, which relies upon
the qualities gathered over the life cycle of software development. The classes of process
measurements are Code Churn, Requirement Metrics, Change Metrics, and Code Delta.
“Agile Software Development (ASD) based metrics” Changing needs is one among the
principle issues that emerge inside the process of software development. To select software
metric for Agile-based software, there is need for deep understanding to get the difference
between the Agile-based process and Traditional Software Development (TSD), and their
measurements methods.
“Task effort”: The team produces and evaluates effort based on software professional
hours for every task [12].
“Number of stories”: The number of stories within the sprint can be basic, medium, and
sophisticated on the basis of the story. The measurement is determined as a value in term
of count or weight of the complexity of the story [13].
“Story point”: Fibonacci format is used to describe the problem size of a story. There
might be difficulty associated with uncertainty, efforts, and complexities involved in the
process of measurement to forecast the software effort and size needed [13].
“Velocity”: It is computed as the sum of all accepted works [13].
For example if for a project completion there are 5 sprints and story points completed
from every sprints are 12,34,30,22,and17, then velocity is computed as follows:
Velocity = (12+34+30+22+17)/5 = 115/5 = 23
“Work capacity”: The work capacity is the number of chores revealed during the run of
the sprint, with respect to the finished feature. [13].
“Focus factor”: The proportion among velocity and Work capacity, the great worth
reaches approximate 80% for a group [13].
Focus factor = Velocity /Work capacity
(1)
“Open defect severity index”: The defect evaluated at the completion of the sprint. This
metric measures quality of feature for each and every iteration of the sprint [13].
“Defect per iteration”: Calculate the entire defect that was presented during the sprint.
The defect that was found, and will not be compile within the sprint [13].
“Error density”: Number of mistakes detailed by the client after delivery (determined per
sprint) [12].
C. Jones [10] (2008) the investigation inspected that there were a couple of difficulties in
estimating the performance of the agile based development. On account of using the
knowledge of the TSD Process, numerous project manager and developers are favoured to
make use of a comparable measurement for the ASD process.
Padmini (2015) [12] the investigation was intended to gather data about the metric used in
the agile at present. The investigation distinguished measurements like unit test coverage,
ideal delivery, and defect seriousness index, bug correction time, in ASD measures.
Arisholm, E., L.C., Johannessen, Briand, E.B. 2010 [14] made sensible models with high
inadequacy probability to recognize parts of a Java based structure. Because of the
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extended demonstration of object-oriented development in companies, an extended use of
object-oriented metrics has been proposed.
Briand L., Ikonomovski S., Wüst J., and Lounis H. (1998) [15] assembled an adequate data
and information regarding the utilization of design measures. The author examined the
coupling and cohesion estimation information gathered for the 83 framework classes. The
author likewise concludes that some of the aspects to be estimated on the selected data
sets: method innovation versus aggregate coupling, coupling to application classes versus
library classes, and export versus import coupling.
RI3: What is the level of accuracy of fault prediction methods?
The prediction results of SFP model depend on and vary according to dependent variables.
To measure the level of accuracy of the SFP model, there are various methods available
that can be applied to analyze the performance of the designed SFP model. These
measurements focused on predicting whether a given part of software is fault free or not.
Magnitude of Relative Error (MRE): The most commonly used accuracy metrics are
the magnitude of relative error. It can be calculated on the basis of either the mean or
the median. MRE is an always less than 1[5].
(2)

MRE =

Mean MRE (MMRE): It is the average of magnitude of relative error values N projects.
The problem of the Mean MRE is its sensitivity to anomaly.
Balanced MMRE (BMMRE): As MMRE is unbalanced, so for this reason BMMRE is
used as [5][16][17]:
BMMRE = ∑

|

|

(3)

,

Table 2. Accuracy values of the prediction methods used.
Ref. No.

Prediction Techniques

[6 ]

Machine learning

[5 ]

Fuzzy Inference System

[7 ]

Neuro- Fuzzy System

[16 ]

Artifical Neural Network

[17]

Fuzzy Inference System
Artifical Neural Network

Accuracy Model

Accuracy Value

Accuracy

0.982

MMRE
BMMRE
RMSE
RMSE
GM
Accuracy
MMRE
BMMRE
MMRE
BMMRE
MMRE
BMMRE

0.0539
0.0585
18.69
0.1266
0.8128
84.4941
0.0247
0.0244
0.36343
0.36534
0.015397
0.007258

RMSE (Root MSE): The RMSE is computed as square root of the mean of squared
difference between actual and observed/predicted defect values [5][7]. It is evaluated as:
RMSE =

∑

Actual defect

Predicted defect

2

(4)

Where, n denotes the extent of the actual dataset. It gives the quadratic based value to
compute the average measure of the error.
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Accuracy: It is applied to compute and equate the precision of prediction models, and
calculated as the ratio of number of fault free predictions executed by the total number
of prediction executed [7].
Accuracy = (True Positive +True Negative) / Total number of instances executed

(5)

Where, True Positive –the number of fault free cases executed by the certain class of
software and True Negative - the number of cases rejected by the certain class of
project.
G-Mean: For imbalanced datasets, G-Mean is applied to compute the efficacy of the
prediction method [7]. It is calculated as:
G-Mean = √𝑃𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 ∗ 𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑙
Where, Precision =

(6)
and

Recall=
3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Since the predictability of fault is the essential step for development of any software,
and this is also required for projects based on agile methodologies. The literature
review study explore that there is very small quantity of efforts has been done in
software fault prediction for agile-based software. Applying soft computing
techniques for fault prediction in agile software development may result better
performance in concern of precision. The SFP model affects in various areas of software
development which in turn offer benefits in concern of reliability, quality, time and cost of
completion.
4.

CONCLUSION

The present research paper conclude that Neuro-Fuzzy (Hybrid) as a soft computing
methodology provides more accurate result for prediction of faults, but it requires a real
and huge data set to implement a model for agile software project from industry. There is a
variety of metrics (Product, Process, and Agile based) that are used for feature selection
process. The metric selection would be depending on the size or structure, and number of
defects, effort on inspection activities, and experience of team members. This research
paper also identified and reported the statistical significance of different accuracy measure
parameters. This study also presents the vision of fault prediction field of software
engineering by exploring the latest view of literature and a distinctive feature of fault
prediction.
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Abstract.
Emotion detection is the process of identifying and classifying different types of emotions. The
systems can understand, recognize, identify and display emotions with the help of affective
computation. The type of emotion expressed by a person is recognized via affect recognition. The
Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) fields are realized effectively in
emotional computing. The on-going research is in place to reveal an effective emotion recognition
model through identifying the correlation of physiological signals and their highest contribution with
other modalities like audio, video, and eyeball movement. The survey on this domain is conducted
through following Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA),
which acts as a standard guideline for conducting a qualitative review and meta-analyses. This study
discloses 35 relevant documents over 513 articles on the web of sciences. Now a day, machine
learning techniques are widely used to improve the classification result as well prediction. A brief
assessment of the building emotion models with modern technologies like deep learning, its
advantages, limitations, and future scope is discussed with a case study addressing the effective
emotion model of interest..
Keywords. Affective computing, human computer interaction, emotion recognition, physiological
signals, deep learning.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Although computers do not have emotions, in human- computer relationship, they frequently
communicate their emotions, to be as natural as possible when people connect with computers; the
computers do not recognize them. Human emotions are organized using two methods based on
conscious response and unconscious response in conscious response identify the emotions using
PANAS (Positive and Negative Affect Schedule) which is the self-questionnaire that can estimate
both positive and negative affects. In unconscious response, their emotions are identified from physic
measures like electrocardiogram (ECG), electroencephalogram (EEG), electromyogram (EMG)
activity, skin temperature, blood pressure, respiration rate, and facial expressions. The nonphysiological signals are not able to reflect the innermost mental states of humans [1].Emotion
recognition has its application towards various sectors from education, marketing, healthcare, and
ensuring human safety while engaged in driving and so on [2].

The remaining part of the paper follows the structure as outlined as below In section 2, an exhaustive
survey is carried out to ascertain the necessary facts about emotion recognition, its input modalities,
and technologies that help in evaluating accurate emotions. The survey is conducted in strict
adherence to the guidelines of PRISMA [3-5]. Section 3 discusses the knowledge inferred from the
related literal work of resultant documents out of the qualitative analysis driven through PRISMA.
Section 4 concludes the work and the scope for enhancement.

2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The entire process flow of the systematic survey is captured in this section. This section addresses
the research questions that initiate the study, the sources of documents, search keywords, and the
final list of relevant documents using inclusion criteria in detail.
2.1.

Research Questions

The key research goal of the study is to reveal the facts on emotion recognition, machine learning
practices in predicting exact emotions and to analyse the real-time challenges associated with
emotion models. The research questions are formulated in addressing the issues in the emotion model
which in turn presents the gap to be addressed by the researcher in the future and listed as below.
Q1: What are the types of emotion models?
Q2: What are the input modalities of the emotion model? Q3: Are there any unimodal promises of
better efficiency?
Q4: How machine learning can be integrated with emotion recognition?
Q5: What is the level of exploitation of machine learning algorithms and their efficiency?
2.2

Search Strategy

In order to select the documents of study, a search is devoted to three major electronic data sources
(EDS) like IEEE Xplore, WoS, and Scopus. The articles which are published from 2010 through
2021 are accounted for selection. The keywords are refined according to the research questions. The
major keywords of choices are Emotion Recognition, Physiological Signals, Facial Expressions,
Multimodal, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning. These keywords are exercised with Boolean
operators like “AND” and “OR” to formulate a query that in turn retrieves the document from the
sources of interest. Furthermore, the scope of new sources is investigated, and to portray the market
trend in emotion recognition, trusted website content is added with.
2.3

Criteria for Selection

The document selection is executed using the exclusion criteria listed below to extract the more
relevant articles for the inclusion of the study.
EC1: Short summary research papers
EC2: Articles beyond the reputed publishers
EC3: No wider contribution on emotion recognition
The entire process of article selection process for the study aligned with updated PRISMA guidelines
is depicted in Figure 2.1. Further, the quality assessment of extracted documents is scrutinized by
manual investigation through analysing their content

Figure 2.1. Selection Process of Systematic Study on Emotion Recognition

3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The summary of the study based on the research questions is elaborated here. Further, a novel design
for emotion recognition incorporating a deep learning algorithm is discussed.
3.1

Emotion Models

Human emotions are categorized into two types in emotional space namely discrete emotion model
and dimension emotional model.
Mathura Prakash et al. [6] contributed an emotion recognition system that detects different emotions
of the face and obtains the average emotional state during a particular event and assessed the same
via the audience feedback system. The resultant of the assessment process is illustrated in Figure 3.2.
The bar graph shows the number of times the occurrence of a particular emotion, and the pie chart
describes the percentage of having a gathered emotion.

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.1. Evolution Result of Emotion Recognition System Presenting
a) Number of Times an Emotion Occurred and b) Percentage of Gathered Emotion [6]

3.2

Deep Learning-based Emotion Recognition Models

Deep learning (DL) and machine learning are becoming the next evolution in artificial intelligence.
The trained model learns new things like the human brain through a neural network in deep learning.
DL is employed in most province emotion recognition studies due to its efficacy in deep feature
extraction.
Chao and Don [7] developed a convolutional neural network (CNN) to recognize human emotions
using the ResNet algorithm. They analysed emotions from multichannel EEG signals in the time
domain. Based on the position of electrode sensors the features are extracted and treated as a 3- D
feature matrix. Whereas a pre-processing of EEG signals is carried out by principal component
analysis before applying the classification with CNN is captured in [8].Similarly, an emotion
recognition system based on EEG signals is experimented with tuned CNN, which adjusted with the
tuning parameter in convolution layer and it produced 73.4% of accuracy in successful classification
of emotions [9]. In most of the previous studies,. They classify the emotions obtained from
multimodal physiological cues with the help of DL and ML algorithms to achieve better results.
Table 3.1 summarizes the key contributions of the existing endeavour.
Table 3.1. Summary of significant emotion recognition models in practice
Reference Modalities
X Zhang EEG, EMG,GSR,
et al. [11] RES, MEG,

Emotions

Techniques Used

Arousal, Valence

EOG

K. Zhang Text, audio,visual
et al. [12]

M. D.
Respiration rate,
Hssayeni ECG,
et al. [10] Skin temperature ,
EMG and
acceleration
H. Chao
et al. [7]

EEG

B.
EEG, BVP
Nakisa et signals
al. [13]

Happy, sad,
neutral, angry,
excited, frustrated,
average
Stress, amusement

Arousal,Valence

Arousal,Valence

SVM-FLF (Support
VectorMachine-Future
Level Fusion),
Fully Convolutional
Network (FCN),SVMDLF(Decision Level
fusion)
Gated Recurrence Unit
(GRU)

Dataset/Accuracy
DEAP-63.8%
DECAF-64.2%

IEMOCAP –61.8
%
CMU-MOS-81.2%

Gradient tree boosting

WESAD-79%

CNN-ResNet, Sliding
window

DEAP,

ConvNet,

MAHNOB-71.6%

Long Short-term
Memory

Binary -85.5%
Four-Class-75.7%

Reference Modalities
G. Du et
al.[14]

Emotions
excitement,
anger,sadness,
calmness

ECG, EEG

Techniques Used

Dataset/Accuracy

BLSTM, CNN

Kinect2.0-87.3%

In most of the previous studies, the convolutional neural network is widely used for classifying
emotions in Arousal- Valence space Hence the researchers employed CNN in producing high-end
emotion detection mode with promising accuracy.. Also, the performance analysis is captured in
Figure 3.1. Further, they can achieve an increased rate of accuracy by combining more than one deep
learning algorithms.

Emotion recognition accuracy
90.00%
85.00%
80.00%
75.00%
70.00%
65.00%

73.40%

75.38%

Y.H.Kwon et S.Tiwari et
al.[15]
al.[16]

76.80%
C.J.Yang et
al.[17]

82.75%

82.92%

86.40%

G.Cao et
al.[18]

H.Huang et
al.[19]

W.Lin et
al.[20]

Fig 3.1. The Efficiency of Neural Network Assisted Emotion Detection Models

4.

CONCLUSION

Building deep architecture-based real-time multimodal emotion identification system is an emerging
topic of research. Affect recognition is becoming increasingly popular among researchers because of
its growing applicability in the education and healthcare industry. Physiological signals exhibit more
advantages in emotion recognition, as they are uncontrollable, unaffected by culture or education,
and strongly linked to people's emotional states. A review of the study broadly addresses the emotion
models, interesting modalities to be considered as input in the process of emotion evaluation, and the
scope for the multimodal emotion detection system. The emerging scope of deep learning practices
in this domain and its exploitation level and attained efficiency is well investigated.
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Abstract:

Internet has enabled the people to involve the use of information and communication technologies (ICT) in every
routine. Easy graphical interface of such technologies has made it so popular that anyone can utilize technologies and
associated applications by just visualization. It has attracted educationists to utilize the ICT in the routine education
delivery and evaluation system. It has been observed that the teaching and learning process has been very effective
while ICT and its associated tools are included. Many government policies throughout the globe have been focusing on
providing the ICT based education but many analysis reported that educational system were lacking in the use of ICT
for its routines. Due to COVID19, regular educational routines are not possible to avoid contacts. ICT has been
continuing the teaching learning process in the education system. But ICT technologies have their own issues and face
many challenges while being implemented as a service. in developed and developing countries. This paper aims to find
out the role of ICT to enhance the education delivery specially in the pandemic situations.
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INTRODUCTION

Education system demand a very rapid sharing of knowledge, research outcomes and opportunities through web
resources. Involvement of technologies requited for it are computing, storage and communication, leading to
ICT[1] [17]. In the era of computing we cannot even think for education delivery without using IT aided
technologies. A very simple form of IT utilization in the education system has been presentations for last about
three decades and so on. Traditionally, over head projector with transparencies as storage media and multimedia
projectors with electronic storage media like CD,DVD and pen drive have been used for this purpose. But when

we talk about the global scenario of education system, web resources and web communication is involved with
use of email, social networking. ICT driven education is based on sharing and transmission of knowledge,
research facts transferred through electronic mode without physical contact. Inclusion of ICT methodologies
and services are making major differences in the pedagogical approaches. ICT enhanced learning environment
facilitates collaborative, creative and evaluating learning as an advantage over the old methodologies[22]. ICT
based education is successor of computer-aided teaching and learning which is based on the computer-aided
instruction over communication channels. Use of such instructions are flexible, broad viable and more
opportunistic. Involvement of Information and Communications Technology (ICT) has motivated the teaching,
learning and research tremendously for last about one decade. Its ease of use, access has made it a major
component of educational system with the use of handouts, documents or presentations.ICT supportive tool have
been very popular as a pedagogical means in education. It drives the cognitive, pedagogical and affective
benefits of using ICT for teaching and learning process[2]. Higher education system in all countries undergoing
a big transformation phase for access, equity and quality of educational are research facts. It has been possible
the rapid evolution of information and communication technologies (ICT) around the world. ICT has influenced
almost all the components of educational process like access, equity, management, efficiency, pedagogy and
quality[3]. ICT has transformed the learning process of education system to the next level where teaching
learning tools are based on technology and helping students, teachers and also updating to the parents or
guardians. ICT has transformed the method of dissemination of knowledge. ICT has also helped to modify the
teaching learning process model. ICT has replaced the traditional methods of research, education and provided
the more feasible and reliable education delivery system concept instead of the traditional methods. Even
nowadays people also prefer the ICT tools and methodologies to access the knowledge as it can also be recorded
latest advances in different areas of education and research and allied domain. Education is backbone of a
country’s social and economic growth to increase the productive capacities and upliftment of individual and
society individually. Education helps to develop the sense of a good social living and many other intangible
benefits.

ICT has a variety of

products

available

related to the education like online platforms,

teleconferences, online sessions, web based sessions and many storage devices.

II. ICT IN EDUCATION
Technological enhancements have affected the industrial sector and different productive/service centric sectors
including education[23]. ICT is viewed as a “major tool for building knowledge societies” (UNESCO 2003) and
particularly, as a mechanism for education that could provide new method for rethinking and redesigning of the
educational contents and processes, thus leading to quality education for all[4] . Appropriate use of ICT has
already been proven in Europe school education and has been considered a key factor in improving quality of
educational level. It motivated them to introduce the promotion ICT in teaching-learning processes through their
e-Learning plan. UNESCO and UNICEF with the association of government of India, have started a pilot
project in India for internet access in every school, college. But due to constraints like no electricity connections,

poor geographical conditions, non availability of public infrastructure, it got limited in urban areas only. ICT

has many applications in area of education. ICT has been proved as booster to enhance the quality as
well as delivery scope of education to any of the nation. ICT enables the remarkable change in the
nature and quality of education by facilitating students or audience with many methodologies
associated to ICT. ICT technologies attracted its audience such as students, teachers, educationists and
the community even who were never been habitual of such technologies. ICT improves the teachinglearning process through the more interactive education methodologies and tools to attract the learner’s
motivation. It is a way of level placing of each and everyone to get access of same education platform,
bringing education to the doorstep of everyone, living remote or rural geographic areas[5].
ICT strengthens the student learning and better teaching skills. It has been proved that more involvement of ICT
in education, curriculum designing and integration have resulted much better goals achievement by student and
teacher both. It has been remarkably recorded in subjects like science, physics, and mathematics [6]. However
use of technology between teacher and students requires both to be digitally literate. Use of ICT in the education
system can lead better content

addressing, mutual information exchange between both and to create better

teaching environment [7]. However budget constraints are always there to be considered for it. Digital literacy
enables higher order thinking skills, positive creations, smooth exchange of the dialogues between teacher and
student. Use of ICT in education also leads to meet the with ongoing technological change in society and
surroundings[8][18]. ICT in education leads inclusion of interesting, colourful and much graphical images in the
delivery content for better understanding, pictorial and animated presentation of complex instruction by the use
of appropriate technology. It helps to create interactive classes with much enjoyable contents to attract more
attention of the students to improve attendance. ICT helps a lot to the distance learners to use online educational
materials and ease access of the online resources, leading to the resource assist learning. But implementation of
ICT meets with many issues like rapid changes in the society, economy, and parallel technologies. Introduction
of ICT in the system cannot become fruitful until the users are also literate to access and avail its benefits.
General crowd of the developing countries are still not much aware and capable of using technology or its
advanced tools. It has been recorded as serious issue while implementing ICT [9].

III. CHALLENGES FOR ICT IMPLEMENTATION
a. Reengineering of Education System:
Use of ICT in education should follow use in society, not lead or impose it. Programmes that use cutting-edge
technologies have been observed failed in long term. The teachers, students and parents or

guardians have

been habitual of traditional education systems for many decades. Formulation of new technique or approach for
education contents delivery and its evaluation need to create a zeal of adapting new trends. In general, societies

lack on initiations for observing, understanding and adapting new concepts. They limit the use of the internet
based technologies for entertainment or social networking only. The main reason for it is the lack of trust on
technology. Hence there is a demand of reengineering of education system with the involvement of government,
administration and society itself to motivating the trust and inclusion the technology in daily routines and
education system and avoid the contacts in case of disasters like COVID19.
b. Infrastructure Building:
Inclusion of ICT technology need infrastructure at hardware, software, courseware levels. In most of the
countries existing old infrastructure cannot sustain the load of electrical wiring, heating/cooling and security
systems required for implementation of ICT technology. In many developing countries, obstacles as no constant
and steady supply of electricity, communication channel are far away. These countries have very poor wireless
telecom infrastructure. Many schools, universities in the developing countries lack computers, electricity and
telecom connectivity and their sustainability[10][19]. Geographical inequity and imbalance make it tough to
provide and maintain ICT infrastructure. However developed countries take advantage in this area.
c. Integration of Technology and pedagogical innovation:
New innovations in the current pedagogy are required to get integrated with ICT technology driven education.
Policymakers at government, institution, and administration level are required to make appropriate regional,
national and global policies to motivate the integration of ICT with education pedagogy. The effectiveness of
ICT in education depends on how ICT is included, used and for what purpose. ICT does not for everyone,
everywhere and in the same manner. Enhancing gradual but constant access , enhancing the quality of ICT
based educational contents and placing those contents at same level at diversified geographical, economical
areas of the continents. Using proper audio, video and animation technologies, interesting contents can be
developed to attract the attendance. Contents and evaluating assessments based on ICT are very much helpful for
distance learners. A research has already claimed that there was “no significant difference” between the grade
scores of learners taking education through ICT-based distance courses and those who were getting it in a class
room or auditorium in face-to-face instruction method.
d. Capacity Building:
Administrators of education organisation, proper fiscal management, motivating policies for teachers also play
important role for implementation of ICT in education system. Teachers of the educational institutes do not take
interest to learn new methodologies to deliver the contents and assessment subsequently. It is due to the lack of
interest to teach ICT, lack of ICT literacy among teachers and students, lack of knowledge of development of
pedagogy and its modification for ICT, limited access to ICT facilities. Technical trainings are also needed for
teachers, staff and management team of the organisation.

e. Cost, Equity and Sustainability:
The importance of information and communication technology (ICT) in education in the current era cannot be
overemphasized. Many literature reviews has shown that ICT tools and methodologies

have become

indispensable in today’s information age, drastically impacting on the global living. ICT has efficiently
supported entire globe during latest faced pandemic also when there is no any provision of physical contact
anyhow [11]. ICT infrastructure needs lot of investments in areas like purchase of devices, equipments , trainings
to the technicians, teachers and maintenance of the equipments. In developing countries money investments
matter a lot as those face its scarcity. Cost effective solution in the area of ICT are to be deployed, especially in
the countries where economy is too low or government policies don’t prefer such investments on high priority.
Equity is related to the implementation of ICT enabled environment globally among the developing, less
developed and developed countries. All these three have their own meaning and ways of money investments for
education system and then implementation of ICT in it. ICT solutions have to be sustainable for meeting the
economical growth, environmental protection, society, eco-system and democracy of any country or region. The
use of technology in any sector should not affect any type of sustainability.
IV. CONSTRAINTS FOR SOLUTION
While designing or thinking for an effective solution, many factors are to considered at teacher, student and
infrastructure level. For example, perceptions about ICT and its associated curriculum by student, teachers
parents and also by society. Awareness and literacy about ICT in all. Pedagogical history and approach of
students and teachers. Availability and sustainability of ICT infrastructure for students and teachers[12][19][20].
There is need of complete guidelines on successful inclusion of the ICT based curriculum in the education
system or curriculum. Educating and creating positivity for use of ICT among the teachers and students is also
secondary task for successful implementation of ICT. It has been observed that many education system and their
counterparts avoid ICT or resist it due to lack of full information about its productivity. It has been observed for
last about two decades that multimedia based animated teaching contents, animated case studies of the subjects,
bring to more learning. However lack of ICT infrastructure and poor quality of available infrastructure hinder
it. When we talk about the home or family support for ICT, it totally differs from the college, universities. For
example children have more interest in animated contents, girls have another approach to use ICT contents.
Many parents or guardian find animated contents useless as teaching aids. Main concern about avoiding the
ICT is its out of reach either technically or economically specially in developing countries[13]. Governments
also have a major role to promote the ICT usage by providing better infrastructure, education or awareness

programmes for teachers, students and even entire society for its usage and providing the subsidies to the related
authorities to promote ICT infrastructure.
Many myth and worries with the implementation of ICT are also there. These are to be addressed while
implementing ICT solution in the education system. For example will exposure and use of ICTs affect the future
employment in education sector? Or What will be the impact of computer aided instruction in education Or
How gender will impact on ICTs in education Or Is ICT suffice for use to present, comment on and discuss
student work or are all educational setup and their curriculum are suitable for ICT integration than others? Many
findings suggest that ICT companies may result enriched in education sector also not only for its deployment in
boosting circular economy in the service-oriented technology sectors [24]. Further ICT era may be involved
with the help of IOT in village 4.0 and machine learning will also help for better communication [25-30].
CONCLUSION
ICT has been proved as necessity and an opportunity in education system specially in pandemics when there is
no option except dependency on digital mode of connectivity. While using any technology, issues and challenges
are there to limit the scope of it. In developing countries implementation of ICT technologies and support for it is
a big obstacle14]. Introduction of ICT methodologies motivated the teachers as well as learner to explore more
components of it for its optimum utilization. Though the ICT technologies have faced many social, ethical,
technological, economical challenges, cost and power solutions but it has attracted people to explore and enjoy
its factors which were hidden for a long time.
Many developing countries face lack of resources for implementation of ICT technologies specially in
educational sector educational is one of the hindrance in its implementation[15]. Governments, Management
bodies avoid to such investments. Secondly, less exposure to the computer, ICT and technologies of the students
and teachers is also responsible for it. The education system needs to be alert for ICT enabled technologies in its
system for regular routines of education as enhancement and as a preventive action in the case of pandemic.
Since, implementation of ICT major dependent on the mentors and academic management, government, allied
corporate sectors, can help by providing infrastructure, in-service service centric training to the society. Private
sectors can be collaborated for this novel cause.
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Abstract.
This External interaction of creative FRP (fiber reinforced polymer) polymer composite
material has developed in popularity in recent years because it offers a supplementary
profitable and theoretically excellent compared to conventional procedures in several
circumstances due to its durability, lightweight, resistance to corrosion, fatigue
resistance, easy and quick construction, and least modification in structural configuration.
Because several in-situ RC (Reinforced concrete) beams were consecutive in structure
construction, there was not enough scientific interest in beam strengthening using FRP
mechanism. The foremost objective of this investigation involved is to propose procedures
for restoration of RC beam utilizing FRP material. The characteristics of FRP and their
impact on beam strengthening are illustrated. The research concentrate on self-compacted
RC beams that have been strengthened by wrapping CFRP (Carbon fiber reinforced
polymer) & GFRP (Glass fiber reinforced polymer) layers in epoxy adhesive.
Keywords. Self-compacting concrete, Steel bars, FRP sheets, Epoxy resin and Hardener.

1.

INTRODUCTION

From the past two decades construction of structures has increased significantly. Concrete
has a significant part in building engineering due to its advantages in several areas like as
economy, strength, and durability. SCC (Self compacting concrete) is used to improve the
structural performance and sufficient filling of narrow sections and massively reinforced
structural components reported by Okamura et al.,[1]. An elementary proposal for the SCC
was given by Nan Su et al., [2]. In this mix design Portland cement was utilized. The
aggregate percentage required for the concrete is determined first, and then binder numbers
required is determined for which concrete can conquer decent flow capability, selfcompressing capability and remaining SCC assets. More knowledge of a good
performance SCC is required for such a performance concrete to reach wider acceptability
for casting tough and crowded structural components with significant reinforcements,
particularly in seismic zones.
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1.1.

FRP Technology for Strengthening and Rehabilitation of Structures

Since major renovation or rebuilding of the structure is not cost efficient, reinforcing or
remodelling is an effective technique to improve it. The use of FRP sheets for
strengthening of RC beams will reduce the deflections and increase the load carrying
capacity described by Grace [3]. Renovating concrete constructions with FRP sheets
provides a supplementary cost-effective and properly excellent advantages over traditional
methods in various circumstances because it provides heartiness, light mass, rusting
defiance, higher exhaustion resilience, to wrap up quick construction, and slight alteration
in physical geometry. Strengthening of RC beam using CFRP sheets will decrease the
ductility when compared to conventional RC beam member designated by E1-Refaie [4].
N. Pannirselvam [5] stated that the load bearing of FRP reinforced beams contained, GFRP
sheets were enhanced compared to controlled beam. The increasing in load sustaining
ability of a structural associate dependent upon the number of FRP layers wrapped on RC
beam. FRP systems can also be employed in regions where traditional methods would be
impossible due to limited access. However, due to a absence of suitable understanding on
the structural performance of reinforced concrete constructions, the application of FRP
materials for renovation existing concrete structures falls short of the expectations.

2.

MATERIALS


Portland cement: Across the experiment, OPC (ordinary Portland cement) of 53
Grade approving IS:12269-2013[6] was chosen from a single collection. It was
fresh and free of lumps. Cement is carefully stored to avoid deterioration of its
characteristics due to humidity interaction.



Fly Ash: By-product which is formed by combustion of coal that mostly contains
of silicon dioxide (SiO₂) and calcium oxide (CaO). When it was mixed with
concrete, fly ash undergoes a primary pozzolanic reaction with the moisturized
cement paste, resulting in a denser microstructure over time. NTPC (National
Thermal Power Corporation) fly ash was obtained from Ramagundam during the
experimentation.



Coarse Aggregate: Samples approving IS:383-2016[7] retained at 10mm and
passing through 12.5mm were used. The specific gravity is 2.78. The aggregates
were cleaned to eliminate dirt and dust before being dried to the surface.



Fine aggregate: Sand authorising IS: 383-2016[7] with 2.70 fineness modulus and
the specific gravity is 2.65.



Longitudinal steel (Top &Bottom bars) and Lateral steel(stirrups):Steel bars with
Fe415 yield strength were used. The beam’s reinforcing design is determined in
accordance with IS456:2000[12]. Figure 2.1 represents the beam reinforcement
details.

Figure 2.1.Beam Reinforcement Details
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CFRP sheets: CFRP refers for composite materials. The composite in this
experiment is made up of two segments: a matrix and reinforcement. Generally,
the matrix is a polymer resin, for example epoxy, which provides bond between
two components. The CFRP sheet is bidirectional with tensile strength of
3500N/mm².Figure 2.2(a) shows the image of CFRP sheets used in the present
work. Two layers of CFRP was wrapped to beams.



GFRP sheets:GFRP composites were the frequently used materials in complex
product manufacturing. Polyester, thermostable, vinyl ester, phenolic, and epoxy
resins were applied in the matrix. Afiber reinforced composite's mechanical
performance is essentially determined by strength of fiber and magnitude,
chemical strength, matrix stability, and interactive bond between the fiber and
matrix to permit stress transmission. GFRP composites offered the equivalent
physical and efficient assets as steel, were stiffer than aluminium with a specific
gravity one-quarter to steel. The GFRP sheet is bidirectional with tensile strength
of 3400N/mm². Figure 2.2(b)shows the image of GFRP sheets used in the present
work. Two layers of GFRP was wrapped to the beams.

a

b
Figure 2.2. (a)CFRP Sheets;(b) GFRP sheets



Epoxy Resin and Hardener: Epoxy resin is a liquid chemical compound that is
utilized for a number of purposes across a wide range of industries. The epoxy
resin and hardener pair are the ideal working combination, giving excellent
durability, tensile strength, and working compatibility.



Super Plasticizer: The chemicals which reduce water content in manufacturing of
high strength concrete referred as super plasticizers (SP). By using these
chemicals in concrete mixing, we can reduce the water content up to 30%. To
ensure high workability, Bento polymix PCE 3000 was utilized.

3.

METHODOLOGY

3.1.

Mix Design of Concrete

The design mix for M35 grade SCC is done as per IS 10262:2019 guidelines [8]. Mix ratio
of the SCC is 1:2.71:2.15. The W/C ratio (water cement) is locked at 0.40 and a slump of
70 to 75cm and properties were represented in Table 1.
Table 1 SCC mix proportion(kg/m³)
Cement

Fine aggregate

341.25
1

Coarse aggregate

925.00
2.71

W/C

734.32
2.15

195
0.40
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3.2.

Mixing

I combined the materials according to the mixed design after measuring the materials
quantity. To begin, mix coarse aggregates and fine aggregates for a few min to obtain a
uniform mix, then add cement and fly ash to the mixture and mix for another few minutes
to obtain the same mix throughout the material. To produce newly prepared concrete for
M35 grade concrete, added water according to the calculations from the mix design.
3.3.

Workability tests

Workability tests were conducted on freshly prepared SCC to establish the capacity under
filling and passing according to IS:1199 part-6[9].
3.3.1Slump Flow Test
The filling performance of SCC is measured by using slump flow test. It evaluates two
mechanisms: flow distribution and T50 flow time. The flow distribution denotes
unrestricted, clear deformability, whereas T50 denotes deformation rate within certain
flow distance.
3.3.2

V-Funnel Flow

Duration for the definite capacity of SCC passes through a thin introductory is called as Vfunnel flow, and it specifies SCC’s filling ability in the absence of blockage and/or
segregation. To some extent the flow duration of the V-Funnel trial is related towards
plastic velocity.
3.3.3

L-Box Test

Passing capability for SCC is examined via L-Box trial. It measures the height ratio
achieved by newly prepared SCC subsequently passing over the detailed holes of steel bars
and passing inside a definite passage distance.
3.4.

Casting of Spacemen

Three beam moulds were connected, and the inside of the mould was carefully greased. To
maintain the desired effective depth of the beam, cover blocks of sufficient depth were
placed at the bottom of the mould. The required volume of the materials for casting one
batch of beams were mixed thoroughly on a platform to get a uniform mix. First, the
reinforcement cage was kept on cover blocks in the mould. Then, the concrete is situated
in the beam. Nine concrete cubes and nine cylinders were cast. The beam moulds,
cylindrical moulds and cubes moulds were stripped after 24 hours of concreting.
3.5.

Curing

After casting, all specimens were stored for curing to preserve the environmental
conditions, namely a temperature of 27±2ºC later a day. Casted members were demoulded
and placed in water for 28 days.
3.6.

Compressive Strength Test

Compressive strength testing machine by means of a capacity of 2000kN referenced by
IS:516-1959[10] was used to test the cube specimens.
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The area of the sample that can sustain the greatest force applied to it during the test is
used to calculate compressive strength. The compressive testing sample represented in
Figure 3.1(a).
3.7.

Split Tensile Strength Test

Trail was directed referenced by IS5816-1999[11]. Split tensile strength is an alternative
test for direct tension. The standard 150mmx300mm chambers were utilized. The Split
tensile strength testing illustration represented in Figure 3.1(b).

a

b

c

Figure 3.1. (a)Compressive strength test;(b) Split tensile strength test;
(c) Flexural strength test
3.8.

Flexural Strength Test

According to IS:516-1959[10] the flexural strength test was executed. As per Indian
standards, I prepared the concrete specimen with a dimension of 150mm width, 150mm
depth, and a span of 700mm.The test was carried out immediately after removing from the
water and even when they are still wet. The load must be supplied without creating any
disturbance. The load must be raised until the sample breaks, and the peak load attained
during the experiment must be noted. Pictorially beam flexural strength testing shown in
Figure 3.1(c).
3.9.

Strengthening of Beams with FRP sheets

After flexural strength testing, an adhesive with a thickness of about 2mm was applied on
the concrete surface, followed by two layers of CFRP sheets with a thickness of
approximately 1mm. To eliminate any air bubbles and establish a strong adhesion, the
sheets were applied with moderate pressure using a roller. Similarly, two layers of GFRP
sheets were applied on beams. After wrapping FRP sheets, beams were maintained at room
temperature for 24 hours before subjected to a flexural strength test. Figure 3.2(a) &Figure
3.2(b) signifies the flexural strength of RC beam strengthened by wrapping GFRP and
CFRP sheets. Flexural Strength (fb)= 𝑝l/bd²; Here, 𝑝 = Extreme load induced in N; l =
beam span; b = beam breadth; d = beam depth.

a

b

Figure 3.2.(a) Flexural strength test after wrapping GFRP sheets;(b) Flexural strength test
after wrapping CFRP sheet
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4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1.

Workability

Filling and passing capability of SCC properties of SCC were measured according to code
provisions IS:1199 part6, results were represented in Table 2.
Table 2 SCC workability test results
S.No

Description

1.
2.

Slump Flow(mm)
𝑇

715
3

Slump flow in (sec)

3.

4.2.

Experimental
Results

V-Funnel in (sec)

9.60

4.

𝑇

5.

L-Box ratio (𝐻2/𝐻1

0.90

6.

𝐻1 (mm)

104

7.

𝐻2 (mm)

93

11.80

V-Funnel in (sec)

Compressive Strength Test

After 7, 21, and 28 days of curing the cubical members were assessed under compression
loading and the mean value was reported as the 41.25MPa optimum after 28days of
testing, experiment results were represented in Table 3.
Table 3Compressive strength in MPa
7 days
20.56

4.3.

21 days
38.49

28 days
41.255

Split Tensile Strength Test

Examined at 7, 21, and 28 days after required curing finished. After 28days of testing, the
mean value of these cylinders was reported as 4.65MPa optimum, Table 4 represents the
experimental results.
Table 4Split Tensile strength in MPa
7 days
1.76

4.4.

21 days
3.45

28 days
4.65

Flexural Strength Test

The RC beams were designed as under reinforced section and beams tested under threepoint bending after 28 days of curing. As the steel provided was less than balancing steel
then the concrete beam failure was observed at flexural zone and a crack initiated at
support section was extended from bottom to the load point with 45 degrees angle.
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The widening of cracks was observed after peak load was attained. It was observed that the
maximum load value noted for conventional reinforced beam was 75 KN, whereas beams
wrapped up with CFRP sheets were sustained a maximum load of 77.5 KN and load
carrying capacity greatly increased in beam member GFRP wrapped resulted 78.9 KN.

Figure 4.1Flexural strength test results
By Figure 4.1 it was clearly noted that strength value was enhanced by application of
CFRP and GFRP, strength value noted for conventional reinforced concrete beam was
15.55 MPa, 16.07 MPa noted for beam member wrapped with CFRP sheets strength gain
was 3.34 %. Beam members with GFRP sheets resulted 16.36 MPa strength was 5.20%
more as contrasted to conventional RC beam.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

The present research concluded on flexural performance of SCC-based beams of RC that
were reinforced by wrapping FRP sheeting. The following conclusions are obtained from
the experimental observations.


SCC mix attained high flowability under filling and passing capability.



Optimum compressive strength 41.25MPa was noted for cubes after 28days of
testing.



Maximum split tensile strength 4.65MPa observed after 28days trail investigation.



Load carrying capability of RC beam remained enhanced after wrapping FRP
sheets. It was observed that GFRP give more strength when compared CFRP.



The flexural strength was 3.34% enhanced by wrapping CFRP sheets whereas
there is 5.20% over conventional beam by wrapping GFRP sheets. Strength value
improved for a flexure member as results of adding FRP sheets.



Flexural strength is higher in RC beams with GFRP sheets than in RC beams with
CFRP sheets.
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Abstract.
This paper compares the performance of the grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm for four distinct exploration
approaches. These exploration strategies are used throughout the iterative procedure, with the co-efficient vector
being modified for different dimensions of each solution. The co-efficient vector, 𝑋 is linearly changed in the first
exploration strategy from 1 to 0. While, in second, third, and fourth strategies, the co-efficient vector, 𝑋 is varied
linearly from 2 to 0, 10 to 0, and 20 to 0 respectively. Thus, modified GWO algorithm is applied on five different
unimodel benchmarks functions for performance comparison. The performance comparison is done on the basis
of results obtained for the value of objective function (i.e. figure of merit), standard deviation, mean, minimum
and maximum values of the figure of merit.
Keywords. Grey Wolf Optimization, Exploration; Meta-heuristics, Swarm Intelligence, Unimodal Benchmark
Functions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Over the last few decades, meta-heuristic optimization approaches have been increasingly popular. These
optimization techniques are used in a wide range of research fields as well as in a large number of applications.
This is because of advantages such as simplicity, flexibility, avoiding local optima, no requirement of derivation.
Meta-heuristics optimization techniques are easy to learn and apply to the existing optimization problems. These
optimization techniques are implemented by numerous scholars because of ease of use in replicating many natural
behaviours. Also, new meta-heuristics by merging two or more meta-heuristics or strengthening the current metaheuristics with an improvement are suggested in literature. Furthermore, the simplicity of the meta-heuristics helps
researchers from inter-disciplinary branches in quickly understanding and applying them to their own optimization
problems.
The next most important advantage of using these meta-heuristics to optimize the problems is their flexibility.
Meta-heuristics are easily adaptable to wide range of issues as they presume the problems to be black boxes. In
simple context, meta-heuristics only examine the system’s input(s) and output(s). A designer just has to know
how to articulate his or her problem by understanding these meta-heuristics.
The vast majority of meta-heuristics include procedures that do not need derivation. Meta-heuristics, in contrast
to gradient-based optimization methods, approach issues in a stochastic way. The optimization process starts with
random solution(s) to find the best, and there is no need to compute the derivative of such search spaces. As a
result, meta-heuristics are well-suited for real-world scenarios where derivative information is not known.
Meta-heuristics are better than conventional optimization techniques in avoiding local optima. This is because
meta-heuristics are stochastic in nature. This stochastic nature allows them to avoid trappings in local solution
and thoroughly search the whole search space.
Swarm intelligence (SI) is one of the most important branch of population-based meta-heuristics. Beni and Wang
[1] proposed SI for the first time in 1993. Natural colonies are a primary source of SI based methods [2]. These
SI optimization algorithms generally emulate the social behaviour of swarms, herds, flocks, or schools of
organisms in nature. SI optimization techniques provide a number of benefits, including:


These optimization techniques are simple to implement.



These optimization methods contain fewer operators than evolutionary strategies.




There are usually fewer parameters to configure with these optimization techniques.
These optimization methods maintain track of information about the search space during the course of
iterations.



These optimization methods usually require memory to preserve the best solution identified.
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Along withstanding the benefits indicated above, SI optimization strategies have certain disadvantages too. The
search agent activity seems to be noisy because the decision action is stochastic. Without understanding how the
search agent works, it is impossible to know the functions of colony. Anticipating behaviour based on a set of
specified rules is tough. Even little modifications to the basic rules have a significant influence on group
behaviour.
Within the due course of time, many other SI optimization techniques are proposed in the literature providing
good results. Some of them are particle swarm optimization [3], [4], grey wolf optimization [5], [6], cat and mouse
based optimizer [7], elephant herding optimization [8], [9], jaya algorithm [10], [11], rock hyraxes swarm
optimization [12], teacher-learner-based optimization [13], symbiotic organisms search optimization [14], [15],
differential evolution algorithm [16], honey badger algorithm [17], sine cosine algorithm [18], [19], whale
optimization algorithm [20], etc. These algorithms have also been modified and published in the literature.
Furthermore, hybridising two or more algorithms improves the performance of these algorithms.
In this article, the efficacy of grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm is investigated by varying one algorithmspecific parameter. This algorithm-specific parameter is required in exploration. In parent GWO algorithm [5],
this algorithm is varied linearly from 2 to zero as the number of iterations increase. However, in this article, three
other ranges are taken for this parameter. Then, efficacy of GWO algorithm is tested for four variations (one
parent and other three suggested in this article). The performance is tested for five benchmarks functions.
The organization of this contribution is as follows: In section II, GWO is described in detail and modification in
GWO algorithm is proposed. Section III deals with the simulation results and discussion. Finally, the whole work
is concluded in section IV.

2.

GREY WOLF OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM

Grey wolf optimization (GWO) is a revolutionary swarm intelligence system based on grey wolf leadership
hierarchy and prey hunting. Mirjalili et al. [21] produced GWO in 2014. Canis lupus is the scientific name for
grey wolves, and they belong to the canidae family. These grey wolves are top-tier predators in the food chain.
Grey wolves like to live in packs, which have an average of 5 to 12 members.
2.1.

Description of GWO algorithm

The pack’s social order, surrounding prey, hunting, attacking prey, and looking for prey are all examples of grey
wolves’ behaviour. These grey wolves in the pack have an extremely strict social hierarchy. Grey wolves are
divided into four groups depending on social hierarchical dominance 𝛼, 𝛽, 𝛾, and 𝜔. The leader is at the 𝛼 level
and is in charge of making decisions for the pack. The decisions taken by 𝛼 are dictated to the other wolves in the
pack, and the entire pack must obey them. The wolf in this 𝛼 level is the greatest at sustaining pack discipline and
structure, demonstrating that group organisation is more essential than collective strength. The next level in the
grey wolf social hierarchy is 𝛽, and the wolves in this level are in charge of aiding the 𝛼 level in making decisions
and other collective interests. In the absence of a 𝛼 level, the wolves in the 𝛽 level function as the leader.
The next level in the grey wolf social hierarchy is gamma, which includes scouts, sentinels, hunters, and
caretakers. Scouts are in responsible of keeping an eye on the territory’s boundaries and informing the pack if any
threat persists, while sentinels are in charge of defending and ensuring the pack’s safety. Hunters help 𝛼 and 𝛽
level wolves by hunting animals and providing food for the pack. The caretakers must look after the pack’s weak,
injured, and wounded wolves. The pack’s lowest level is 𝜔. At all times, the wolves at this rank must surrender
to all other dominant wolves. The next most important social behaviour among grey wolves is that they always
engage in groups while hunting. This encircling behaviour of grey wolves is given by
𝐶

𝑌⋅𝐽
1

𝐽𝑖

𝐽𝑝

𝐽

(1)

𝑋⋅𝐶

(2)

where 𝐽𝑝 represents the position vector of prey, 𝐽 indicates position vector of wolves in current iteration, 𝐽𝑖 1
illustrates the position vector of wolves in next iteration, 𝑋 and 𝑌 are co-efficient vectors which are calculated as
𝑋

2𝑥 ⋅ 𝑟
𝑌

2⋅𝑟

𝑥

(3)
(4)

where, 𝑋 decreases linearly from 2 to 0 as the number of iterations increase, 𝑟 and 𝑟 are random vectors in the
range of 0,1 .
Grey wolves have the ability to track down and encircle their prey. In most cases, the 𝛼 level is in charge of
hunting. Hunting is a skill that 𝛽 and 𝛿 level wolves can exhibit occasionally. However, in search space, we are
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unable to determine where the best prey position is located. We suppose that the 𝛼 level is the best candidate,
although the 𝑏𝑒𝑡𝑎 and 𝑑𝑒𝑙𝑡𝑎 levels have a better understanding of the prey’s likely position. We preserve the top
three best solutions identified so far and need additional search components to update their positions in line with
the best search component. This behavioural aspect is considered in order to mathematically simulate the hunting
behaviour of grey wolves. The following formulae are stated in this regard:
(5)

1

𝐽𝑖
𝐽𝛼

𝐽𝛼, 𝑖

𝑋1 ⋅ 𝐶𝛼

(6)

𝐽𝛽

𝐽𝛽, 𝑖

𝑋2 ⋅ 𝐶𝛽

(7)

𝐽𝛾

𝐽𝛾, 𝑖

𝑋3 ⋅ 𝐶𝛾

(8)

𝐶𝛼

𝑌 ⋅ 𝐽𝛼, 𝑖

𝐽

(9)

𝐶𝛽

𝑌 ⋅ 𝐽𝛽, 𝑖

𝐽

(10)

𝐶𝛾

𝑌 ⋅ 𝐽𝛾, 𝑖

𝐽

(11)

where, 𝐽𝑖 1 interprets position of wolves in next iteration, 𝐽𝛼, 𝐽𝛽 and 𝐽𝛾 represent new position of 𝛼 level, 𝛽
level and 𝛾 level wolves respectively; 𝐽𝛼, 𝑖, 𝐽𝛽, 𝑖 and 𝐽𝛾, 𝑖 indicate the current position of 𝛼 level, 𝛽 level and 𝛾
level wolves respectively; 𝐶𝛼, 𝐶𝛽 and 𝐶𝛾 refer to the encircling behaviour of 𝛼 level, 𝛽 level and 𝛾 level wolves
respectively.
2.2.

Amendment to GWO algorithm

In parent GWO algorithm, the co-efficient vector, 𝑋 is presumed to be decreasing linearly from 2 to 0 as the
iterations increase in number. The modification in the value of this co-efficient vector, 𝑋 tends to modify the
searching capability of the GWO algorithm. In this contribution, the efficacy of GWO algorithm is tested by
modifying the exploration of algorithm. The exploration is modified by varying the value of 𝑋 considering the
following four cases.
1. By varying the value of 𝑋 from 1 to 0 linearly.
2. By varying the value of 𝑋 from 2 to 0 linearly.
3. By varying the value of 𝑋 from 10 to 0 linearly.
4. By varying the value of 𝑋 from 20 to 0 linearly.

3.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Four different exploration strategies are proposed in previous section and are used with GWO algorithm one by
one. For presenting the results, the modified GWO is used for minimizing following five benchmarks functions.
A. Sphere Function
𝐹 𝑥
B.

∑

∏

(13)

|𝑥 |

∑

∑

(14)

𝑥

Schwefel 2.21 Function
𝐹 𝑥

E.

|𝑥 |

(12)

Schwefel 1.2 Function
𝐹 𝑥

D.

𝑥

Schwefel 2.22 Function
𝐹 𝑥

C.

∑

𝑚𝑎𝑥 |𝑥 |, 1

𝑖

(15)

𝑛

Rosenbrock Function
𝐹 𝑥

∑

100 𝑥

𝑥

𝑥

1

The following four cases are considered for testing efficacy of the GWO algorithm:

(16)
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1. Case 1: When 𝑋 is varied from 1 to 0 linearly.
2. Case 2: When 𝑋 is varied from 2 to 0 linearly.
3. Case 3: When 𝑋 is varied from 10 to 0 linearly.
4. Case 4: When 𝑋 is varied from 20 to 0 linearly.
A total of 100 solutions are explored while minimizing the five benchmark functions considered. The number of
iterations, on the other hand, is taken to be 100. The algorithm is repeated five times in a row. The statistical
analysis is based on the outcomes of five successive runs.
Table 1: Figure of merit (FOM) for dimension of 𝑫
𝟏𝟎

Table 2: Figure of merit (FOM) for dimension of 𝑫
𝟐𝟎

𝐷

𝐷

Case-1

F1

F2

F3

F4

F5

10

Case-2

Case-3

Case-4

3.6954e-113 5.6107e-97

7.7927

806.4701

2.3269e-114 5.1516e-20

9.3672

581.2886

1.4317e-115 4.5816e-95

13.9832

3.8480e-115 2.1863e-98
8.2018e-115 5.6902e-97

Case-1

20

Case-2

Case-3

Case-4

1.1333e-103 1.1491e-86 2019.8435

11011.4692

1.9705e-104 2.3098e-87

2024.3171

7629.1472

230.8661

5.9303e-105 2.6469e-88 1523.5633

8539.1056

24.0044

194.6897

3.1142e-104 2.6261e-89

8483.1347

6.1811

360.3082

1.1380e-103 6.9748e-87 2403.7282

F1

1977.4169

38627.4326

2.4177e-59

6.0033e-50 1131.5887

6.3369e+6

8.2755e-54

3.8488e-45 1.0319e+14 6.9821e+16

3.6649e-59

3.3865e-49

49.2205

3405.4965

2.3608e-53

1.1079e-45 6.9370e+13 3.9841e+16

1.4559e-58 9.3874e-51

34.8568

1.1747e+7

8.9506e-59 1.5391e-50

23.8319

1.9239e+5

4.6818e-53 1.7741e-46

7.1150e-59

9.4559e-50

36.6730

1.9504e+5

2.6256e-53 1.8730e-45 3.8336e+12 3.4570e+17

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.4726e-55

4.0766e-47

5.2664

19.7313

2.2649e-51

3.9997e-42

0.3277

12.6963

4.2422e-55

3.5396e-46

5.4806

25.6629

8.6926e-50

2.1907e-42

0.1535

7.3062

3.3699e-54 4.6897e-48

5.6047

0.8569

4.4330e-51 5.0165e-41

25.1857

53.4712

5.9530e-56 1.0689e-46

9.0666

0.6890

1.8159e-50 3.9018e-42

19.6380

2.9966

5.7683e-55 6.4228e-46

6.1606

25.2770

4.4769e-51 3.1600e-41

36.0258

10.7821

6.7109e+7

F2

F3

F4

2.5641e-53 1.6536e-45 2.2913e+12 5.5195e+15
2.3862e+9 1.6333e+21

18.9093

18.0925

1.3002e+8

5.6713e+8

18.8884

18.6166

5.1006e+7

9.5274e+8

18.6499

18.0848

2.3117e+7

3.7050e+8

4.2854e+6

18.8924

18.6972

8.4099e+8

8.0334e+8

5.0827e+6

18.6815

18.0722

2.5234e+7

1.5402e+9

8.7541

8.1003

1.1269e+5

8.5925

8.1014

4.7527e+4 2.2580e+7

8.7685

8.7292

8566.5078

1.6725e+7

8.0738

8.1002

8.1725e+4

8.7003

8.0723

5.4835e+5

F5

In this contribution, all benchmark functions are minimized with dimension of 𝐷 10 and 𝐷 20. The values
of objective functions or figure of merit of five benchmark functions are represented in Table 1 for each of the
four scenarios independently for dimension 𝐷 10. Similarly, Table 2 presents the figure of merits of five
benchmark functions for dimension 𝐷 20 when all four cases are considered independently.
The statistical analysis of all four cases evaluated for dimension 𝐷 10 is shown in Table 3. The values of
standard deviation (SD), mean, minimum, and maximum of figure of merit (FOM) are tabulated in this table for
each case. Table 4 shows similar findings for all four cases when the dimension is set to 𝐷 20.

Table 3: Statistical Analysis for dimension of 𝑫
𝐷
Case-1

𝟏𝟎

Case-4

1.6137e-113 2.3038e-20

7.1794

257.0936

F1 Mean 8.1258e-114 1.0303e-20

12.2657

434.7245

2.1863e-98

6.1811

194.6897

Max 3.6954e-113 5.1516e-20

24.0044

806.4701

SD

Min 1.4317e-115

Case-2

4.8086e-59

1.3591e-49

489.9798

5.2434e+6

7.3414e-59

1.0360e-49

255.2342

3.6951e+6

Min

2.4177e-59

9.3874e-51

23.8319

3405.4965

Max

1.4559e-58

3.3865e-49 1131.5887

SD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Min

0

0

0

0

Max

0

0

0

0

SD

1.3877e-54

2.6789e-46

1.5728

12.6982

9.1555e-55

2.2972e-46

6.3158

14.4434

Min

5.9530e-56

4.6897e-48

5.2664

0.6890

Max

3.3699e-54

6.4228e-46

9.0666

25.6629

SD

0.2901

0.2845

2.2066e+5

2.5769e+7

8.5778

8.2207

1.5977e+5

2.3156e+7

Min

8.0738

8.07239

8566.5078

4.2854e+6

Max

8.7685

8.7292

5.4835e+5

6.7109e+7

F2 Mean

F3 Mean

F4 Mean

F5 Mean

𝐷

10
Case-3

SD

Table 4: Statistical Analysis for dimension of 𝑫

1.1747e+7

Case-1

𝟐𝟎

20
Case-3

Case-4

312.6342

1269.1422

F1 Mean 5.6783e-104 4.2134e-87 1989.7738

8858.0579

SD

Case-2

5.2601e-104 4.9332e-87

Min 5.9303e-105

2.6261e-89 1523.5633

7629.1472

Max 1.1380e-103 1.1491e-86 2403.7282

11011.4692

SD

1.3724e-53

1.3521e-45 4.7683e+13 7.3042e+20

2.6119e-53

1.7321e-45 3.5737e+13 3.2677e+20

Min

8.2755e-54

1.7741e-46 2.3862e+9

Max

4.6818e-53

3.8488e-45 1.0319e+15 1.6333e+21

SD

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Min

0

0

0

0

Max

0

0

0

0

SD

3.6150e-50

2.1584e-41

15.7720

20.4718

2.3252e-50

1.8371e-41

16.2661

17.4505

F2 Mean

F3 Mean

F4 Mean

5.5195e+15

Min

2.2649e-51

2.1907e-42

0.1535

2.9966

Max

8.6926e-50

5.0165e-41

36.0258

53.4712

SD

0.1272

0.3156

4.3985e+7

4.4695e+8

18.8043

18.3127

5.4074e+7

8.4680e+8

Min

18.6499

18.0722

2.3117e+7

3.7050e+8

Max

18.9093

18.6972

1.3002e+8

1.5402e+9

F5 Mean

When comparing data in Tables 1-4, bold face data represents the better value than the equivalent normal face
data. From Tables 1-2, it is clear that thirty-one times results are better in case 1. However, better results are
obtained nine times in case 2. In cases 3 and 4, none result is better in comparision to case 1 and case 2. This
proves that case 1, where 𝑋 is varied from 1 to 0 linearly, is better than case 2, case 3 and case 4.
The same is also proved with the statistical analysis presented in Tables 3-4. In Tables 3-4, minimum value of
FOM is obtained nineteen times in case 1. However, it is obtained only five times in case 2. Also, the maximum
value of FOM is obtained only six times in case 2 in comparison to two times as obtained in case 1. So, with the
results presented in 1-4, it is clear that by varying 𝑋 from 1 to 0 linearly is better than varying 𝑋 from 2 to 0
linearly, 10 to 0 linearly, or 20 to 0 linearly.

4.

CONCLUSION

This article provides the comparison of performance of grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm with four
different exploration strategies. This experimentation of initializing the co-efficient vector, 𝑋 from different values
simulate the divergence towards or away from the best solution. It is clear from results that the divergence of
function is towards the best solution when the co-efficient vector, 𝑋 declines linearly from 1 to 0. The performance
of modified GWO algorithm with four different exploration strategies is utilized further for comparison of five
unimodel benchmark functions. The results are tabulated in terms of value of objective function, standard
deviation, mean, minimum and maximum values of objective function. Further, it can be concluded with results
that we obtain the best solution when the co-efficient vector, 𝑋 declines linearly from 1 to 0 instead of 𝑋 declining
linearly from 2 to 0, linearly from 10 to 0, or linearly from 20 to 0.
The study in this contribution should be extended to other optimization techniques as well. Furthermore, the same
approach could be extended to different benchmark functions.
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Abstract.
Data mining is fast gaining traction in a variety of fields, including organic chemical
research, financial forecasting, healthcare, and weather forecasting. Data mining in
healthcare is a rapidly growing discipline that may help with prognosis and a better
understanding of medical data. Investigation of infirmary for finer well-being decisionmaking and determent of health centre mistake, early disclosure, and determent of ailment
and avertible health centre demise, more utility for funds and cost effectives, and
discernment of crooked security claims are all examples of data mining applications in
healthcare. Data mining techniques are being used in the detection of a variety of ailments,
including diabetes, stroke, cancer, and heart disease. We employ two types of datasets in
this study: breast cancer and diabetes databases. We use the WEKA tool to put the
techniques into practice. On breast cancer dataset, MLP is better error-free classifier in
contrast of remaining with the highest accuracy i.e. 74.12%. On diabetes dataset, SMO is
better accurate classifier in contrast of others with the highest accuracy i.e. 79.30%.
Keywords. WEKA tool, Data mining, Diseases.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Data mining is an action of analysing enormous data bank to uncover previously unknown
patterns, correlations, and information that would be difficult to identify using standard
statistical approaches. Data mining is a computational approach that imply the use of
intelligent retrieval, predictive analytics, and data bank arrangement to discover figure in
enormous number of data file [5]. The extensive motive of the data extract action is to bring
out facts from a data cluster and turn it into a formation. Data bank and data administration
matter, data pre-processing imitation and inference deliberations, allure measures,
difficulty deliberations, post-processing of establish forms, perceptions, and online
refurbish are all part of it [3].
In terms of data mining applications, the healthcare business is essential since it generates
an extensive range of repository that varies in magnitude, diversity, and rapidness.
Condemnatory illnesses such as lymphoma, pulmonary disease, as well as diabetes are
among the world's top causes of mortality [6]. Vital information may be obtained from a
huge database using data mining tools and methodologies, providing an easy manner for
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prophylactic educator to make dominant choices and enhance restorative aid [6]. WEKA
is used in view of the fact that it allows ourselves quickly assess and collate knowledge
discovery in data algorithms on actual facts [7]. It is now feasible to forecast many
disorders more accurately because to developments in computing technology supplied by
computer science technologies. As illustrated in Fig 1, data mining may be separated into
sub-processes that include data selection, pre-processing, transformation, data mining, and
ultimately data interpretation [8]. The classification approach is commonly employed in
the health and medical fields. It gives a step-by-step method for creating a classifier model
using training data, which is subsequently tested using test data and used to make
predictions.
Selecting
Data

Prepossessing
Data

Transformation

Data
Mining

Interpretation
and
Evaluation

Fig 1: Data Mining Process
1.1



Data Excavate Job: Fact extraction job may be categorized:
Prognostic imitation
Depictive imitation

Fig 2: Data Excavate Job

2.

2.1

CLASSIFICATION IS USED IN PROPOSED WORK
Dataset Name
Breast Cancer

Table 1 List of Attributes
No. of Attributes No. of Instances
9
296

Diabetes

10

788

Flow Charts of Proposed System:

A flow chart and steps of proposed work as shown:

Attributes
Period, menopause, swell
size, bosom canker, vertex
Pregnant, claret, pressure,
skin steroid, paediatric

3

Fig 3: Flow Chart

3.
3.1

3.2.

Fig 4: Steps of Proposed Work

EXPERIMENTAL WORK


Breast cancer dataset attributes description:
Period [5], Menopausal, Quadruple-nodes [3], Fork top, Malignancy [7], Bosom
canker [5], Bosom vertex, Betterment, Classification [1].

Diabetes dataset attributes description:
 Pregnant, Claret, Pressure, Skin, Steroid [3], Multitude, Pediatric [1], Lifetime,
Class.
3.3.
Performance of classifiers on Breast cancer dataset:
Table 2 Performance of classifiers on Breast cancer dataset
Evaluation Criteria
Classifiers
Naive Bayes J48
MLP RPE Tree SMO
Correctly classified instances
69
66
72
64
68
Incorrectly classified instances 28
31
25
33
29
Accuracy (%)
71.10
68.0 74.12 65.95
70.00
From above table 2 we can conclude that on breast cancer dataset, MLP is better error-free
classifier in contrast of others also it is clearly observed meaning it has a higher proportion
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of correctly categorized occurrences and a lower proportion of mistakenly classified
instances than Naive Bayes, SOM, Rep Tree and J48.

Fig 5: Representational of instances on
Breast cancer

Fig 6: Diagrammatic representation of
accuracy on Breast cancer

3.4.

Performance of classifiers on Diabetes dataset:
Table 3 Performance of classifiers on Diabetes dataset
Evaluation Criteria
Classifiers
Naive Bayes J48
MLP RPE Tree SMO
Correctly classified instances
201
199
194
197
207
Incorrectly classified instances 60
62
67
64
54
Accuracy (%)
77.00
76.2 74.30 75.45
79.30
From above table 3, SMO is better error-free classifier and has a higher proportion of
correctly categorized occurrences and a lower proportion of mistakenly classified instances
than Naive Bayes, MLP, REP Tree and J48.

Fig 7: Representational of
instances on Diabetes

4.

Fig 8: Diagrammatic representation of
Accuracy on Diabetes

CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

We culminate that WEKA instrument is examine as one of the finest apparatus for data
extraction categorizing. In this we have used two types of datasets breast Cancer datasets
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and Diabetes datasets. And obtain the good results by using the all attributes. On breast
cancer dataset, MLP is better error-free classifier in contrast of others also it is clearly
observed meaning it has a higher proportion of correctly categorized occurrences and a lower
proportion of mistakenly classified instances than Naive Bayes, SOM, Rep Tree and J48.
On diabetes dataset, SMO is better error-free classifier in contrast of others also it is clearly
observed meaning it has a higher proportion of correctly categorized occurrences and a lower
proportion of mistakenly classified instances than Naive Bayes, MLP, REP Tree and J48.
We used percentage split test option for testing the parameters, so in future we will use other
testing mode options to increase accuracy of classifiers.
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Abstract – The cognitive radio is the basic cell that makes up the cognitive radio networks. The CRN and its multiple
architectures and applications have received extensive attention in the literature. However, a look at the previous work
on CR reveals that, in the field of cognitive radio, little is published about the complexities and specificities of the
development of its core, the Cognitive Radio Engine (CRE). For proposed Cognitive Radio Engine, this paper discusses
two metaheuristics that are Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) and Firefly Algorithm (FFA) as approximate methods
for the optimization of fitness function. For establishing evaluation of performance of CRE according to various
criteria's that have been set, like Bit Error Rate (BER), Channel attenuation and Output Power.
Key words – CR, CRE, BER, DSA, FCC, FFA, PDA, PSO, SDR, CE.

1. INTRODUCTION
The increasing communications services and the heterogeneity of the networks have generated the formation of
network architectures that respond to this diversity of technologies such as Personal Digital Assistant (PDA), laptops
and smartphones that are being designed to make use of wireless standards and take advantage of the services offered
by this technology, as in the case of 3G technology, which offers data and voice transmission, and additionally allows
video calls to be made.
Cognitive Radio Engine Framework using two metaheuristic approaches; Particle Swarm optimization and Firefly
Algorithm has been discussed. Second section presents the theoretical terms related to cognitive radio network. Section
three describes the methodology regarding CR engine design implementation. Results are given in fourth section
followed by the conclusion in fifth section.

2. COGNITIVE RADIO ENGINE
2.1. Cognitive Radio Engine Architecture
The Cognitive Engine CE of the Cognitive Radio CR consists basically of a programmer block, a core, detection
interfaces, user and network (Figure 2.1). In turn, the core consists of a database and blocks of learning, reasoning and
optimization.

Figure 2.1: Basic block diagram of a CE [12]

3. METHODOLOGY
For its operation, a Cognitive Engine uses metaheuristics, so a comparative study between two metaheuristics that are
Cuckoo search and Firefly has been done and an exact method called parallel dynamic programming. The main goal is
to further develop spectrum management in the CRN framework. So, comparative study has been presented.

3.1. Objective Function (Fitness Function)
This function is to find the optimum result to a combinatorial optimization issue. In this case, to maximise cost is the
utility of this function."
Following are the Parameters:
 𝑛: SU numbers.
 𝑚: free channels numbers possessed by PU.
 𝑊: an array of size n. 𝑊 𝑖 is the channels numbers requested by SUi.
 𝐶: a size chart 𝑛.
 Optimized function is: Max ∑
𝐶𝑖
 The constraint to be respected is: ∑
𝑊𝑖
𝑚.
3.2. Particle Swarm Optimization
The PSO depends on a bunch of individuals initially arbitrarily and homogeneously organized, which we call particles
from this point forward, which move in the research hyper-space and comprise, every one, a likely arrangement. Every
molecule has a memory of its best arrangement visited and the capacity to speak with the particles that encompass it.
From this data, the molecule will follow an inclination made, from one perspective, of its will to return towards its ideal
arrangement, and then again, of its mimicry contrasted with the arrangements found in its area.
From nearby and observational optima, the arrangement of particles will ordinarily unite to the ideal in general
arrangement of the issue being tended to.
Particle swarm is portrayed by [10]:
 The quantity of particles of the swarm is 𝑛𝑏.
 The greatest velocity of a particle is 𝑣⃗
.
 Particle inertia is given by Ѱ.
 Confidence coefficients, given by 𝜌 and 𝜌 ,
 Particle is described at time 𝑡 by:
 𝑥⃗ 𝑡 : search space position.
 𝑣⃗ 𝑡 : velocity
 𝑥⃗
𝑡 : the place of the best arrangement by which it has passed.
 𝑥⃗
𝑡 : the place of the most popular arrangement of its neighborhood.
 𝑝𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 : best solution fitness value.
3.3. Firefly Algorithm
The latest metaheuristic is Firefly Algorithm. It was created by Yang [13] [14].
Principle of Operation
Given below are the four important points in the firefly algorithm:
Intensity of Light: For simplest case for minimization problems, the luminosity of a firefly at specific location 𝑥 to
chosen as: 𝐼 𝑥 𝛼 1 / 𝑓 𝑥 .
Attractiveness: The core form of this function is represented by any decreasing monotonic function like given:
,
𝛽∗ 𝑒
(1)
𝛽,
Where the distance between two fireflies is 𝑟, 𝛽 at 𝑟 0 is attractiveness and 𝛾 is constant coefficient for absorption
of light.
Distance: The range between two fireflies 𝑖 and 𝑗 at 𝑥 and 𝑥 will be the Cartesian distance given:
𝑟,

∑

𝑥,

𝑥,

(2)

Where 𝑥 , will be the 𝑘 component of 𝑖 firefly.
Movement: Displacement of a firefly 𝑖 attracted by more luminous firefly 𝑗, is given by:
𝑥
1 𝛽 , 𝑥 𝛽 , 𝑥 𝛼 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑
(3)
Where the attraction refers as the first term and second term. Randomization is the third term. Random parameter is 𝛼
and can be constant. "𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑" is a random number generator distributed uniformly among [0, 1].

4. RESULTS OF SIMULATION
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Figure 4.1. Result of low power mode using firefly algorithm
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Figure 4.1 shows output of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation for low power mode using firefly
algorithm. It is found that the power consumption is minimized in low power mode while the BER is slightly high.
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Figure 4.2. Result of emergency mode using firefly algorithm
Figure 4.2 shows output of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation for emergency mode using firefly
algorithm. This mode should minimize the BER for each channel. It was noticed that each channel BER was very low
driven by the CE offered by the higher attenuation on each channel.
Figure 4.3 shows output of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation for multimedia mode using firefly
algorithm. It is under multimedia mode, therefore it is observed that the throughput is maximized at the cost of large
power transmitted by proposed cognitive engine.
Figure 4.4 shows output of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation for balanced mode using firefly
algorithm. In balanced mode, weights of the three performance evaluation metrics are the same while BER and transmit
power are relatively more.
Figure 4.5 shows a comparative analysis of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation between PSO and
firefly algorithm for low power mode. The power consumption is minimized while the BER is slightly high during low
power mode. Here the firefly algorithm outperforms the PSO algorithm.
Figure 4.6 shows a comparative analysis of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation between PSO and
firefly algorithm for emergency mode. This mode should minimize the BER for each channel. It was noticed that for
the firefly algorithm, the each channel BER was very low driven by the CE offered by the higher attenuation on each
channel.
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Figure 4.4. Result of balanced mode using firefly algorithm
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Figure 4.6. Comparative result of PSO and firefly algorithm in emergency mode
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Figure 4.7. Comparative result of PSO and firefly algorithm in multimedia mode
Figure 4.7 shows a comparative analysis of BER, modulation type, power, and channel attenuation between PSO and
firefly algorithm for multimedia mode. It is under multimedia mode, therefore it is observed that the throughput is
maximized at the cost of large power transmitted by firefly algorithm based cognitive engine. Therefore, the firefly
algorithm outperforms the PSO based approach.

5. CONCLUSION
Cognitive Radio is significant methodology which take care of access clashes and saturation of spectrum issues. The
trades made in a range access arrangement among primary clients and secondary clients are seen as a sensitive activity
and furthermore as conjugative optimization problem. Therefore in this review, we concentrated on a result that will
nevertheless provides good pursuance to this negotiation, our work is based on metaheuristics that presents quick
results. Two metaheuristic PSO and firefly algorithms that represent the optimization methods are presented.
Simulation results clearly shows that the firefly algorithm provides better results as compared to PSO optimization.
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Abstract.
Superior fractals have expanded the range of fractal applications, such as chaotic
cryptography, in the creation of spectacular and lifelike computer visuals, fractal antenna,
particle dynamics, social research, in the design of file compression systems, the
construction of the internet's networks, and even in the diagnosis of some diseases. Indeed,
this modest start has revealed a whole new dimension of fractal theory and its applications.
This paper introduces new fractals using Barnsley functions and superior iterates. Barnsley
has introduced three fractal functions to generate new escape time fractals which gives a
new approach to the study of IFS (Iterated function systems). In addition to, this study also
represents the complex dynamics of First Barnsley Fractals using superior iterates. In the
existing literature, Julia sets and their generalizations have been developed using one-step
feedback process (Picard iteration). In this paper two step feedback process (Mann iterates
and superior iterates) has been introduced to study of Julia sets and obtained superior Julia
sets.
Key words: Complex dynamics, Barnsley Fractals, Picard iteration, Mann iterates and
superior iterates
1.

INTRODUCTION

Michal F. Barnsley has given a new approach to fractal by using iterative function system
[1-2] and [4]. In his book “Fractals Everywhere” [2] author has presented the concept of
Barnsley fractal of type First, Second and Third. The images of Barnsley fractals are
different from the classical fractals. This paper has presented a new approach to the
Barnsley Fractals using superior iterates [5], [6], [7] and [8], named as Superior Barnsley
Fractals. Further this paper has discussed the first Barnsley fractal and their behavior using
superior iterates.
The two-step feedback method (Mann iterates and superior iterates) was used to examine
Julia sets in this paper, and superior Julia sets were obtained. The IFS patterns, curves,
spokes, and spirals symmetric along the y axis can be seen by zooming in on the superior
Barnsley fracrtal.
2.

SUPERIOR ORBIT
Let A be a subset of real or complex numbers and f : A  A . For x0  A ,
construct a sequence

{xn } in A in the following manner

2

x1  s1 f  x0   1  s1  x0
x2  s2 f  x1   1  s2  x1

xn  sn f  xn 1   1  sn  xn 1
where 0  sn

 1 and sn  is convergent to a non-zero number.

The above mention sequence  xn  is known as the Mann sequence of iterates or superior

z0 be an arbitrarily element of C that can be chosen at random.
Construct a  zn  sequence of points C in the following manner:

sequence of iterates. Let

z n  sf  z n 1   1  s  z n 1, n  1, 2, 3....,
where f is a function over a subset of

C and s is closed interval parameter lies in  0,1 .

The above mention sequence  zn  , represented by SO  f , z 0 , s  , is the superior orbit for
the complex-valued function f with an initial choice

z0 and parameter s . This may be
symbolized by SO  f , x0 , s n  . Notice that SO  f , x0 , s n  with sn  1 is O  f , x0  .
When sn  1 , the superior orbit decreases to the normal Picard orbit, according to this
observation.
The Barnsley Fractal functions are defined as:
(A) First Barnsley Fractal:
zn+1= c zn- c

where real (z)  0

= c zn+ c

otherwise

(B) Second Barnsley Fractal:
zn+1

= c zn – c

where imag(z)  0

= c zn + c

otherwise

(C) Third Barnsley Fractal:
Here the value of c is (1.0, 0)
zn+1

= zn2– c

if real(z)  0

= zn2 – c + px
here px= real(c) * real (zn)

otherwise

3
3.

ESCAPE CRITERION FOR BARNSLEY FRACTALS

After looking to the fractal formulas it has been observed that all the three Barnsley fractal
formulas are of the form z2+c, hence the escape criterion is defined as follows:
Let Bc(z) be the Fractal Formula, then
| Bc(z)| = |( c zn + c) |
 |c| |z| - |c|

since|z|  |c|

 |c| {|z| - 1}
> |z| (|z| - 1)
since |z| > 2, there is
> (1 +n) |z|
It has been found that the escape criterion is the same as of quadratic polynomial.Raniand
Kumar [6] has developed the phenomenon of Superior orbits for the Madelbrot and Julia
Sets and named as Superior Mandelbrot and superior Julia Set respectively using Mann
Iterates. After applying the same phenomenon it can be redefine three Barnsley Fractals
named as Superior Barnsley Fractal. Fractal can be considered with the fusion technique
[9-14] to improve the visualization in such manner.
4.

SUPERIOR BARNSLEY FRACTALS

After applying the superior iterates the three Barnsley Fractal Functions (A), (B) and
(C) can be rewritten as:
(A1)

zn+1

(B1)

zn+1

(C1)

zn+1

= s( czn – c ) + ( 1 – s ) zn
= s( czn + c ) + ( 1 – s ) zn
= s( czn – c ) + ( 1 – s ) zn
= s( czn+ c ) + ( 1 – s ) zn
= s( zn2 – c ) + ( 1 – s ) z
= s( zn2 – c + px ) + ( 1 – s ) zn
where px = real ( c ) * imag ( zn)

where real (z)  0
otherwise
where imag (z)  0
otherwise
where real (z)  0
otherwise

This paper analysis the First Barnsley Fractal.
5.

ANALYSIS OF FIRST SUPERIOR BARNSLEY FRACTAL

It has been observed that the first superior Barnsley fractal as a sequence of
beautiful spiral for f (a ,b, s) = (1.025, -0.093, 1.0) see Figure. 1. For f (a, b, s)= (1.263, 0.989, 0.1) and f (a, b, s)= (1.025, 1.229, 0.5) the symmetry has been observed around y
axis see Figure. 1, 3 and 5. It has been observed the chaotic nature of points for first
superior Barnsley fractal see Figure. 2, 4 and 6 where the orbit value is changes
periodically rather than conversing to any fixed point.

4

Figure. 1. Superior Barnsley
Fractal for f (a, b, s)= (1.025, 0.093, 1.0)

Figure. 2. Orbit of Superior Barnsley
Fractal for f (a, b, s)= (1.025, -0.093, 1.0)

Table 1. For f (a, b, s)= (1.025, -0.093, 1.0)
Number of iteration i

| F(z) |

288

0.024404

289

0.99999

290

1.48E-05

291

1.025

292

0.025609

293

0.99875

294

0.001281

295

1.0237

296

0.024279

297

1.0001

298

0.00011668

299

1.0249

(Intentionally, several intermediary iterations have been skipped)

5

Figure. 3. Superior Barnsley Fractal
for f (a, b, s)= (1.263, -0.989, 0.1)

Figure. 4. Orbit of Superior Barnsley
Fractal for f (a, b, s)= (1.263, -0.989, 0.1)

Table 2. For f (a, b, s)= (1.263, -0.989, 0.1)
Number of iteration i

| F(z) |

288

0.003153

289

0.12306

290

6.78E-07

291

0.1263

292

0.003321

293

0.12289

294

0.00017627

295

0.12612

296

0.003136

297

0.12308

298

1.85E-05

299

0.12628

(Intentionally, several intermediary iterations have been skipped)

6

Figure. 5. Superior Barnsley Fractal for f
(a, b, s)= (1.025, 1.229, 0.5)

Figure. 6. Orbit of Superior Barnsley
Fractal for f (a, b, s)= (1.025, 1.229, 0.5)

Table 3. For f (a, b, s)= (1.025, 1.229, 0.5)
Number of iteration i

| F(z) |

288

0.006249

289

0.50617

290

2.89E-09

291

0.5125

292

0.0064062

293

0.50601

294

0.00016115

295

0.51234

296

0.006241

297

0.50618

298

8.21E-06

299

0.51249

(Intentionally, several intermediary iterations have been skipped)
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6.

CONCLUSION

This paper has been presented the three Barsnley Fractals using superior iterates. The
results of the Barnsley fractals and superior Barnsley fractals are illustrated in Figure. 1 to
6. On zooming the superior Barnsleyfracrtal we find the IFS patterns, curves, spokes and
spirals symmetric along y axis. Further by using the Mann iterates we are able to get the
superior Barnsley fractals for the values of c more than –2 to +2. The work in this study
can be expanded to find uses of Superior Orbits in optimising the noise and perturbations
of the Mandelbrot set, as well as some novel applications and analysis using Fractal theory
in fields such as medicine, engineering, and the arts.
7.
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Abstract
5G is the new upcoming digital wireless communication network, which has a high-speed data
transmission cellular network also called New Radio (NR). It is industry associated 3rd generation partnership
project (3GPP) that defines any system using “5G NR”. Beyond the speed, it will allow many new mobile
capabilities to be realized-high data capacity, low latency, and IoT capability. The significant exploration
issue for 5G is to plan productive and reliable Physical Downlink Shared Channels (PDSCH). In this paper,
the design, simulation, and its results are discussed, based on different parameters like subcarrier spacing and
modulation schemes such as 64QAM and 256 QAM techniques using MATLAB. The overall discussion and
its conclusion will benefit to development of a better 5G communication system.
Keywords: Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO), Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PUSCH),
Physical Downlink Shared Channels (PDSCH), New Radio, Paging Channel (PCH)
1.

INTRODUCTION

Digital 5G cellular network uses millimeter waves, which provide a short range of communication.
The antenna used for communication is of smaller size (Several Centimeters). To enhance the data rate,
Multiple-Input-Multiple-Output (MIMO) concept is used; every cell comprises of a few recieving wires
speaking with the remote gadget, consequently numerous bitstreams of information will be sent at the same
time in equal.The 5G systems consist of mainly three channels such as transport, logical, and physical
channels, these interns are subdivided into downlink and uplink channels. The downlink consists of Paging
Channel (PCH), Broadcast Channel (BCH), Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH), Physical layer Downlink
Shared Channel (PDSCH), Physical Downlink Control Channel (PDCCH). Uplink channels consist of
Uplink layer Shared Channel (UL-SCH), Physical Downlink Shared Channel (PUSCH), Physical Downlink
Control Channel (PUCCH)[1]. 5G wireless mobile network employments the orthogonal frequency division
multiple access (OFDMA) technique, which is one of the popular modulation schemes in digital modulation
and has capable of converting the wide-band recurrence specific channel into a bunch of numerous fading
sub-channels[2]. These channels have the capability of acceptance from optimum receivers, indeed, even on
account of MIMO transmission with sensible complications[3]. PDSCH has most of the utility to support
numerous MIMO transmissions, Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ), MAC layer scheduling, and
many additional functions. This paper describes and analyzes the 5G physical channel (Downlink) based on
the 3GPP criterion. The proposition carries out a standard-consistent of 5G downlink with its significant
depiction being Error-checking, MIMO transmission, and Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC). It will
in general be used to process the presentation of PDSCH and bear the expense of the important reference for
the useful arrangement of the 5G system.
2.

THEPHYSICAL DOWNLINK SHARED CONTROL CHANNEL DESIGN

The physical channel (PDSCH) holds encoded client data and paging information to that of User
Equipment (UE) on a dynamic as well as an opportunistic basis. In fig. 1, it shows how the transmission
block is passed to DL-SCH, which gives an output of 1 or 2 codewords, and information of every codeword
is encrypted as well as regulated to create a lump of complex-esteemed difference representation. The
portrayals are moved toward upto 4 MIMO layers. A PDSCH can have two codewords to help up to 8-layer
transmission[5].The layers are associated with radio wire ports in a prerequisite straightforward way,
consequently, the bar shaping or MIMO precoding process is conveyed to organize execution and
straightforward to the UE. For each radio wire port (layers) utilized for the broadcast of the PDSCH, The
RBs are allocated with images[6].
A. Downlink Shared Channel (DL-SCH)

DL-SCH channel holds client data as well as other pieces of information such as different types of
System Information Block (SIB). The coding chain consists of Rate Matching, Code block (CB)
Segmentation, cyclic redundancy code (CRC), LTEC, and CB. In the above fig. 2, the Transport block is
forwarded to CRC which first appends error detection code, followed by section the transport block becomes
codeblocks further the code blocks into CRC attachment achieved. Each code block is freely a LowThickness Equality Actually take a look at Code (LTEC). LTEC is a channel encoding technique that clears
errors of the channel by defining parity bits for a selection of the data bits. Later, LPDC coded blocks are
independently rate matched [8].

Figure1. Processing physical layer chain of PDSCH

Figure2. Physical layer processing chain of downlink shared channel
The fundamental reason for the rate matching module is to match the number of pieces that can be
communicated in the manage the cost of assignment to the number of pieces in the transport square and it
likewise draw in sub-block interleaving, bit assortment, and pruning[9]. Ultimately, code block concatenation
is done to produce a codeword, and a maximum of 2 codewords can be broadcasted at the same time on the
PDSCH. Actual channels relate to a bunch of time-recurrence assets utilized for broadcasting specific vehicle
channel information, control, or marker data.Each transport channel data and control, indicator information is
mapped to its respective physical channel and it is further classified as PBCH, PDSCH, and PDCCH.
A. PDSCHScramblingandModulation

A maximum of two codewords can be broadcasted in a subframe and for each codeword; the data
bits are scrambled with a various variety of scrambling patterns. The scrambling design is introduced toward
the beginning of each subframe and relies upon RNTI, NCellID, NSubframe, and the codeword record. The
regulation program form structures PDSCH are PDSCH are 'QPSK', '16QAM', '64QAM', or '256QAM', and
these specify the modulation category of the codeword and the number of bits used per modulation symbol.
B. PDSCHsurface draw

The multi-layered changed images are furthermore intended to single or many layers as per the transmission
rules used.The ports used for the single-layer are generally 0, 5, 7, or 8 and usually, for the broadcast
diversity, the only single codeword is permitted. For the most part, the number of layers such as 2 or 4 should
be equivalent to various antenna ports that are utilized for the broadcast of the actual channel[10]. For spatial
multiplexing, codeword (1or2) can be broadcasted on up to 8 layers. The number of communication antenna
ports larger than or equivalent to a number of layers to be used for the broadcast of the physical channel.
C. PDSCH Multi-Antenna Precoding and Resource Mapping

To map more layers, the precoding technique is accomplished. Using matrix multiplication with the
pre-corner the numerous layers go through precoding antenna ports [13-14]. The exceptional instance of
precoding is planning one layer to numerous antenna which empowers beamforming for line-of-sight,

transmission this would probably mean focusing on specific one more instance of precoding is planning a
few layers to various receiving wires this more broad case is here and there alluded to as spatial multiplexing
one critical part of precoding in 5G is that the related demodulation reference transmissions or DM-RS
should go through the equivalent precoding thus the UE shouldn't be made mindful of precoder as the impact
of a precoder is remembered for channel assessment this is the reason the specific precoder the G node B is to
utilize isn't determined in the standard the pre-code indicated in the standard the pre-coder out is additionally
connected to actual asset impedes either straightforwardly or by implication [15-16]. PDSCH at first planned
to Virtual Asset Blocks (VAB) one planned to lattice PDSH images stay away from areas saved for different
purposes, this incorporates all actual sign DMRS, CSI-RS. Planning of VAB to actual asset blocks are
interleaved or Non-interleaved planning. [17] Non-Interleaved Mapping comprises straightforwardly
planning each virtual square to a similar situation in the actual asset network. Interleaving planning gives
recurrence variety by dispersing virtual squares over the entire data transfer capacity part [18-19]. The
Interleaving granularity is 2 or 4 assets obstructs this plan how about we relegate back-to-back virtual asset
square to a PDSCH design that is not difficult to flag just with an asset square and number of assets block
while as yet getting recurrence variety. In this paper, we measure the PDSCH throughput execution boundary
of a 5G NR and understand the vehicle and actual correspondence channels [20].

Figure3.Mapping toVRB
TableI.Parameter settings for different subcarrier Spacing/mapping techniques in the
simulation
ParametersUsed
Signal to Noise Ratio(dB)Range
Number of 10ms Frames

Number of UE Receive Antenna
Subcarrier dispersing in terms of KHz
Number of PDSCH Layers
PDSCH Transmission Antennas
Number of Codewords

Values
-5,0,5
2
64QAMand
256QAM
2
15,30,60,120&240
2
8
2

PDSCH symbol allocation in each slot
Propagation Channel Type

0:13
CDL

Modulation Technique

Figure4. Mapping from Virtual RBs to Physical RBs

TableII.Subcarrier Spacing and Throughput for differen tmapping techniques at SNR (5dB)
Subcarrier Spacing(kHz)

MappingTechnique

Throughput (%)

15

64QAM/256QAM

20/20

30

64QAM/256QAM

40/40

60

64QAM/256QAM

40/40

120

64QAM/256QAM

50/50

240

64QAM/256QAM

100/50

TableIII. Frame Structure

3.

SIMULATION RESULTS

This section shows the experiment result of a 5G NR link and its performance parameters, as
expressed according to the standard of 3GPP NR. The outcome of the simulation describes the highest
achievable throughput of the link provided by the existing resources for data communication. The graph
defines the throughput over Signal to Noise ratio (SNR) across all antennas. Subcarrier dividing of 240 kHz
with 64 QAM adjustment plot produces 100 percent of throughput, though 15 kHz with 64QAM/256QAM
gives an exceptionally low throughput of 20%.
In 5G remote innovations, we have variable subcarrier separating, more prominent the worth more
the quantity of openings per outline, lesser the symbol duration (up to 4µs), and maximum bandwidth (up to
400MHz), minimum scheduling interval (up to 0.06ms) andprovidesbetter performance. (Upto 400MHz),
minimum scheduling interval (up to0.06ms) and provides better performance.

Figure.5(a) and (b):Throughput (%) versus SNR(dB) with 64QAM, 256QAM modulation scheme and
subcarrier spacing of 15kHz

Figure.5(c) and (d):Throughput (%) versus SNR(dB) with 64QAM, 256QAM modulation scheme and
subcarrier spacing of 30kHz.

Figure.5(e) and (f):Throughput (%) versus SNR(dB) with 64QAM, 256QAM modulation scheme and
subcarrier spacing of 60kHz.

Figure.5 (g) and (h): Throughput (%) versus SNR (dB) with 64QAM, 256QAM modulation scheme and
subcarrier spacing of 120 kHz.

Figure.5(i) and (j):Throughput (%) versus SNR(dB) with 64QAM, 256QAM modulation scheme and
subcarrier spacing of 240kHz

4.

CONCLUSION

The next generation, digital 5G cellular network uses millimeter waves, which provides a short range of
communication. The data rate is enhanced by using the MIMO technique; each cell consists of several
antennas communicating with the wireless gadget, in this way different bitstreams of information will be
communicated at the same time in equal. The above paper has given a framework of the key of 3GPP NR
condition characterizing the condition of art in 5G remote framework, with an emphasis on the actual layer.
The simulation result concludes that the throughput performance of a 5G NR link, as expressed by the 3GPP
NR criterion is high in the case of subcarrier spacing of 250 kHz, 64QAM modulation with 8×2 antenna
feature.
5.
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Abstract
Blockchain innovation has been accelerated since the development of
Bitcoin, the first and the biggest of the digital forms of money. Dis‐
tributed ledger technology and blockchains are generating a lot of
interest and spawning a lot of projects across a wide range of indus‐
tries.The Internet of things (IoT) is a quickly developing innovation
that improves people’s association with one another and with their
surroundings.It is also a key player behind the advancements in addi‐
tion to many other fields. In order to meet their design requirements,
IoT uses various types of sensors, smart meters,RFIDs, and actuators
resulting in networks of growing size and complexity.This comes at the
cost of raising scalability, security, authenticity, and reliability issues.
This is where the blockchain fits and solves many IoT‐related issues.
Blockchain distinct features of transparency, traceability, reliability and
security nominate it to play a vital role in tackling the problem in IoT
networks and resolving their issues.This paper explains the main prob‐
lems facing Iot‐based systems and the role of blockchains in addressing
them and also surveys the current work in the literature on researches
discussing the integration of IoT with blockchain.
Keywords: Blockchain, Internet of Things (IoT), Challenges, Integra‐
tion.
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1 Introduction
Technology for data and communication is rapidly evolving [1]. The
advancement of semiconductor devices and communication technolo‐
gies has enabled a vast number of devices to communicate over the
web/internet. These devices usually have sensors that can find infor‐
mation from the surrounding environment.The expression ”Internet of
Things” (IoT) was first presented by Kevin Ashton in 1999 [2]. IoT is
the place where the physical and virtual universes meet.It is the major
empowering agent of the carefully associated world where information
gathered from gadgets and sensors are exchanged through the web to
such an extent that items can be distantly observed and controlled
without human intercession [2]. Blockchain, a type of distributed ledger
technology, has been dubbed ”the next big thing” by the popular press.
In simple terms, a blockchain is a data structure that enables the cre‐
ation and sharing of a tamper‐proof digital record of transactions. It
is very hard to change or remove blocks of information that are stored
on the blockchain record [13]. The record consists of cryptographically
connected blocks of transactions, which form a blockchain. It is very
difficult to remove or alter information from blockchain ledger. The
network authorises blocks using cryptographic methods. Each block
also contains the hash value of the preceding block (”parent”), times‐
tamps, and a noncerandom number, which is a unusual number used
to validate the hash. A block can be added to the chain if the majority
of the system’s nodes agree on the authenticity of the transactions in
it via consensus [6].
Currently, blockchain technology is categorized mainly into three
categories: public blockchain, private blockchain, and consortium
blockchain [5]. A private blockchain allows only those nodes from a
certain organisation to join; it does not allow any nodes. It is also
known as a integrated network since it is completely controlled by a
one organisation. All records in a public blockchain are transparent to
the whole public, and anybody may participate in the agreement cycle;
hubs are not limited. In consortium blockchain, a gathering of prese‐
lected nodes can take part in an agreement cycle, consortium blockchain
is made by a couple of associations is to some extent decentralized since
just a few pieces of hubs would be chosen to decide the agreement.
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2 Challenges in IoT System
It is well understood that IoT is based on the combination of numer‐
ous technologies such as communication and information technologies,
sensors, and computing in addition to data analytic in collaboration to
establish smart systems. The integration of such technologies results
in increasing the complexity of IoT networks, especially for expanded
ones. The surprising improvement of the IoT framework has opened
innovative possibilities in different fields. In any case, the IoT actually
has a few issues that stand like a divider notwithstanding the guaran‐
teed spreading of IoT objects.The lack of trust and assurance is one of
these concerns. The present IoT centralised approach employs a cen‐
tralised third‐party agency with complete control over data collecting
and processing from different IoT items, with no constraints on how
the information obtained is utilised. As a result, the central authority
functions as a gemstone box for IoT users, which is a persuading circum‐
stance for the majority of IoT device owners. The detailed challenges
of IoT system is described in the Table 1.Blockchain is a capable to
provide solution to the problem facing by IoT. Since, currently IoT
system is large scale centralized system in which large number of devices
interact through servers performing different tasks such as data storing,
analyzing and authenticating.Table 1

3 Additional Blockchain Factors to Consider
Additional considerations must be considered when selecting whether
to use a blockchain, and it must be determined if these aspects restrict
one’s capacity to apply a blockchain or a certain category of blockchain:
Visibility of data: Permission‐ed type of blockchain systems will or
will not make blockchain data available to the general public. Data is
allowed to access to the node within the network.The blockchain may
be seen and contributed to by anybody with access to a permissionless
blockchain network. This raises a number of concerns that must be ad‐
dressed. Is it necessary for everyone to have access to the application’s
data? Is it possible that having public data is harmful?
Records of Transaction : Some Blockchain system allow to available
the public history of digital transaction available, from origin to all
transaction. This factor may be advantageous for certain solutions but
not for others.
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Table 1 Blockchain deals with IoT challenges
Challenges

How Blockchain Resolve this Challenges

Failure at a
single point

Blockchain technology enables distributed and independent interaction between system nodes, eliminating the need for a central
server to oversee and manage interaction and operation between
them. As a result, if one node goes down or fails, the entire network
remains unaffected, overcoming the central piece of failure problem
associated with the monolithic iot ecosystem.
In blockchain system, cryptography is used which ensure that only
authorized participants can use and perform data transaction.
Blockchain provides significantly higher security by leveraging cryptography or the public key infrastructure, which provides more
protection against numerous threats. Blocks are connected using
a hash algorithm to dorm a chain where each block contains the
hash of the last block embedded in its header. If any hackers want
to alter the information of any block, they need to evaluate the
hash along with the hashes of all successive block which is almost
impossible task. Any adjustment to data is only permitted with the
permission of the majority of network contributors, ensuring data
integrity [11].
Blockchain is a decentralized and distrubted structure where a third
agency or third-party is not necessary to supervise user communications So, no need to spend money on for installing a server with
high software [13].
Since the number of IoT devices are increasingly day by day so,
the centralised paradigm is incapable of scaling and operating efficiently. The distributed and decentralized nature of the blockchain
will manage the increase in IoT devices in an efficient way.
Through a variety of open source, Blockchain creates a flexible
ecosystem for IoT devices of all kinds.
In blockchain, manipulation, alteration, or update is only permitted with the permission of all participating parties. The blockchain
system stops the manipulation or change of information to ensure
data integrity.

Privacy
Security

Cost

Scalability

Flexibility
Susceptibility
to Manipulation

Input of false data: Because a blockchain is a distributed ledger,
some individuals may contribute fraudulent data to imitate data from
legitimate sources (such as sensor data).The validation of information
that enters a blockchain platform is challenging to automate. Wherever
practical, smart contract application may include extra validattion to
assist verify data.
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Compliance: A system’s usage of blockchain technology does not
exclude it from adhering to all applicable rules and regulations. For
example, there are several compliance issues relating to legislation and
rules relating to PII or GDPR that state that some data should not be
stored on the blockchain.

4 Literature Review
Using blockchain technology in conjunction with IoT is one of the most
well‐known topics that has drew the attention of a number of academics
looking for ways to solve the challenges associated with centralised IoT
design. According to recent research, blockchain technology is the best
option for dealing with privacy and security issues in the IoT system.
For instance, Zibin Zheng [5] presented an overview of blockchian ar‐
chitecture, technical challenges of blockchain like scalability, privacy
leakage, energy consumption. Also, proposed how this scalability chal‐
lenge of Blockchain is removed by storage optimization of blockchain
and redesigning blockchain. Privacy leakage can be preserve by the
public key and private key. The advantages and difficulties of com‐
bining blockchain with IoT system were also covered in this article.
Nir Kshetri discussed whether blockchain is strengthening the internet
of things(IoT), the answer of this question is “maybe”, because [13]
Blockchain overcome all the challenges of IOT ‐ Cost and capacity
constraint, Susceptibility to manipulation, Inadequate architecture,
Downtime and service unavailability on cloud servers. Kiktenko [12]
The proposed approach for constructing an IoT device blockchain com‐
prises determining the type of IoT device, as well as the use cases and
applications that will be implemented, the design of storage, security
concerns, and the requisite blockchain characteristics. Gao, Zhimin—&
Xu [3] Proposed a concept of Block‐id which can be used for identity
management, an unique system for managing people’s identities that
makes use of biometric authentication and trusted computing technolo‐
gies. IoT gadgets are mostly used to deal with our everyday concerns
and to work with our lives by detecting and collecting various types
of data about our actual surroundings, which is then utilised to create
new digital administrations. The Internet of Things has made massive
development on a global basis, with billions of instruments sold and
utilised globally to date across a variety of different markets [4].
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5 Conclusion
Blockchain and IoT are two fantastic technologies, and combining them
would produce excellent results in every imaginable sector. The pa‐
per discusses the development of the technologies, their integration,
and their applications. The challenges IoT is dealing with centralized
structure and blockchain role in resolving IoT issues. It presents the
description of both IoT and Blockchain. This paper surveyed the work
on IoT‐blockchian integration and describe a summary of their work.
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Abstract.
The paper introduces the micro grid survey and the renewable energy sources connected to
micro grid, which forms a graph structure. With the help of graph theoretical approach
how synchronization and consensus can be achieved which is very useful for any system
operation. With the consensus, one can easily achieved the synchronization, which leads to
less time delay. Various control strategies studied and compared for microgrid as a system.
The four renewable energy sources are connected in microgrid which forms a multi agent
system in which micro grid is works a master whereas four renewable energy sources acts
as a slave and this is case of multi agents system. The objective of this survey is to attract
the researcher in field of control and stability of microgrid and increase the chances of
implementation of intelligent control methods. In the paper different renewable energy
sources connected to microgrid as individual agents and works as a whole to meet the
power requirements efficiently. The goal is to assess and classify the layout control
techniques and assessment algorithms for the microgrid structures to maintain stability,
reliability, load variations in standalone operation mode.
Keywords. Microgrid, Renewable Energy Sources, Multi-Agent System, Consensus
Algorithm.

1.

INTRODUCTION

For a variety of reasons, electricity generation is shifting away from traditional energy
sources and toward renewable energy sources. This is owing to weather alter and the rapid
exhaustion of traditional power resource such as gas, coal and oil, all of which are seeing
exponential increases in their energy use [1]. The MicroGrids (MGs) which is integration
of distributed energy resources are not only cost-effective, flexible and consistent however,
gives ecological advantages as weigh against to the accessible main gird network. Annual
load growth creates a gap between demand and traditional power output, as we can
observe. [2].The MGs' rapid installation and on-demand requirements make them a viable
alternative to today's energy-related issues, filling the gap between demand and generation.
In most MGs, renewable energy sources (RES), like as solar photovoltaic cells, wind
energy, fuel cells, and micro turbines, as well as diesel generators, are employed. [3].So as
we see that many of the present MGs are linked to stand-alone or grid-connected systems.
These two forms of microgrid connections are often used, with standalone MGs taking
precedence above economic benefits in order to provide a steady power supply to
consumers. [4].Grid-connected MGs are mostly acceptable to bear the incorporation of
distributed generation units and, specially, of RES in distribution networks [5].Infiltration
of these renewable energy resources is growing at constant speed. Initially, the Low
Voltage networks are going to transform from passive to active. After that, amplify the
complexity by using power electronics converters. That’s why there is two solutions for
function i.e. islanded and grid-connected modes [6]. Later, such MGs' control architecture
may be used to build smart grid (SG) features. A brief conversation on critical controllers
for MGs are presented in [7-11], offers a short overview on decentralized control
techniques. Only some distributed control schemes have been mentioned in [12]. While in
[13, 14], a few applications on hierarchical control schemes are mentioned. a few overview
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mechanism also are to be had on MGs as a selected control feature viz. electricity
allocation [15], voltage and frequency control [16].Many of those overview literatures
discusses the concepts in the back of those control strategies, however, the use of MAS in
intelligent controlling of micro grid is not further extended. Also unbiased control of
power equipment’s operations the use of multi- agent systems (MAS) has been furnished
to address several limits [17]. MAS are combination of numerous intelligent agents that
linked together to resolve bigger troubles that not be covered or complete by the individual
agents [18].

2. MICROGRID SYSTEM AND ITS ARCHITECTURE
Microgrid consists of different energy resources working in small scales where economic
management becomes complicated. The MGs System is shown in fig 1. which shows are
as connected with four renewable energy resources and these sources acts like individual
agents of Multi Agent System. The main function of MAS is for MGs to interact with main
grid to provide better operation. MGs are made up of a variety of DERs and users that may
be represented as autonomous agents. Each agent has a specific amount of intelligence
based on its kind and structure, which it uses to achieve pre-determined goals. MAS is a
good choice for establishing a intelligent energy management system in MGs since it is
strongly connected to distributed intelligence. It presents a framework for determining the
optimum agent action by combining artificial intelligence and mathematics techniques.
There are three common features shared by all agents: initiative, reactivity, and social
capacity [19].

Figure 1:Microgrid System
Fig. 2 shows DC MGs containing nonconventional energy sources along with battery
storage. Then, using power electronic converters, common energy resources are combined
to form a dc bus. One of MG's top priorities is capable for function by a variety of RES
and satisfy power requirement in the situation of a power outage. To accomplish the
intended result, subsystems might communicate with one another. [20-21].
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Figure 2: DC Microgrid
2.1. Microgrid architecture and control requirements
The main idea behind MGs is to connect a small number of DG devices in order to manage
them efficiently without creating a complex community. A hierarchical manage method, a
factor of not point of common coupling (PCC), distributed controls the usage of nearby
data, and a selected location are the major additives that allow DG devices to be
incorporated in a scientific manner to make sure consistent system performance. The MGs
idea and distribution community are depicted in Fig. 3.

iMac

Figure 3: Modern distribution network.
2.2 Control Strategies: scenarios
Control strategies for MGs system with renewable energy resources can be divided into
two main (a) Centralized control (b) Decentralized control which is shown in fig 4. Which
can be further separated into sub- types. The centralized control is generally used in small
MGs whereas decentralized control is used in high rated MGs having large numbers of
component’s due to centralized control is sluggish.
Centralized Control-Using a centralized control mechanism, MGs systems may be
monitored and regulated separately. Secondary control approaches, such as power quality
regulation, are based on renewable generation and load, with transitory control goals. On
these classifications centralized control the load sharing ratio of the energy storage system
can be adjusted on the MGs system level efficiency and / or the power capacity estimate.
Decentralized Control- Local measurements are used in the decentralized control
technique, which decides operation at the component level using a built-in algorithm.
Given the MG design, the multi-agent system (MAS) is the most effective approach to
implement the decentralized control mechanism. The decentralized control approach of the
distributed energy storage system relies on the adjustment of the primary MGs descent
control, depending on the level of the MGs system.Both centralized and decentralized
control techniques offer advantages and disadvantages that vary based on the MG's
operational situation. So another control technique, distributed multi-agent control, is
presented here, and it is a study topic in control system development. It analyses a system
with autonomous agents that are linked via a decentralized communication network. The
following is a summary of the MGs control functional requirements for efficient and
reliable operation.
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The load sharing between each component of MGs mainly renewable sources is
efficient.
The transition between island and grid connected modes is smooth i.e. proper
synchronization.
Optimization of DERs units to reduce MGs running cost for economic dispatch.

The typology of control strategies for MGs is shown in figure below and comparison of
control methods is presented in tabular form.

Figure 4: Main Control Strategies
Table 1: Comparison of control methods
Factors
Centralized
DG possession
Self-possessor
Goals
Determined tasks
In service employees
accessible
Flexibility
fewer
Extension
difficult
Communication requirements
Much larger
Establishment expenditure
Large
Additional significant operation
doable

3.

Decentralized
Many possessor
undecided tasks
In accessible
large
simple
small
small
unfeasible

MULTI-AGENT SYSTEM

Multi Agent System (MAS) is a group of several agents in the system which is having a
common objective and make intelligent decision with respect to energy management
system with the rapid development of computing and allied areas like advanced sensor,
actuators and devices in past decade, use of MAS is growing exponentially. In recent time,
MAS have been widely investigated because of their application in spacecraft formation,
social network, energy network, smart grid, micro grid power system, computer games,
flight formation, robotics, transportation etc.MAS have many features like multi-tasking,
cost effectiveness, distribution, fault tolerance, flexibility etc [22-24]. Multi agent system
will be incorporated with the physical and chemical properties [25-30].
The use of Multi agent system (MAS) is mainly brings the intelligence in the operation of
micro grid. With the lack of flexibility of SCADA cannot be applicable for high
penetration of distributed energy system so this problem can be overcome by MAS. In
MAS complex control problem divided in too many subparts and individual agent can
solve these individual issues.In general the consensus algorithm is given by the following
equation

xi  t  

 a  x t   x t 

jò N  i 

ij

j

i

i  1, 2, n,
(1)
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Where

xi  t 

aij

is the ( i , j ) entry of the adjacency matrix of the associated graph at time t, and

is the information state of the i th agent. Graph theory is most suitable for MAS as
main agent is treated as master whereas remaining agent as Slave. All slaves are connected
to each other, which share information among them and follow the master command. Here
considering four different renewable energy sources are attached with Micro gird whose
aim is to maintain the synchronization so that there will be least amount of energy loss.
The effect of consensus is shown in figure.

Figure 5: Consensus of Multi Agent System
Figure 5 shows multi agent technology interaction with MGs agents. The multi-agent
method introduces various applications of the MGs, such as market operation, distributed
management system and so on. Several agents were proposed, and simulated multiple
micro-grid market scenarios and introduced the implementation of MAS in micro-grid
operation. MAS has the following applications.The advantage of consensus is that if
consensus is achieved then there will be minimum loss of energy and time. Here
considering four renewable energy sources connected to MGs consensus is achieved.
 MGs control considering renewable energy, voltage control and thermal limit.
 Interaction between entities to achieve effective market operations.
 Decisions can be made with ready-made data or information.
 Expansion of existing systems / functions

4.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper review the works related to MGs based on Graph Theory approach using MAS.
Comparison of centralized and decentralized control of MGs discussed. Implementation of
MAS on MGs of consensus control using graph theory approach is being suggested.
Various applications of MAS on MGs have been discussed considering the electricity at
islands modes of MGs and controlling through MAS. In addition, this document provides a
method and enlightenment for using a multi-agent system to operate and control the MGs.
The challenges faced by the MAS are also discussed, which will help researchers in this
field to update and focus on exploring MAS in MGs applications. In future with more
number of renewable energy sources connected to MGs problem can be considered.

5.
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Abstract.
Computer Vision is impacting the retail sector by bringing revolutionary changes in
shopping experience for customers. It has not only raised the competition among several
retailers but after its combination with Artificial Intelligence (AI) it has automated the
manual processes thereby saving costs and time. Deep Learning is also one area along with
computer vision which has done wonders in the area of many open research problems like
food item recognition using Machine Learning algorithms. Convolution Neural Network
(CNN) is of the approaches which can fulfil the pre-requisites for solving image
recognition research problems. The objective of this paper is to utilise the proposed
algorithm for automated identification of food items. The algorithm has been tested
successfully using VGG-16 and InceptionV3 CNN models. The results of food item
recognition show nearly 96.37% in VGG-16 and 98.4 % accuracy in InceptionV3
respectively. At the end real time testing results on food items and barcode items are also
presented.
Keywords. Convolution Neural Network, VGG-16, InceptionV3, Machine Learning.

1.

INTRODUCTION

An increase in number of health related problems, chronic diseases like obesity and cancer
have raised alarms and created an urgent need for keeping a check on diet intake. A very
common and an open research issue in the area of health and nutrition are to design
appropriate mechanism for measuring accurate diet intake. To have a check on the food
consumed per day, individuals generally keep a record of meals taken every day. But such
an exercise is carried out manually utilising text based description but it is a tedious and
dreary task. To beat this issue, there have been endeavours like image recognition using
camera scanning. But due to wide variety of classes of food items available specially fruits
and vegetables, the recognition accuracy becomes a major challenge. In this regard, many
researchers have utilised image based recognition techniques. A smart phone based system
was designed for food item recognition and logging using a small dataset which could
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replace traditional methods of recording food items [1]. Similar work was carried out
which achieved an accuracy of nearly 62.5 % for recognition of Japanese using machine
learning approach [2]. Other related works talked about the usage of image retrieval, and
related image processing techniques for not only food recording but also recording the
nutritional content of food items [3]. Deep learning is one of the latest area which is also
being used to address this open research problem [4]. It basically refers to collection of
certain algorithms to solve such complex issues. The most particular trademark is that the
distinguishing and important features of images are extricated automatically during the
training of the models. CNN [5] is one of the approaches which can fulfil the pre-requisites
of deep-learning methodology for solving image recognition problems. CNN is currently a
best in class procedure for image recognition tasks especially after validation of its
excellent performance in Visual Recognition Challenge. The entire paper is organized as
below: Section II talks about the pre-processing steps involved in the algorithm used for
food item recognition. Section III describes the main steps of algorithm used followed by
description of hardware setup designed. The architecture of the two CNN models used is
discussed in Section IV. The results obtained after testing are discussed in Section V.

2.

ALGORITHM-PRE PROCESSING STEPS

Simple distortions like crop, flip and scale as pre-processing operations on images during
model training can play a vital role in improving the results of the algorithm. These
operations are simply analogous to natural variations and background noises present in the
real world scenario. Hence, these make the models obtained after training very efficient.
The first step starts with conversion of image data type to float32 type. This conversion
followed by the cropping and scaling operation is depicted in Figure2.1.

Figure 2.1. Image Conversion, Cropping and Scale Operation
The crop operation starts with random placing of a bounding box in full sized image. Then
crop parameter value decides the size of the box with respect to given input image. When
zero, no crop i.e. the output and input image size are identical. When 0.5 then box size is
half the dimensions (height x width) of input image. Next operation almost similar to crop
is ‘scale’ with one difference that the bounding box is oriented at the centre initially. When
scale % is zero bounding box and input image are of same size. When 50 % then box will
be in any random range in between half and full dimensions of the image. For flip
operation, ‘random_flip_left_right’ function available in tensor flow library is used as
depicted in Figure2.2(a) It flips the image generally along second dimension i.e. width or
will pass the image with same dimensions as input. In case of batch images, each image
undergoes flip operation randomly independently of other images.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2. Code snippet depicting a) flip left right b) brightness adjustment operation
The brightness can also be adjusted by varying brightness variable as depicted in
Figure2.2(b) The steps involved in the algorithm for the same are: a) User inputs % value
in brightness variable b) Calculation of minimum and maximum value c) Automatic
selection of a random value between minima and maxima d) Multiplication of this value
with input image resulting in output image with variable brightness.

3.

ALGORITHM USED AND HARDWARE SETUP

The entire algorithm for training of CNN models comprises of seven main steps as shown
in Figure3.1(a). The first phase involves calculation of bottleneck values after complete
analysis of all input images. ‘Bottleneck’ is the name given to the layer just before the final
output layer which mainly carries out the classification task. It outputs a set of values for
the classifier to properly distinguish between the various classes of fruits and vegetables.

Figure 3.1 (a) Steps of Algorithm (b) Hardware Setup for food item identification
Next step is adding the distortions to improve the quality of results and getting the model
trained for all worst case scenarios. Learning rate and batch size are certain hyperparameters which play an important role to improve overall precision of model. Next step
is division of the dataset into training (80%) and testing sets (20%), to avoid the problem
of overfitting. The hardware setup [6] developed for applying the algorithm for food item
identification comprises of intelligent module for camera scanning and weight sensing as
depicted in Figure3.1(b).

4.

VGG-16 AND INCEPTIONV3 CNN

VGG-16 [7] is one of the most preferred CNN architectures in the recent past. It has 16
convolution layers and has much more complex architecture than initial versions like
LeNET. Only limitation is large number of parameters i.e. nearly 138 million which at
times becomes difficult to handle. The flowchart depicted in the Figure4.1(a) shows
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uniform structure of VGG-16. VGG-16 CNN model has been trained on standard dataset
i.e. FRUITS 360 [8]. The programming language and platform used for training is Python
and Google Colab.

Figure 4.1 Flowchart depicting layers in (a) VGG-16 and (b) Inception-V3 CNN
InceptionV3 [9] is a 48 layer-network, which is pre-trained on ImageNet database for over
1000 classes as shown in Figure4.1(b). This model provides reduction in computational
cost by 28% using factorization into smaller convolutions i.e. 5x5 convolution into two
3x3 CNN blocks. Moreover, the factorization into asymmetric convolutions i.e.
decomposing 3x3 into 1x3 and 3x1 CNN blocks help in reduction of parameters by 33%.

5.

TESTING AND RESULTS

The accuracy graph (orange line-validation, blue-line-training) and cross entropy loss
graphs obtained after training of VGG-16 and Inception-3 CNN model is shown in Figure
5.1 and Figure5.2. The numbers of epochs are 10 and 4000 in both models respectively.

Figure 5.1 (a) Accuracy and (b) Cross Entropy of VGG-16 model v/s epochs

Figure 5.2 (a) Accuracy (b) Cross Entropy of InceptionV3 model v/s epochs
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The model training results on test images and real time testing results are depicted in
Figure5.3. The top five results are also depicted alongside which shows correct
identification of different food items with high accuracy values. Table I depicts the
comparison between training accuracy results of previous and the present work.

Figure 5.3 Model testing results on test and real-time images
TABLE 1 TRAINING ACCURACY RESULTS COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS WORKS
CNN Model

Dataset

Training Accuracy (in %)

VGG-16-Previous Work [7]

FOOD-101

94.02%

InceptionV3-Previous Work [10]

FRUITS360

96.5%

VGG-16

FRUITS360

96.37%

InceptionV3

FRUITS360

98.4%

The testing with Quick Response (QR) and Barcode items are also depicted in Figure5.4.

Figure 5.4 QR code and Bar code successful scan results

6.

CONCLUSION

The testing of designed algorithm resulted in an excellent accuracy of 96.3% using VGG16 and 98.4% using InceptionV3 CNN. The successful real time testing results carried
using the designed hardware setup justified the performance of the algorithm proposed.
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Abstract: Now a day’s environment pollution is the major concern in designing vehicles. Until now internal
combustion engine (ICE) vehicles takes a major part in vehicle manufacturing. Day by day, the use of ICE are
deteriorating because of pollution and less fuel availability. In the present scenario, the electric vehicle (EV) plays a
major role in the place of an ICE vehicle. The performance of EVs can be improved by the proper selection of
electric motors. Initially, EV preferred induction motors for traction purposes, but due to complexity in controlling
the induction motor, the permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) is replacing the induction motor in EV due to
its advantages. Direct torque control (DTC) is one of the known techniques for PMSM drive in EV to control the
torque and speed. However, the presence of torque ripple is the main drawback of this technique. Many control
strategies are followed to reduce the torque ripples in PMSM. Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
controller strategy is explained to reduce torque ripples and settling time. Here, the performance parameters like
torque, speed and settling time are compared between the conventional proportional-integral (PI) controller and the
ANFIS controller.
Keywords: Direct torque control (DTC), Electric vehicle (EV), Torque ripple, PMSM
1. Introduction
In the early days, the DC motor was the better choice for electric vehicles because of their simpler control method
and its characteristics and hence is most preferable for EV motor. The presence of a commutator and brushes makes
the motor more complex for an electric vehicle. To overcome complexity in the structure of the DC motor, induction
motors (IM) are used in EV applications [1]. The absence of a commutator and brushes makes it simple in construction.
Analysis of IM becomes complex due to its nonlinear characteristics [2]. To overcome IM drawbacks, permanent
magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) finds development in EV. PMSM has a higher current density and is more
efficient than an induction motor. Hence, it is very much suitable for EV applications. Comparison is made in Table
1 on electric motors with respect to different parameters.
Table 1 Comparison of different motors for electric vehicle [3]
Parameter/motor

PMSM

SRM

IM

DC

Efficiency

High

Low

Low

Low

Power density

High

Low

Low

Low

Controllability

Medium

Low

High

High

Reliability

Medium

High

High

Low

It is better to choose a suitable motor for an electric vehicle depending on its requirements. Brushless DC motors are
a better choice for 2-wheelers. PMSM or induction motors are a good choice for four-wheeler vehicles. However,
when considering the efficiency and power density, PMSM is a better choice for an electric vehicle. For EV
applications, controlling torque over a wide range is necessary. Complexity in controlling a PMSM drive is one of
the drawbacks. Scalar and vector controls are the basic control methods for AC drives. Scalar control gives a good
steady-state performance. To get highly accurate and good dynamic performance vector control methods are used.
The proportional-integral (PI) controller is a commonly applied controller rather than a PID controller, but it leads to
instability in the system. Field Oriented Control (FOC) is used to improve steady-state performance and to reduce
torque ripples. FOC improves the dynamic response [4], [5] and increases its performance. However, this method is
sensitive to small changes in the parameter when temperature changes. Many control strategies are proposed to
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improve the performance of PMSM motor. These authors [6] established a new technique called direct torque
control (DTC) in place of FOC drawbacks. DTC has the capability to control torque and flux directly by increasing
the efficiency of the PMSM drive. The simplicity of DTC has one of the major advantages. The conventional DTC
produces more torque and flux ripples and parameters like torque and flux are measurable efficiently [7], [8]. This
paper [9] uses to look up table-based vector control for switched reluctance motor to improve the torque response.
This paper [10] explains a new strategy called a combination of PI and iterative learning control (PI-ILC) for a
repetitive task in a control system. This control technique is used to reduce the speed signal ripples if this motor has
repetitive tasks.
This paper [11] establishes a hybrid intelligent controller, which reduces the torque, ripples and improves
performance. The author [12] delivered new hybrid technique for dual phase PMSM where he achieved good
dynamic response. In this proposed technique [13], inter turn fault produces ripple in the torque, hence torque
injection is applied to minimize it. Section II explains the modeling of the PMSM drive. Section III describes the
ANFIS controller, section IV explains the results, and finally, section V gives the conclusion.

2. PMSM Mathematical modeling
PMSM modeling is explained by taking rotor as reference. The following equations [9], [10] are expressed for
PMSM with respect to rotor reference.
𝐿 𝑝
𝜔𝐿
𝑖
𝜔𝐿
𝑅
𝐿 𝑝 𝑖

𝑅

𝑣
𝑣

𝜔Ѱ
0

1

𝐿 ∗𝑖

Ѱ

2
Where, superscript ‘r’ represents rotor reference frame, 𝑣𝑟 = d-axis voltage
𝑑𝑠

, 𝑖𝑟 = d-axis current, 𝑣𝑟 = q-axis
𝑑𝑠

𝑞𝑠

voltage, 𝑖𝑟𝑞𝑠= q-axis current, P = is number of poles, Ѱ 𝑎𝑓 = permanent magnet flux linkage, Lm = mutual inductance,
Ld = d-axis inductance, Rs = stator resistance, ωr = rotor speed, Lq = q-axis inductance.
The torque equation of a PMSM is given as:
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The resultant flux linkage is:
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Figure. 1 Block diagram of proposed controller
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of proposed controller. Generally, flux estimation is done by using current
modeling, voltage modeling, or by using both. Proper control of the drive system is necessary to determine the proper
flux in direct torque control based PMSM. For low-frequency operations, the determination of flux is based on current
modeling. To understand this stator current and rotor mechanical position is necessary. Rotor parameters cause more
errors in the speed estimation of PMSM. To avoid these errors DTC proposes voltage model to calculate torque and
flux by using equations (5)-(7). In the DTC position,sensors are absent and only stator resistance is considered.
Ѱ𝑠𝛼 = ∫(𝑉𝑠𝛼 − 𝑅𝑠 𝑖𝑠𝛼)𝑑𝑡
(5)
Ѱ𝑠𝛽 = ∫(𝑉𝑠𝛽 − 𝑅𝑠 𝑖𝑠𝛽)𝑑𝑡

(6)

The torque is given by:
3

𝑇𝑒 = 2 ∗ 𝑝(Ѱ𝑠𝛼 𝑖𝑠𝛽 − Ѱ𝑠𝛽 𝑖𝑠𝛼)

(7)

The torque has an input -1, 0, +1 corresponding to flux values 1 and 0. The vectors are selected appropriately whether
errors are outside or inside the hysteresis bands. The selected vectors should not make flux and torque errors leave the
hysteresis bands. There are six switches and eight voltage vectors. The selection of an appropriate voltage vector
improves the overall performance and reduces ripples in the torque and flux.
The following Table 2 gives the lookup table for the PMSM drive.
Table 2 Look-Up Table
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3. Results
There are two cases studied. Case 1 is a PI controller-based speed control and the second case is an ANFIS-based
speed control. The following Figure. 2 gives the characteristic curve of speed in PI controller in DTC where the
speed settles at 0.25 secs. The following Figure 3 gives the torque characteristics of PI controller in DTC; here, the
maximum peak of the torque goes to 67 Nm. Then, the voltage curve is shown in Figure 4 and the current
characteristics are in Figure.5.

Figure. 2 Speed waveform of PI control method

Figure. 3 Torque waveform of PI control method

Figure. 4 Voltage curve of PI control method
Figure. 5 Current curve of PI control method
Speed behavior of the ANFIS is shown in Figure 6. Using DTC. It shows that the settling time of speed is 0.07 secs,
which is faster than the PI controller. The torque behavior of the ANFIS controller is shown in Figure 7 using DTC,
here the maximum torque goes to 39 Nm. Figure. 8 shows the current characteristics of the DTC based ANFIS
controller. Figure 9 shows the comparison of the speed curve between PI and ANFIS controller in DTC. Then Figure
10 shows the comparison of torque curve between PI and ANFIS controller in DTC. In this comparison, the speed
settling is faster in ANFIS andthe torque ripple minimization is happening in ANFIS.

Figure 6 Speed characteristics of ANFIS controller in DTC

Figure 7 Torque characteristics of ANFIS controller in .
DTC
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Figure 8 Current characteristics of ANFIS controller in DTC

Figure 9 Speed waveforms comparison between two
controller in DTC

Figure 10 Torque curve comparison between PI and ANFIS controller DTC

Table 3 Comparison of torque values of PI controller and ANFIScontroller
Torque In N-M
Technique
PI Controller

Maximum
value
65.2

ANFIS

65.64

Minimum
value
28.570
40.17

Parameters

MEAN
42.410

Ϭׇ
8.130

Tֽ
0.720

t֧ sec
0.0720

54.48

6.53

0.47

0.048

Where, Ϭ  =ׇtotal torque, t֧ = Settling time, Tֽ = torque ripple co-efficient, Max = torque max value, Min =
minimum value of torque, Mean = mean value of total torque.
4. Conclusion
This work illustrates the ANFIS-based direct torque controlled PMSM drive system and simulation results are
shown for both controllers. With the use of a proper lookup table, torque error is minimized within the described
hysteresis band. Table 3 compares the ANFIS controller with the PI controller for different parameters. The torque
ripple coefficient of the ANFIS controller is 0.47 which is low compared to 0.72 of the PI controller. Settling time is
low in the ANFIS controller than PI controller and hence torque ripples are considerably low in comparison to the
PI control method. It can be concluded from the results that, operational parameters of the ANFIS is better than
conventional PI control method.
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Abstract—
Due
to
the
COVID19
pandemic,
our
day-todayliveshavebeenchangeddrasticallyandglobaltradeandmovements are severely disrupted. To
wear
a
proper
sanitizedprotectivefacemaskhasnowbecomeanecessityforthegeneralpublic.Nowadays,manyof
thepublicandprivatecompanieswillrequesttheiremployeestousefacemaskswhile doing their job
in the workplace. Face maskdetection system has now become an integral part of our
society.ThisResearchPaperfocuses our mind onamoresimplifiedand a strict approach to
protectourselvesfromCovid19 pandemic.Byusingmachinelearningtechnologieslike TensorFlow
with Keras and OpenCV, and ScikitLearn, wecandetectthat whether a person is wearing
his/herfacemask or not.Thismethodcorrectlydetectsthehuman face and then recognizes
whether that face is wearing amask or not and even detects whether the mask is over the
noseor not. As a surveillance system, the software can detect that the face is wearing a mask
or not even in motion. The method isbuilt to achieve accuracy upto 95.77% in two different
data
sets.WeareusingtheSequentialformofConvolutionalNeuralNetworkmodelinwhichoptimizedva
luesareachievedtodetectthe correctpresenceof themask.
Keywords:Keras,OpenCV,TensorFlow,FacialRecognition,RealTimeMaskandFaceDetection,CNNarchitecture.

1. Introduction:
According to (WHO) World Health Organization, in the year2019, millions of people were
infected by coronavirus diseaseand almost a million deaths were reported due to
COVID19.SymptomslikeLossofTasteandBreathingproblemslikeshortness of breath were
reported all around the world and it was seen that elderly people with lung disease may
havesevere complications. Droplets of cough of the infected personcarrying the virus can
reach to the neighboring people, this make the virus communicable.
Our people should know the importance of wearing face mask as a safeguard against

COVID19, toregularize the riskof getting infected froman infected person during the "presymptomatic" phase.WHOfocuses that medical masksandventilators are a priority
formedicalpersonnel,because
of
whichmaskscreeninghasnowbecomeanintegraltaskintoday’ssociety.Thismaskdetectionsystem
basicallydetectsthepositionofyour face and then finally detects the presence of the mask on
yourface. The thing is almost similar to general object recognition to recognize objectclasses.

2. Dataset:
Twodatasetswereusedtoexperimentwiththecurrentmethod:dataset 1 contains 1,376 (one
thousand and thirty-six) images,whichincludes690(sixhundredandninety)imagesofrandom
people who are wearingthe protective face masks andthe rest 686 (six hundred and eighty)
images of people who are not wearing face mask. The first figure primarily includes
thefront face pose withthe same typeofmaskwhichisjust thewhitecoloronly.
Kaggle’s record 2 consists of 853 (eight hundred and fifty-three)
imagesandtheirfacesareerasedwithor withoutmasks.In the figure (Fig-2) there are also
face
collections
that
aredesignedforheadturning,bowing,andbowingwithmorethanonefacepresent inthe sameframe.

Figure 1: Samples including faces with and without
white face masks.

Figure 2: Samplesincludingfaceswithandwithout
colored face masks.

3. IncorporatedPackages:
A. TensorFlow:
TensorFlow is defined as an interface that expresses machine learningalgorithms, that
includes
some
special
topics
like
sentimentanalysisthatisusedtocaptureexpressions,speechrecognition for voice, geographic
information extraction, visionby computer, tax etc.
B. Keras:
Kerasprovidesbasicbuildingblocksforbuildingandtransporting AA arrays at high iteration
rates. It not only has thescalabilitybutitalsohasthemodifiedcross-platformcapabilities.
Therefore, the core data structures and APIs whichare included in Keras are the multiple
layers and differentmodels of the idea that we have worked upon. The vector
isconvertedtoabinaryclassarrayandthemodelisgenerated.
C. OpenCV:
OpenCVis
an
open-source
machine
learning
tool
andsoftware
libraryusedtodistinguishandrecognizefacesandobjects,trackprogressive
modules,
eye
movements to track, track cameraactions, red-eye of flash images, search for comparison
imagesfromanimagedatabase.

4. TheProposed TechnicalMethod:
The technical methodconsists ofaparticularclassifier that was structured by the
algorithmandCNNmodelthatcomprisesofthetwo2Dconvolutional layers which are used to
connectthelayers ofdense neurons. This mask recognition system algorithm is asfollows:

A. DataProcessing:
Data preprocessing refers to the process of converting data froma specific format into a
kind of format that is more robust anduser-friendly. The data can be of any form like an
image or in avideo format or even in plain text. This includes a compositionmodel and
analyses the relationship available between differententities and sub properties. The
suggested method interacts withOpenCV and NumPy tools that interacts with images and
data in videoformat.
a)

ConvertingRGBimagetograyimage:

Nowadays, our current imagerecognitionsystems areabletowork with grayscale format of
images without even moving into theprocess of converting color images tograyscale images.
The main reason is that grayscalecolormethodhas very littleconsequencewhen working
withrobustdescriptors.Sincegrayscalestreamlinesthealgorithmandreduces
computational
requirements, it is used to extract someparticulardescriptorsinsteadofworkingoncolor.

Figure 3: Conversion of RGB image into Grayscale image of 100 x 100 size.
b) ImageReshaping:
The image that we take as input is a three-dimensional system tensor inwhich each channel has
a single prominent pixel. The maincondition is that the images must be similar in size to
match
the3Dfeatureoftensor.It
canonlyacceptfinelytunedimages,whichcausesseveral
difficultieswithdatacollectionandmodeldeployment.

B. Trainingof the Model:
We have included a layer of Mobile nets in this CNN architecture to improve the response
time of the system. This may affect the accuracy of the model but the resulted accuracy is
sufficient for our model. This particular modification has let us improve the software
exponentially. Now the next step is the splitting of the dataset. This means themodel
should
be
trained
on
a
particular
set
and
then
should
betestedonanotherdataset.Thelossofvalidationisbeingmonitored with a Model Checkpoint.
The images that we areusing to train the system is included in this sequential model.Here,
we use 20% of the data that has been already trained as the validation data. The model has
been trained for almost 20 epochs, which nowmaintainsa balancebetweenprecisionandthe
possibilityofoverfitting.

Figure 4: Convolution Neural Network (CNN) architecture

5. WHAT’s UNIQUEINOUR RESEARCH PAPER?
A. Facial recognition with and without glasses
There were three independent variables: the glasses and gender of the person being
stimulated,
and
theperson'sprocessingdepth.
Theinitialtwoindependentvariableswerevariedthroughphotographs of men and women with
or without glasses. Theprocessing depth was manipulated by having the test subjectsassess
the characteristics (deep) or the appearance (superficial) of the stimulus subjects during the
initial exposure phase [16].
B.ProperwayofwearingFaceMask:
Face
mask
is
the
key
part
in
this
pandemicsituation
asthisistheonlysafeguardthatcanpreventthespreadof this infectious disease. Other errors
such as wearing the mask below nose or wearing a loose mask are generally not taken
intoaccount but they can also contribute to the spread of the virus.

6. Result and Analysis of the Model:
The face and mask recognition model has been trained, validated, and tested on dataset.The
method achieves an accuracy of upto 95.77%. It shows how this optimizedprecision
reducesthe costoferrors and can be considered to be amore versatile and
detailedMaxPoolingisconsideredtobeoneofthereasons which offers a rudimentary
translational. The optimized value of neurons is 64, which is not muchhigh.The larger
numbers of neurons can result in poorer performanceofthe model propose.

Figure 5: Graph showing - Epochsv/sAccuracyin the
reference todataset.

7. Conclusion:
We explained how this technology can be helpfulforsituationslikeCovid 19.Wearing a
mask could becomemandatory shortly giventhe Covid19 crisis. The model usedwill make a
major contribution to the public health systems. The main motive ofthis model is to set a
strict policy for the general public to wearprotective face mask in a proper way so that we
can prevent thespread of COVID 19 on a large scale and even put a full stop to it.
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Abstract
To gain cost efficiency and network flexibility, most businesses are
converting their traditional networks to Software-Defined Networks
(SDN). However, we have seen recent security breaches and attacks
against SDN which have shown that technology’s security flaw. On a
software-defined network, attack detection is an essential part of the
infrastructure for security management(SDN). Advancement in machine learning has benefited a variety of fields with also including
security.Anomaly-based intrusion detection systems are trained using
machine learning approaches to detect even unknown threats. We can
undertake a complete review of many various types of research related
to ML-based Attack Detection systems using NSL-KDD dataset.
Keywords: NSL-KDD, IDS.

1 Introduction
Based on the detecting mechanism, the IDSs are divided into two categories. Anomaly-based and misuse-based detection are two of these
types of detection. The usual type of traffic is modeled in anomalybased detection frameworks. Any departure from the model is considered an attack. With innovative attacks, this method of detection offers
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an advantage. Misuse-based detection systems, on the other hand, we
have coordinated the particular signatures for threats that have already
been detected. There are various types of traffic who are associated
with the preset assaults are regarded as normal. Based on the detecting mechanism, Two types of IDS-based detection are anomaly-based
and misuse-based detection. The usual type of traffic is modeled in
anomaly-based detection frameworks. Any departure from the model is
considered an attack. With innovative attacks, this method of detection
offers an advantage. Misuse-based detection systems, on the other hand,
coordinate specific signatures to pre-detected threats.
Machine Learning (ML) technologies examine large data sets and
predict the Variables of interest’s future values using mathematical
methods. Machine learning approaches are also used to train and assess
the Intrusion Detection System(IDS) in the area of cyber security on
dataset related to the security. An IDS that has been properly trained
can identify unauthorized network activity as well as new assaults, such
as zero-day attacks, forecast and detect.
We have examined many works with our related to Attack detection
using the Network Security and Data Mining (NSLKDD) data set in
this paper.The remainder of this work is divided into the following
sections: NSLKDD data set is described in section 2 . We outline
the various studies on ML-based IDS and their accuracy of different
algorithm in section 3. and finally we have to conclude the paper in
section 4.

2 NSL-KDD Data set
.

The NSL-KDD is a more comprehensive version of the KDD dataset
that incorporates information from the KDD cup 99 data sets. The
collection includes records of internet traffic detected by the simplified
intrusion detection network and encountered by the genuine intrusion
detection system. Each record in the dataset has 43 features, 41 of
which are related to the input traffics and labels such as normal or
assault, as well as the input, traffics’ violence. In the dataset, there are
four main types of assaults.: DoS, Probing, U2R, R2L.
Tavallaee et al. [13] conducted the usage of the KDDCUP’99 data
set resulted in a poor anomaly detection evaluation, according to sta-
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tistical analysis. They proposed the NSLKDD dataset, on the basis of
original KDD dataset, to fix the issues.

Figure 1 Flow of attack detection research efforts utilising the NSL-KDD dataset.

3 Related Work
In this section review and comparison of different Attack Detection in
literature is done. Also tables(3.1) are included in this review which
further describes and compares literature studied. 3.1 gives insights to
various algorithm and some datsets used in different literature, datasets
and compares different Attack Detection classification methods used
and achieved accuracy on respective dataset.
3.1 Literature review
In the study, SHAHZEB HAIDER et al., [1] developed We used benchmark ensembles of deep learning and hybrid state-of-the-art methodologies to evaluate a framework for deep CNN ensembles that is both
efficient and scalable for detecting the most common and sophisticated
DDoS attacks in SDNs, and we put it through its paces on an SDN
dataset based on flow. Both detection accuracy and computational
complexity have improved with the suggested technique. this DDos
attack detection achieved an accuracy level of 99.45
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Ref
[1]
[2]
[3]
[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]

Table 1 Compression Of Different Paper
Algorithms
Detection
Data sets
RNN & RNN
RNN & LSTM
DDos Detction
NSL-KDD
LSTM & LSTM
CNN & CNN
DL-CNN
Attack Detection
NSL-KDD
Ensemble voting
Multi Tree
Intrusion Detection NSL-KDD
DNN
SAE -SVM
Intrusion Detection NSL-KDD
SAE-SVM
RNN
Attack Detection
NSL-KDD
Auto Encoder
Intrusion Detection NSL-KDD
Anomaly Flow
Real Time
CM-KNN
Detection
Traffic
DPTCM-KNN

Classes
2
2
5
2
5
2
2
2

Accuracy
RNN-98.16%
RL-98.75%
LSTM-98.17%
CNN-99.45%
98.43%
Ensemble voting-85.2%
Multi Tree-84.23%
DNN-81.61%
SAE-SVM-99.14%
SAE-SVM-80.48%
RNN-84.56%
AN-90.61%
TCM-KNN-92.03%
DPTCM- KNN-97.88%
SVM &
K-means - 92.86%

[8]

SVM and K-Means

Attack Detection

KDD-99

2

[9]

Multi DT’s Algorithm
and DNN, KNN
Classifier

Attack Detection

NSL-KDD

2

Multi DT’s- 85.2%

[10]

NB-SVM

Attack Detection

2

NB- SVM - 95.96%

[11]
[12]
[13]

LOA+CNN
KNN+ELM
CNN

DDos
Intrusion Detection
Intrusion Detection

2
5
5

LOA+CNN -98.2%
KNN+ELM -84.29%
CNN-79.48%

Real
Organization
Traffic
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD
NSL-KDD

In study X. Gao et al., [4] presented DT, DNN, and KNN classifiers
are used in ensemble voting adaptive algorithms, as well as a ensemble
voting adaptive algorithms with DT, DNN, and KNN classifiers and
multi-tree approach with multiple Decision Trees (DTs). This IDS is
validated using the NSLKDD dataset. The accuracy achieved was 85.2
%.
In P. Pokhrel et al., [9] proposed an Attack Detection that relies
It was tested on two firms’ traffic after integrating NB and SVM.. On
two separate kinds of traffic, this IDS obtained accuracy scores of 95
% and 96 %.
Majd et al., [5] proposed in order to get better the system’s overall
accuracy, On the basis of flow statistics, a 5-level hybrid categorization
system was presented. They use k-Nearest Neighbor technique (kNN)
for the first level, and Extreme Learning Machine(ELM) for the second
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. In order to avert irreversible harm as a result of a cyberattack, This
IDS Acchived accuracy level of 84.29 % on five different classes of the
dataset
KEHE WU et al., [6]To handle the problem of an imbalanced data
collection, CNN was used to automatically determine the ach class’s
weight coefficient is based on its numbers in the cost function by extracting traffic attributes from a raw data collection. This IDS Achieved
an accuracy level of 79.48 % on five different classes of the dataset.
D. Arivndainabi et al., [7] presented an DDos attack Detection using
a loin optimizer algorithm with CNN classifiers. The NSL-KDD dataset
was used to validate DDos Attack detection, with an accuracy of 98.2%
on two different classes of dataset.
XIANWEI GAO et al., [11] suggested a paradigm for adaptive ensemble learning The model’s main idea is to use ensemble learning
to combine the benefits of various techniques. To boost the detection
effect. It has been demonstrated showing our ensemble model improves
detection accuracy effectively when compared to other research articles.
The proposed algorithm has an accuracy of 85.2% on five different
classes of detaset.
JULIAN JANG-JACCARD et al., [14] present a new 5-layer AEbased model that is superior at detecting abnormal network traffic. Our
proposed model’s major components and architecture are the outcome
of a thorough and thorough investigation into the impact of major AE
model performance indicators on detection accuracy.The accuracy of
our proposed 5-layer architectural model is unsurpassed. That is 90.16.
%

4 Conclusion
In this Study the advent of ML new ideas for Attack Detection in
Software Define Network(SDN) has been implemented by various researcher and different form of classification model has been developed.We almost present a review of over 13 papers providing alternative
approaches for implementing Attack Detection in this work.For the
development of an IDS, a variety of machine learning algorithms were
used. With all of the potential combinations of feature selection techniques. The most extensively used datasets in this domain are the
KDD99 and NSL-KDD datasets. Ensemble and hybrid classifiers out-
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perform single classifiers in terms of efficiency, resulting in a a high rate
of detection and forecast accuracy.
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Abstract.
In cloud computing, cloud data centers are looking for ways to improve the services they
offer to their customers. So, with the exponential rise of cloud computing applications,
data centers are becoming more energy-intensive, capable of delivering performance
assurance, and service level agreements. It offers instant services to computer resources,
pay-as-you-go services through a global network of data center sites. Cloud servers are
consuming a lot of electricity and leaving a lot of carbon footprint on the environment. The
goal of cloud computing services is to deliver seamless services via the Internet utilizing
virtualization technologies to meet the QoS (Quality of Service) demands of end-users.
This review article focuses to identify the research done in Energy Consumption (EC),
Quality of Services, and Service Level Agreement Violation (SLAV) by different
techniques using statistical, machine learning, heuristic, and metaheuristic method. Host
CPU utilization prediction, Underused or Overused detection, VM selection and migration,
and VM placement were applied to manage the resources. Researchers have used different
algorithms using the PlanetLab and Bitbrains workload and had performed experiments on
different environments i.e., CloudSim, Matlab, Java, OpenStack, etc and the work done
basis on performance metrics are evaluated.
Keywords. Cloud Computing, Energy Consumption, SLAV, Quality of Service, Data
Center, Performance Assurance.

1.

INTRODUCTION

The industry has used the term "Cloud Computing" to describe a powerful service and
application that is integrated and packaged on the web [1]. It has developed as a novice
flexible, efficient and powerful computational technology that offers customized, reliable,
and dynamic computing environments to users. Remote data centers host, high-capacity
servers and storage systems, which are used to host cloud applications. Rapid growth in
requests for cloud-based facilities necessarily involves the development of bulky amounts
of data centers, consuming huge amounts of electrical power [2].
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Optimizing energy can be accomplished by uniting resources based on current utilization,
well-organized virtual network structures, and the thermal position of computing
equipment and nodes. An approach to cost-effective VM migration based on erratic
electricity prices significantly decreases the energy costs associated with the cloud service
operation.
A quick introduction to cloud computing has been given in section I. In Section II
definition of cloud computing, Virtualization, Energy Consumption, service level
agreement, VM migration, CloudSim, and Workload data is defined. Section III provides
the importance of the paper. Section IV outlines the analysis, and evaluation of existing
relevant work for the resource management, performance, and comparisons of approaches
with their benchmark algorithm considering energy consumption, and SLAV. Conclusion
of the paper is summarised in section V.

2.

CLOUD COMPUTING

Cloud computing offers computational resources as well as on-demand resources,
scalability, flexibility, and greater availability to consumers anywhere and at any time by
utilizing virtualization technology [3]. It is distributed in nature and is a group of
independent resources which are spread in remote locations. National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) has a widely recognized definition, “Cloud Computing
is a model for providing ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared
pool of configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned and issued with
minimal management effort or interaction from service providers" [4].
Cloud computing is based on three service models IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service), PaaS
(Platform as a Platform), and SaaS (Software as a Service). Cloud computing delivers IT
infrastructure and utilities depending on a service model. Based on the their deployment,
clouds are categorized as: Public, Private, Community and Hybrid Cloud[5].
A. Virtualization
Virtualization technology allows many separate operating systems, software, and
applications to operate on a single Host, allowing massive data centers to be handled more
effectively, dividing hardware resources into logical units called virtual machines (VMs).
VMware, Xen, and KVM are commonly used virtual environments in cloud DCs [6].
B. Energy Consumption, Service Level Agreement and VM Migration
Cloud computing may be a step forward in analyzing, recognizing and implementing
global energy reductions in a system to achieve true energy-efficient computing services
while lowering costs [7]. Uniting hardware and reducing repetition can help us to save
energy. Services should be able to be moved to other locations, if necessary, as well as
virtualized and managed within a data center. Machine-readable accounting of the
demands and characteristics of applications, networks, servers, or even entire locations
must be accessible to enable energy efficiency in the future [8]. The most significant
challenges are task scheduling, load balancing, Quality of Service (QoS), resource
management, energy efficiency, and service level agreement (SLA). An effective
management is required to optimize power utilization and maximize performance. In
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addition to energy consumption and SLAV, financial cost and CO2 emission from data
centers, cooling systems also affects the environment significantly [9].
Virtual machine placement and migration have a significant influence on QoS and energy
consumption. VMs are moved to different hosts, when existing host is either overburdened
or underburdened based on power conservation considerations. VM allocation procedure
will be in control of selecting suitable hosts for the designated VMs. Virtual Machine
Migration is divided into three stages [10].

Figure 1: Stages of VM Migration
Computer resources are distributed to VMs constructed for users. To advance the QoS and
management of power, VM scheduling has been done in such a way so that minimum
numbers of Hosts are running. This method is known as Dynamic Consolidation of Virtual
Machine (DCVM). Predicting host utilization is an ongoing research work and a variety of
solutions have been proposed. A single Host can host several VMs, and VMs utilize the
resources of hosts based on user requests. VM migration technique is suitable to control
power consumption. To shrink the VM migrations, appropriate VM selection and VM
placement methods must be created. When a VM from an overloaded host is in migration,
then both source and destination host consume power without delivering any services,
which should be minimized without affecting QoS and hence reducing energy utilization.
C. CloudSim and Workload Data
CloudSim [11] is the preferable simulation tool for research where workload data is used
for input to test the algorithm. PlanetLab data given in table 1 and Bitbrains workload
traces given in table 2 are used frequently for the simulation in experimental
environment[12].

3.

PURPOSE OF SURVEY

Cloud DCs are the backbone of cloud computing, consisting of networked computers,
cables, power supplies, and other components that host and store data. Cloud Data centers
demand a lot of energy, which results in significant operational expenses and carbon
emissions. The main challenge is to establish a balance between system performance and
energy consumption [13]. In this survey, balance between energy efficiency, SLA
assurance, VM placement, VM selection and migrations are evaluated performed by
different researchers [14].
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4.

RELATED WORK

Many researchers have applied different techniques for VM management and effective
resource management approach to reduce energy utilization, and SLA Violation in cloud
computing data centers. Details of their research work are described below.
Beloglazov and Buyya, (2010) [15] used Single Threshold (ST), Minimization of
Migration (MM) procedures, and bin packing heuristics for VM consolidation. Random
data and CloudSim simulator were used for VM allocation and live migration in an
energy-aware resource scheduling system. In terms of energy conservation, the findings
showed that dynamic VM consolidation with adaptive criteria is far superior to static
thresholds. The MM algorithm outperformed ST, DVFS, and NPA by 23 %, 66 %, and 83
%, respectively.
Z. Cao et al. (2012) [16] proposed strategies for dynamically consolidating VMs (DCVM)
to lower energy consumption and SLAV. Host overburden detection, VM selection, and
allocation strategy were proposed by the authors. The authors employed standard deviation
and mean CPU utilisation metrics to discover overloaded hosts. The Extension of
Maximum Correlation (MCE) policy was utilised to select VMs for migration. Mean and
variance computations were done for VM allocation on CloudSim utilising Planet Lab
traces.
Farahnakian et al. (2013) [17] presented a DCVM in which the active number of hosts is
minimised based on current and historical usage. The K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)
approach is used to forecast each Host's CPU use. The goal of their prediction approach is
to detect Host overloading and underutilization to optimise dynamic VM consolidation.
A. Nadjar et al. (2015) [18] illustrates a decentralised scheduling strategy for DCVM fitted
with an Auto-Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) method to progress
distribution of resources by predicting VM resource utilisation in future. In their model
three types of controller Global Manager (GM) apply First Fit Decreasing (FFD), Cluster
Manager (CM) performs Max Load VMP (ML-VMP) and Local Manager (LM) used
ARIMA model.
Duggan et al. (2016) [19] presented an energy-efficient solution based on Reinforcement
Learning (RL) to choose VMs for relocation from overburdened hosts using local
regression approach. The Learning agent selects the best VM for migrating from an
overloaded host while balancing energy consumption and migration. The experiments
indicate an autonomous VM selection approach that can deduct energy cost and VM
migration count.
M.A. Khoshkholghi et al. (2017) [20] projected a cost-effective energy-efficient
supervision of VMs by developing an algorithm for overloading the detection of host using
the iterative weighted linear regression (IWLR), which consider SLA constraints for data
centers.
Wang and Tianfield (2018) [21] by introducing Space-Aware Best Fit Decreasing
(SABFD) technique for VM placement, researchers focused on using efficient energy
utilization by DCVM. They also created a policy called High CPU Utilization-based
Migration VM Selection (HS) for VM selection. Using the CloudSim andPlanet Lab
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workload, the results showed that DCVM included SABFD and HS produced the greatest
results.
A. Aryania et al. (2018) [22] proposed an Ant Colony System (ACS) method for resolving
the Virtual Machine Consolidation (VMC) challenge and reduces data center energy
consumption. Simulation findings showed that Energy-aware Virtual Machine
Consolidation (EVMC-ACS) enlarged the number of sleeping host by 16 % as compared
to ACS-VMC. Furthermore, in various circumstances, the suggested algorithm minimizes
the number of migrations by 89 %, the energy utilisation during relocation by 91 %, the
amount of SLAV by 79 %, and total energy utilization by 25 %when compared to ACSVMC.
F.F. Moges et al. (2019) [23] proposed the OpenStack Neat framework's VM placement
algorithm to address the problem of consolidation by modifying bin-packing heuristics to
account for host power efficiency. The proposed algorithms improve energy proficiency
up to 67 % with reference to PABFD and MBFD. They also defined an innovative binpacking method termed as medium-fit power-efficient decreasing (MFPED) which reduces
SLAV and VM relocations by up to 78 % and 46 %, respectively, when compared to
MBFD, depending on the cloud scenariousing CloudSim on PlanetLab and Bitbrains cloud
traces.
Mehran Tarahomi et al. (2020) [24] proposed a useful micro-genetic approach for selecting
appropriate VM destinations among physical hosts. In comparison to other ways, their
simulations revealed that the micro-genetic method gives significant enhancements in
relations of power consumption. They used CloudSim to test the suggested approach and
relate it to reference algorithms (genetic and Power-Aware BFD VM provision algorithms)
in a variety of scenarios and PlanetLab datasets that improved power consumption.
V. Barthwal et al. (2021) [25] projected a VM placement process built on ACO metaheuristic Predicted Utilization (AntPu) for dynamically placing VMs in the data center to
minimise Energy Utilization (EU) and SLAV. Using CloudSim and the PlanetLab dataset
the projected method offers a significant enhancement in energy usage and service level
agreement comparing with other alternatives.
Garg et al. (2021) [26] approached LATHR (Load Aware three-gear THReshold) and
MBFD algorithms to reduce overall energy utilization improving service quality. When
used with a dynamic workload and a flexible number of virtual machines (range from 1–
290) on each host, produces promising results. The proposed technique was found to
reduce SLA defilements (26 %, 55 %, and 39 %) as well as energy utilization (12 %, 17 %,
and 6 %) when related to inter quartile range, median absolute deviation, and double
threshold overload recognition strategies, respectively.
Most of the Researchers have used PlanetLab (table 1) or Bitbrains (table 2) workload
traces for simulation in CloudSim, or other environments, whose number of VMs are given
below.

Date
03/03/2011

No. of VMs
1052

Date
03/04/2011

No. of VMs
1463
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06/03/2011 898
09/04/2011 1358
Table 1: Number of VMs in PlanetLab workloads traces [24]
09/03/2011 1061
11/04/2011 1233
22/03/2011 1516
12/04/2011 1054
25/03/2011 1078
20/04/2011 1033

Table 2: Number of VMs in Bitbrains workloads traces [24]
Date

No. of VMs

Date

No. of VMs

01/08/2013

1238

06/08/2013

1231

02/08/2013

1237

07/08/2013

1218

03/08/2013

1234

08/08/2013

1209

04/08/2013

1233

09/08/2013

1207

05/08/2013

1232

10/08/2013

1205

A brief description of the above literature review, algorithms developed using
different methods, comparison of Energy Consumption and SLAV reduction with
Benchmark algorithm, workload data, experimental environment, and
performance metrics is given in Table 3. The authors have already discussed
setting of implementation; the host, virtual machine, datasets, simulators, and
other criteria for comparing the proposed method to their benchmark algorithm.
Table 3: Management of Resources using different Methods in Cloud Data Center
S.

Author/ Year

No.

Algorithm
/ Method

Benchmar
k Algo

Reduct
ion in
EC%
23

Reduction
in SLAV%

LR_MMT_
1.2

-13

70

Random
data
PlanetLab

Performance Metrics

MM Bin
Packing
EV_MCE

3.

F. Farahnakian
et al. [17], 2013

DC-KNN

THR

9.2

19.9

PlanetLab

4.

A. Nadjar et al.
[18], 2015
M. Duggan et
al. [19], 2016

ARIMA
MSV_ML

MAD_MM
T_2.5
Lr-Mmt

5.4

90

PlanetLab

CloudSim

DCVM

Energy
Savings,
Migration count, SLA

3

48

PlanetLab

CloudSim

VM Migration

Energy Consumption,
VM Migration, SLAV

2.

5.

AI
tech
RL
RLLM

1.1

Experiment Work Done
Environme
nt
CloudSim
VM
Consolidation
Host Overload
CloudSim
Detection,
VM Selection
CloudSim
Utilization
Prediction

A. Beloglazav
et al. [15], 2010
Z. Cao et al.
[16], 2012

1.

ST

Data set/
Workload

Energy Savings,
SLAV
Energy Consumption,
QoS, SLAV,
VM Migrations
SLAV,
Energy Consumption

7
6.

MA
Khoshkholghi et
al. [20], 2017

IWLR

LR_MMT

26

85

PlanetLab

CloudSim

7.

H. Wang et al.
[21], 2018
A. Aryania et al.
[22], 2018
F F Moges et al.
[23], 2019

SABFD
HS
EVMCACS
MFPED

DVMC

72

69

PlanetLab

CloudSim

ACS-VMC

25

79

Java

MBFD

67

78

Random
Workload
Planet Lab
Bitbrains

CloudSim

Utilization
Prediction,
VMConsolidati
on
VMPlacement
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CONCLUSION

Since cloud data centers consume a lot of power, produce a lot of invoices, and are very
expensive. So, energy consumption, and SLA violations have become major concerns in
the previous decade. As a result, energy conservation and QoS are focused and are the
most important study fields in Cloud computing.Many academia’s are focusing on data
center infrastructures' energy utilization, SLAV, and QoS. This article looks at virtual
machine and physical machine consolidation strategies using various methodologies in the
context of energy-efficient VM migration and SLA assurance. The approaches discussed
by different researchers using many methods focusses at global energy conservation,
effective VM migration, SLA assurance, and resource management. When comparing with
their benchmark method we have seen that energy consumption and SLAV decreases with
considerable percentages which has been given in table 3. So, the future scope of reducing
these parameters is still in research of cloud computing. Effective VM consolidation
techniques reduce power consumption during service provisioning. They also proposed
SLA and Energy Aware policy for real-time VM consolidations in Cloud data centers to
optimize the power and guarantee the service performance. As a result, resource
utilisation increases, while total energy consumption, and SLAV decreases in cloud data
centers.
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ABSTRACT
In today's world, artificial intelligence has become the most important field of computer science.
Machine learning (ML) is an artificial intelligence (AI) field in which we use a training dataset to
forecast future outcomes. Machine learning is being used in a wide range of fields, banking,
insurance, medical imaging, stock and also including healthcare. Without machine learning, drug
discovery takes a long time, costs a lot of money, and has a lower success rate. In recent year’s
Decision tree, SVM, Naive Bayesian, ANN, and Random Forest (RF) algorithms are some of the Machine
Learning applications or algorithms utilised in the field of discovery of drug.Machine learning has become a
significant tool in the drug development field as a result of various applications or algorithms.

Keywords:Drug Discovery, Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, healthcare

1. INTRODUCTION
Healthcare is one of the applications where machine learning performs well and produces good results in a short
period of time. Because high-throughput screening (HTS) procedures were widely used in the pharmaceutical
sector in the 1990s, but it requires a significant amount of time and cost to screen and pick potential candidates,
time is of the essence (hit compounds)[1].Machine learning may be the most effective method for discovering
new pharmaceuticals, as it increases productivity and reduces the time spent searching for and implementing
novel drugs. Drug discovery [2] in clinical trials is a lengthy process that takes 10-12 years to complete [3].
According to the Eastern Research [4] Group (ERG), a time window of 10-15 years is required for the
development of a drug, with an average cost of US$ 2-3 billion and a success rate of 2.01% [5], so we can see
why we need technology that provides the highest success rate in the shortest amount of time. Machine learning,
a subset of AI (Artificial Intelligence), encompasses all capabilities, allowing us to create modules that
outperform others.
To use machine learning to discover medications, one must first create a knowledge bridge between the drug
and the ailment. Both traditional approaches and statistics can be used to build correlations between diseases and
drugs. Identifying drug correlations using traditional methods is time-consuming, difficult, and costly.

Multidisciplinary machine learning integration approaches and procedures appear to be beneficial in drug
development, thanks to advances in computer intelligence and data collecting. As a result, computational tools
must be used to develop and study drug-disease relationships.

2. BACKGROUND
In the pharmaceutical industry, drug discovery, or the process of discovering novel medications, is critical.
Finding novel medications is still an extremely expensive and time-consuming procedure at this point, involving
Phases I, II, and III clinical trials [4]. Machine learning approaches in Artificial Intelligence (AI), particularly
in-depth learning techniques, have lately become widely used and achieve high-quality performance in a variety
of domains, including speech recognition, picture classification, bioinformatics, and others.The field of drug
development is a most vital uses of modern AI approaches.i.e drug discovery. According to a survey, different
patterns can be found in machine learning and drug discovery fields [4].

Fig 2.1: Phases in Drug Discovery
2.1. Target Identification:Identifying the target is the initial step in medication development. Understanding
the objectives is more important than the medicine in this phase. Though the most likely strategy to develop a
drug is to first detect the target and then concentrate on drug development, it is sometimes difficult for humans
to identify every possible compound combination. This process can take up to two years for most medications.
2.2. Lead Discovery: pre-clinical: Exploring thousands of compounds that can disrupt the disease's intentions
and reducing the number of possible combinations that can work on the target in the second step. This cycle
usually takes 1 to 2 years.
2.3. Medicinal chemistry: Pre-clinical: The reduced chemicals are re-evaluated at this point in order to
determine the interactions that caused the sickness. The 3D configuration of the compounds, as well as the
targeted interactions, were used in further investigation. The results of the analysis are added to the target. This
stage takes 1 to 2 years as well.

2.4. In vitro Studies: Pre-Clinical: The cell system is used to test compounds that have been screened up to
this point. The phase in which petri dish investigations take place is known as in vitro studies. The effectiveness
of the medicine is evaluated at this step by looking at the combinations that interfere with the target.
2.5. In vivo Studies:Animal Studies:Composites that pass the in Vitro-phase are taken and experimented on
animals such as rats in this step. The results gained from these animal experiments are fairly representative
when evaluated to the 2D in vitro-cell structure-models. The failure rate in its class is significant because to
changes in the structure of the animal model in animals, and the results obtained in vitro may not be comparable
to those obtained in vivo.
2.6. Clinical Trails:In this stage, a combination of promising traits was identified, and clinical trials were
initiated. Human volunteers are used as test subjects at this level.
2.7. FDA Approval:Compounds that fall outside of all of these categories must be approved by the FDA. It is
available on the market for general usage as soon as it receives FDA approval.
The rate of drug failure has risen in later stages of clinical testing, and this has always been a major concern.
The clinical studies (1998- 2008)the failure rate of phase 2 & phase 3was 54 percent [7]. Concerns about safety
account for 17% of failures, while ineffectiveness is another factor that accounts for the rest. In phase 2 and
phase 3 treatment failure, side-effects and the death risk are also important factors [6 & 8]. The failure of a
treatment and the time-consuming process, which takes extremely lengthy periods of time and incurs significant
costs, can be annoying, specifically when trials weren’t sufficiently successful. ML assists in this procedure by
learning from previous data and experience, removing certain unknown aspects and reducing human effort,
expense, and time.

3. METHODOLOGY
In supervised learning, a labelled dataset is used to train the model. That model or algorithm separates the data
and appropriately predicts the outcomes. Many disciplines and organisations benefit from supervised learning to
solve real-world challenges. There are two types of supervised learning: Regression and Classification. To
accurately divide and classify data into specified groups, classification algorithm is used. It detects certain
entities in a database and attempts to draw judgments about how those entities should be labelled. Regression is
used to understand the relationship between dependent and independent variables. SVM, decision-trees,
Random Forest, K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN), Naive Bayesian classifier, polynomial regression, linear
regression, and logistical regression (LR) are some of the most extensively used supervised learning algorithms
[18] and we can use Artificial Neural Network (ANN) [19].

Fig 3.1: Machine learningflow in Drug Development
Unsupervised learning denotes, when there is no output variables. The basic goal of unsupervised-learning is to
understand the dissemination of data in order to learn more about it (Fig 3.1). This can be divided into two
categories: association and clustering. The clustering challenge requires you to collect data based on a specific
pattern or behaviour. You wish to uncover rules that define a substantial percentage of your data in association.
Decision tree, SVM, Naive Bayesian, ANN, and Random Forest (RF) algorithms are some of the current
Machine Learning applications or algorithms utilised in the field of discovery of drug.

3.1. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
In drug discovery, SVM is used to divide classes of composites mostly based on function selector by creating a
hyperplane. It generates an endless number of hyperplanes by using commonalities between lessons. It divides
lessons, such as chemicals, into chemical function spaces based on established functions to convey linear
knowledge.A first hyperplane is one that is obtained by maximising margin among lessons in N-dimensional
space; it is represented by a hyperplane, which is used to categorise information factors using choice limitations.
Regression models are important for establishing the relationship between ligand and medication by using
queries to forecast.

3.2. Naive Bayesian (NB)
The NB algorithm has evolved into a valuable tool for categorization in predictive modelling. To categorise the
capabilities of datasets, it is employed, and depending on the input features, aspect correlation, and
dimensionality of the data, it may be one of the most successful solutions for the task. It is still unknown how
well NB works with decision tree algorithms for textual content mining. These methods increase the precision of
recovered data sets, which are often acquired from large, jumbled sources. In the drug development process,
biomedical data classification is critical, especially in the goal discovery subgroup. This method has shown
tremendous promise as a classification- tool for biomedical data, which is often congested with unrelated
records and data, which is referred to as "noise." It can also be used to predict ligand-goal interactions, which is
a significant advancement in lead discovery. This approach lately been included into a range of medication
development procedures by researchers. In a study with possible hobby as estrogenic receptor antagonists in
breast cancer, Pang et al. used NB designs and other approaches as classifiers for active and inactive medicines.

3.3. Random Forest (RF)

It is a broadly used set of rules for big datasets with several capabilities, since it simplifies the process of
eliminating outliers, as well as classifying and designating datasets based solely on relative capabilities defined
for the specific set of rules. It's commonly utilised for big inputs and variables, as well as accessibility based
solely on statistics series from several databases. It can be used for a range of tasks, such as attributing absent
statistics, dealing with outliers, and calculating classification attributes. The basic mathematical structure of RF
is made up of an ensemble of uncorrelated choice trees, each of which is in charge of making a single
prediction. The candidate who receives the most votes is deemed the most suitable. Although false- positives
can occur in any statistical study, when compared to other methods, RF, along with NB and SVM has been
recommended to make the fewest number of errors. Character mistakes are reduced when more than one choice
timber is used because it assembles a variety of predictions rather than focusing solely on one. RFs are
commonly used in drug discovery for character selection, classifiers, and regression.

3.4. Decision Tree: Decision trees are used to classify data and provide suggestions using a set of rules. In the
pharmaceutical industry, decision trees are used to solve problems such as drug similarity prediction, developing
combinatorial libraries, and generating chemical profiling data. Models based on decision trees are simple to
validate and comprehend Drug absorption, permeability, and solubility, as well as metabolic stability, and
penetration, are all predicted using decision trees. Because of the hierarchical nature of decision trees, large or
substantial datasets are required. Small changes in the dataset can induce splits in the outcomes. The decision
tree's effectiveness is also determined by the order in which contentious attributes are selected. Separation traits
should be considerate of value or worth [7].

4. DISCUSSION:
In recent years, machine learning has been applied in a variety of fields, including healthcare, where a machine
learning model predicts the optimum outcome. Prior to machine learning, the drug development process took far
too long (6-10 years), and the success rate of new drugs was extremely low. It takes a lot less time now that
machine learning algorithms have been developed, and the success rate is very high. Machine learning to
identify novel drugs has three primary steps or phases (Drug Discovery, Drug Trials, and Drug Approval). In the
subject of healthcare, machine learning has numerous algorithms, including decision trees, support vector
machines, Naive Bayesian, and Random Forest (RF) algorithms. Machine learning has become a significant tool
in the drug development field as a result of various applications or algorithms.
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Abstract.
Micro-services architecture has evolved as the popular software development model for
the enterprise applications. Since enterprise applications are complex by nature and they
require out of the box scalability and low latency, these hence Micro-services provides a
significant contribution in accomplishing these objectives. Enterprises can achieve a longterm vision of an API-enabled, loosely coupled, highly scalable and flexible platform
architecture with Micro-services in containerized cloud environment. It has been observed
that there are very few works available on this topic. Software industry needs to emphasize
in the area to find out the defects at initial level rather than seen errors in production
environments. Few works focus on Micro-services while others on Kubernetes issues and
challenges but there is no relation between the two has been found. That motivated us to
go for the proposed work, which depicts to identify the defects in early stage for Microservices deployed on Kubernetes. Few standard basic guidelines for the micro-service
architecture, in terms of naming convention, automation, monitoring & warning, fault
design, and design philosophy, are proposed.
Key words. Version Control System, Git, Subversion, micro-service, Kubernetes,
container
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I.

INTRODUCTION

As companies embark on digital transformation, the enterprise architecture team aims to
design a flexible and scalable architecture. The most important drivers for micro-service
architecture are, Duplicate the System of Engagement (SoE) and the System of Records
(SOR) using clearly defined API agreements. It provides flexibility to change tools and
technologies without affecting experience and business performance. Build large, complex,
high-fault tolerance systems that offer scalability and availability to meet the needs, use the
lean model to create presentation and integration layers to create responsive and highperformance experiences. The platform should offer needs-based scalability and high
availability. Adopt DOOPS principle for continuous integration, continuous delivery with
faster release times. Each micro service has its own data model and manages its own data.
Data is transferred between micro-services using "mute pipes" like light protocols such as
Event Broker and / or REST. Smaller in scope that encompasses the same business
functionality. The internal operation is a "black box" from which external programs can
only access through the API [1][2]. The foremost common issues are the weakening of the
picture quality of the container and attempting to use special pictures without indicating
the registration data. Typically, particularly difficult if we are starting to work with
Kubernetes or utilizing CI/CD for the primary time [3]. Kubernetes informational suggest
that you simply transmit the arrangement using the setup outline or in mystery when the
application begins. This information may incorporate database qualifications, API
endpoints, or other setup banners [4]. A common botch of engineers is to make
applications that don't have and don't have the reference properties of setup maps or
arrangement maps/secrets. Whether we are propelling a new app on Cubernets or moving
to an existing stage, apps frequently crash early. We have diverse situations and we have a
partitioned cabinet set for each environment; one improvement set and two generation sets.
We have our possess computer program within the advancement cluster (isolated
application) and we utilize our claim computer program (single application, smaller scale
administrations, Crown, etc.) within the advancement cluster. We as of now have around
ten organizations per diminutive and thousands of module arrangements. With the growing
number of holders within the cluster, we are confronting the issue of moderate arranging
[5]. For this issue to happen, 70 conditions on a single hub were adequate. It took a few
minutes in a push. Moderate planning is no issue in a generation environment where we
are dealing with heavy workloads and CPU utilization and thus we don't require more than
70 modules per hub. Kubernetes offers two primary functions, to begin with first is called
life sensors and second one is accessibility sensors. Fundamentally, the lifetime/uptime
sensor will perform a few activity from time to time to confirm that our application is
working accurately (such as sending an HTTP ask, opening a TCP association, or a
command in your holder) To act). We confront a number of arrange issues such as tall
delays and parcel dropping. In any case, the root of the issue is the Linux part, not the
Cybernet itself. The execution of cybernetics largely depends on the execution of the
Linux bit. You ought to unquestionably check the processor recurrence control mode. We
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ran LXC sometime recently Kubernetes and a few of its administrations moved to
Kubernetes without changing the code base. A curiously thing was that their execution on
the K8s was second rate to that of the LXC. Indeed the foremost IT divisions appeared
moo execution in utilizing the same CPU. On the off chance that the life test comes up
short, it will crush our holder and make a modern one. On the off chance that the status test
comes up short, this module cannot be gotten to as a benefit endpoint, which implies that
activity will not be sent to this module until it is prepared. Within the current conveyance,
Progressed Nginx servers point to Kubernetes endpoints by default. The logon controller
listens to occasions and resets the grouping without interference. However, let's take a
closer see at the method of steady upgrading. Sends and reports any startup prepare to the
holder related with the Kubernetes module. At that point report it to the Kubernetes API.
Since these forms run in parallel, a few administrations may as of now be down, but will
proceed to be sent to the activity module when entering from the current upstream [6]-[8].
Figure 1 shows the Kubernetes eco system for Micro-services.

Figure 1. Kubernetes eco system for Micro-services

Few works focus on Micro-services while others on Kubernetes issues and challenges but
there is no relation between the two has been found. That motivated us to go for the
proposed work, which depicts to identify the defects in early stage for Micro-services
deployed on Kubernetes [9-14]. Few standard basic guidelines for the micro-service
architecture, in terms of naming convention, automation, monitoring & warning, fault
design, and design philosophy, are proposed. Rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives the proposed methodology. Results and discussion are given in section 3.
have found it difficult and has been interpreted as per the project requirement. Actual
granularity for a micro-servicestrategic distance [15] from this, make unchanging holders.
In case of any surrenders or vulnerabilities, designers can revamp and redeploy holders.
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Inaccessible administration is done through runtime APIs or by making farther shell
sessions to the have on which the Micro-services are running [16].

II.

METHODOLOGY

The word “micro” used in Micro-services world architects adequate. It took a few minutes
in a push. Moderate planning is no issue in a generation environment where we are dealing
with heavy workloads and CPU utilization and thus we don't require more than 70 modules
per hub. Kubernetes offers two primary functions, to begin with first is called life sensors
and second one is accessibility sensors. Fundamentally, the lifetime/uptime sensor will
perform a few activity from time to time to confirm that our application is working
accurately (such as sending an HTTP ask, opening a TCP association, or a command in
your holder) To act). We confront a number of arrange issues such as tall delays and parcel
dropping. In any case, the root of the issue is the Linux part, not the Cybernet itself. The
execution of cybernetics largely depends on the execution of the Linux bit. You ought to
unquestionably check the processor recurrence control mode. We ran LXC sometime
recently Kubernetes and a few of its administrations moved to Kubernetes without
changing the code base. A curiously thing was that their execution on the K8s was second
rate to that of the LXC. Indeed the foremost IT divisions appeared moo execution in
utilizing the same CPU. On the off chance that the life test comes up short, it will crush our
holder and make a modern one. On the off chance that the status test comes up short, this
module cannot be gotten to as a benefit endpoint, which implies that activity will not be
sent to this module until it is prepared. Within the current conveyance, Progressed Nginx
servers point to Kubernetes endpoints by default. The logon controller listens to occasions
and resets the grouping without interference. However, let's take a closer see at the Rest of
the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives the proposed methodology. Results and
discussion are given in section 3. have found it difficult and has been interpreted as per the
project requirement. Actual granularity for a micro-service component is required to be descoped. Therefore, the actual focus area is to improve the reusability for a micro-service
component in a functional domain. Software project teams devoting their efforts to create
the Micro-services are presented with many challenges. Close to 70 percent of the project
teams require the refactoring and analyzing of the source code as a major factor in the
development [9]-[16]. Designers tend to take off shell get to images so they can settle them
in generation. Be that as it may, assailants regularly misuse this get to infuse malevolent
code. To maintain a strategic distance from this, make unchanging holders. In case of any
surrenders or vulnerabilities, designers can revamp and redeploy holders. Inaccessible
administration is done through runtime APIs or by making farther shell sessions to the
have on which the Micro-services are running[17-20].
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Figure 2. Kubernetes deployment Architecture over Amazon cloud

Therefore, there are numerous open-source bundles for designers with promptly accessible
holders, counting Node.js, Apache Web Server and the Linux working framework. In any
case, for security purposes, we would like to know where holders start, when they were
upgraded, and in the event that they’re free of any known vulnerabilities and malicious
code. It also included the term of aggregates in interface [21].

Figure 3. The challenges and Features of Micro-services
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It’s best to set up a trusted picture store and run pictures as it were from that trusted source.
Kubernetes deployment Architecture over Amazon cloud is shown in figure 2 and figure 3
shows the challenges and Features of Microservices.

III.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

One of the most popular and important plan methodologies for designing cloud-native
frameworks is micro-service engineering. We are confident that the software industry
clients will embrace this trend in the integration of distributed frameworks. Regardless, the
problems and obstacles tend to lead to sub-optimal implementations of this architectural
style, leading to an atmosphere in which organisations continue to believe that Microservices is just another adopted fad. The additional complexity of operating and
troubleshooting these frameworks creates new problems. Wherever any of these hazards or
challenges lead to strategic decisions, we must ensure that such unique situations are
handled by a specialist debt-management mechanism. Finally, the maturity of the
framework determines how well ventures can solve these difficulties. The following are
basic micro-service architecture naming conventions, automation, monitoring and warning,
fault design, and design philosophy standards. Naming conventions: The URL of Microservices is usually a name that represents the source. We will use it for the program
perform the right actions; example
Get api/v1/accounts that will list all accounts.
Automation: In order to reduce the operational complexity of the microservice
architecture, we need to automate the operational complexity tasks such as compiling,
deploying, error reporting, alerts, monitoring, automatic scaling, and others. Monitoring
and Warning: Tools should be used to monitor the performance and availability of Microservices watch.
October monitoring services can be configured to monitor disk space, CPU usage, and
other settings. To alert operational teams in case of violation of the service level
agreement, we need to configure the appropriate thresholds. Fault design: In order to
handle faults, we need to implement functions such as Version Control - Micro-service
versions are managed using versions that are part of the micro-service endpoint. Design
philosophy: Detailing of Micro-services should be based on the following principles;
Business functionality (Each micro-service must be designed to show a single business
functionality), DevOps Installation (We need to configure the DevOps ecosystem
according to the structure and distribution pipeline, Management (We need to define the
standards of functionality/performance improvement, implementation and verification).
Distributed design: Since the system consists of several Micro-services, we must have the
most suitable one parsing of services, clean interfaces for services and convenient database
for each service. Finally, the strive of software companies to solve these problems depends
on the maturity of the infrastructure and the competence and consistency of design in it
business and IT in general. Try to develop before that instead of trying to overcome all this
underwater, the states gems and challenges ahead of us, learn and customize our own
forward.
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Abstract.
The paper critically analyzes the use of Artificial Intelligence in Big data, IoT, AI, and Cloud Computing. The following paper discusses the
basics of artificial intelligence that is being used in Big data and AI. All the methods that are being used currently in the fields of 5G and Iot
are discussed. The involvement of Artificial Intelligence in these fields has increased and how AI is being used in these fields has been
discussed. A model has also been proposed in the following paper to predict the failure rate of the industrial pump just to showcase the
connection of AI and IoT

Keywords. AI,Cloud Storage,Edge Computing,Cloud Storage, IoT.

1.

INTRODUCTION

5G Plus is AT&T's moniker for its 5G mmwave infrastructure (mm-wave). If you hear carriers prompt above 1 Gbps, or
download whole movies in one minute or seasons, it's 5G. Edge Computing computes at and near the data source, without
relying on the cloud for a dozen data centers. It's not going to go to the cloud. This isn't. It means you've got the cloud. Cloud
storage allows you to store your data and files off-site over either the public Internet or a particular private network link.
Computer hard discs can only store a limited amount of data. The files must be transferred to external storage devices for users
who run out of storage. The Internet of Items (IoT) refers to the interlinked array of things connected to the internet that may
collect and transfer data via a wireless network without the intervention of people. There are endless options for people or
businesses. Artificial intelligence in various areas can be used to increase safety, speed, and productivity. When the data is
being crunched soon, the usage of AI appears like a viable choice for maintaining and reading and analyzing this huge quantity
of information. AI can also be integrated with prediction systems used for various network and data organizations [1,2]. While
there were numerous competing standards in second, third, and maybe even early versions of fourth-generation wireless
standards, the industry has shifted to 4G with long-term evolution (LTE) as specified by the industry organization 3GPP [3]. In
most cases, performance goals for wireless capabilities, such as data speeds, coverage, and capacity, are determined globally by
a consortium of operators, vendors, and countries in the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). Such user criteria
were initially established by the ITU in the late 1990s for the year2000, in a specification known as IMT-2000, upon which the
3G standards were produced. The most recent ITU criteria, known as IMT-2020, are for the year 2020 and outline the user
requested requirements for 5G, for which 3GPP is preparing technical specifications.
IfAI will be successful then eventually we will not require a cell phone, smartwatch, or any other smart electronic
equipment to access this linked network. The countless applications that we have created would turn into a virtual, networked
environment as we place them on our bodies [5].One major advance forward is made conceivable by this: artificial intelligence.
Artificial intelligence will work with the ongoing organizations to arrange exchanges to guarantee that all collaborations get the
top-tier administration quality from their associations [6]. The entirety of this is made conceivable by one huge advance
forward: artificial intelligence. Computer-based intelligence will permit ongoing organization interchanges, guaranteeing that
the best conceivable nature of administration from the accessible associations is open to the entirety of its collaborations. Also,
these organizations will exist across all boundaries and areas [7]. Allow us to consider, an AI-coordinated retail organization
could give customers a quicker item revelation, bringing about a lot more noteworthy request esteems prompting
transformation rates in their association's shopping site. In business, an artificial intelligence-based organization can check a
large number of papers in minutes to help clinicians in settling on better-educated patient consideration decisions. In the
meantime, consider focus networks thatutilization AI can course and serve shopper requests all the more precisely and rapidly
[8].

Since the innovation has dispatched the circulation of assets in long haul improvement (LTE) networks was a test. To tackle
remote range limitations in 5G, new profound learning ways to deal with reproduce asset assignment challenges in LTE-U
Small Base Station (SBS) represent LTE and LTE concurrence. Thought of the upgrade learning strategy dependent on long
haul (RL-LS) memory cells to effectively appropriate LTE-U assets all through the unlicensed range to accomplish their
commitments. Moreover, support learning has assumed a significant part in heterogeneous organizations, permitting Femto
Cells (FCs) to self-governing and deftly recognize the radio climate and change their settings to fulfill the particular nature of
administration prerequisites [9]. Al Naimi et al. shown that by using support learning for femtocell self-design dependent on
powerful learning games for a completely dispersed multi-target technique, the intra-and between impedance can be
fundamentally diminished. Estimating impact and reconfiguration during preparing was used as a 'learning cost'. FCS can
utilize this self-putting together capacity to pick the accessible range dependent on mastered using models for artful usage [10].
Unsupervised learning in wireless Communication (5g) [11]:Unsupervised learning has an unlabelled training data set, and the machine tries to work without being supervised. This
approach is very effective when groups with similar features need to be detected. We do not direct the algorithm to try to
discover groupings of related qualities at any stage; without assistance, the algorithm solves this relationshipA common
unmonitored learning approach is the clustering of the K-means; several writers studied the applications in the nextgeneration wireless network system of that particular clustering technique. The cooperation spectrum-sensing technique was
suggested by Sobabe et al, which was combined with an improved version of the Gaussian Mixture Model (EM) clustering,
and the EM (EM) algorithm. Their study algorithm was shown to exceed the vector-based energy method. Song et al.
addressed how the Kmeans algorithm may help choose an effective relay selection from urban networks by grouping and
classification skills [12] [13].
In directed learning, each example should be doled out to the appropriate name. The point is to prepare a learning model on a
bunch of known ideal issue circumstances and afterward utilize the model to discover streamlined answers for new
occurrences. The expectation of a mathematical objective worth given a bunch of indicators is an ordinary goal of directed
schooling. This job description is referred to as regression [14].To satisfy the increased traffic requirements LTE tiny cells are
more and more used in 5G networks. These tiny cells include their unexpected and dynamic patterns of interference, which
grow the requirement for answers that are self-sustainable which can result in higher data rates, and cheaper operator charges.
Self-organizing (SON) networks are to be learned in diverse contexts and adapted dynamically. Several AI-based remedies
were suggested to determine optimum network design in SONs.Transfer Learning is a common approach for the classification
of vectors. In essence, a convoluted neural network (CNN) would be trained in a big dataset such as ImageNet[8], then CNN
on a separate vector data set would be fine-tuned. The fortunate aspect here is that some individuals that give the learned
weights for public study already conduct the training on the huge dataset. Hence, it is done by retraining with the added or
changed data set to adjust the model to temporal changes [15].
Cloud Storage:-Cloud storage enables data and files to be saved in an offsite place accessed via a private network or a public
Internet link. Data you move from your site to your storage is a third-party cloud provider's responsibility [16].
ArtificialIntelligence in Cloud Storage:- Converging of distributed computing and AI will permit clients to store
information, yet in addition to investigate it and make determinations from it. Throughout the long term organizations like
Microsoft, IBM, Google, and Amazon have put colossally in AI, particularly in the cloud programming arrangements. In the
current situation cloud-AI is recognized as the accompanying significant sub-gatherings: AI cloud benefits: The joining of AI
in the cloud is known as the keen cloud. Utilizing ML cloud administrations, aside from putting away and organizing clients
can apply AI calculations productively and in relatively less time. Following are a portion of the conspicuous AI applications
in the cloud:McKinsey has researched to investigate the influence of AI on value creation in a variety of businesses.
Moreover, generally, than 15.4 billion dollars per year might be expected to have an impact from McKinsey [17].The main
point of adding artificial intelligence in these sectors is to predict the data and automate it like in the case of cloud storage it
can be said that AI is used to store data in such a way that it takes the least amount of space in the storage and when the
request for data showing is received it can be decoded in such a speed that user doesn’t feel a dealy and user experience isn’t
hindered along with less use of storage.
Edge Computing:-One of the biggest difficulties and potential for 5G and next-generation networks is URLLC use cases.
Network resources must be distributed closer to consumers and devices to reduce end-to-end network latency and improve
dependability. The disaggregated system architecture allows for the deployment of 5G CN and RAN functions at multiple
sites to reduce latency. Edge computing is required to exploit the benefits of 5G architectural flexibility to meet the needs of
the URLLC class of services.Edge computing helps network operators save money by lowering backhaul traffic and
maximizing the utilization of central office resources. The quality of experience for end-users will be improved as a result of
faster response times and increased network dependability. Third-party developers will have access to real-time network data
via open network APIs, allowing them to create new apps [18].
In edge AI with Federated Learning[19]:The quantity of training data that must be transmitted to edges or clouds is sensitive to the privacy and may result in possible
privacy breaches, increasing the burden of uplinking wireless channels. Along with the pros of federated learning their are its
cons. The following tableshows the pros and cons of various types of learning.

Fig 1: Deep learning with edge

Fig. 2 Edge computing artificial intelligence (AI) accelerator devices:-

Why Artificial Intelligence in Edge Computing[20]:-Deep learning optimization and forecasts take quite a while to
converge on results, which is not appropriate for mobile border systems, in particular, the edge computing system-level tasks
which demand quick answers in the millisecond scale. Artificial Intelligence in IoT: - Conveying web AI on Thing gadgets
diminishes network blockage by permitting information sources to be determined close by, ensuring information transfer
protection, and diminishing battery utilization for consistent remote association with entryways and cloud workers [21]. The
objective of this exploration was to examine the principle methods that empower AI model execution in the Internet of Things
worldview for low-execution equipment. The arrangements gave in the past part permit us to play out the AI calculation on
end gadgets yet it is as yet hard to build solid DNNs on little gadgets. In specific examples, computations should be moved to
all the more impressive elements from end gadgets. Since the edge worker is easy to use, it very well may be the best method
to tackle the calculation issues at the best time. Having AI initiated IoT gadgets will additionally prompt fewer income
misfortunes and higher existence of these items as they would improve care with the AI disappointment forecast model.The
Internet of Things or IoT alludes to the various actual gadgets that encompass us and are associated with the Internet. These
gadgets are associated with one another and trade information, trade information and gather information. This load of gadgets
is associated or interfaced with one another utilizing a special referred to identifier as a UID. The "things" in the Internet of
Things can be anything, incorporating individuals with heart checking inserts that can send constant information for
investigation, or vehicles with sensors that can caution the driver in case of a potential fender bender.Various types are used in
iot to speed up the process of data exchanging between the server and the devices moreover a high flow of data requires a
very strong network [22].
Training Algorithms for IoT devices[24]:One of the main work in the model created for the IoT devices would be the speed then the accuracy as the model had to fast
so that it can exchange the data between the servers. The high network connection cost is a bottleneck in the training model,
therefore local edge training is required.When the layer is coevolutionary, the input layer is separated by the BODP technique.
By decreasing the input size, BODP lowers the calculation. The layer entry is allocated to various work nodes (mobile
devices) to identify completely linked layers to ensure the shortest running time. In this example, because the external
scenario is pretrained, the Network does not modify its weight. Even though the edge system is hierarchical in design, training
between peer edge systems and the cloud can be distributed [25].
II. PROPOSED MODEL

1.1.

Problem Statement: Industrial IoT maintenance and trying to predict the failure of the device.

1.2.

Model: Illustration of a typical scenario of industrial IoT maintenance. By applying statistical modeling and data
visualization, we try to analyze failure performance and predict key industrial equipment such as boilers, pumps, and
motors, etc. to manage their repair, maintenance, and optimal performance [26], [37-42].

1.3.

Code:-The link of the jyputer network in which the code has been written is available on the link provided above. All
of the code has been written in the google collab because of their better GPU accelerating system. The main
objective of the code is to find the best classifier or a model to predict the failure of the pump, for this, we have used
different classifiers (basically pretrained model) and tested them with various parameters that can be used in this
classifier just to find the best of them [27].

1.4.

Libraries Used:- There are a few libraries used for this model namely, Numpy is also used which carries out all the
scientific calculations along with XGBoost which is an implementation of a gradient boost decision tree developed
for speed and performance. Matplotlib library has been used to plot the graphs. Other classifiers have also been used
in the below program and they are mentioned in their particular code. Preprocessing library has also been used in
order to convert the string data into either int or float [28].

1.5.

Dataset:-1-Contains 220314 readings by 51 sensors taken at an interval of 1 minute over 5 months for a large-scale
industrial pump. The 2-Each sensor makes some important measurements used to determine the working condition
of the pump, like vibration, operative voltage, current drawn, heat generated, RPM, etc.
3-The column 'machine_status' indicates the current working condition of the pump. If it is 0, it indicates that the
pump is working as expected. If it is 1, the pump is malfunctioning and needs repair.The following graph shows
machine failure rate at different points (1 representing the failure) it represents all the data that is present in the
dataset [29].

1.6.

Classifier:-A classifier is a sort of machine learning algorithm used in data science to assign a class label to data
input. Classifier algorithms utilize advanced mathematical and statistical approaches to produce forecasts of the
probability that a certain data entry will be categorized.I have taken these following models because its easy to find
the prediction and the accuracy of the model and find it soverall score and the rmse error [30].
XGBoost:An open-source library that is used with the python language (in our case but the framework is supported by other
languages too). It is one of the most precise classifiers out there providing a boost in the gradient. As in the following
figure, it can be seen that the model score is 1which means the model has 100 percent accuracy, in this case, various
parameters like n_estimators can change the score of the models, other things can be changed to increase the
accuracy. Like in my case n_estimators when taken at default give a better score than taking n_estimators at 1000.

Fig 3:Libraries used in the modelFig 4:Data heads

Fig 5:Graph for visualizing dataFig 6:XGBoost Classifier

KNN Classifier:-It is straightforward to execute and comprehend but has a big disadvantage because the bulk of these data in
use increases substantially. In our case, this model score is 1.0 but when taking the default model the score goes down to 98.8
so taking the nearest neighbors as 50, taking metric as ‘Minkowski, and p as 2 gives the highest accuracy [31].

Fig 8:KNN Classifier

Fig. 9: Gaussioan NB

Gaussian NB:-A specific type of NB is a Gaussian Naive Baye algorithm. It is employed especially when the characteristics
are continuous. It is also supposed that all features are gaussian, i.e., normal distribution. Among all the three classifier this
gives the least accuracy probably due to being a little old then other two. Using the default parameters in this case gave the
highest accuracy.
1.7.

Prediction:-Every one of the charts plotted with the assistance of matplotlib [32].

XGBoost(Highest accurate one):-Code for plotting the graph.

Fig 11 :Prediction using XGBoostFig 10:Code for plotting graph for predictions made by XGBoost

Plot for the prediction(xgboost):Prediction graph of Failure rate vs the index number(number of times the device was measured).The graph shows the data that
has been plotted for [33]:KNN Classifier [34][35]:-Code for plotting the Graph.

Fig 13:Prediction using KNNFig 12:Code for plotting predictions using KNN

Plot for the prediction:-Prediction graph of Failure rate vs the index number(number of times the device was measured)
 Gaussian NB(Second Highest accuracy):-Code for plotting the Graph.

Fig 15:Prediction using Gaussian NB

Fig 14:Prediction using Gaussian NB

Plot for the prediction:-Prediction graph of Failure rate vs the index number(number of times the device was measured)
1.8.

Analysis:-The following code has been used to plot the graph.

Fig 17:Prediction vs the test dataFig 16:Code for plotting the graph for analysis

The accompanying diagram shows that the expectation model is working perfectly as the predictions completely overlap the
y_test graph. This graph is made with the first 60 values in the predictions and the first 60 values in the y_test just for ease of
visualization. I have plotted two data y_test1 and predictionssmol which compares the 60 values only.The model has an
RMSE(Root Mean Square Error) of 4.19(approx).

Fig 18:Code for getting the model score of XGBoostFig 19:Rmse Value

1.9.

Model Results:-

A model predicting the maintenance of the Pump has been created using the three classifiers and all of them have accuracy of
98 and above. Among the three classifiers used, Xgboost has the highest accuracy this is because this classifier is a pretty new
and more accurate one. bodies. From the Above analysis of the model it can be seen that all the classifiers used have an
efficiency of 98 and above .
From the above, plainly Artificial Intelligence can be utilized In IoT [43-44] for different purposes for this situation it was a
prediction of the failure of the particular pump. The first model classifier has the highest accuracy among all the others
because that library has been developed in the recent making it a more accurate and a fast classifiers then its predecessors.
This was just a small-scale model bur it can be implemented in a large-scale factory where every second of work is not being
done or any failure leads to revenue loss. AI and IoT [45-48] together can be used to decrease the revenue loss and overall
increase the quality of the product.

2.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, the research study discusses and elaborates on the promising application and scope of Artificial Intelligence in
IoT, 5g, and edge technologies. It very well may be inferred that Artificial insight will be an extremely large part of IoT, 5G,
Edge technologies. The growing amount of internet users just supports this argument more as AI would be helping these
network providers and these IoT developing companies to maintain the accuracy of their devices while handling this large
amount of data flowing through them without costing too much. A lot of money and research is being poured into this and its
pace of development in this area doesn’t seem to slow down. This paper also dwells on the current challenges faced regarding
the implementation of artificial intelligence, some of which are born due to the lack of feasibility in fields such as 5G, where
extensive training is required for real-world operations which could be very costly and time-confusing. Because computers
aren't truly human, their ability to prove mathematical theorems, make a moral judgment, compose new music, or be
genuinely innovative is beyond the scope of neural networks and artificial intelligence.
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Abstract
Horticulture is one of the fastest growing industries worldwide which provide varied agricultural
produce. However, for providing quality produce it is facing numerous challenges such as lack of
skilled labors, climate change and other biotic stress. Artificial intelligence can play an
indispensable role in different arena to enhance production and quality. Technologies like
Machine Learning can help to solve many ground reality problems like predicting weather and
crop health status which further can help famers choose appropriate crops for yield and quality.
This technology can also detect soil moisture and pathogens in the field which shall directly
enhance fruit and vegetable yield. Big Data Analytics can be used to integrate with Data Image
Processing for detection of pest and pathogens with their cure. Drone and Robotic technology
can further be used in intercultural operations like weeding, spraying and irrigation. Post harvest
losses which accounts for 40 percent in our country can also be reduced with such high tech
technology.
Keywords: Artificial Intelligence, Big Data Analytics, Horticulture, Machine Learning
Introduction
Horticulture industry encompasses growing of quality fruits, vegetables, flowers, medicinal and
aromatic plants [1], plantation crops etc. India ranks second in fruits and vegetable production in
the world behind China. The total area under horticulture in India is 25, 870 thousand hectare
and total production is 31, 4671 thousand MT (NHB, 2018-19). This industry at present is facing
different biotic and abiotic stresses. Increasing cost and decreasing availability of labour is one
of the prominent challenges this industry is going through. Plant protection risk is yet another
reason which reduces quality and productivity of produce. Due to continous traditional farming
systems Indian agriculture still stands at subsistence level. Climate change in recent have posed
new threats to food [2] and nutritional security (Kumar and Joshiba, 2019). With increasing

population and future challenges automation in horticulture seems to be need of the hour
(Smitha, 2019).
Automation in horticulture industry can resolve number of ground problems which the orchard
growers are facing. Artificial Intelligence helps farmers to choose right crop depending on
climatic and soil conditions which may result in high productivity. AI provides 98% accuracy in
identification of pest and [3] pathogens. Sensors can provide information about different ripening
stages of fruits and vegetables (Soffar, 2019). Different advance technologies like AI, Block
Chain Technology, Machine learning and Big Data Analytics may help farmers to enhance
production and quality which [4] further shall be a step ahead in sustainable agriculture.
Applications in Horticulture
Prediction of weather
Weather prediction is an important component in horticulture industry as numerous intercultural
operations depends on weather. Machine Learning technology can be handy in using algorithms
in connection with satellites to predict changing weather on daily basis. These algorithms can
also be used in predicting crop [5] health without any contact with large fields. Machine learning
also widens the scope of prediction and detection of pest and pathogens in the farmer’s field.
(Anonymous, 2019).
Soil Health Analysis
Soil health in terms of both moisture and nutrients are basic need for horticultural crops. Nutrient
and moisture rich soils not only enhance [6] yield but also increases fruit quality. Both artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning may develop algorithms and sensors for detection and
quantification of moisture and nutrients in the soil. Robots may also be used in quantification of
soil nutrients which may further provide predictive [7] analysis for recommended dose of
fertilizers and irrigation. Cash crops like Cashew nut and rubber are exhaustive crop and require
high dose of nutrients. Machine learning and robots may [8] prove solving such problems in
these crops.
Detection of pathogenecity

Horticultural crops are more prone to pest and diseases in comparison to other cereal crops.
These pest and diseases not only reduce yield but also decreases quality which further fetch
lesser price in the market. Algorithms in integration with [9] captured images may detect type of
diseases which may further predict its control. This technology can be used in vineyards where
grape leaves can be detected with diseases. Due to improper knowledge farmers generally spray
pesticides and fungicides equally in all plants which enhance cost of input and wastage of
chemicals. Machine learning hence can develop algorithms which shall direct farmers where
exactly these chemicals are required which will further reduce cost of input and wastage (Sennar,
2019).

Prediction of
Weather

Detection of
Pathogenecity

Automation in
Horticulture

Soil and
Plant
Analysis

Post harvest
Management

Agrochemical Production
Horticultural crops require numerous synthetic chemicals such as plant bio regulators,
weedicides, pesticides etc for high production and quality. These chemicals have tendency to
remain in soil and plant enhancing toxicity. Moreover, these chemicals go in food chain which
creates various metabolic ruptures. Machine learning with Big Data Analytics can be used to
develop models which may help in production of appropriate agrochemicals by capturing images
of pathogens, weeds and pests (Baruah, 2019).

Post Harvest Management
Post harvest processes such as cleaning, sorting and grading can be done using Artificial
Intelligence and Robots. Sensors can also be used in storage and warehouses to detect stored pest
and pathogens. About 40% of horticultural produce is wasted as post harvest loss. Machine
learning and Digital Image Processing can be used in reducing such losses which may enhance
annual horticultural production (Kamilaris, 2018).
Stress Management
Horticultural crops like fruits and vegetables in their production cycle go through different biotic
and abiotic stresses. These stresses at any point of time may harm quality and production of such
crops. Digital Image Processing for example may help in detection of such stresses and Machine
learning as a result with use of algorithm can help in overcoming such stresses (Singh et al.
2016). Stress management can be released through IT technologies like IOT, AI and cloud [1015] etc.
Conclusion
Horticulture industry at present revolves around numerous problems which is hampering yield
and productivity of crops. Being profitable industry farmers cannot avail the profit through this
industry because of such variables. Automation technology like Artificial Intelligence, Big Data
Analytics, Digital Image Processing, Block Chain Technology can solve such real issues which
directly or indirectly shall improve production and quality of farmers produce. These
technologies can also be used in reducing environmental damage developed through improper
use of synthetic chemicals used in producing fruits and vegetables.
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Abstract.
The amount of garbage produced by houses is significantly greater than that produced by
hospitals and medical establishments. According to a recent study, the amount of garbage
generated in the house hold sector is over four times that generated by the city's hospitals.
Anyone residing in the residence, as well as guests and home healthcare personnel, is at
risk from medical waste. If the material is dumped in the usual trash, the trash collectors
may also be at risk. Sanitation employees are frequently stabbed by needles while on the
job. Before dumping out unwanted medications, some waste management studies are
commend combining them with coffee grinds or cat litter. Humans and animal pests will
find them educations less appealing as a result (mixing eliminates the odour of the drugs).
Then, before throwing it away, seal the mixture in a sealed container. Using 2 separate
soils, laboratory studies were designed to simulate the field surrounding an unlined MSW
landfill. The highest change in chemical concentration and engineering property was found
on soil samples at a radial distance of 0.2 m and a depth of 0.3 m.
Keywords. Domestic Bio Medical Waste, Waste Management, Soil Contamination,
Pollutant Transported

1.

INTRODUCTION

India is currently faced with a municipal solid waste problem that involves all segments of
society. The issue of consumer knowledge and community sensitization is low. At the
household level, there [1] is no mechanism for sorting organic, inorganic, and recyclable
waste. Unwrapped sanitary napkins, dirty diapers, syringes, blood-soaked cotton, and
stained medical instruments are regularly disposed of in the dry waste bin in most
Uttarakhand families. Household [2] biomedical waste is one of the most significant
sources of biomedical waste in the state. Malaria, diarrheal, cholera, and other water-borne

2
infections are among the most dangerous. There is a sufficient legal structure in place in
the country to deal with MSWM. Its implementation, however, is inadequate. Despite the
fact that there is a strict law in place [3], open dumping is the most common method of
garbage disposal. Public knowledge, political will, and engagement are all necessary for
the successful application of legal rules and the development of an integrated strategy to
the country's municipal solid waste management. Medical waste management is critical
because of the potential for environmental and public health problems. Environmental
regulatory agencies and garbage generators [4] have made numerous efforts in recent years
to better manage trash from health care institutions.

1.1 SOURCE OF DOMESTIC BIO MEDICAL WASTE
The most common reasons given by respondents for having unused drugs at home were:
• Failure to follow the prescribed treatment.
• Preservation for future use and near the expiration date.
• Changing the treatment plan when the patient still has stock of the previous medicine or
the pharmacy has not activated the discontinue order.
• In many hospitals, the same patient is followed up on.
• The death of the patient. Existence of medicines that have not been used.

1.2 DOMESTIC BIOMEDICAL WASTES AS A HAZARDOUS WASTE
Changing the therapy plan prescription from a few sources patient demise other Presence
of un used meds: information as per the medicine [5] gathered in Riyadh twentieth
December 2017 to twentieth March 2018 (218 families) it contains genotoxic materials,
irresistible specialists, poisonous drugs and synthetics, sharp gear, and radioactive
components, clinical waste (MW) is assigned as risky. It basically influences medical
services representatives (specialists, attendants, and others), patients and guests to medical
services offices, and people who work with rubbish (clinic labourer, incinerator, landfill,
and so forth). Emergency clinics in Jordan produce around [6] 4000 tons of clinical waste
each year. Because of the flood of Syrian outcasts into Jordan, clinical waste age has
expanded. The river contains a variety of metals and non-metals. Some of them are
hazardous metals, which are metals that are detrimental to living [7] organisms as well as
the environment. If their concentration exceeds the allowed limit, then it causes.

1.3 QUANTITIES AND TYPES OF DRUGS AT HOME
The enumerators made it clear to the respondents that wellbeing enhancements like
calcium tablets and prescriptions as of late endorsed by clinical specialists [8] in the
former 7 days were prohibited from the overview, just like the amounts and sorts of
unused (counting terminated and excess) drugs at their homes. The enumerators made it
clear to the respondents that wellbeing enhancements like calcium tablets and medications
as of late recommended by clinical specialists in Moreover, we discarded more hard togauge measurements structures, like asthma inhalers, from the calculation [9] of drug
quantities held at home. According to survey data from another study, only a small
percentage of abandoned drugs (e.g.,1%)wherein such unusual forms (Gracia-Vásquezet
al.,2015).
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2.DESCRIPTION OF SITE
Under the Ministry of Urban Development, the Government of India (GOI) launched the
Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban Renewal Mission (JnNURM) (MoUD). As part of this
scheme, an Integrated Solid Waste Management (ISWM) Plant is being established in
Sheeshambada, Dehradun. The factory is 14000 square feet in size and has a daily [10]
capacity of 350 metric tonnes of rubbish. Waste segregation, keeping at the source,
primary pickup, street sweeping, secondary storage, transportation, processing, recycling,
and scientific disposal of waste were all goals of this plant when it was approved on May
16,2008.Every day, the capital of Uttarakhand creates an average of 300 tonnes of rubbish.
250 tonnes of this is sent to the city's contentious Shishambada Waste Management Plant
[11], which has been criticised by locals. Ramky Environ Engineers Limited has a
processing plant 30 kilometres from the city. Currently, introduces two waste products:
RDF, which is stacking up at the plant due to Ramky's inability to sell it, and low-quality
compost [12]. The remaining 50 tonnes of garbage is not collected and ends up on high
ways, in streams, and in communal dumpsters. Indeed, the city is having difficulties
collecting garbage from residents' homes. Waste pickers in Bindal make a job by picking
up trash that has been dumped on the streets and in bins.. To the mix has been added waste
from the chicken [13] market, seafood restaurant, slaughter house, and dairy farm.

3.1 COLLECTION OF SOIL SAMPLES
For the investigation, soil from the landfill's base was gathered at random from three
distinct places at 300 m lateral spacing from the landfill's edge. After removing the surface
debris, polluted soil [14] samples were taken from three separate locations. IS: 3025 (Part
1) was followed for sample collection (1987).The subsurface soil was dug to a depth of
about 1 m with a hand auger, and the samples were taken directly from the auger. In air
tight containers and bags [15], three groups of soil samples were collected.

3.2 SOIL SAMPLE PREPARATION FOR CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Sample preservation procedures are designed to limit biological action, hydrolysis of
chemical compounds and complexes, and minimize constituent volatility, according to the
American Public Health Association. pH control, chemical addition, cooling, and freezing
are the only techniques of preservation (APHA, 1995).The standard preservation
procedures for components are listed in Table 1. Because almost all preservatives interact
with some of the tests, sample [16] preservation with preservatives is difficult. The most
straight forward method of preserving most samples is to preserve them at a low
temperature (40°C) (APHA, 1995). Following soil sampling, physico-chemical properties
such as pH, total dissolved solids (TDS). The soil specimen was broken with a wooden
hammer after air drying and sieved at 2.36 mm. A 0.1kilogramme sample of dirt was
obtained and soaked in one litre of distilled water for 48 hours. There is due was then
filtered to determine the chemical [17] makeup of the soil. A 425 micron IS sieve is used
to assess the pH of the soil (APHA 1995). In Dehradun, each soil sample was submitted to
a chemical analysis.
Table1. Standard Preservation Methods by Constituents.
S.N
o.

Parameters

Preservation method

Maximum
storage
limit.(
According to EPA regulations)

4
1
2

PH

Analyses immediately

TDS

Refrigerate at 4°C until ready
to analyses, and do so as
quickly as feasible.

2 hours
-

Almost all preservatives interact with [18] some of the tests; sample preservation with
preservative is difficult. The easiest strategy to maintain most samples is to keep them at a
low temperature (4°C) (APHA, 1995). PH and total dissolved solids (TDS) are the
chemical characteristics investigated in soil samples.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In the laboratory, the obtained samples from the MSW disposal site were analysed.
The properties of soil samples were compared [19] to treated soil inland disposal
standards. Some of the chemical characteristics of the leachate were found to be higher
above the allowed limits.
S.No.
1.
2.

Parameters
PH
TDS mg/L

Site-I
6.3
1.87x107

Site-II
5.8
6.59x106

Site-III
5.9
2.56x106

As shown in Table, the observed pH values in soil samples from all three bore holes
are slightly acidic and within the normal range of pH [20] for treated soil. TDS, on the
other hand, has high values. Rather than being a primary pollutant, TDS is frequently
used as an aggregate indicator of the presence of a wide range [21] of chemical
pollutants [22].

5. CONCLUSION
The inappropriate and unscientific management of domestic biological waste has been
connected to dangers for individuals who are directly or indirectly involved in the sector,
according to this study. Water, air, and soil quality have all been harmed as a result of
biomedical waste. Various researchers have discovered risks connected with improper
biological waste management and weaknesses in the current system. The majority of the
research advocated for the creation of waste management policies, plans, and processes.
Furthermore, training programmes for all health care personnel on proper waste
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management have been established. It is necessary to do research on the conversion of
biomedical waste into energy and other useful goods. This will aid in the prevention of
environmental contamination and health risks. The site's soil and water samples were
gathered and analyzed to see what pollutants were present and how they affected soil
attributes.
Future Scope
• It aids in the preservation of water quality parameters and the provision of a healthier
environment for aquatic animals and plants.
• It aided in the development of a sustainable waste management system for health-care
waste.
• Rather than discarding, it can be utilized to avoid trash formation or to recover as much
garbage as feasible.
• It provides environmentally friendly medical devices and ensures that they are properly
disposed of.
• It can assist in reducing the leachate effect.
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Abstract.
In state-of-the-art GPS engaged hand-held particular contraptions, we use to fill in as a
source of perspective point that sends our region. Similarly, the region-based organizations
that emerged recently use region data. The region data given to these area-based expert
communities has sufficient fragile information to overemphasize. The region security
become a space of stress of late. Made and making countries are by and by in progress to
make regulations against the use of region information without the consent of the client or
without a real warrant. Regardless, these judicious regulations conceivably deal with the
circumstance when the region-based data has actually been manhandled. As such, experts
are advancing endeavours to track down a solution for secure region data. A large portion
of the investigation frameworks proposed actually make them think ordinary that we give a
region rather than exact headings of the region of the client. Also, such attacks are found
by the researchers in which the best speed of the client can be used in revealing the region
of the client.
Keywords. Computing security Parameters, Secure Management, Security Services,
Cloud Image Security Simulation, Image computing.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A major concern of research in this area is to enjoy the location-based services while
protecting location privacy. A huge exploration exertion has been made lately to ensure
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the area protection of the client while utilizing area-based administrations. The different
procedures can be named follows [1]
•
Shrouding Granularity: It requires an area of the shrouded locale to be more
prominent than the client determined limit [2].
•
L-diversity: L-diversity requires more than one building to be a part of cloaked
region [5].displacements and in the systematic way ICT collaborate with other sectors of
the economy to provide energy efficiency (smart grids, smart buildings, intelligent
transportations systems, etc…). ICT and in particular data centres have a strong impact to

Figure 1.1. LBS Components and Information Flow

2.

DATA CENTER INFRASTRUCTURE AND POWER CONSUMPTION

A significant research effort has been made in the recent years in order to protect the
location privacy of the user while using the location-based services [14].
2.1.

Metrics of Location Privacy

There are three main metrics used in literature to compute the cloaked region k-anonymity
[12][11], cloaked granularity and l-diversity.
Assuming the district registered is enormous and clients need quality administrations, a
period delay known as transient shrouding is applied, i.e., we defer clients' administration
demands for quite a while. As the thickness of the client builds, a more modest shrouding
area can then be figured. The major problem associated with K- anonymity technique is
that in crowded places the cloaked region may be very small (a single building). So,
location privacy of the user is not achieved in that case.

3.

RESEARCH CHALLENGES IN CLOUD IMAGE SECURITY

A significant research effort has been made in the recent years in order to protect the
location privacy of the user while using the location-based services [14]. The research
focuses on the Image color enhancement Techniques to identify the Images[17]. The effect
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of images reflect the wavelet packet for co-relation[18]. The Hybrid Image
Enhancement for cubic technology is used for the model[19].
The Consider two cloaking regions A and B. We take into account the privacy model in
which the different locations are divided in to sensitive locations and no sensitive locations
. The user specifies a threshold value of its association with the sensitive location between
0 and 1. The hausdorff distance between cloaking regions A and B is formally defined as:
𝐷ℎ𝑎𝑢𝑠 𝐴, 𝐵

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ℎ 𝐴, 𝐵 , ℎ 𝐵, 𝐴

3.1

Where,
ℎ 𝐴, 𝐵
dpp

𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑑 𝑝′, 𝑝′′

3.2

max max d p′ p′′

3.3

Figure 3.2. Distance Metrics

4.

PROPOSED METHODICAL STRUCTURE

Input: A set of requests waiting for anonymization, a new query request u
Output: A set of cloaked requests
Step 1: In the first step the input is taken as request by incrementing the max clique.
Step 2: In the second step the calculation of max clique set area must be found.
Step 3: In the third step the formulation of cloaked region will be found for the users.
Step 4: In the fourth step the performance will be make efficient from the request of max
clique sets.
4.1.

Experiments and results:

We have developed a prototype of the given algorithm using C++. We have used
Microsoft Visual Studio 2008 for the implementation. The large data-set of the location
information are not available on internet because of the sensitivity of the information.
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Figure 4.3. Results with no. of users 15000 and sensitive location area 10%.

Figure 4.2. Results with no. of users 15000 and sensitive location area 15%.
We observe from 4.1 that the fall in success rate is more when the sensitive locations are
increased from covering 10% to cover 15% of service area than when increased from
covering 5% to 10% of the service area.

5.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

In this work we have done the calculation gives an area security assurance strategy that
deals with area subordinate assaults. Yet, this calculation utilizes a frail security profile
and doesn't consider the way that clients are more stressed over their area at specific spots.
We in our work altered it to meet the assault model and security profile that are stricter.
The changed calculation considers a severe assault model and more grounded protection
profile. A model of the proposed calculation is created and is tried utilizing the information
produced by the Thomas Brinkhoff Generator. We gathered the outcomes inside a field of
10000 x 10000 units and touchy areas covering 5%, 10% and 15% of the complete space
of administration. The achievement pace of the calculation diminishes as the space of
touchy areas inside the help region increments. We get up to 93% achievement rate if there
should be an occurrence of delicate areas covering 5% of the absolute help region.

6.
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ABSTRACT
In today's world, stress is one of the most pervasive problems.89 percent of working professionals in India report
feeling stressed. 4 in 10 women experience anxiety for various reasons. The purpose of this examination is to
determine the scope of Stress Level Prediction of Working Pregnant Women Research through a bibliometric
analysis. Data on pregnant women who work were gathered using the Scopus database. Subject headings with
keywords and abstracts in female Stress Recognition studies were used as a lens to retrieve search results. The
VOSviewer software was used to extract search results. Later, the results of Bibliometric mapping were examined in
greater detail. As per our research this is the first study conducted with the help of VosViewer to do the Bibliometric
analysis of stress factors of working pregnant women in India.
Keywords: Stress, Working Pregnant Women, Anxiety, Bibliometric Analysis
1.

INTRODUCTION:

Hans Selye coined the term "stress" in 1936, defining it as "the non-specific response of the body to any demand for
change. Stress is extremely frequent among working women during pregnancy, and it can contribute to mental
illness and some foetal abnormalities. Nowadays, it is common for women to work outside the home. According to
an article published by Hindustan Times, a study carried out by the World Bank found that 42% of women are
graduates, while 33% of men are. A World Bank study found that there is 27% participation of working women,
boosting India’s potential GDP. A growing body of research indicates that maternal stress during pregnancy has a
strong impact and can influence the development of the unborn. Working women have family and work
responsibilities, and they tend to be more stressed than men. Having a job while pregnant can have long-term effects

on a woman's overall health, and pregnancy is a time when psychosocial symptoms and poor oral health are more
likely to show up.
They get stressed out if their jobs could harm the pregnancy, or if they'll lose their job or the pregnancy will end
their career. Work-related stress and burnout can happen when there is a lot of pressure at work and you don't feel
like you have a lot of power. If you're stressed out while you're pregnant, you might not be able to have a healthy
pregnancy or give birth to a healthy child. In the classroom, a working woman's desire to work even when she is
stressed out usually doesn't work out. There are a lot of things that can make people stressed at work, like having too
much work, unrealistic deadlines, difficult co-workers, negative attitudes toward pregnant employees, difficulties
getting time off to go to hospital appointments or scans, bullying, refusing to make reasonable job changes, and
maternity discrimination. People in the education field should pay attention to this if their job requires them to stand
for a long time and work long hours without taking a break. There is also a fear of not having a job and
unemployment as strong evidence that stress can harm mental health. Working women are more likely to be angry,
anxious, depressed, sad, tired, restless, forgetful, overstressed, and burnt out when they think about these things that
make them stressed. Stress makes them feel bad about their job, and they also lose interest and concentration
because of bad feelings and bad weather. This can make them more stressed.
In this paper, Bibliometric analysis is used for Bibliometric the research papers. The Scopus data set is used for the
Bibliometric analysis. Collected articles and findings from Scopus database on working pregnant women prove the
major factors that can lead to stress and anxiety.
2.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:

Across the globe stress is the major problem for working pregnant women. A literature about stress prediction for
working pregnant women. The SCOPUS database was examined between 2012 and 2021, according to the findings.
TITLE-ABS-KEY (working pregnant women) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress)
AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLEABS-KEY (stress) AND TITLE-ABS-KEY (working AND pregnant AND women). A CSV file was created using
the information extracted from the documents, which included the author, year of publication, language of
publishing, journal, title, affiliation, keywords, and kind of document. Recovered data was made available to the
public on November 30th, 2021. Study of bibliographic coupling, co-authorship, co-occurrence, citations and co
citations was carried out with the aid of the software VosViewer. (1.6.18). [21-24]
3.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

The publication year, author, language used, journal, title, affiliation, keywords, and kind of document, as well as an
abstract and total citation count, were all obtained from the collected publications addressing the issue and exported
to a CSV file. In November 2021, the data recovery was accomplished. VosViewer was used to investigate
bibliographical coupling, co-authorship, co-occurrence, citations, and co-citations (1.6.18). "Links characteristics"
and "Complete connection strength property" are two frequent weight properties that are linked.

Bibliometric Investigation of the Keywords:
The study report's authors provided keywords that appeared multiple times in the SCOPUS database. These
keywords were utilised to undertake a thorough examination of the 668 keywords, 526 of which satisfied the
criteria. The keywords "pregnant women" (whole link strength 1729) and "anxiety" (total link strength 621) had the
strongest links to "mental tension."

Fig 3.1. The Bibliometric study of Stress Detection keywords in published works is summarised in the table below.
All of the keywords appear in the same sentence. The recurrence of the occurrence is indicated by the node
dimension. Co-occurrences within that publication are indicated by bending between nodes. The circle's various
shapes represent the keyword's importance. The closer four nodes are, the more often four terms co-occur.
Table 1- Describe the top 10 Journal in the field of working pregnant women Stress.

Table 1- Show the list of Top 10 Journals. In American journal of industrial medicine Journal 3 documents has
been published with citation 269 and total linked strength 2

Fig-3.2.-The top ten most active journals in the world

Table 2 –In the field of stress recognition, these ten countries have the best records for innovation.

Table 2- Shows the list of top 10 Countries contributing in this domain related with stress prediction for working
pregnant women

Figure – 3.3.1(A)

Figure – 3.3.2. (B)
Fig-3 Illustrates the bibliographic connection of – (A) contains country references. The different colours represent
the different groups, while the diameter of the circles represents the frequency of referrals. (B) Citations of the
sources The circle's diameter denotes the frequency of references, while the various colours represent the various
categories.
Bibliometric Examination of the Co-Citation

Figure-3.4.1(A)

Figure-3.4.1.(B)

As seen in Figure, the records and sources used to construct a bibliography are linked together.4(A), Nine groups
were obtained. Figure 4(B) – shows the co-citation of authors Glover, v. has 57 citations with 5116 link strength.
Fig-5 The Bibliometric analysis of the co-citation and bibliographic coupling is shown.

Figure-3.5. Show Co- Occurrence of Indexed Keywords
Conclusions
Between 2012 and 2021, a total of 500 papers were selected from the SCOPUS database on the subject of stress
recognition, of which 231 were included in the SCOPUS core database. The majority of subsequent keywords had a
strong connection to the research study’s keywords “pregnant women” and “stress.” Sensors (American Journal)
was the most cited journal, with three articles and 269 citations. The United States of America published 60
publications that received 1635 citations, whereas Glover, V. published five articles that received 57 citations. The
published material has mostly focused on three topics: stress, recognised stress, pregnant women, and human beings.
Stress impacts individuals’ daily lives, which is why various researchers have focused their attention on this subject
and released several high-quality study publications. It is critical to examine the quality of several high-quality
research articles and to extract useful findings. We will provide a model to predict the stress factors of pregnant
working women.
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Abstract.
This paper proposes a web and mobile application named "SMTP Playground" to automate
the process of sending bulk emails after extracting details of the potential receiver email
address from an input file in the format of excel or comma-separated value (CSV). Unlike
other automation scripting, this work also can send scheduled emails and encrypted emails
to ensure privacy apart from the basic services provided by other email service providers in
the market. This proposed Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) Playground application
provides a user-friendly interface and achieves the objectives.
Keywords— SMTP, E-Mail, End-to-End Encryption, Automation, Bulk Mails,
Schedule Mails.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A Mailing server is computer software that allows users to send emails to the ones who have
registered with the server. It allows them to send text and data such as pictures, videos, and
MP3s. However, there are some restrictions on the size of the attachments, which can be
adjusted according to the server. This paper aims to develop a mailing system that will
replace traditional email clients (such as Gmail and Outlook) [4]. The app's development is
being done using Python and JavaScript. The following are some of the features incorporated
are:
1. Notification Alert
2. End to End Encryption
3. Excel Sheet Batch Processing
4. Schedule Emails
SMTP (SIMPLE MAIL TRANSFER PROTOCOL): This is an application that web servers
use for sending, receiving, and relaying incoming mail between email senders [3]. As soon
as you compose an email and hit send, this is one of the most important stops on its journey
to the inbox, and it delivers its message securely to the recipient. It's not uncommon to see
SMTP servers on the Internet, but their function is highly specialized in handling and
delivering email outbound [4]. It's a protocol that's part of the application layer.
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IMAP (INTERNET MESSAGE ACCESS PROTOCOL): This protocol operates at the
application layer that allows email users to deliver and receive messages over a distant mail
server. The contemporary model of IMAP is described through RFC 3501. IMAP listens on
143 whilst IMAP over SSL/TLS makes use of 993 by default [1]. An email patron makes
use of one or extra of some of the email retrieval protocols to retrieve messages from an
email server that shops the messages withinside the email box of the recipient. A person can
send emails to and obtain emails from quite a few email servers. In assessment to a few
customers and servers that favor using vendor-specific, proprietary protocols, almost all
protocols consisting of POP3(Post Office Protocol 3) and IMAP2 are supported, permitting
many specific email customers to get right of entry to those servers, and permitting those
customers for use with many different servers as well. This feature of IMAP operation
permits more than one customer to manipulate the equal mailbox [2].
FERNET ENCRYPTION: Fernet system uses industry best practices and adopts symmetric
encryption/decryption. It also authenticates the message, allowing the recipient to determine
whether or not the message has been tampered with since it was transmitted. Fernet is part
of the cryptography library. To encrypt and decrypt data, a secret key is required, which
must be shared by everyone who needs to transmit encrypted or receive decrypted data.
Because anyone with the key can read and create encrypted messages, it must be kept secret
from others. As a result, a secure way to distribute the key is a necessity. The same key could
be used many times and instances [5-8].

2.

RELATED WORK

There has been a study on the importance of encrypted mail. Since a lot of third-party
applications can be logged in via a Google account, emails sent through Gmail are
vulnerable. Hence, encryption is very necessary for the same. Around 360 billion emails are
sent daily. There have been concerns about the security of the emails. Currently, the majority
of email service providers prefer PGP3 and S/MIME2 standards for public encryption of
keys. Both need a user's client to maintain his/her private key, and the public keys of the
email senders and receivers [9]. Certain research papers have also highlighted the problems
in encrypted mail. There have always been concerns about the circumstances if the keys
reach the wrong hands. Some of the services like automatically adding meeting schedules
through email won't be functional anymore as the system cannot read a receiver’s emails.
There will be difficulties for the system to categorize spam mails as everything is encrypted
[10]. Few 3rd party applications are pre-existing in the market. Prevail mail, Proton mail are
some of the examples. However, most of the existing services are paid or advertisement
based which usually redirects the user to multiple fishy sites. Also, these 3rd party websites
provide services either only in sending bulk emails or just sending encrypted mails.

3.

FLOWCHART/ALGORITHM

Fig.1 Dataflow of sending an e-mail
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Fig.2 Dataflow between the mailing server, Django client, and the Mobile App

Fig.3 Dataflow between website and app.
Fig.2 and Fig3 shows, when a user composes a message or an email, it's normally done with
the help of email clients.

4.

SIMULATION/IMPLEMENTATION

Django is used to develop the website and the REST APIs. The biggest reason for using
Django is the use of Python Language. Python language has lots of tools for SMTP and
IMAP. It makes it easier for us to send emails and read emails. Also, python has some great
tools for encryption and decryption which are highly secure. These modules are used in 2factor authentications. There is a secret key that is stored in secret.key. The key is then
loaded and used for encryption and decryption.
1) Pandas is used to run bulk mails.
2) SMTP server is set on.
3) Excel is then taken from the HTML input.
4) The email is parsed through the Pandas library.
5) An iterator runs through the email columns and sends emails to each address.
Scheduling emails is another interesting function incorporated inside the project. This
feature enables users to schedule emails together and the e-mail with the given content will
be sent at the given time. A server continuously monitors the time once the desired time is
reached, the iterator stops monitoring and sends the mail [11]. React Native is used for the
development of the Android Application. The REST API generated is used for
communication between Django and React Native. The data is collected and sent through
GET and POST requests of Rest API. React native is preferred over Flutter because it has a
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scope to develop a desktop application in the future through electron module. The
Contributed Code is available here: https://github.com/riteshshukla04/SMTP-PlayGround
(Publicly Accessible).

5.

RESULTS/INFERENCES

Fig. 5 is the web interface to send emails. The decrypted emails received by the user are
shown in Fig. 6.

Fig.5 Web App Interface to send mails.

Fig.6 Mail sent and received on WebApp. The email is decrypted.
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Fig.7 (1) shows how the email would look to a user when they use Gmail to read the
encrypted mail. (2) Encrypted mail received in Gmail App.

Fig.10 Interface for sending Bulk Mails

6.

CONCLUSION

SMTP is the most convenient way for transmission to send messages via emails to recipients
all over the globe. Sending emails in bulk is only possible through SMTP servers since it’s
a cost-effective way of sending emails to multiple receivers at the same time [11]. The SMTP
connection is unrestricted and can be used to connect to any system. It is also beneficial to
have a designated server to manage the outgoing emails in organizations. The amount of
time and energy saved by using this system to send bulk emails is highly significant. For
example, suppose a user has to send personalized emails to 500 users with the same content
in the body, and assuming sending each email takes 10 seconds on average, it will take more
than 1 hour to send them all. While using our system it just takes about 40 seconds, thereby
saving the hassle of repeatedly composing new emails and the time spent in doing so.

7.

FUTURE WORK

There is a large scope of UI improvements in the project. The UI can be more user-friendly
and attractive. The UI should not only focus on looks but also the user experience. Future
work involves hosting this website on premium hosting services like AWS or Digital Ocean.
The second issue is that POP3 can’t be used to read emails. This is due to the strict google
security policy. Using POP3 to read mails would be faster, and also messages can be read
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even if the user is offline. The end-to-end encryption security can be improved by increasing
the length of the secret key. Randomizing and replacing keys regularly will reduce the
chances of key misuse. To make the encryption more secure, more powerful, and robust,
advanced encryption algorithms like AES 256 can be adopted.

8.
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Abstract.
A mechanized watermark is a kind of marking that is concealed in a noisy tolerant
communication, such as video, sound, even picture. It's common to see imagined authorship
for the patent of such transmissions. The process of concealing automated bits in a transport
signal is known as "watermarking." There is no need that the protected information to be
linked to the carrier signal. Automated watermarks can be used to verify the transport
signal's legitimacy or soundness, as well as to demonstrate the proprietors' individuality.
Another set of alterations affected by Deep Learning frameworks is examined in this
research. Let's take a total examination of the different significant learning methods to
introduce the watermark that can be processed to obtain a significant level of security for
information communicated and power more than some aggression, especially when sending
noisy media.
Keywords. Digital Watermarking, Robust, Deep learning, RNN, FCNN

1.

INTRODUCTION

Advanced pictures are made by making a carefully encoded portrayal of an article's visual
characteristics. They are used in demonstrating, computer games, engineering configuration,
satellite photos, maps, and other things. The client may easily create, adjust, and
communicate computerized photographs on account of present-day innovation. It is
expected to get photographs during transmission against illegal use by an unapproved client.
An unapproved client can hack and tempered the picture [1]. Therefore, the analysts should
check their authenticity. Computerized Image Watermarking is the best method for
guaranteeing the realness of advanced photographs. This is the innovation that safeguards
computerized photographs, sound documents, and recordings. The most common way of
watermarking advanced photographs is to hide data in them. pictures, films, and sound in
computerized design. This approach was first established in 1992 by Andrew Tirkel and
Charles Osborne.
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There are two types of apparent and undetectable computerized picture watermarking.
Watermarks on logos, back notes, and advanced photographs are instances of
distinguishable watermarks that should be visible with ordinary eyes. In any case, it might
become easy to eliminate these watermarks. Then again, imperceptible watermarks are
encoded in a mystery design that must be gotten to by supported people. The recovery of
these watermarks required numerical computations. Typical eyes can't see these sorts of
watermarks. Imperceptible watermarks are tougher than those that are noticeable.
As of late, the headway of profound learning-based strategies has been found in picture
watermarking procedures. The utilization of profound neural organizations in watermarking
strategies has shown noteworthy outcomes.
In the field of computerized photo watermarking, this work examines fundamental neural
organization-based watermarking calculations from top to bottom. The following are the
major commitments of our work: - This research will aid experts in the disciplines of
watermarking and deep progressing by providing a detailed examination of methods
centered on "Digital image watermarking technique in deep learning." Because this study
gives a complete survey of the accessible methods, different scientists may effortlessly
dissect the numerous parts of the issue.

2.
WATERMARKED STRATEGIES IMPLANTED IN DEEP
NEURAL NETWORKS
Watermarking using a neural organization produces a good outcome, and this solution is
more resistant to various assaults than other methods.
2.1

Watermarked methods inserted in Artificial Neural Networks (ANN)

Watermarking strategies considering neural organizations were effective. This is because of
the way that the NN-based procedure beats a specific arrangement of theoretical assaults and
functions admirably with the Human Visual System (HVS). Artificial neural networks
(ANNs) are structures equipped to get the hang of, recall, and sum up explicit conditions
and issues. ANNs are equal frameworks comprised of essential neurons of the unit that
register explicit numerical capacities that are regularly non-straight and whose activity is
roused by the capacity of the natural neuron. (Haykin ss 2009) [5].
Examination: In this method, the neural organization is prepared considering a subset of info
pictures, inferring that this model just functions admirably with a subset of pictures and can't
install or extricate the watermark from different pictures. Their prepared model is picture
subordinate; the model recoveries picture-related data at the hour of watermark extraction.
Thus, this approach is named semi-blind.

2.2

Watermarked procedure implanted in Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)

The Convolutional Neural Network (CNN or ConvNet) is an exceptional discriminative
profound gaining engineering that advances straightforwardly from statistics without the
requirement for human mediation extraction of highlights. A Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), a sort of counterfeit neural organization, is extensively applied for photo coping
with, division, and characterization. Picture denoising and super-intention are the 2
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maximum sizeable regions of photo coping for similarly growing photo quality. Profound
neural companies assemble making plans amongst spotless and loud pics to perform
denoising precision. CNN's fruitful photo denoising accomplishments are credited to its
excessive demonstrating restrict in-community making ready and plan. CNN with a
profound layout offers greater noteworthy adaptability to attending to photo properties.
Hemdan et al. [6] made a COVIDX-Net version that takes X-beam pics. The COVIDX-Net
version became organized to make use of seven unmistakable CNN models, and it became
checked to make use of 50 X-beam pics (25 every day and 25 COVID-19 cases).
Examination: Ahmad et al proposed [7] CNN’s are constructed from 3 sizeable forms of
layers: convolutional, pooling, and related. The convolution layers use channels/elements
whose coefficients are altered throughout the coaching level to research large highlights that
could occur withinside the statistics. Each channel is convolved autonomously over the
contribution to create a factor map, with better enactment values demonstrating the region
of factors.
2.3 Watermarked procedure utilized in Fully Convolutional Neural Networks (FCNN)
The instar-out big-name version is a convolutional neural enterprise with 3 layers: facts,
result, and grouping. This version is used to devise the input-yield data. Bansal et al. [8]
used a neural agency version with one facts layer, one mystery layer, and one results layer
of their setup technique. The cowl photo is first inserted withinside the backpropagation
neural agency, and the version's masses have then adjusted the use of the backpropagation
technique and the goal watermark. The writer then used spatial methods [9] to combine the
altered masses into the duvet photo. The very last watermark image is hooked up with the
expected results watermark to decide the PSNR of the acquired watermark image.
Investigation: Instead of the use of the duvet image, a fully convolutional neural network
(FCNN) changed into used to contain the watermark inner FCNN relationships. This aided
in extending electricity and decreasing minor problems to a potential degree. As a result, the
watermarked photo is like the original. Furthermore, most assaults didn't degrade the great
of the recovered watermark photo, notwithstanding the truth that connected layers are
computationally expensive. Because best the watermarked image is needed to split the
watermark now of extraction, this the watermarking technique is visually degraded.
2.4 Watermarked strategy installed in Deep neural Networks (DNN)
Deep neural networks (DNNs) have arisen as a huge device for carrying insight to portable
and installed gadgets. As DNN models become even more broadly conveyed, shared, and
possibly marketed, there is an expanding interest in licensed innovation security (IP)
assurance. As of late, DNN watermarking has arisen as a feasible choice. Technique for
licensed innovation security. To empower DNN watermarking on implanted gadgets in a
sensible situation, a discovery method is required. Existing DNN watermarking systems
either don't fulfill or don't meet the necessities. black-box prerequisite or are helpless against
a few sorts of attacks. Jia Guo et.al [10] propose a watermarking system that incorporates
the creator's mark during the preparation of DNNs in run-of-the-mill conditions, the resultant
watermarked DNN works typically. Whenever given any marked item, it acts in a different,
preset design input, hence, showing creation.
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Examination: By examining the ability of profound neural organizations in the work of
combining the appropriated image and the watermark's dormant areas, it has been discovered
that the suggested structure has built a picture combination application on picture
watermarking. The impediment of picture combination frameworks is that this strategy
could bring about huge information misfortune. Besides, when an image is melded, data
planning is fairly directed.
Table 1. Comparison of Deep Learning Techniques
Ref
No.

Embedded
Technique

Features

[2]

The YCbCr
color space,
IWT (integer
wavelet
transform),
and DCT
(discrete
cosine
transform) are
used to create
a blind and
resilient
system.)
The
lightweight
convolution
neural
network
(LW-CNN)
technique is
used

used in robust
applications (i.e.,
copyright
protection) for
efficient results
and less
computational
time.

Reduced the
calculation time
and made the
system more
robust to current
attacks.

Used Spread
Transform
Dither
Modulation
(STDM) and
Spread
Spectrum
(SS)

Denoising with a
Fully
Convolutional
Neural Network
(FCNN)
maintains picture
quality while
compromising
resilience.

[3]

[4]

Visual
Imperc
eptibilit
y
PSNR
= 40.25
Db,
SSIM =
0.9976

Robustness
Attacks
considered

Research
Gaps

NC = 1.000
Attack
Considered
Signal
processing
attacks like
cropping,
JPEG
Compression,
resizing

The
embedding
strategy is not
efficient in
neural
networks
architecture to
achieve
optimal
performance

SSIM =
0.98

NCC = 0.998
BER = 0.31
Attack
Considered
Noisy Domain
like average,
Gaussian,
median

Less
robustness on
translation
and rotational
type attacks

SSIM =
0.987

BER=0.342
Attack
Considered
Salt And
Pepper,
Gaussian
filtering,
median
filtering,
Weiner
filtering,
average
filtering

Used in other
types of
attacks
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Table 1. shows, an audit of past work in advanced watermarking methods are given. A few
well-known approaches that have been examined in the past incorporate spatial area and
recurrence space procedures. Besides, the spatial area computerized watermarking
innovation is less powerful and subsequently less suggested. Power, indistinctness, security,
and limit are utilized to assess the watermarked picture's exhibition. The visual subtlety of
the watermarked picture and the strength of the watermarking were two of the main
elements. Moreover, future work could profit from joining techniques and applying them in
a half and half structure to work on the vigor of the watermarked picture, yet in addition to
diminishing the inconveniences of every strategy separately.

3.

CONCLUSION

We have characterized a thorough conversation on a few profound learning-based advanced
picture watermarking frameworks in this work, which remembers flow improvement and
development for this area. All the current profound learning-based advanced picture
watermarking calculations enjoy benefits and impediments. Our examination investigates
different neural organization-based philosophies and analyses them as far as vigor and
indistinctness. Many issues stay annoying and perplexing for deciding the strength of the
watermarked picture against attacks, for example, equivocal assaults, conspiracy assaults,
crossbreed assaults, and managing more than one assault simultaneously, as expressed in the
above areas. To fortify watermarking frameworks for advanced pictures, it is basic to resolve
these issues.
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Abstract.
Router, a networking equipment, is critical to the intelligence of the internetwork. Routers
in the internet receives data packet via its interfaces in same or another neighbouring
network and forward it to another or same network. To which network it should pass the
data packet is the place where routing protocols comes to play. This decision is based on
metrics. The main purpose of this study is to analyze the performance of the routing
protocols namely RIP and OSPF on three different topologies like Ring, Star and Mesh. The
simulator used is NetSim to study the behaviour and performance comparison of these
protocols in various network topologies and network metric such as application throughput,
packet delay is analysed in different scenarios such as link failure etc.
Keywords: NetSim, RIP, OSPF, Ring, Star and Mesh.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Internet protocols is used for end-to-end communication for inter connected networks and
specifies how data should be transmitted to the destination. TCP/IP comprises of four layers
and all layers have its own functionalities. In this paper we are concentrating only the
function of internet layer which is enabled by router. Router is a device which forward data
packets to one or more router or network. When a router receives a data packet, it reads the
address of destination and forward it to the path which take the packets to respective address.
Here the routing table comes to the play. A routing table is a table of data stored in a router
that contains routes to a particular network and associated metrics (cost or distance).
Building a routing table is an important goal of a routing protocol. In this paper we focused
mainly on two protocols namely RIP and OSPF. Routing Information Protocol (RIP) works
on the basis of distant vector algorithm which uses hop count as a primary criterion to choose
path. Open Shortest Path First Protocol (OSPF) works on the basis of link state routing
algorithm in which least cost route is defined by considering various parameter such as cost
of link and condition of link (up and down). This can be calculated using the formula “OSPF
path cost = ((auto-cost × reference-bandwidth + interface bandwidth) -1) / interface
bandwidth”. A Routing table contains network destination address, netmask, gateway,
interface, metrics. These protocols choose the next interface based on the metrics in the
table. The first topology is the ring topology. It is the network configuration where the
devices connected in a network form a circular data path like a ring. The star topology has
head router to which all other routers are connected like a start. In mesh topology, each and
every node has a unique path to all other nodes in a network. The work related to our study
is listed in Section 2. In Section 3, details about the simulation environment which is NetSim
in our case and the parameters we have considered are discussed and the results of our
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simulation and our inferences from the results are shown in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5,
we arrived at the conclusion by comparing performances.

2.

RELATED WORKS

In the previous study at [1], they have compared three protocols for an enterprise level
designed topology and analysed the performance. They have concluded that EIGRP is the
best protocol as it has least convergence time and better delay time compared to others.
Albaour A et al. [2] have simulated for a fully connected mesh topology and claim that
EIGRP has faster throughput than RIP while OSPF has the fastest throughput among them
in all the stages and the distance vector-based RIP has the highest queuing delay while in
the beginning EIGRP had higher queuing delay than OSPF, but then gradually declined and
became the least in terms of queuing delay. We can also see that in terms of convergence
rate, EIGRP has the fastest convergence in all phase. While OSPF has a faster convergence
time than RIP. And this literature doesn’t deal with any simulations related to any link failure
cases or work on different topologies. And protocols like RIPv1, RIPv2, EIGRP, OSPF were
analysed using network simulated in cisco packet tracer [7] and concluded that EIGRP is
better than all other protocols in terms of convergence time and from the point of view of
throughput and delay, OSPF dominates RIP.
Athira M et al. [3] compared the performance of these routing protocols for real time
connections with help of an enterprise network topology. This outcome indicated that, in
OSPF and EIGRP the delay is lesser than in RIP. And in terms of throughput, OSPF is better
than RIP. In other study [4] three protocols are compared for Ring, Mesh and Big Mesh
topologies. They have concluded that, in terms of convergence time the EIGRP performed
well than other protocols in different topologies and uses bandwidth efficiently. In another
study at [8] states the EIGRP uses DUAL which avoids routing loop. So, convergence time
is less in star and mesh topologies and also concludes that the mesh topology is the best
topology in terms of convergence time. In the case of link failure, the EIGRP performs well
in terms of convergence time as it adds new links when a link fails. The performance of
OSPF is lesser than EIGRP. In the ref. [9] the performance of RIP and OSPF protocols are
compared in two different network simulators which are ENSP and GNS3. And the analysis
indicates, the connection time of OSPF routing protocol (83 ms) is faster than RIP (177 ms).
And GNS3 network simulator had 329 ms average time, while the ENSP has 94 ms.

3.

SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT AND CONFIGURATION PARAMETERS

Netsim is network simulation software for network design verification, network
development, and research. It's C-based software with a package of intelligent libraries that
allows you to emulate not only simulations, but also merging real and virtual worlds. We
can also change routing parameters in RIP like update timer, timeout timer and garbage
collection time and in OSPF, link state refresh time and maximum age. It also allows us to
use options like event trace, packet trace and an animation window. We have compared the
performance with and without link down situation. For creating a link down situation, we
have reduced the bandwidth (upload speed) of link.
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3.1.

RING TOPOLOGY

Figure 3.1.1 Ring Topology Internetwork
We have made a network on ring topology. This network (figure 3.1.1) has two rings made
with 12 routers (A to L). The purple line indicates the source to destination transmission.
Using RIP, it followed the path with minimum hop count of 7. The selected path is (Source
Switch C  A BF  H  I  L  Switch  Destination). The throughput is
0.581664 (Mbps) and the delay is 13188.437912 (microsec). The selected path using OSPF
protocol is (Source  Switch CABFHGK L  Switch  Destination).
The throughput is 0.579912 megabits per second and the latency is 1420.232749
microseconds. To analyse it further we changed the link properties of link ID 10 (1Mbps)
and 12 (50Mbps). Now the path changed to (Source Switch C  A BF  H  I
 L  Switch  Destination), which is similar as the route of RIP. But there is not much
difference in throughput. So, we added one more source node. Upload speed of link 12 was
reduced from 50 to 1Mbps and kept link 10 high. For RIP, the applications throughput and
delays are shown in the Fig 3.1.2 and for OSPF in Fig 3.1.3.

Figure 3.1.2 Throughput using RIP

Figure 3.1.3 Throughput using OSPF

3.2.

STAR TOPOLOGY

The star topology is created using 5 routers (A to E) as in the Fig 3.2.1.

Figure 3.2.1 Star topology Internetwork
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Using RIP, the selected route is (Source  B A E  Switch Destination). The
throughput and delay are shown in the Fig 3.2.2 and using OSPF in Fig 3.2.3.

Figure 3.2.2 Throughput using RIP

Figure 3.2.3 Throughput using OSPF

3.3.

MESH TOPOLOGY

This network is built using 5 routers (A to E) as shown in the Fig 3.3.1.

Figure 3.3.1 Mesh topology
In RIP the selected route with least hop count of 3 is (Source  D E  Destination). The
throughput and delay are shown in the fig 3.3.1. Using OSPF, the route followed is (Source
 D C  E  Destination) and results are in the Fig 3.3.3.

Figure 3.3.2 Throughput using RIP

Figure 3.3.3 Throughput using OSPF

4.

RESULTS & INFERENCES

For the ring topology internetwork, the application throughput and delay in RIP are 0.48
Mbps and 1641103.7069 microseconds on average respectively. Using OSPF, the
application throughput and delay are 0.58 Mbps and 1481.2726 microseconds on average
respectively. The average application throughput via OSP is better than in RIP and the
average end-to-end delay is also lesser in OSPF. For the star topology internetwork, if there
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is any link failure, it has no other route to communicate. So, the application throughput and
delay will be same in both the cases. For the mesh topology internetwork, the application
throughput and delay using RIP are 0.578 Mbps and 6215.3076 microseconds respectively,
and using OSPF, 0.579 Mbps and 502.280 microseconds. The average end-to-end delay is
comparatively lesser using OSPF than RIP.

5.

CONCLUSION

The RIP performs well in all the three network topologies if there is no failure in link. But
in case of a link with lesser bandwidth, the RIP still follows the route with lesser bandwidth
which increases delay whereas the OSPF follows the alternate route with higher bandwidth
(upload or download speed). This makes OSPF better in every link failure case in both ring
and mesh topology. But in star topology, both the protocols perform similar as there is no
alternate path. Overall, OSPF performs well in all topologies.

6.
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ABSTRACT
As a result of the introduction of Technology equipped with intelligence, especially AI (Artificial Intelligence), the
very social and psychological mechanism that results in the continuity and stability of the society has begun to
subside and with it the stability and sanity of the society will get ripped out. It will result in creating sociopathic,
psychopathic, unstable, depressed, artificial human beings with no sense, no patience and no sanity. If this state of
affairs will continue the human beings will crave for love, crave for emotions and crave for attention. They may
pretend themselves as harbingers of advanced technology and computerized world but they will be dying every
single moment in the absence of societal bonds and social relationships. The relationship between humans,
automated machines and their future impact on society has been a key issue for researchers in the field of
Psychology, Economics and Sociology. Through this paper an attempt has been to throw light on social and
psychological effects of technology on human society in general and Indian society in particular.
Key Words: Artificial Intelligence, Machine, Psychosomatic disorders, Technology, Unemployment

1. INTRODUCTION
“Technology will destroy this planet mentally, if responsible individuals do not come forward to advocate for
responsible use of technology.”[2] Today we have become like the most primitive man, once more global
wanderers, but information gatherers rather than food gathers [7]. Software systems and increasing use of
Artificial Intelligence have increasingly threatened managerial and professional jobs. Technology including AI
or Intelligent System and new software technologies are shouldering more responsibilities on machines
replacing human beings which have increased human anxiety and depression [1, 8]. 25% in US, 15% in UK and
approx. 30% jobs in India are at risk due to increasing use of technology [4, 9]. As per the NCRB data and the
report submitted by the Ministry of Home Affairs, total of 3,548 people in 2020, 2,851 in 2019 and 2,741 in
2018, 2,404 in 2017 & 2298 in 2016 committed suicide due to unemployment. 24% increase has been recorded
in 2021 [1, 6, 8]. Researches from Villanova University and Ball State University examined the data at country
and concluded that a 20% of increase in technology will increase 30% oh health risks [11]. As per the reports of
the Research it was clearly stated that almost 50% of the jobs could be at risk of technology especially of

Artificial Intelligence by 2033 [4, 9] which will result in psychosomatic disorders (stress, strain and anxiety like
hypertension, Blood pressure, diabetes mellitus etc.). Technology affects human beings both psychologically
and physiologically thereby bringing about a change in the social structure of society, which also brings about a
number of social and cultural changes the repercussions of which are faced by the people. The introduction of
technology leads to transformation of human existence in different spheres be it social, biological,
psychological or cultural [10]. Intelligent System in the form of computers, Computer Programs, Artificial
Intelligence etc. affect the people more who are mentally and psychologically not prepared to such type of
changes in technology. However, for manual workers it is not much harmful as this new form of mechanization
was mere an extension of the work which they were doing earlier but in case of office personnel who
encounters such development which has menaced their status by bringing it closer to machine operator. People
are not assured that the benefits of this technological advancement will be distributed equally among them or
not. Human beings placed indifferent sectors industries, working class, who are engaged in plants accrue the
hardships of technology because of their replacement by machines. The perspective that technology will solve
each and every problem of the society is in fact digital fundamentalism which is far more harmful than religious
fundamentalism.
1.1. Research Methodology: Descriptive research methodology has been used to gather the data in order to describe
the phenomenon with its causes and possible effects on society. Both Primary and secondary tools of data collection
have been used. The sample size is selected on the basis of random sampling technique from among the
technologically advanced prone sectors of capital city Dehradun and its neighboring cities. The study conducted on
767 respondents with respect to social and psychological impact of technology.
1.2. Hypothesis: Hypothesis framed, are as follows
i.

Technology has resulted in psychosomatic disorders.

ii.

Technology has caused societal issues like suicide, accidents and family conflicts.

1.3. Objectives of the Study: these are:
1.

To study the social and psychological effect of technology on human societies.

2.

To spread awareness among the people about the limitations of technology.

3.

To assess the damage caused by technology to society and mankind.

2. HOW TECHNOLOGY IS AFFECTING THE SOCIETY & HUMAN LIVES
SOCIALLY & PSYCHOLOGICALLY?
Technology has great psychological impact on the people, involved in the process. At first, it has an emotional
reaction with respect to new technological methods in general and impact of technological innovations in particular
and secondly, the reaction of the people who are confronted by new working and living conditions is exposed to
psychological stress and strain.
2.1. Impact on Professional Behavior: The psychological impact of technology, advanced, Intelligent System
on human beings can be traced in the following ways:



Occupational Strain: Long monotonous working hours with machines or computers directly affects the
mind and results in stress and promotes strain [1, 8]. Increasing use of Artificial Intelligence in every sector
is causing panic among the working class; even judiciary is also having the same fear.



Stress caused by Biometric Machines at workplace: Using Intelligent System like biometric software to
mark the attendance or calculate the performance of the employees has become many times not only
finicky but results in stress, strain and accidents thereby. [5, 8].



Increase in the ratio of Anxiety: The increasing human anxiety and depression due to unemployment
caused by the increased use of machines, especially in the form of job insecurity, has resulted another kind
of socio-psycho disorder [1, 8].



Frustration, Aggression & Inferiority Complex: Irritation causes frustration while aggression is
triggered by frustration. Artificial intelligence, robots, bellhop robots, software algorithms, self-driving
vehicles etc. are replacing man and made the situation more panicky. Frustrated and aggressive behavior is
its outcome [1, 8].



Self-Homicide: As per the NCRB data and the report submitted by the Ministry of Home Affairs, total of
3,548 people in 2020, 2,851 in 2019 and 2,741 in 2018, 2,404 in 2017 & 2298 in 2016 committed selfhomicide (suicide) due to unemployment in which 24% increase has been recorded in 2021 [6]. The most
important reason of this was substitution of man power by machine power. Online games have also
contributed in self-homicide. As per the report of India Times, the ‘Blue Whale Challenge’ online game
caused over 130 deaths while ‘The Pass Out Challenge’ caused 250 to 1,000 deaths in one year in U.S [5].

2.2. Social Effects of Technology: It can be understood as follows:
Disintegration of joint family system; Late and Inter caste marriages issues; Increasing
Effects on
Family Life

number of divorces and squabbles; Infanticide by using technological advancement; no
identity of marriage institution; Loss of Sex mores encouraging computer pornography,
Lessen the role of family as an agency of socialization, Invasion on privacy by vast
computer data networks [3, 8, 10].

Effects on

Birth to capitalism and its attendant evils; Caused economic depression; Unemployment &

Economic

industrial disputes; Increase of accidents; disease and downgrading and monotony of jobs;

Life

Slavery of machines; Huge capital loss in technology and its regular upgradation [9].

Effects on

Commercialized recreation; Increase in individualism, Hedonism & emotional instability.

Socio-Political

Artificial socio-religious relationships. Threat to nation and nationalism; Increase in undue

Life

influence of pressure groups on state; Increase in size and power of bureaucracy [3, 8].

2.3. Social Isolation: Addiction to technology makes a person socially isolated with zero emotion and
socialization that causes depression in a sense. Being associated with science and technology we feel that
we are disconnected with humanity [3, 10].
2.4. Deviance & Anomie: Day and night with computers, surrounded by heterogeneous and complex rules of
behavior. Capitalism, Cultural lag, impersonality of relationships, predominance of individualism and a

highly mechanical life are all the attributes of technology which results in various mental and emotional
disorders. Neurosis, psychosis, insomnia etc. are its outcomes which further results in anomie and deviance.
2.5. Miscellaneous Effects on Society: Distorted Exclusiveness of social groups; Dehumanizing working
conditions; Isolating social forms inhibiting ethical relations; Forced participation in social processes; Loss
of family role; Anti-Intellectualism &Vulnerability of social systems [3]. Though the system is so called
‘Intelligent’ but it is having zero emotional quotient with ‘data input’ based decision maker only.

3. TECHNOLOGY & HUMANITY: AN ANALYSIS
To assess how much technology equipped with Intelligent System has affected the world we live in, a survey on
socio- psycho impact of technology and increasing use of Artificial Intelligence in different sphere of life was
conducted in January 2022. The data was collected using random sampling technique from 767 respondents. Various
Questions were asked and the responses recoded thereon. The response and its analysis is as follows.
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Table-1: Fact Sheet of responses recorded
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Figure-1: Graphical representation of responses

3.1. Data Interpretation
On being asked whether technology in the form of Intelligent System has spread its wings to the extent that it has
paralyzed human society and human lives or not, out of total no. of respondents (767) 75% strongly agreed that
technology has actually handicapped human beings and human life .When the respondents were asked whether
technology has changed socio- psychological behavior of men in present scenario or not, 59% of the people believed
that technology is socially and psychologically affecting the behavior of people while only 2% strongly disagreed.
Technology equipped with Artificial Intelligence has already replaced human being with machines and in future it
will shake the foundation of economy by taking over the jobs. Out of total no. of respondents 48% agreed that
technology equipped with Artificial Intelligence is not only replacing human labor but also creating insecurity in the
minds of people whereas only 2% denied the same. Working together day and night with machines, human being
has themselves become mechanized which has brought about host of many diseases but psychosomatic disorders.
The responses highlighted that 50% of the people strongly agreed to the viewpoint that there is a close connection
between technology and psychosomatic diseases which gives birth to hypertension, neurotic disorders, cardiac
arrests etc. Hence the hypothesis formulated that technology has resulted in psychosomatic disorders proved true.
Technology has increased the ratio of social isolation making the people emotionally and socially feeble. The
inference is increase in the ratio of suicide. 31% of them strongly agreed and 20% agreed that technology has
resulted in social isolation, breakdown of social relationships and an effective determinant of suicidal rates and 20%
agreed to it. Hence the hypothesis formulated that technology has caused societal issues like suicide, accidents and
family conflicts proved true. Digital fundamentalism is a new term which signifies that technology will triumph over
every problem through machines, intelligent system based on Artificial Intelligence and electronic gadgets. When
people were asked that whether digital fundamentalism is far more fatal than religious fundamentalism 43% of them
strongly agreed to this fact whereas 7% were neutral to this viewpoint. Has technology created a social
disequilibrium? When people were asked the question, 369 of the total i.e. 48% were of the opinion that technology
has disturbed the consensus of society and have shattered societal organization while 1% strongly disagreed to the
same. To what extent it is true that technology is creating an ecological imbalance. Out of the 767 respondents 344
(45%) strongly agreed to it, 219 (28%) agreed, 122(16%) were neutral and 39(5%) disagreed whereas 43 (6%) were
strongly disagreed. Technology equipped with intelligent system is a boon to society but it is undoubtedly a bane if
we observe it from close quarters. Pertaining to this aspect 316(41%) of the respondents strongly agreed to this
viewpoint, 127 (17%) agreed to it, 164 (21%) of them were neutral, 67(9%) disagreed to it and 93(12%) strongly
disagreed to the same. Technology is a lethal weapon that results in the demolishment of the society. The responses
signify the same. A total of 222 (29%)people out of 767 strongly agreed to this viewpoint that technology is a useful
servant but a dangerous master, 326(42%) agreed to it, while 96(13%) had a neutral viewpoint.

4. FINDINGS OF THE STUDY
The study was conducted on 767 respondents with respect to social and psychological impact of technology reveals
that-

i.

Intelligent System and machines in the form of computers, smart phones etc. have a vast and huge impact
on users not only in terms of their economic life but on their physical and mental health too.

ii.

Being overly connected with technology many psychological issues, such as distraction, depression;
psychosomatic disorders are becoming the voice of the day.

iii.

The repercussions of the same can be observed in the social and psychological behavior of the people
which verifies the first hypothesis.

iv.

In the absence of interaction there is a feeling of social isolation.

v.

Apart from the same because of the constant engagement with the machines the cohesion of family life has
shattered due to inconsistency between expectations and achievements.

vi.

A total of 237 respondents strongly agreed that technology has resulted in social isolation, breakdown of
social relationships and an effective determinant of suicidal rates thus verifying the hypothesis.

vii.

Technology especially growing AI has given birth to unemployment and insecurity in the minds of people.

viii.

Majority opinion states that technology with intelligence has unleashed our humanity.

5. CONCLUSION
A couple of months back from the office of National Statistics it was estimated that around 15 million jobs in
England run a high risk of being partially or completely automated. The report is just one of the latest in a long line
of educated guesses about how technology will impact on the employment and society in decades ahead. The
Brooking Institution at Washington conducted a research on technology and concluded that 25% of the US Workers
are at high risk of being automated out of job. This is a beginning of social destruction as the resultant
unemployment afflicts some groups to a much greater extent than others. On family front, very soon AI based
machines will replace spouses and will extinct many social relations. Moving towards Society 5.0 will result in
massive social upheaval. Modern societies consider it a social ill which will adversely affect the other parts of the
society as well as change is interrelated and inter connected. If any particular part of society changes it automatically
affects the other parts too.

6. SUGGESTIONS
1.

Use of intelligent system must be allowed in prescribed limits and that too in non cognitive activities. In
cognitive actins, AI or intelligent system should be a servant only, not a master.

2.

Appropriate policy measures must be taken for tackling the huge disruptions and adverse effects of
technology on society.

3.

Man must think in terms of his priorities and set certain policies which could help him connect with the
people. We have to keep in mind that AI or intelligent system can give us comfort and physical pleasure
but never a humanitarian support.

4.

Technology must be shut off at a particular time every day. These practices must be internalized by human
beings if humanity is to be protected from the hands of technology.

5.

Controlling the desire for entertainment and instant gratification is needed immediately which has
hampered the ability of man to think independently.

6.

Reversing back and take the remote of our lives in our hands is also needed rather than being a puppet to
technology.

At conclusion AI based intelligent system can work fast and give us desired results in seconds but in no case it
can substitute human brain, family & social bonding, human, affections and emotions.
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Abstract.
The challenge would bear among explaining the concepts employed after construct a lowcost weather grade monitoring system. Weather parameters kind of temperature, humidity,
light intensity, rain level or atmosphere pace along together with voltage values of the plant
are sensed who ought to lie helpful between evaluating the performance about the photo
voltaic plant. Costly sensors are replaced by simple yet value wonderful sensor among
modern ways. The interfacing module back is Wi-Fi module which helps in imitation of
essay the statistics of the internet. The facts are afterwards stored study thru bird database to
display the values.
Keywords. Solar Plant, Weather station, Sensors.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Weather is an everyday occurrence, but the mood of a situation is determined by the average
weather of a region over an infinite scale. Weather changes concerning the position on the
globe of a place, so even narrow changes have the possibility of bringing about abundant
belongings ahead of bureaucracy. The increasing cruel state of being active and increasing
manufacturing has had a severe effect on the weather environment in recent years. Over
time, the precision or correctness that existed was deeply moved or hurt emotionally. To
monitor the changes, a persuasive plan needs to be prepared. A meteorological station is
used to measure the weather in a region at various places of residence or activity at different
times of day for weather forecasts and to study various aspects of the atmosphere and
environment. Weather happens, for the most part, compelled by coldness to some degree,
very damp weather and air pressure. Other limits like wind speed, wind course, and moisture
in the air or falling from the sky can also be calculated. These limits may be written
rhythmically, and a mathematical statement of the results from an examination may be
obtained that can decide the future environment. India is a farming-located country. Here in
this paper, we present a meteorological station, namely one that is very beneficent for some
places. This meteorological station happened to establish an IoT (computer network of
belongings). It happened, outfitted with second-hand tangible sensors for calculation at a
specific location and reporting ruling class fashionable genuine opportunity ahead of cloud.
To accomplish this, we used a second-hand Arduino Uno and various tangible sensors such
as the DHT11, soil liquid sensor, and raindrop sensor. The sensors uniformly sense the
weather limit and keep ahead of communicating it to the connected internet netting attendant
over a WIFI link. The weather limit exists ahead of the cloud and, at another time, determines
the live newsgathering of weather facts. This paper, in addition to focusing on the IOT's hard
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work, also supports a new example for the preservation of natural resources for the
fashionable future. The system bears existing happenings, specifically fashionable the view
of a constructed dwelling in a smart city by bestowing the weather brought up to date of
some particular place, like the responsibility or range. This is the future science of
connecting the entire world in one place. All the objects, belongings, and sensors can
conform to share the information in visible form to get a fashionable miscellaneous place of
residence or activity and process/examination and determination of that information in
visible form to match the hard work like traffic, giving a sign to, travelling mental wellness,
putting a substance on another, and related to manufacturing protection from harm,
guarantee design, etc. The increasing cruel state of being active and increasing
manufacturing has had a severe effect on the weather environment in recent years. We need
to be knowledgeable and ready for the trouble coming soon. For that reason, weather science
is influential. To monitor the changes, a persuasive plan needs to be prepared. A
meteorological station is used to measure the weather in a region at various places of
residence or activity at different times of day for weather forecasts and to study various
aspects of the atmosphere and environment. Weather happens, for the most part, compelled
by coldness to some degree, very damp weather and air pressure. Other limits like wind
speed, wind course, and moisture in the air or falling from the sky can also be calculated.

2

LITERATURE REVIEW

[1] This devise is an independent, limited, six-sided solid country dependent upon a larger
one that specifies the weather news outside, utilising some computer network. The restraint
concerning this method is that it does not grant permission to write for a long period outside
the effective transceiver portion, and skilled concede the possibility of the act of one that
records information in visible form at a higher height in the sky by way of a lighter-than-air
craft. Because the parts are not protected from rain, they grant permission to catch broken
even after a long period of use.
[2] They have bestowed upon a machine whole for weather monitoring, employing various
sensors such as the DHT11, light contingent resistor, and rain sensor.
[3] The authors have projected an order that senses the hotness and very damp weather of
the range. The system cannot be conducted from an unspecified area and the information in
the visible form is not ready for use.
[4] This paper describe in their model an arduino-based scheme that uses a Wi-Fi shield and
various sensors such as DHT11, BMP 185, rain sensor, soil dampness sensor, and so on.
They second-hand Think speak in consideration of using MATLAB to take information from
the news and get it from the readings to contact the attendant.
[5] The R system of words for communication exists and is used to judge results and tell
outputs. They have an arrangement that has a control part that can run, usually for domestic
purposes, like AC, devices that heat, fans, etc.
[6]. This paper projected a model that can make a picture in the mind and store miscellaneous
weather limits. By way of sensors, they connected to a private investigator that stocked
information in the form of a fashionable SD piece of paper and it may be regulated utilising
the LCD that shows results. A netting use accompanying the current rank may be achieved
by recording it, utilising the username and secret word given for entry, that will present
something produced in the form of clearly depicted information in visible form.
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[7]. The authors proposed a scheme in which various sensors read and understand written
words by their attendants and store them in a CSV and textual format. based on the model
projected in this scheme involves Zigbee communicating without material contact science
that measures the information in or in the atmosphere in visible form.
[8] In this paper, we have projected a model that acts as a meteorological station and a rain
indicator and exists alone about the sun stimulation. The model is planned as though it were
second-hand by chance, and the readings are presented ahead of an appropriate LCD and are
presented as mathematical principles. The meteorological station involves a detached station
for watching carefully the weather, stimulated by a battery-powered by the sun, and a centre
of authority to display information in visible form. The detached station involves sensors to
measure hotness, relative very damp weather, rain, and energy from the sun level.
[9] This paper presents the outline and carrying out of a task that is natural, smooth, and well
done or made by machine, the two-fold point around which something revolves about the
sun radio detecting and ranging, utilising Arduino UNO as the control essential feature and
light-detecting sensors (LDRS) as they become aware essential feature. This project uses
advanced levels of science to capture the maximum amount of a person's spirit and vigour
while utilising the sun’s radiation. The main purpose of the search is to increase the
adeptness of radio detecting and ranging so that it can go around in a circle steadily by the
force of radiation and for strength adaptation. In this, the power from the committee exists
figured by mathematical calculation now and then, for a pause of 1 hour, and this heat is
used to sense the weather environment and display the temperature or in the atmosphere
hotness.
[10] In this paper, a weather monitoring scheme for all weather conditions in the region is
proposed using cheap, reliable, and transportable energy from an unrenewable source.
Connected to the internet, keep a close eye on the setup, utilising sensors to draw weather
conditions and communicating with bureaucracy via Bluetooth. The Bluetooth plan may be
quickly approachable to take the place of genuine in-existence weather changes and listen
to the tool by utilising a DC supply or series of similar things. In our projected model, the
planets orbiting the sun without thinking about it monitor the weather environment and the
news augments it to Arduino. The Arduino microcontroller board happens a portion of food
to control the hotness, very damp weather principles, and in addition, it is used to monitor
the service and current principles of the battery-powered by the sun. The events about the
sun happen steadily, providing the capacity to the services accompanying various weather
patterns in the region's environment. The different weather patterns of the region alter the
principles that are stocked by the Bluetooth symbol.
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EXISTING SYSTEMS

The basic weather limit like atmosphere air hotness, relative very damp weather, air pressure
exists calculated apiece approximately purpose monetary meteorological station. Such
weather stations are fashionably acceptable for only household purposes only. In generalpurpose weather stations, all sensors exist on horseback ahead of the alike plane of the
subject to a series of actions to achieve result part that the shortest route influence the
precision or correctness of the complete scheme. The main disadvantage of an inexactpurpose meteorological station bears no ability ready for use for information in visible form
transfer and depository. In the aforementioned case, the consumer bear to believe those
limits that exist determined apiece maker. Commercial meteorological stations bear a less
strong, complex range of capabilities and extreme prices. The main question accompanying
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the intended for financial gain. Weather method exist detached watch carefully and
information in visible form transfer. For detached watch carefully, the consumer needs to
buy a new idea whole and hard-working computer programme to approach genuinely in
existence-period information in visible form and calculated information in visible form. This
information is visible from moved through GPRS or WI-FI to the consumer.

4

PROBLEM STATEMENTS

Weather watches carefully planned existence very helpful for better acting of the sun plants
bear the issue of higher cost. The computer storage located information in visible form
record convenience demand different calculating accompaniments for alcoholic beverages
for allure movement and many an occasion, the information in visible form stocked cannot
exist manoeuvre fashionable a valuable mean. These two questions exist the basic concerns
when you regard a certain way a weather watch carefully method and we bear create an
economical creative answer to supply the layman’s weather listen to the structure.
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PROPOSED MODEL

The paper would make clear the idea of working to build a cheap weather watch carefully
planned. Weather limit like the coldness of some degree, very damp weather, about the sun
luminescence from the sun or other source and wind speed in addition to current and power
principles of the plant happen become aware of that may be beneficial fashionable judge the
actions of the about the solar plant. Costly and advanced sensors exist having another in its
place by plain and economical sensor fashionable creative habit. The connect piece secondhand exist AUDIONO data processing machine-data processing machine that helps to push
the information in visible form into the computer network. The weather listen arrangement
happen erected utilising the following sensors. The coldness of some degree and the very
damp weather principles happens calculated utilising the DHT22 sensor.

Figure 1 Block diagram
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The LDR, air pressure, rain sensor, potential sensor exists the sensors that happen working
fashionable the weather watch carefully method (fashionable circling 1. DHT22 –
Temperature & Humidity sensor, 2. air pressure sensor to measure the wind of the speed).
Along with these two sensors, current and potential sensors happen working to study the
overall conduct of the solar plant.

6

WORKING PRINCIPLES

We have in mind the weather listening to the scheme established for the Arduino Uno
microcontroller. The very damp weather, hot rain, rain and LDR sensors happen to connect
to the accompanying Arduino Uno microcontroller. The wind speed is figured by
mathematical calculation by a tachometer that produces mathematical pulses. The weather
information in visible form exists and is shipped to the cloud attendant by way of a WIFI
located transmitter. We gently picked the sensors at the following limit.
1. Accuracy: The readings are almost exactly correct to keep the purpose (0.5°C for the
coldness of some sensors and 5% RH for extremely damp weather).
2. Power usage: It is an influential purpose of action because it exists as a sensor piece, and
it will redistribute by chance. At 5VDC, all sensors continue to function.
3. Rigidity-The sensors bear severe and trustworthy enough to function correctly in nasty
weather conditions.

7

RESULTS

Figure 2. Hardware setup

Figure 3. Display of output in LCD
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Figure 2 shows the prototype hardware model of the weather station monitoring
system. The various parameters measured in the weather station is displayed as
output using LCD as shown in figure 3.
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CONCLUSION
The paper displays a natural and cheap structure designed to measure the mood of
the situation with fashionable perfection. The chance of the aforementioned
structure happening is intensely popular; specifically, an accompanying system that
controls the organization's business concern is contingent on significantly ahead of
attractive conclusion establishing inputs alternative; as a consequence,
meteorological outlook processes will pass away into concern. In addition,
bureaucracy exists to ensure the sites establish the change in fashionable weather
The system is everything as a project boss, and that rule is contingent upon the
vacillation of the weather or additional environment by way of a response
movement standard. From the Arduino Uno, there exists fashionable, attractive
information in visible form from sensors that are DHT11 that will estimate the
hotness and very damp weather. The information in visible form from DHT11
exists as an animate object shipped to the open-point of supply collection of data
used to store information in a visible form commonly. It happens to present
fashionable graphical or bar plots for smooth understanding. Things speak is open
information in visible form, promising for the Internet of Things. It sends
information in visible form to the cloud. Using this, we can break it down into
components and make a mental picture of our information in visible form. Finally,
when we come into contact with the actions of others, we can respond or cause an
individual deed to occur. It determines the actual time for action or event
information in visible form accumulation and additional symbol electronics.
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Abstract
Social media marks a vital role in social influence nowadays. India ranked second highest
usage of social media, Twitter, and tweets influence the social community to a great extent.
The analysis of tweets has been an exciting topic for data analysts to consider. Analysing
the tweets relating to COVID-19 vaccination is such a topic. In this article, we focus on
analysing public opinion and perceptions toward vaccination drive engaged in India. By
applying machine learning algorithms, we analyse and conclude the public opinion of the
COVID 19 vaccination drive.
Keywords. Covid-19, Machine learning, Sentiment analysis, Twitter

1.

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic evolved in last 2019 and spread around the world. The first case
of such pandemic was reported in INDIA in March 2020. The World Health
Organisation(WHO) invoked the global pharmaceutical industries to develop vaccines. The
Covid-19 vaccines focus on preventing symptomatic and severe illness. Many technology
platforms are involved in the research and development to create an effective vaccine against
COVID-19. India administered the first vaccination drive on January 16, 2021. Currently,
India approved the vaccines developed under several pharmaceuticals with trade names like
Covishield, Covaxin, Sputnik V, Moderna, and ZyCoV-D.
The present COVID-19 pandemic has resulted in an upsurge in the use of social media as a
platform for debating numerous pandemic themes, including vaccinations [1]. Indeed,
negative feelings and disinformation may be spread through social media, impacting
individual perspectives and resulting to vaccination rejection [2]. Hesitation towards
vaccines causes a threat to health. Misinformation paves the way towards lower vaccination
uptake. This article evaluates the public opinion among the Indians towards the vaccination
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drive over the social network platform. We took tweets related to the vaccination drive in
INDIA and analyzed the approaches, like and dislike towards vaccination.
The remaining part of the article is structured as follows: Section II gives details about the
literature for the proposed work. The proposed work is detailed in section III. The
experimentation and their validation are described in section IV followed by results and their
discussions in section V. Finally, the article is concluded in section VI.
2. BACKGROUND STUDY
The Sentiment analysis is a powerful way for expressing and labelling the sentiments
showed by crowd or community from the text source [3]. Usually, people take up social
media like Facebook or Twitter to express their sentiments regarding a topic. These emotions
vary from solid likes or dislike towards a product or a policy taken by a community.
Expressing emotions against any such event on a social platform would generate
considerable information and is impractical to process manually. Machine learning
algorithms are adapted to process and analyse such information. For analysing such
extensive data, the method of opinion mining helps in this scenario [4]. In [5], [6], the
authors use supervised KNN for the analysis of tweets. The Sentiment analysis (or opinion
mining) evaluates whether data is positive, negative, or neutral. Sentiment analyses helped
to improve in domains like business strategies, evaluating customer feedback, customer
needs [7], financial time series forecasting [8].
Capturing tweets for sentiment analysis directly from social media platforms helps access
the insights of social mentions at par with time [9]. Opinion mining combines computational
linguistics and NLP to extract sentiments(positive, negative, or neutral). It helps to
understand customers’ likes and dislikes and redesign the product or services. Opinion
mining can be performed on structured or unstructured texts using appropriate natural
language processing (NLP) [10].
Several works are done as part of social network analysis. Twitter dataset analyzed as part
of the COVID-19 pandemic in various aspects. Analysing the sentiment towards the
vaccination is one such example. Twitter has become an essential platform for gathering
public opinion widely [11]. Tweets help understand people’s feelings about a situation from
a social network platform. Analysis of these data helps understand the people’s opinion and
perseverance about various topics. In [12] author performed text mining to identify addiction
concerns during the COVID-19 pandemic. In [13], the authors performed an analysis
towards the topic of usage of ”masks” through Tweets. The volume of tweets related to
masks increased by March 2020.
In the proposed work, we collected people’s sentiments as tweets against the COVID-19
vaccination drive in India. Using Machine Learning algorithm we perform sentiment
analysis on tweets. We use Naive Baye’s and Logistic Regression to perform sentiment
analysis and have derived the exact public opinion prevailing in India towards the
vaccination process taking place.
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3. PROPOSED WORK
3.1 Sentiment Analysis
3.1.1 Pre-processing
The tweets specifically about the vaccination drive in India are downloaded. The tweets
may contain emojis, acronyms, or even the rating of experience. We clean up the entire
dataset by considering the following:
• Remove hashtags, mentions, and links
• Punctuations removal (including alphanumeric characters if necessary)
• Tokenization
• Stop words removal
Natural language processing (NLP) is gaining popularity in developing applications
like chatbots, language translations, data analysis. Advancement in Machine learning and
Deep learning helped consider more similar data to linguistic forms. Several NLP libraries
like Textblob, Spacy, Gensim, CoreNLP are used in text processing. TextBlob generates
part-of-speech tagging, noun phrase extraction, sentiment analysis, classification, language
translation more easily. Given the sentiments, Textblob returns polarity and subjectivity.
Polarity is a float between -1 and 1, where 1 suggests that it is a positive statement and -1
means a negative statement. Subjective sentences express personal feelings, emotions, or
judgments, whereas objective sentences express facts. Subjectivity also lies in the range of
[0,1]. Due to these advantages, we are using Textblob for classifying our tweets.
3.1.2 Naı̈ ve Bayes
Naive Bayes is a supervised classification algorithm that is suitable for both binary and
multi-class classification [14]. Naive Bayes is heavily used in text classification. The Naive
Bayes assumes that each characteristic contributes equally towards the outcome. For using
the Naive Bayes classifier, we look into the following:


Feature matrix contains all the rows in the dataset. In our dataset, the feature is
’Tweet.’



The response vector is the prediction value for each row of the feature matrix.

Naive Bayes Classifier combines the features to detect weights using probability. We
classified the tweets obtained from class, namely sentiment class. This classification of
sentiment obtained positive and negative. Unigram Naive Bayes approach is used for tweet
classification, and it is observed that Naive Bayes delivers better results than Support Vector
Machine when the small dataset size. The Naive Bayes algorithm exhibited data consistency
and measurement classification.
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3.1.3 Logistic Regression
Logistic regression is suitable to connect one or more independent variables to the
dependent variable of the type of category. The relationship between the dependent variable
and one or more independent variables is established by estimating probabilities using a
logistic regression equation. The equation used in the algorithm is,
log(p /1 − p) = β0 + βnum
Here, If the log(p/(1-p)) is greater than zero, then the success ratio appears to be greater
than half of 100 percent every time.
F 1 - score = 2 * [A*B] / [A+B]
3.1.4 Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machine works towards structural risk minimization (SRM) to find the
best hyperplane that separates two input spaces. SVM could classify positive, negative, and
neutral sentiments.
4. EXPERIMENT AND VALIDATION
A python based machine learning system is developed for the experiments. A single
system with switch mode to Naı̈ ve Bayes, Logistic Regression, and SVM for comparison.
The system analyses the tweets about covid vaccine drive in India for the methodologies,
each other. The packages such as Pandas, Numpy, Sklearn were used to build the system.
The result of each analysis is found to be promising. The accuracy of each methodology is
compared.
4.1 Dataset
We retrieved 209930 publicly available tweets. Following extraction, we identified vaccine
sentiments and opinions of tweets. A tweet can contain many things, from plain text,
mentions, hashtags, links, punctuation to many other things. When working on a data science
or machine learning project, it is necessary to remove these things before processing the
tweets further. It involves the following steps:
• Lowercasing all letters
• Removing hashtags, mentions, and links
• Punctuations removal (including filtering non- alphanumeric characters if necessary)
• Tokenization – Here, the text is split into smaller components, for example, a
paragraph into a list of sentences or a sentence into a list of words.
• Stop words removal - Stop words are considered unimportant to the meaning of a text.
These words may seem important to us humans, but to machines, these words may be
considered a nuisance to the processing steps.
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Figure 1. A sample cleaned data and dataset with polarity and subjectivity
It is also important to keep in mind that stop words are largely language-dependent. The stop
words such as for, to, and, or, in, out in English. The dataset is cleaned using the tweetpreprocessor library in python, and the polarity and subjectivity using TextBlob, as shown
in Figure 1.
5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
In the experiment, we found the difference in the pervasiveness of like and dislike
towards the vaccination drive in INDIA. in the analysis of sentiments, with positive being
the dominant polarity. The negative polarity is taken as 0, and the positive polarity is taken
as 1. Polarity is a float value that lies in the range [0,1]. Values near 0 and 1 indicate negative
sentiments and positive sentiments, respectively.

Figure. 2. The polarity of the tweets processed with SVD and shows that precision = 0.99,
accuracy = 0.99, and recall = 1.0
The Figure 2 shows the confusion matrix for the polarity of tweets processed using SVM.
There were 11135 actual false values which were predicted false. There were 11 actual false
values which were predicted true. No true value was predicted false. There were 24170 true
values which were predicted true.
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Figure 3. The prediction of labels with respect to positive polarity and negative polarity
using logistic regression shows that precision = 0.999150, accuracy = 0.998760, and
recall = 1.0
The Figure 3 shows the confusion matrix for the polarity of tweets processed using Logistic
Regression. There were 11116 actual false values which were predicted false. There were
30 actual false values which were predicted true. No true value was predicted false. There
were 24170 true values which were predicted true.

Figure 4. The statistical measures shows various level of precision, accuracy and reall for
three different classification algorithm on sentiment based on tweets and find that Logistic
Regression and SVM are the best classification for sentiment analysis
The barchart shows the accuracy, precision and recall of different sentimental analysis
models like Naı̈ ve Bayes, Logistic regression and SVM. The X-axis plots the models, and
the Y-axis plots accuracy, precision, and recall. The SVM and Logistic Regression is the
best model for Sentimental Analysis compared to Naı̈ ve Bayes, as shown in Figure 4.
Subjectivity is also a float value within the range [0,1]. Subjectivity refers to personal
opinion or factual information in the text. High subjectivity indicates that the text contains
more personal opinions, emotions, or judgements, whereas low subjectivity indicates factual
information.
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Figure 5. The sentiment analysis about
vaccination against COVID-19 by using logistic regression and SVM
The confusion matrix for the subjectivity of tweets processed using SVM is shown in
Figure 5. The 15874 actual false values were predicted false and the 19754 true values were
predicted true. The second matrix for the subjectivity of tweets is processed using Logistic
Regression. The 15874 actual false values were predicted false and the 19754 actual values
were predicted true.
The result showed more positive tweets (almost 70%) than negative ones. Sentiment
analysis towards COVID-19 vaccines can help the government make wise decisions
regarding allocating funds and vaccination roll-out plans. The developed models using the
Naı̈ ve Bayes and logistic regression algorithm can help classify tweets according to their
polarity, especially in English.
6. CONCLUSION
The sentiment analysis of vaccination drive in INDIA was analyzed with different machine
learning algorithms. The data is processed to get fine-tuned for the analysis. The sentiment
towards the vaccination drive through logistic regression explicitly achieved well regarding
all algorithms. The results are well compared with the same of different machine learning
techniques. The logistic algorithms limit the assumptions further. The Naive Bayes
algorithm is comparatively performed well. The analysis results give an understanding of
the sentiments and opinions about vaccinations that can help public health agencies boost
positive messages and remove negative ones to improve vaccinations. The role of social
media plays a good role in the present contagious circumstances.
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Abstract.
While going through the water, light is absorbed and dispersed due to the suspended
materials and the thickness of water so underwater images have to suffer from color
distortion and obscuring. It is exceedingly necessitated that the salient features of an image
must be visible for various objectives. So here in this research, we proposed a technique to
detect and recognize a submerged object by improving the quality of the images with the
help of the RGB color technique of image processing. Our main motive is to develop a
better system for the inspection of the underwater environment and provide a
distinguishable and visible image for the legitimate direction to the Scuba divers or
robotized submerged vehicles may enhance image quality by utilizing various tactics and
identifying Unidentified Submerged Vehicles (USO).
Keywords. Unidentified Submerged Object (USO), Autonomous Underwater Vehicle
(AUV), image processing, underwater environment, Neural Network.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Water bodies’ cover around 70% of the world's surface was surrounded by water, to 97
percent of the world's water supply. Despite the meaning of maritime climate, individuals
are at this point powerless to examine the full significance and find the resources of the
ocean given profundity, obscurity, and debilitating light in the lowered climate. When the
rays hit the water, they cause a variety of effects, including light scattering and reflection
by suspended items in the water. The water atoms absorb the light rays in the water
medium. As a result, the distance between light beams and the item decreases, and as the
depth of the object increases, the distance between light beams decreases. As a result, the
image is captured in a submerged state. [10].Images data and object detection is calculated
by different techniques[21]-[22].Noise and cluster head gateway mechanism handled for
object detection[23]-[24].
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Figure 1.1: The salient causes of deterioration of light in the medium of water that cause a loss in the
intensity of light rays due to the water medium

The figure of Obj1, Obj2, and Obj3 shown in the above figure 2 are the objects suspended
in the water. Here in the figure, it is shown some rays of the incoming light are absorbed,
some are reflected by suspended particulates in the water, and only a small percentage of
light beams reach the suspected item.

2.

PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

In the technique for implementation of resultant, the underwater image will going to be
captured by the digital camera or any drone camera for the nearest image need to be
captured or if the object has to capture from the far distance in that condition where the
land-surface is not allocated nearby. After the Capturization, the image will be classified
into its various parameters including Color, shape, size, length, width, clearness, etc. For
those image parameters, various pre-processing techniques are implemented as Filtration,
Noise Removal, and Image restoration. Information image is corrupted by a debasement
work say I(X, Y) and channel transmission clamour C(X, Y), debased image Di(X, Y) can
be gotten. In mage rebuilding the objective is to acquire the assessed focus to the info. The
obscured image can be depicted with the accompanying condition.
Di(X,Y) = I(X,Y) * F (X,Y) + C(X,Y)

2.1

Homomorphism filtering

This is an Image enhancing technique that may be applied to any image. By correcting
non-uniform lighting, we applied homomorphism filtering to enhance the contrasts in the
object picture. A picture is regarded as a defining function of the product for light effect
and the reflection:
𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑖 𝑥, 𝑦 ∙ 𝑟 𝑥, 𝑦

The 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦 function used for the image captured by the underwater drone camera,
𝑖 𝑥, 𝑦 is the light multiplicative factor, and 𝑟 𝑥, 𝑦 is the reflection function. Brightening
is caused by lightning circumstances at the time of image capture. Reflectance originates
from the qualities of the scene objects themselves. To compensate for the lack of
consistent illumination, we'll remove the light portion i and maintain only the reflectance r.
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Figure 2.1. Flow diagram of our proposed system for underwater Object Detection using
Image Processing Techniques
𝑔 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑙𝑛 𝑓 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑙𝑛 𝑖 𝑥, 𝑦

∙ 𝑟 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑙𝑛 𝑖 𝑥, 𝑦

𝑙𝑛 𝑟 𝑥, 𝑦

The Fourier transform is computed for the Computation of the log images given below
𝑔 𝑤 ,𝑤

𝑖 𝑤 ,𝑤

𝑟 𝑤 ,𝑤

Algorithm1:
A. Preprocessing Image for Object Extracted Process
Technique Begins
Stage 1: Input object JPEG image from the database.
Stage 2: Convert the Color Segment image into the Blue textured image.
B. Sifting and Processing through Filters
Stage 1: Implementation of mask file over the LoG cover among all the images.
Stage 2: Apply the filtration techniques in the image.
Stage 3: The Noise removal technique is implemented.
Stage 4: Display commotion-separate image.
Stage 5: Image Scaling is applied over Stage 1 of Technique.
Stage 6: Scaled images are then carried out the Edge detection through 'imtool' for 255
scaled pixel images.
C. Examination
Stage 1: Resultants are viewed as an edge-identified image through utilizing an inbuilt
'shrewd' administrator.
Stage 2: Image Resultant view the edge identified image by utilizing an inbuilt 'log'
administrator.
Stage 3: Display the edge-identified image by utilizing our technique.
Stage 4: Resultants are viewing an Oval Image over the detected object found under the
Ocean.
Stage 5: Detected Object found and shown over the Image.
Technique End
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3.

RESULTS

The work accomplishment was achieved through recognizing the underwater object
through various image processing techniques by marking a black-colored oval shape.
Accordingly in this exploration, we involved the apparatus Matlab for the handling of
images and obtaining the outcome Figure 3 shows three views of subterranean climate in
which our framework clarifies and enhances the visuals recognizing submerged fishes.

3(b)

3(a)

3(c)

3(d)

Figure 3.1: Detection of Submerged objects by our system; 3(a) shows 7 objects detected
by our system in submerged environment, 3(b) shows 1 object detected by our system in
submerged environment, 3(c) shows 4 objects detected by our system in submerged
environment, 3(d) shows 3 objects detected by our system in a submerged environment

4.

CONCLUSION

The research paper carried out a method to upgrade the nature of dim and corrupted
lowered images. Submerged image experiences denser properties of water, light
weakening, low difference, obscuring image, dim and profound lowered climate. To
update the quality and clear the permeability of images we utilized the three techniques,
for example, homomorphism sifting, anisotropic dispersion channel, Wavelet de-noising in
our proposed framework. These techniques are utilized in this framework to work on the
nature of lowered vision by protecting edge properties of the image reducing the noise,
correcting the non-uniform lights or color, and enhancing and smoothing the image
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Abstract
From last few decades, Severe Plastic Deformation (SPD) Methods practised as a huge
scope among the research arena. To maintain the multifunctional properties of material at
the same time is difficult job. SPD techniques have found a promising attention by
researchers to impart grain boundary strengthening and developing ultrafine grains (UFG)
in metals. SPD techniques develop a great attention of the researchers in the field of
Materials. In the preliminary phase, SPD techniques were focused on the production of
UFG in pure materials. But later several researchers have produced UFG in alloys.
Furthermore development of various materials using SPD techniques will give amended
and remarkable outcomes grounded on our necessity, several post conducting procedures
will also support to enrich the characteristics of SPD processes materials. The present
article presented a review about Ultra-fine grained (UFG) material treated by means of
various SPD Techniques and discussed the enrichment of the properties while doing this.
In future this article provides a help to modern researchers in the field of material
properties enhancement techniques and also concluded the some challenges faced by the
researchers in materials.
Keywords.SPD, UFG, CR, MAF,ECAP.

1. INTRODUCTION
Currently, tons of attention has been revealed in Nano structure arena having the property
of low weight to demand ratio [1]. Aluminium alloy is used in various fields, due to their
properties and light weight, aluminium has various alloys series [2]. As per the demand of
industry Al alloys are frequently used in various Structural industries because of their
property coalescence i.e. formability, corrosion resistance, weld ability, and mechanical
properties [1-4]. The major problem faces by the industries to use Al alloys is their lower
strength as compared to low carbon steel [5-6]. Mechanical features of particular materials
can be amended through refining the alloys of Al series by enhancing the property limits of
these materials by changing its grain structure to ultrafine grains [2]. Since strength
enhancement of Al alloys for producing Ultra Fined grains (UFG), Severe Plastic
Deformation (SPD) Techniques have been broadly introduced [6].SPD is a deformation
technique at a minimum degree and maximumforce [7]. In the starting stage, SPD
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techniques were focused on making the ultrafine grain in pure materials. But later various
researchers have produced UFG in alloys.
2. Severe Plastic Deformation Techniques
Among the various techniques,SPD is very much famous for forming UFG.Process of
SPDis defined as metal forming, in SPD large pressure is enforced on a heavy material to
create ultra-fine metals as a result providing further potential intended for structural
Applications [8-9]. The size of the grains accomplished by SPD is in between 100 to
1000nm. The main objective of generating UFG from SPD is to fulfil the demand of
Industries having the demand of light weight and maximum strength for secure and
reliable micro-parts and for environmental point of view. In order to produce a UFG in a
material without changing its shape and size SPD techniques has been introduced. High
angle grain boundaries are usually measured an initial process of producing UFG materials
by SPD Techniques [8-9].
2.1 Equal Channel angular Pressing (ECAP)
ECAP is extensively well-known fabrication technique of UFG metals and alloys without
the change made in billet size [9-11]. It is noticed for generating the UFG by using the
ECAP, strain rate will increases as the temperature increases [12-13]. Operation done by
ECAP enhances the substantial strength of material at ambient temperature as long as
developed UFG having good thermal stability and providing superior property of higher
ductility at high strain rate at elevated temperature [12].

Figure 2.1: Principle of ECAP
Figure 1 gives a basic principle diagram of ECAP in this process a material is compressed
through a die at an angle of θ with a corner curvature angle α. In ideal condition it is
confirmed that by ECAP, the die is having a homogenous simple shear strain but the
applied strain in ECAP is not homogenous as there is a friction force present in between
die and material and due to this may change a shear strain in die. The main factors
inducing through ECAP method are pressing temperature, load and speed.
2.2 High Pressure Torsion (HPT)
HPT is basically a SPD process as shown in figure 2, for producing the UFG grains in
samples through torsional shear strain under a very high hydrostatic pressure [13]. HPT is
considered as a more powerful scientific tool to examine the structural and multi-
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functional properties of the materials [14]. HPT results the development of UFG with large
angle high grain boundaries [15].

Figure 2.2: Basic Principle of HPT
Figure 2 shows the schematic Diagram of HPT Techniques, contains a combined effects of
high pressure with torsional strains. One of the disadvantages of using these techniques is
that only produced small samples of coin shape having the diameter of 10 to 15mm and
thickness of 1mm only [16]. HPT techniques are size restricted and due to having this
property it is mostly used for research investigation. One more vital problem going on
HPT is non-uniform deformation [17]. It is highlighted by various researchers that HPT
techniques are nearly difficult to create a perfect HPT distortion as of disarrangement of
anvil axes [18].
2.3 Accumulative roll-bonding (ARB)
ARB was introduced in the year of 1998[19].This processes were introduced to overcome
the problems produced while doing the processes in HPT and ECAP like low production,
small sample size and latter size. Author [19], describes the techniques such as the metal
sheet is rolled up to 50% reduction in thickness at that time the rolled sheet is divided into
two parts and both parts are fixing with scrubbing a and wire brushing, hence thickness of
the sheet brings back to its original state. Sheet metal rolled up to 50% thickness reduction
and then sheet is divided into two parts and both parts are stacked together by preparing
the contact surfaces with degreasing and wire brushing, thus restoring the original
thickness of the sheet by Saito et al [19].
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Figure 2.3: Basic Principle of ARB
2.4 Multi-axial forging/ Multiple Direction Forging (MAF/MDF)
For the grain refinement MDF was first introduced in 1990s [20-21].MAF is also known
as MDF in this forging force are work under three equilateral ways. Because of
temperature intervals (0.1Tm -0.5Tm) the refinement of grains in MDF is generally
accompanying with dynamic grain transformation, Where Tm is melting temperature. This
techniques can be used for manufacture the large size billets having UFG structure [22].

Figure 2.4: Multi Axial Forging System

Figure 2.5: Phases of MDF in direction x, y and z[23]
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2.5 Cryorolling (CR)
Deformation at Cryogenic is usually used to development of UFG structure in the
materials. As todays demand Aluminium is one of the demanding materials in various
industries due to their remarkable low weight to high strength. Almost 46% aluminium
alloys are selectedby industries for the applications but challenging task to maintain the
properties in the alloys, CR serve a potential path in this [13]. Cryorolling is basically low
temperature rolling process which required low load to form severe strain in materials,
causing micro crystal structural characteristics. Deformation at low temperature has
established a probable methodology for formulating UFG/NG materials having an
excessive disorder concentration for add-on Mechanical characteristics. The enthusiasm of
using Cryogenic Process is to enhance the ductility of the material.

Figure 2.6: Flow Diagram of Cryorolling Process
2.6 Twist Extrusion
It is a deformation technique like others processes and it was first introduced by
Beygelzimer et al [24-25]. This process is just like an extrusion process where a billet is
extruded over a twist die. The benefit of using this one is its high expanded volume.
Unreliable distortion is main limitation of using this process as encountered in HPT, where
lesser distortion occurred nearby the extrusion axis. Furthermore it is observed by
researcher that this process is not proficient than ECAP or HPT [26].
3. Effects of various SPD techniques on different Materials
As per the discussion it has been clear that SPD techniques are used for imparting the grain
boundaries andstrengthening and developing ultrafine grains (UFG) in metals. While doing
the experiments it is observed by various researchers that most of the cases when the
strength of the materials enhanced in that particular time the ductility decreases but for
Age-Hardenable alloys, at the same time there is a edifice enhancement of strength and
ductility but in case of Non-Age Hardenable alloys, there is no development of strength
and ductility. The observation made from table is while single ECAP process is done by
researchers there is no up gradation of strength and ductility but when ECAP processed
with Cryo treatment shows a strength and ductility enhancement. Creep behaviour of the
material influence by the passes being processed by ECAP as observed by researchers. As
ECAP followed by Annealing also shows the transformation of grains which promotes
material thermal immovability. Observation made by researcher that on SPD with parallel
channel and it is observed by researchers when SPD-PC combined with one matrix of
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direct extrusion in non- axisymmetric section that will give an improved microstructure
with enhanced mechanical properties [57].
Table 1: Properties of Materials during SPD techniques at several conditions
S.No

Techniques

Mate
rial

C.Y.S(M
Pa)

1

HR
and
ECAP,
ST+ECAP+
Q
ECAP

AZ31

AA10
50
AA50
52

2
3

4

ECAP
at
150°C
ECAP
+
annealing at
200°C
ECAP
150°C
ECAP
110°C

at

AA50
56

at

Elonga
tion

Endurance
Limit(MPa)

Ref.

115
180

Ultimate
Tensile
Strength
(MPa)
251
286

27
9.5

95
40

27
28

-

-

-

50-55

29

394

421

9

-

31
30

350

370

10.5

-

280

340

25

116

392

442

7

116

30

5

ST at 350°C
and ECAP at
200°C

AA50
53

276

352

20

6

ECAP and
Hot Rolling

AA70
75

650
240

720
375

8.4
29

150

33

7

ST+ECAP+
Ag at 190°C
for 4hrs

570

590

9

225

34

8

CR
ECAP
400°C

380
640

460
810

26
15

240
380

35

at

AA61
06d +
0.1Zr
+
0.5Sc
Ti
(grad
e 2)

CR 87%
ECAP
400°C

Ti
(grad
e 2)

970

1050

8

420

36

at

Ti
(grad
e 4)
Cu
Cu0.36C

530

700

25

350

37

375
438

385
454

23

170
180

38
39

9

10

CR

11
12

ECAP
ECAP
Aging

and
at

32

7

13

500°C , 1hrs

r

ECAP+PC

Al60
603
alloy

210

230

8

-

57

4. Discussion on properties followed by of SPD Techniques
4.1 Strength and Ductility
Table 1 shows, “strength and ductility” are an important property of the materials.
Properties of material are actually liable on the grain size because these actually affected
by the SPD techniques used, more than any other Mechanical Properties. Besides, a lot of
of the properties are unswervingly administered using the ductility and strength [33]. It’s
very challenging to serve ductility and strength at the same time of the operation. When
strength enhances the ductility of the material reduced as most of the cases shown in table
1. Loss of ductility comes from the combined effect of high flow stress and low strain
hardening. It is observed by the researchers that for Age hardenable alloys, there is a
structure improvement with strength and ductility but in Non-Age hardenable alloys, there
is no improvement in strength and ductility [35]. It has been shown that elongation through
SPD techniques does not improve however plastic increases flow. While using only ECAP
not improves the ductility and strength but ECAP followed by Cryo treatment will
tremendously increases the strength and ductility of the material [37-38].
4.2 Fatigue and Creep Behaviour
Fatigue and Creep Behaviour of Material is also important after Strength and Ductility
property and to analyse this property of the material is not easy too. By the Previous
research it has been observed that the Fatigue behaviour of material does not exhibit the
stronger grains [40-42].After doing research it has been observed that when ECAP process
combined with other Temperature Mechanical processes that will results the fatigue of
UFG metals. There is less research in the field of Creep and Fatigue of UFG material
Produced by SPD Techniques [9]. Many Researcher put emphasis on factors which shows
the effect of creep on materials processed by ECAP technique [43-45].By the experiment it
has been observed that creep Behaviour of the material depends upon the number of
passes. It owes to the number of influences counting microstructural deviations,coalesce of
Microstructure and Nano porosity prompted through ECAP.
4.3 Thermal stability
Along with strength and ductility, thermal Stability is also important parameter. To
maintain various property of the material at the same time is very difficult.According to
the needed application of the material, a complete list of properties has to be maintained
[46].From the research it has been investigated by researcher that most of the cases SPD
treated material i.e.oxygen free copper offers poor thermal stability [47-48].Many
experiments has been done to improve the thermal stability with multi-functional
properties of the materials. It is clearly shown in Experiments Recovery rate is depends on
the number of ECAP passes [48-49]. Copper manufactured from SPD shows a low thermal
stability as there is no change in microstructure but when the temperature gets increases
normal grain growth takes place and after doing annealing it is shown by experiments
there is a transformation of UFG grains into Coarse Grains [50]. To overcome this
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limitation and for maintain the multifunctional properties in SPD various processes has
been introduced like grain refinement, strain hardening, solid solution hardening and
precipitation hardening [48-51].
4.4 Corrosion Resistance
On behalf of future engineering prospects, Corrosion resistance is an important property
and to maintain all the property of the materials is challenging task too [52]. The property
of corrosion in a single phase in metals is predominantly influence by grain size [53].
Corrosion in a material could be take place in the aspects of pitting, chemical,
electrochemical, stress corrosion cracks (SCC) and corrosion fatigue [52-54].From the
investigation it is noted ECAP techniques gives a better decision by increasing the
Mechanical properties of the material it also enhance the SCC and corrosion fatigue
resistance [55-56]. Problem is faced by various researchers while examining the effects of
SPD on corrosion behaviour of Magnesium due to the processing temperature while doing
SPD [58-64].
5. Conclusion
From the above research it has been perceived that numerous research has been focused on
the properties like Strength and ductility but at the same time to maintained the overall
properties of the material is very difficult, By using SPD with some post processes the
properties of the materials can enhanced. This paper gives a brief history about SPD
techniques, their approaches and assets of SPD processed UFG materials. This content will
also help the researchers as a summary of SPD techniques.This is also providing a Basic
knowledge of problems face by various industrial applications. A large number of concept
is developed by various researched but somehow justification is missing in some concepts.
However it also gives the relationship between strength ductility balanced by using SPD
techniques. The improvement of Corrosion resistance and thermal stability has been
carried out by using SPD techniques if the number of ECAP passes will increase. SPD
technique mainly extended from Conventional metal working methods as this is further
established for handling bulk materials. Now days this technique is further used for various
purposes like compaction of powders, for developing alloys etc.
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Abstract.
The role of human computer interaction in our lives has grown manifold in recent times.
There is a requirement for more efficient, intelligent and concise interaction between
humans and computers. It is significant to optimize this interaction by using efficient
methods of calculation. For eliminating the data of interference for biometric recognition,
and the simplification of the data processing, whilst improving efficiency of working of
usual equipments for sEMG signals, the gesture recognition process for biometric scanning
uses an approach based on the theory of variance. The action signals in all five groups
become redundant and are visualized and divided into sixteen levels. The result
comparison of recognizing the motion of thumb after removal of various channels which
are redundant, the combination of optimal channels is acquired. Lastly, two types of
classifiers apt for fields of sEMG signals are chosen and the outcomes of classification are
weighed against each other, out of which the most efficient recognition pattern for thumb
motion is concluded.
Keywords. Computer Intelligent System, sEMG signals, Human Intelligent.

1.

INTRODUCTION
The process of simplification of the interaction between humans and computers is a
hotspot in research for intelligent control Since human gestures are diverse, the human
computer interaction development technology on the basis of recognizing gestures
becomes increasingly significant [1,2]. sEMG (Surface Electromyography) is
developed steadily in the human computer interaction wave. To perceive human
motion, the reflection is on extension and flexion functions of the joints of hand and
the information which is dynamic is reflected too, like the intensity and position of the
limbs to complete certain actions. For thumb motion recognition, the issue caused by
the electrode redundancy through sEMG is solved with the use of statistical Variance
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Theory. This paper innovates the usage of statistical theory for eliminating the
interfering signals formed by the channels which are redundant while acquiring
certain actions specifically by universal sEMG signal usage through the equipment for
their acquisition. Taking the research object of sEMG acquisition equipment with 16
channels, the electrodes that are redundant commonly are obtained with identification
of the fine motion of the thumb for nine targets [3,4,5]. This research reduces the
hardware cost and gives a reference to optimize the distribution of electrodes. It
reduces the data processing overheads and saves time.

2.

RELATED RESEARCH
Currently the researches in the field of recognition of human gestures focuses majorly
on recognizing and classifying of gestures on large scale [6]. In everyday life, hand
movements that are subtle with subtle arm, wrist and finger motions [7,8]. The thumb
functions more than rest of the fingers do and in daily chores, it has the most
functions. It is important to grasp at things and affects the gestures, position and
motion of the hand on the whole. For rehabilitation sciences, the thumb movements
can symbolize the complete hand posture and the hand movements to a limit and the
thumb movements need to be studied deeply to understand the characteristics of
motions for the control of the whole hand [9,10]. For human – computer interaction, a
number of movements in a subtle manner of the thumb can facilitate the interactions
of humans with computer [11,12,13,14]. Surface sEMG based gesture recognition is
used for mainly collecting electrical signals which are generated on skin’s surface by
the equipment used for EMG acquiring. These are then classified and the data is
recognized after extracting features. Recently, the myoelectric signals have been
studied by many scholars in the human computer interaction field [15]. The influence
of classification and feature algorithm was studied by Xun Chen et. al for accuracy of
recognition. This experiment included the use of four channel acquisition equipment
for sEMG and the signals for forearm sEMG were used for collecting ten gestures of
the Chinese language. With the combination of the traditionally used features with the
newer algorithm for classification, the accuracy of recognition of the motions of the
hand has been 95% more improved [16]. sEMG signals were used by Jongin Kim et.
al. for identifying the space scaling between user’s thumb and the index finger on the
screen of a device [17]. Four features were extracted by Chengcheng Li et. al out of
the 9 gestures and they used an SVM classifier for recognizing gestures to a 98%
accuracy [18].
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Figure 2.1. Muscle group on Outside [8]
A tactile sensor was used by G.F. Li et. al for the process of recognition of EMG
gestures [19]. A device was designed by Nor Anija Jalaludin et. al. for detection of the
sEMG strength and the sEMG model was established to decipher the dependability of
the force of thumb and its angle [20]. The hand tools were optimized by Essam Odah
et. al. for testing of the strain with various positions of sEMG signals comparatively
[21, 22]. The thumb is connected to the muscle groups which can be divided into the
external and internal groups of muscles [23, 24]. The hand includes most of the inner
adnexal group of muscles and the outer one is distributed in the arm mainly. The
inside group of muscles constitutes of the abductor pollicis bevis, abductor pollicis
brevis, opponent pollicis and first dorsal interossus. The outside muscle group
includes the extensor pollicis brevis, flexor pollicis longus and the abductor pollicis
longus, as seen from Figure 2.1.

3.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

3.1.

Acquisition Equipment Selection

Equipment to acquire sEMG function mainly for storing and filtering the electrical signals
which are generated by the surface of the skin. As EMG signals are weak and can be
interfered with easily along with the bioelectric signals, the signal quality relates closely
with the acquisition equipment generally [25,26]. The equipment selected in this research
includes an 18 channel technology with a technique for spatio temporal resolution
sampling, which is compatible with both wet and dry electrodes and communication
technology based on Bluetooth wireless signals, used to analyze gait, muscles’ fatigue,
gesture recognition, rehabilitating treatment, etc. These equipments are very easily
available in the market for collection of the sEMG signals of the upper limbs. Most
research tasks are met on the basis on EMG signals. From figure 2 one can see the
equipment used for the research. The system for signal acquisition used in this paper has
17 dry electrodes used in a fabric form, which makes it flexible and 15 sEMG bipolar
channels are thus formed, thus reducing the artifact use, one of these electrodes is used for
grounding and the other electrode is used for reference. Rest of the 15 electrodes are
distributed evenly in the sleeve.
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Figure 3.2. Acquisition Equipment [16]
3.2.

Process Design for Experiment

For fingers, there is a well established international standard which judges the flexibility
and the standard’s core is if the thumb is able to touch easily rest of the 4 fingers. Hence,
five gestures which are dynamic, are dynamic, are selected on the basis of the norms
[32,33]. These gestures are UP (thumb moves upward – relax), DOWN (Thumb down –
relax), LEFT, RIGHT and PRESS. Figure 3.2 shows the actions in all the five gestures.
Ten subjects were used, with 3 women and 7 men between ages of 25 to 35 , who were
healthy, with no motor nerve issue history and the activities were of higher intensity in the
time preceding the research. For acquiring data, the test needs the subjects to be in a sitting
position, with elbows over the table and naturally suspended forearms. Every subject
measure six data sets, with six gestures types, each repeated 12 times. This data was
collected over a week, forming the dataset.

Figure 3.2. Types of Gestures [9]

4.

WAVE FILTERING

This operation filters out the regularity in a specifically selected band of the gesture and it
is significant to gauge and suppress the obstruction. The discrete output signal is converted
by the digital filter into another one, based on the real time need, as shown in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1 Flow of Signal Processing
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Since the sEMG indicator is weak, it is imperative to strengthen the electric signals
assembled by the first electrode all the way through the circuit for pre-amplification. The
next step includes using a high pass filter and using of low pass filter for the noise for
wake in 20 Hz and above 500 ambient noise. The filtered signal is finally amplified doubly
for fitting in the equipment used for acquisition.
4.1.

Detecting Active Segment

All the gestures in the experiment are dynamic and the time used for relaxing while the
data is being collected is not very precise. So it is important to get rid of the signals which
are redundant with the relaxation time, and the signals of the gestures that are intercepted
should also consist of the complete process of movement, and the job of the detection of
the segment of activity is determining the beginning and conclusion of the gesture [37, 38,
39]. The method used for moving the average has a defined width of the window for
sliding of the signal and comparison of the sequence of immediate energy with a threshold
value found in real time for determining the starting and ending points of the signal for
gestures [40]. The sEMG signal value alters from +ve to –ve in considerably shorter span
and the random fluctuations are very large, so that the method for moving average is
suitable for elimination of the fluctuation of interference and getting the signals’s overall
trend.

Figure 4.2. Weighted Redundancy of Channels
4.2.

Extracting Features

The best features are selected for the methods using time and domain, which are the
feature with the absolute mean value, zero crossing feature, feature with the change in
slope sign, autoregressive mode, slope sign change feature and the root mean square
feature [42,43,44]. Through the validation of clustering, one finds that the amalgamation
of RMS, AR and SSC, gives the best effect for classification.

5.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For achieving better results, there is the need for a classifier to be selected, which has
certain advantageous [45] features. Presently, the classifiers used for mainstream
classification of limb motions, include LDA or Linear Discriminant Analysis, ANN or
Artificial Neural Network, GMM [46-48] or Gaussian Mixture Model, SVM or Support
Vector Machine, GRNN or Generalized Regression Neural Network, HMM or Hidden
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Markov Model, etc. Out of all these, SVM gives a much better performance and the
meticulous mathematical theory it has and the performance of good classification renders
it to be used widely for electromyography [49]. Hence the preferred choice for this
experiment is SVM. GRNN has a strong ability for both [50] approximation and
classification, making the learning rate better than RBF Neural Network (Radial Phase
Foundation) and Neural Network with a Back Propagation [51-55] Algorithm (BP), and
performance is better. The noise data classification problem uses a GRNN as the second
choice classifier.

6.

CONCLUSION

To begin with, the dynamic gestures are defined; the raw data collected and subsequently
is filtered. Futher, the detection of the active segment is performed, and the feature
selection is done. This was followed by the calculation of, the redundancy for every
channel’s electrode, using dispersion theory. Using a simple coding method, three kinds of
overlapping combinations for the electrodes generated. The reference classifiers were
taken as the SVMs and 12, 13, and 14 channels were eliminated and the best channels
were removed. Finally, the comparison between the effects of classification of GRNN and
SVM were done in 16 and 13 channels, proving that the overlapping electrode which was
removed, is the electrode which overlaps commonly.

7.
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Abstract- Every year, around 18.6 million people die from cardiovascular diseases, the most common of which are
myocardial infarctions and heart failure. MI and heart attacks are caused by persistent ischemia and hypoxia, which causes irreparable damage to myocardial tissue. An Effective, accurate, and feasible method for the timely diagnosis of these diseases
is therefore needed for proper treatment. Heart disease early state can be identified with the help of multiple methods to use
Several data mining, machine learning, deep learning algorithms Techniques. To simplify broad and complicated data analysis, the different algorithms models and methods of Artificial Intelligence can be implemented to different healthcare datasets.
Indeed, this review's Details Analysis will be required to provide a methodological framework for the development of additional effective prediction models. The purpose of this paper is to review some of the recent research on cardiovascular disease prediction using various learning techniques. The goal of this study is to illustrate different algorithms of machine learning for cardiovascular disease prediction and find the best possible learning technique to identify the particular objective of
cardiovascular disease.
Keywords:Machine Learning, heart disease, accuracy, prediction. Data Mining, Artificial Neural Network
1. INTRODUCTION
Roughly 18.6 million people die each year from cardiac disease. Heart performs the most important part of bloodstream. Under
continuous, diligent treatment, diabetes may prompt a collection of blood sugars, that could raise the danger of hazardous inconveniences including cardiovascular sicknesses. About 47% of unexpected deaths occur outside of an emergency department.
Which suggests that several cardiovascular disease sufferers do not react to early warning signs. Heart problems have some
primary signs and symptoms: chest pain and discomfort. Awe-inspiration. Nausea, flush or cold sweat. Installation’s store
enormous quantities of information in their directories, which is very complicated and demanding, due to the rapidly growing
digital technologies. The techniques and algorithms on a dataset can be used directly to create specific models and identify important conclusions. Machine learning methods are therefore useful in predicting performance from actual data. Therefore, the
whole work relates one such machine learning method, called classification, to predict risk from heart disease risk factors. This
also seeks to increase the efficiency of cardiac risk assessment using a technique called an ensemble.

2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Numerous studies on disease prediction systems have been performed using various algorithms methods of Artificial Intelligence for the different kind of data sets
K. Polaraju et al, [7] Recommended cardiovascular infection study utilizing Multiple Clustering calculation and it exhibits
that different straight relapse is suitable for foreseeing coronary illness chance. The analyses are carried out using the training
data set, which contains 3000 occurrences of each of the 13 distinct attributes stated above. The data collection is divided into
two areas, with 70% of the information used for planning and 30% for research. In light of the test, unmistakably the grouping
precision of the Regression calculation is higher than some other AI calculations.

Marjia et al, [8] Expectation of coronary illness created utilizing WEKA programming, utilizing impression of Bayes Net,
Multilayer K Star, j48 and SMO. The exhibition from one of a kind factor Bayes Net or SMO accomplishes ideal productivity
than multilayer vision, KStar, and J48 procedures use k-crease cross approval. The exactness precision got by these calculations is as yet unsuitable. Thus, the proficiency of the precision is upgraded more to give better prescient ailment end.
Purushottam et al, [15] Suggested an effective system for predicting heart disease. This system will help health professionals
make meaningful outcome-making dependent on the factor in issue.
S. Seema et al,[9] Focused on methods capable of detecting severe diseases by mining historical health information. A comprehensive algorithm analysis is conducted to test the increased output at an appropriate rate. SVM gives this investigation the
most noteworthy exactness rating while Naïve Bayes offers the least accuracy.
Megha Shahi et al, [11] Emerging cardiovascular illness prescient framework using information mining systems; WEKA is
utilized for programmed sicknessdistinguishing proof and administration quality conveyance in medicinal services communities The examination utilized different calculations, for example, Naïve Bayes, KNN, Alliance law , ANN, SVM and Tree of
Judgment. The examination recommended by SVM is effective and gives more noteworthy accuracy contrasted with anotherparameters.
Chala Beyene et al, [12] Supported Cardiac Disease Detection and Evaluation can be done by Data Mining Techniques. The
primary objective is to identify the incidence of cardiovascular disease within a short period of time. The method suggested is
also important in many organizations of healthcare who have no more knowledge and skills It offers different clinical highlights, for example age, sex, pulse are a portion of the traits included for deciding if the individual has illness or not. Dataset
analysis is computed using WEKAtools.
R. Sharmila et al, [13] Suggested usage of classification algorithm for the analysis of dynamical cardiac disease. It is advised
to use bigdata resources including Distributed File System of Hadoop, Map reduction alongside expectation of coronary illness with optimized attribute selection.This research conducted an inquiry into the use of various data mining techniques to
predict heart disease It recommends using HDFS to store big data in multiple regions and continuously execute.
Sharma Purushottam et al, [15] New rules c45 and partial tree prediction methods for cardiovascular risk. This research will
uncover rules to estimate patients ' risk levels based on their health factor. Output can be measured in measurements of classification of performance, classification of failures, rules generated and the performance. And analysis was performed using
partial tree and C4.5. The outcome reveals that prediction is potential and more efficient.
P.Sai Chandrasekhar Reddy et al, [17] Suggested cardiovascular risk prediction taking data mining method ANN. As the
expense of diagnosing patients with cardiac failure grew, new technologies needs to be established which can diagnose heart
attacks.After measurement, predictor method is being used to evaluate the wellbeing of the patient dependent on various factors, The system is known to be powerful in java.
S. Prabhavathi et al, [23] Suggested Neural Fuzzy System (DNFS) tree-based decision-making technique for study and prediction of various heart diseases. This report discusses work into the treatment of cardiovascular disease. DNFS stands for
Decision Neural Fuzzy System based on a Decision Tree. This work is aimed at creating a smart and value-effective system,
as well as improving the current system efficiency. In this report in particular, Data mining techniques are being utilised to
enhance cardiovascular disease prediction. The conclusion of this study indicates that the neural networks and SVM have a
positive way of predicting heart problems. Even data mining tools are ineffective in predicting heartillness.
Sairabi H.Mujawar et al, [24] K-means and naïve coves used for heart attack prediction. This work is conceived to develop
the program utilizing a prior heart dataset that offers care. Thirteen qualities were considered for product design. Techniques
for data processing, including clustering, Database details may be obtained from the classificationprocesses. Cleveland Heart
Registry used 13 attributes for 300 records in total. This system is built to assess how often the individual has heart failure or
depending on the 13 values of the attributes.
Sharan Monica.L et al, [25] The study of heart attack has been suggested. This research suggested methods for predicting
the disease using data mining. It's also intended to choose the analysis of existing methods to retrieve data from the database,

and will be useful to heath care professionals. The output can be achieved depending on the time it takes for the program to
construct the decision tree.
B Gnaneswar et al,[27] explored numerous simple and hybrid data mining methods, which were analysed to determine
which one is best for accurately predicting heart disease. They demonstrated the merits and limitations of existing systems
such as the (SVM), decision trees Nave Bayes methods, , K-Means algorithms, and Neural Networks
G. Shanmugasundaram et al,[29] looked into the many aspects and their importance in detecting cardiac disorders. They
discovered that several predicted features were not taken into consideration by the researchers, and that key aspects such as
drinking and smoking could have been added. They came to the conclusion that lowering the number of variables did not accurately predict cardiovascular diseases in order to increase accuracy. This statement might not be true if the reduced qualities
have no bearing on the forecast. What matters here is the significance of the traits picked, not their quantity

3. OBSERVATION OBTAINED ABOUT CVD
Table I shows the various kind of coronary Illness and their description and Table II shows the observations were analyzed
and summarized in terms of technology and Accuracy rate.
Table 1 Various kinds of Coronary Illness
Stroke

Illness

Cardiac arrest
Arrhythmia
High Blood Pressure
Coronary artery disease
Peripheral artery disease
Congestive heart failure

Congenital heart disease

Descption
A stroke is a neurological disorder where insufficient blood circulation through the brain leading to cell
death
Cardiac arrest is a whole cessation of blood deliver springing up from the heart's
incapability to successfully pump. Signs consist of loss of manage and anomalous or incomplete respiration
A Problem with the charge or temper of your pulse. It means that your coronary heart pulsates too rapidly,
too gradually, or with a sporadic example. At the factor whilst the coronary heart pulsates faster than ordinary, it's far referred to as tachycardia.
This will happen when your strain augmentations to disastrous levels. In this circulatory process strain
estimation thinks about how much blood is experiencing your veins and the
proportion of check the blood meets while the heart is siphoning. Confined veins increase deterrent.
Coronary artery disorder is coronary artery narrowing or blockage, typically triggered by atherosclerosis.
The accumulation of cholesterol and fatty compounds (called plaques) on
lies inner walls of the arteries is atherosclerosis (sometimes named "hardening" or "clogging" of arteries).
It develops in the arteries that bring blood to the brain, lungs, and limbs. Plaque consists of food, glucose,
magnesium, fibrous tissue, and other blood-borne compounds.
Congestive cardiovascular breakdown (CHF) is a relentless powerful condition that impacts the siphoning
force of your heart muscles. While routinely insinuated similarly as "cardiovascular breakdown," CHF
expressly suggests the stage where fluid creates around the heart and makes it siphon inefficiently. We
have four heart chambers.
Congenital cardiac disorder (congenital heart defect) is one or more defects within the anatomy of the
heart from which you are born.
TABLE II A STUDY OF DIFFERENT TECHNIQUES USED FOR CVD

AUTHOR

S.NO
1

Noura Ajam et al

2

Sharma Purushottam et al,

OBJECTIVE
Artificial Neural Network is
Used for Predicting Heart Attack.
Evaluation of the heart attack prediction method using C4.5 principles and a
partial list.

TECHNIQUES
USED
Artificial Neural
Network
Naive Bayes algorithm and C4.5
rules

ACCURACY/CONCLUSION
By using ANN we get accuracy
of 88%.
Naïve Bayes gives less accuracy as compare to C4.5 in predicting heart attack.

3

S. Seema et al,

Data mining is being used
to detect chronic diseases.

Naïve Bayes

Best precision reached by SVM
was 95.56% for heart disease

SVM
4

Ashok al,Kumar Dwivedi et al, Efficiency evaluation of vari- Logistic Regression
ous machine learning methods
for detecting heart attack
Naive Bayes
KNN
Classification
Tree

5

K. Gomathi et al,

Data processing techniques
for multi-disorder analysis.

Naïve Bayes ' average precision
in the case of heart attack is
91.56%

Naive Bayes

85%
83%
80%
77%
Detect Breast Cancer: 82.5%
Diabetes: 77.6%
Detect Heart Disease: 79%

J48

Diabetes: 100%
Cardiac disease: 77%

6

Jayamin Patel et al,

Forecasting heart attack utilizing the computer learning and
data mining methodologies.

7

Ashwini Shetty A et al,

Similar approaches to data
analysis for forecasting
heart attack.

8

Prajakta Ghadge et al,

9

S. Prabhavathi et al,

Intelligent program for forecasting cardiac failure using big
data
Comparative coronary illness
conclusion and expectation utilizing DNFS methods .

10

Sharan Monica. L et al,

11

Jayami Patel et al,

12

P. Sai Chandrasekhar Reddy
et al,

13

Chala Bayen et al,

Mining Techniques prediction analysis for CardioVascular

Mining and ML techniques for
predicting heart attacks
The use of ANN and data mining algorithms to forecast cardiac
cases
A Review to predict the incidence of heart disease

Random Forest
Algorithm

Neural Network

Naïve bayes.
Naïve Bayes,
Decision Tree

Detect Breast cancer: 75.5%
LMT gives us 55.75% of accuracy while J48 give us
56.76% accuracy which is
better than LMT.
By using WEKA tool and Matlab
accuracy got 88%

The computerization of this
system makes very favorable

Simple CART

Accurate similar to the forms of
heart disorder. Treatment of
CVD= around 85% to 99%.
CHD Diagnosis= from 82 to 92
%
92.2%

J48

91.1%

Naïve Bayes

88.5%

LMT, UCI

UCI, compared with LMT,
gives better precision.
The accuracy has been proved
in java

ANN

SVM, Naïve
Bayes, J48,

It offers short-term result that
helps to deliver quality programs and lower individual
costs.

14

R. Sharmila et al,

A statistical method to boost
diagnosis computer techniques
for cardiac attack.

15

S. Carolin Jeeva et al,

Ensemble Classification techniques to predict risk-based
heart disease and also improving the accuracy

16

Aakash Chauhan et al,

Determine the criteria for
predicting coronary artery disease.

Rule mining algorithm

Support Vector Machine offers
82.35% better accuracy. SVM
provides greater accuracy in
parallel mode than sequential
SVM .
By using ensemble techniques,
using ensemble classification, a
cumulative improvement of 7%
accuracy was obtained for poor
classifiers.
Rule Mining improves results
based on prediction techniques

17

Chaitanya Suvarna et at,

particle swarm
optimization technique (PSO)

Data mining methods based on
particle swarms successfully
forecast cardiac disease.

18

Balasaheb Tarle et al,

Data mining and optimization
approaches were used to create
a prediction algorithm for cardiac disease.
Propose a medical
data classification
model for cardiac
disease
classifier of decision tree
and Naive Bayes approach
are discussed to predict
cardiac disease

Artificial Neural
Network

Classification accuracy is83
percent when cross-validation
and ANNs are usedtogether.

19

Sonam Nikhar et al,

Parallel Fashion
Support Vector Machine
ensemble
techniques

Decision Tree, Naive Bayesian Classifier

The DTC is more precise than
the Naive Bayes classifier.

4. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
A study is guided in this article on the many ways proposed to predict cardiovascular illnesses. A total of 19 attributes were
used. The goals, data source, objectives, and outcomes of each strategy were all presented. The results were discussed, and it
was highlighted to different techniques of machine Learning and Data Mining were used for these approaches as well as attributes. In the future, we will conduct a more in-depth investigation of these attributes that are thought to be possible threat factors
in order to compile a comprehensive list of applicable attributes that can be used to forecast cardiovascular illnesses and then
explore for probable links between them. As a result of this research, we will be able to present a framework for developing a
predictive model..
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Abstract

Solar energy has been playing a crucial role as a clean energy source for power generation without any
carbon emissions and many countries have been diversified and adopted the technologies such as solar
PV and solar thermal technology, while these methods are still having limitations such as lower
efficiencies, challenges in the thermal energy storage, requirement of larger areas. Stirling engine is a
type of heat engine that uses an external combustion mechanism for the operation, while the thermal
energy from the external heat source is converted into mechanical work and then to electricity, whereas
the working fluid is used in this type of heat engine will be chemically inert. This paper overviewed
various beneficial aspects of a Stirling engine such as this heat engine is eco-friendly, quiet, efficient
and the most noticeable advantage of Stirling engine is the heat absorbed by the working fluid can also
be stored by various phase changing materials using regenerators. This paper describes the studies on
off-grid power generation for micro-scale applications, design aspects of the CSPP-Stirling engine
system, and also various studies on the working parameters of the system.
Key Words: Carbon Emissions, Power generation, Regenerators, Solar Thermal Energy, Stirling
Engine, and Thermal Energy Storage.
1. Introduction
Power generation in recent times has become an important per capita energy efficiency development
factor globally as all the countries are diversifying to utilize renewable energy which has been playing
a crucial role in the sustainable development of the power sector as the sources of this energy kind are
abundant, while some renewable sources like solar, wind, hydro and biomass can be harnessed with
reduced emissions of greenhouse gases which could be caused due to the utilization of fossil fuels for
energy generation [1]. The hybridization of renewable sources can improve the energy efficiency by
overcoming the limitations of power generation from standalone systems and also provides a wide scope
in installing off-grid hybrid renewable energy systems based on the resources available especially in
rural areas because of various factors such as area, climatic conditions, population, hard terrains and
revenues [2]. Thus, the integration of various power generation systems with renewable energy can
reduce the gap between energy demand and supply in rural areas. Moreover, solar energy is one of the
effective alternatives that has been replacing the traditional and conventional power generation using
fossil fuels such as coal, oil, diesel, and other gases like LPG, CNG, etc., for power generation. This
replacement also protects the environment and ecological conditions [3]. Many advancements have
been made in solar power plants for concentrating and capturing solar energy to achieve an appropriate
output efficiency, while various equipment such as concentrators (LFRs) and collectors (HFCs, CPCs,
PDCs, and PTCs) is used to fulfill the objective of concentrating solar radiation [4-9]. Adoption of a
cost-effective technology is a barrier as cost per square meter accounts for the total cost of installation,
while the concentration ratio should be appreciable to attain a good range of temperatures to ensure
optimum efficiency of the respective system. The Concentration of solar energy can be done at much
lower costs when compared to the electricity-generating using solar PV systems [10]. Usually, LFRs
and PTCs are used for medium-temperature applications (<≈500℃), while PDCs and HFCs are used
for higher temperature applications (>500℃) [11]. Another barrier that has been affecting the efficiency
of a CSPP is energy storage. These concentrators are arranged in a manner by which the sun rays are
converged and focused by mirrors onto a certain point at which various power generation systems such

as water boilers, Stirling motors, and gas turbines are installed. The power generated should be
consistent and regulated because renewable energy sources are uncontrollable and unpredictable as they
completely depend on climatic conditions such as humidity, solar radiation, wind speed, temperature,
etc. There are many methods to utilize and also store the solar thermal energy and one of the most
effective methods is the integration of solar thermal energy with a Stirling engine as this external
combustion system has an appreciable range of efficiencies and also this heat engine could be more
eco-friendly as any heat medium can be used to drive this Stirling engine, while this also reduces the
dependency on the fossil fuels and the power generation from this system can be done without any
carbon emissions. The basic representation of power generation using a Solar-dish Stirling engine is
shown in figure 1.
Moreover, an energy storage system in a power generation plant is recommended as it stores the excess
energy available from the renewable resources in the form of thermal energy and electricity, such that
the stored energy will be utilized whenever it is required to fulfill the energy demand. Various energy
storage methods such as organic Rankine cycles, Stirling cycles, Brayton cycle, etc., are implemented
to recover the excess energy in many combined heat and power applications, while Stirling engines can
be significantly used for energy storage and medium temperature applications, these type of heat
engines can be integrated with CSPPs for energy storage and power generation which would be a viable
alternative to the other thermodynamic cycles as any heat source can operate this kind of heat engine.
The Stirling engine incorporation with a CSPP as it can overcome the environmental challenges such
as carbon emissions, global warming, habitat loss, and can also protect the eco-system [12].

Figure 1: A Solar-dish Stirling engine incorporated with a Thermal Energy Storage
2. Working of a Stirling Engine
Stirling engine is an external combustion engine that was invented by Dr. Robert Stirling in 1816. These
Stirling engines have a unique operating cycle that exhibits a closed regenerative thermodynamic
process known as “Stirling Cycle” which includes the combination of various cyclic expansion and
compression processes such as isothermal compression in stage 1, isochoric heating in stage 2,
isothermal expansion in stage 3 and isochoric cooling in stage 4 as shown in figure 1 and the working
of the displacer is shown in table 1 [13, 14]. PV and TS representation of the Stirling cycle along with
the process flow sheet describing the principle have been shown in figure 2. This regenerative
thermodynamic cycle has an appreciable efficient of about 40% which is greater than both otto and
diesel engines which have their respective efficiencies of about 25% and 35 % [15]. The Stirling engine
works on the temperature difference of the working fluid which can be achieved by any thermal energy
source such as concentrated solar energy, biomass combustion energy, etc., that can heat the working
fluid which operates the engine, whereas various gases such as hydrogen, helium, air, and nitrogen can
be used as working fluids and thus the system will be safer to utilize as the flow by the continuous
volume changes in the working fluid and temperature raise at the cold sie is regulated by the installation
of various extended surface systems for cooling the engine.

Figure 2: Flowsheet of a Stirling Cycle
Table 1: Summary on the operation of a Stirling engine
1.
2.
3.
4.

Step I:
Isochoric or Isometric.
Increase in enthalpy of the working fluid.
Follows the ideal gas law.
Pressure of the working fluid increases.

Step II:
1. Isothermal expansion step
2. Work is done due to the expansion of fluid.
3. Heat transfer takes place between the
working fluid and external heat source at a
constant temperature.
Step III:
1. Isometric process
2. Enthalpy of the working fluid decreases.
3. Displacement of the working fluid to the cold
side from the hot side.
Step IV:
1. Isothermal contraction of the working fluid.
2. Work is done due to the compression of fluid.

Considering the environmental aspects and energy utilization to meet the demand, the Stirling engine
can be able to deliver an appropriate output with high heat efficiencies, and silent operation with a wide
selectivity of operational methods which make it more advantageous in giving an effective low range
power outputs by converting solar thermal energy into electricity [12]. However, the power generation
from a Stirling engine incorporated CSPP can be a consistent, reliable, and efficient as this combined
heat and power system can be suitable for the off-grid power generation in a range of 1-50 kW in
residential scale along with building energy demand achieving heat loads [16, 17].

3. Technical Approach to the Solar-Stirling Engine
Though the Stirling engines are the most effective devices in converting solar thermal energy into low
range power outputs, still they have some disadvantages as their performance depends on their
geometrical and physical characteristics which require large volume, while the other disadvantages such
as the probability of working fluid leakage, low compression ratios, slow process and thermal
limitations in operating conditions of the heater and cooler temperatures became the barriers of engine’s
performance [18, 19]. Thus, several methods have been adopted for enhancing the performance of a
Stirling engine as it has more advantages when compared to ICEs.
Houda H et al. [20], elaborated the technological challenges and various factors affecting the
performance of a Stirling engine which included geometric parameters like compression ratio, phase
angle between power piston and displacer, dead volume, swept volume, engine speed, oscillations, and
the characteristics of regenerators such as the material of construction, porosity, design, lubrication, and
temperature distribution. However, for micro/small-scale power generation purposes, tubular heat
exchangers are preferred as heaters and coolers, while for low-temperature applications extended
surface heat exchangers or fins are sufficient. A. Asnaghi et al. [21] performed thermodynamic analysis
on the performance of solar Stirling engines under ideal conditions which included the regenerator
effectiveness for hot and cold sides by determining the effective temperature of the regenerator using
various approaches such as arithmetic mean approach, logarithmic mean approach, and half hot spacehalf cold space approach, while considering piston's motion to be simple harmonic, volumes of the of
pistons are determined and by assuming the working fluid to be an ideal gas, the pressure equations and
mass of the working fluid is determined. Whereas the thermal efficiency of the entire system is
determined from the work diagram of the Stirling cycle.
Du Marchie [22] summarized the calculation of various parameters and characteristics of a solar
concentrator system such as the area required for the mirrors for utility-scale solar energy, the efficiency
of the solar thermal power plant, and determined the other parameters such as path length of solar
radiation through atmosphere, zenith angle, average horizontal irradiance on the mirror field affecting
the absorbing factor for four different days. This system was economically integrated with the
desalination of water and the cost analysis was done by comparing the results of output power with
utility-scale solar PV plants. Ana Cristina Ferreira et al. [23], assessed the performance of the Stirling
engine by comparing solar energy and biomass by modelling the CSPP and biomass plant, while the
solar dish diameter was taken as 8m, and 45° rim angle was assumed at which the heat flux has been
increased as the solar radiation will be focused to a smaller receiving area because at 45° angle the focal
distance and aperture ratio are lower [24-25]. A two-step numerical model has been developed for an
alpha Stirling engine small scale power generation where solar energy and biomass as external sources.
Analysis of the economy of Stirling engine, pollution generation, and efficiency is very important as
the Stirling engines are quiet and pollution less with good efficiency of a minimum of 80% and the cost
of energy generation will be cut off for sure as long as there is sunshine. The materials and
manufacturing costs of the Stirling engine as its efficiency increases with the increase in temperature
and so the materials should withstand the higher temperatures. The exploitation of the technology like
Stirling engine will reduce the environmental impacts and dependency on the fossil fuels.
4. Conclusion:
This paper reviewed various technical, environmental and economic aspects of a Stirling engine which
can be employed for various applications in power generation and co-generation technologies. The
versatility of this heat engine makes it a unique model for both commercial and micro-scale purposes,
as it is highly efficient, quiet, safe and simple in the operation perspective. The design must be done by
considering the leakage probabilities of the working fluid, and effect of lubrication on the working fluid.
Even though, there are some limitations such as high costs, low reliability, and low production rates
which became the major barriers for Stirling engines to succeed commercially in market. The PCMs
used for thermal energy storage also makes the entire system expensive. But still, globally there are

many research studies are being done to improve the characteristics of this heat engine as it has a large
scope in the energy sector, because besides its limitations Stirling engine when integrated with CSPP
can reduce the CO2 emissions of nearly 60% and the performance can be improved in co-generative
operation of this system especially in winters. The Solar-Stirling engine systems can be the better option
for off-grid power generation. Lastly, the Stirling engine has a potential to be competitive enough with
the other renewable technologies with some necessary technical modifications to make this heat engine
a feasible and effective option for power generation in the commercial space such that the penetration
of this technology into market would improve the energy efficiency and also quality of the environment
by decarbonization. However, still further research is needed to overcome the challenges and making
the Stirling engine commercially viable and cost effective.
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Abstract.
An image is a medium to transfer information. An image includes lots of valuable
information. In the technological domain of digital image, a very important task is to
understand the image and extract information from the image for accomplishing some
operations. Image segmentation is the initial step towards gaining the understanding
regarding the image. The technique of GLCM is applied with the region based
segmentation. The proposed technique is implemented in MATLAB and results are
analysed in terms of certain parameters which shows high performance.
Keywords. Image segmentation, Region Segmentation, GLCM

1.

INTRODUCTION

An image is a medium totransfer information. An image includes lots of valuable
information. In the technological domain of digital image, a very important task is to
understand the image and extract information from the image for accomplishing some
operations. Image segmentation is the initial step towards gaining theunderstanding
regarding the image. In fact, People generally not interested in all segments of the image.
They just show interest for some certain regions withthe similar features. Image
segmentation is a major hotspot in image processing and computer vision. It also provides
a significant base for the image recognition. Image segmentationdepends on certain criteria
for dividing an input image into a number of the similar nature of the category so that the
areas appealing to people can be extracted. Image segmentation contributes significantly
for image analysis and generates understanding regarding image feature extraction and
recognition [1].
There are mainly two objectives of image segmentation. The first one is to decompose the
image into segments for more analysis. In simple case, the environment might be
reasonably well controlled with the purpose to the make the extraction possible of just
those regions by segmentation process that requires further analysis. In complicated
conditions thatinclude the extraction ofanoverall road network from a greyscale aerial
image, it may be quite difficult to implement the segmentation process. Therefore, the
application of a great deal of areafor building knowledge might be required in these
conditions. Performing a change of representation is the second purpose of image
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segmentation. It is essential to arrange the pixels of the image into higher-level units.
These units should be either more expressive or more competent or both for advance
analysis.It is imperative and at the same time complex to implement segmentation in the
domain of image processing. In this process, the partitioning of an image is carried out into
a number ofexpressivesegments of alike attributes. Image segmentation aims to simplify
an image. This means this process presents a picture in such a way that it can be
understood easily.There are many commonly used images segmentation algorithms. Some
of these algorithms have been described below:
a. Threshold Method:One of the most fundamental approaches of image segmentation is
threshold.In this approach, the division of data processing about grayscale image is carried
out on the basis of the gray level of dissimilarobjects in direct manner.Threshold
segmentation is a very popular segmentation technique in region-based segmentation
algorithms. The key idea of this approach is to robotically determine the optimal threshold
on the basis of a definitestandard, and usage of these pixels in accordance with the
graylevel for cluster analysis. The picture that have less contrast as compared to the
backdrop get treated by this approach. These approaches can be selected either manually
or automatically on the basis of predefined knowledge of the picture attributes [2].
i) Local Threshold: In the local threshold approach, manifold segmentation thresholds
should be selected. Once the selection takes place, this approach makes use of many
thresholds for dividing the picture into many object areas and backdrops.
ii) Global Threshold: The global threshold approach makes use of a single threshold for
dividing the picture into two parts comprising target and the backdrop.
The largest interclass variance method or Otsu is one of the most frequently used threshold
segmentation algorithmic approach.In this algorithm, an optimal threshold is selected
globally by maximizing the variance among classes. Moreover, some other well-known
threshold-based approaches that are used in the integration with other techniques [3]. The
threshold-based segmentation offers a major benefit of the non-complex computation and
faster operational speed. Especially, it is possible to obtain the segmentation effect when
both the target as well the background has high contrast. The coreweakness of this
approach is that the accurate results for image segmentation problems cannot be detected
easily in the absence of a noteworthy gray scale variancewithin the image. This
segmentation approach showssensitivity towards noise and grayscale inconsistency as it
just pays attention to the gray knowledge of the picture without taking into account the
spatial image knowledge. This is the reason that this approach is generally used in
combination with other segmentation approaches.
b.Region Based Segmentation Method:Region based segmentation focuses on the direct
determination of the region. The keymotive of this approach is to do the classification of a
particular picture into multiple regions or segments. There, it is required to determine or
evaluate that a pixel within an image relates to which class [4]. At present, a number of
approaches are available to perform region-based segmentation. The segmentation
algorithms based on region operate in iterative manner by grouping neighbouring pixels of
similar values in the same group and the pixels with different values in another group. The
two popular categories of these approaches are region growing and split and merge. Both
of these approaches have been described below:
i) Region growing methods: These segmentation techniques come in the category
ofarchetypalsuccessive region segmentation. In these methods, the pixels with have similar
features are combined together for creating a region. These methods initially make
selectionof a seed pixel. After that, the similar pixels in the vicinity of the seed pixel are
merged together into the locative region of the seed pixel. The key benefit of this approach
isthat it generallydoes the separation of the linked areas with the alikeproperties. In this
way, these methods generate satisfactory outcomes and give high quality knowledge of the
image edge.
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ii) Region splitting and merging methods: Split and merge is another popular approach of
region-based image segmentation. The key idea of this approach is taken from quad tree
data representation. In such representation, the partitioning of a square image is carried out
into four quadrants in case the real image segment is uneven in terms of feature. The
segmentation methods based on split and merge tries to partition a picture into even
regions.

2.

RELATED WORK

Yubing Li, et.al (2018) suggested an advanced algorithm which was planned on the basis
of the grab cut. The efficiency and accuracy of this algorithm had demonstrated in the
results of experiments. However, the time cost was increased through this algorithm [5].
The research on the association among the pixels fixed the imperfection of grab cut
algorithm which was the importance of this paper. One of the difficult points for the image
segmentation was the complex background. The grab cut algorithm had helped enhancing
the performance in complex background using this recommended algorithm. The outcomes
of experiments indicated that this algorithm had some imperfection and thus it required
further enhancement in future research. In particular, the result of segmentation attained
was poor if it had colourful object and the complex background.
Ozan Oktay,et.al (2018) recommended a comprehensive training approach in which a
previous knowledge was integrated into CNNs using a new model that was subsequently
trained successfully [6]. The novel approach persuades models that the worldwide
anatomical features of the underlying anatomy were followed by them through the nonlinear representations that were learnt for different shapes. The adaptation of the
recommended approach was easy for various analysis tasks and it proved in this paper. The
predictive accuracy of the modern models was enhanced using this approach. The multimodal cardiac datasets and public benchmarks were employed to represent the capability
of this approach. Furthermore, it was indicated that the interpretation and utilization of
deep models of 3 dimensional shapes was done as biomarkers for classification of cardiac
pathologies.
Haigang Sui, et.al (2017) presented a new stable shape image registration technique which
was based on feature after matching the stable region with a set of rotations, scale invariant
features. The matching areas were achieved using multi-scale image segmentation [7].
First of all, the images were converted into image objects through convexity model
restriction and multi-scale segmentation in this algorithm. Afterward, the utilization of
these reliableand steady image regions had completed as matching units instead of points
and/or lines. It was indicated in the experiments that the presented algorithm was
insensitive to rotations and/or resolutions distortionwhich causes the image registration
accomplishment in automatic manner.
Shih-Hsiung Lee, et.al (2017) intended an image pre-processing technique for the
segmentation of various parts of nail: lunula and nail plate [8]. The data representation of
lunula was not clear due to poor image quality. The microscope was carried out for
capturing the nail image in this paper so as the nail image quality was maintained. The
images that had capture through microscope were represented the various details of the
nails instead of lunula and nail plate. Demonstration of more details and the maximization
of meaning related to the complexity of image processing had done in this paper. The
lunula was separated from the nail plate by executing a series of image pre-processing
stages at the present step. It had prominent impact was proved in the results of
experiments. In the future, it would adaptable in various biometric applications.
Nishant Jain, et.al (2017) suggested a new and a different technique for automatic
segmentation of diaphragm from ultrasound images. The difference in echogenicity of the
diaphragm is depending on two facts included neighbouring tissues and the location of the
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diaphragm in the ultrasound images. These facts were carried out in the suggested
technique while segmenting the Diaphragm [9]. Various threshold values assigned with
maximum and minimum intensity values available in the ultrasound image had employed
in this technique for generating a set of binary images. Difference between any two
threshold inputs was presented in the multiples of predetermined constant, α. The detection
of all possible diaphragm which were same to curved objects had performed from each
binary image at first. To end with, the exact position of the diaphragm was achieved
automatically on the basis of positions of the detected objects. Fattyliver ultrasoundimages
of healthy volunteers were employed for the testing of suggested technique and it was
proved that this technique hadpotential for the segmentation of diaphragm from ultrasound
images and obtained high precision without any help of user input.
Annegreet Van Opbroek, et.al (2019) advocated a new image weighting techniquewhich
minimize the MMD between training and testing data which further assisted in the
optimization of image weighting and kernel [10]. The results of experiments on
hippocampus segmentation demonstrated that the performance on heterogeneous data was
enhanced using the recommended methods. There was equality in the performance of
earlier presented image weighting schemes and the recommended MMD. The small
additional enhancement in performance had obtained when the image weighting was
integrated with kernel learning optimizing whether in individual or joint way.
Tiechao Jiang, et.al (2018) focused on developing the vascular calcification segmentation
process that assisted to obtain the image segmentation pre-treatment, to complete the CV
model level set related to segmentation algorithm. The mathematical morphometric was
implemented for processing the segmentation of an image [11]. At last, it was indicated in
the outcomes of experiments that the vascular calcification image was segmented
efficiently comparatively to conventional technique and the size and location of vascular
calcification was achieved with accuracy through segmentation of CV model level set. The
clear and smooth calcification area edge had achieved in the segmentation. In this way, an
effectual basis for clinical diagnosis had obtained. However this technique was inadequate
when there was a great computation. Therefore, the next work would be focused on the
reduction of computational complexity. Further experiment can be done through the fusion
technique [16] [17] [18] in image segmentation.

3.

METHODOLOGY

This research is related to image segmentation and techniques for this purpose are
generallygrouped into region based and threshold-based techniques. The region-based
segmentation techniques are those which can segment the image based on the textual
features of the images. The images have various type of textural features like energy,
entropy etc. The threshold-based segmentation techniques are those which can segment the
image into two segments. The pixels which have value above the threshold will be
segmented into one segment and other into the second. Here, the region and thresholdbased segmentation will be merged together to form hybrid image segmentation technique.
In the proposed methodology the threshold-based segmentation techniques will be applied
which can form two segments of the original image. The one segment will be proposed
further and region-basedapproach will be implemented for partitioning image into N
number of regions based on the pixel similarity. The phases of research work are given
below:
1. Pre-processing: -The cleaning of input picture will be carried out in this stepby means
of a de-noising algorithm.Also, the obtained picture will undergo more processing for the
local segmentation.
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2. HybridSegmentation: -This stage applies the approach of local segmentation for the
image into two segments. These segments are called foreground and background. Further,
the RGB scanned picture will be segmented into same and different parts by implanting
the region-based segmentation. This work applied south’s segmentation algorithm. A large
number of benefits are provided by the segmented images obtained by this process. This
work makes use of a gray scale image for threshold. The conversion of RGB image is
carried out into binary image. The image achieved by this process is in B&W format. In
the next step of feature extraction, the features are extracted by implementing GLCM. This
algorithm is used in this work just for the extraction of texture attributes. This algorithm
takes out total thirteen image attributes so that the tumor can be detected.


Energy: This parameter computes how many times the pixel pairs are repeated. It
computes the evenness of a picture. In case of extremely tiny pixels, the energy level will
be big.
Energy = ∑ ,



𝑝,

(1)

Entropy: Entropy measures the average information content in every source sign.
Entropy=∑. 𝑝. 𝑙𝑜𝑔. 𝑖



(2)

Contrast: This parameter measures the brightness of a pixel and its neighbour in the
picture. The difference in the colour and intensity of the object and other objects w.r.t to
the similar field is measured in the realistic manner.
Contrast=

(3)

K-Mean is a popular region-based segmentation approach. The k-mean segmentation
technique will segment input image into certain classes based on the GLCM factors.

Figure 1. Experimental Flowchart
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4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The American Psychopathological Society demonstrates several thousand of technically
peer-reviewed pictures presenting infection indications, pests, and other anarchies related
to the crops and plants by its books and journal-issuing plans. APS images are beneficial
for education and training purposes. Over these many years, APS figure has been available
via APS PRESS slide suites, record tools, picture CDs, and these days by the online APS
picture record. The pictures involving subtitles during their availability together with
supplier/photographer identification and credentials are also discoverable. The APS picture
folder is assisted through the APS PRESS Editorial Board and is possible to stiff into tens
of thousands of infection, nuisance, and chaos pictures obtainable on Net.

Figure 2. Accuracy Analysis

Figure 3. Execution Analysis

Figure 2 shows the accuracy-based comparison amid the existing and proposed technique.
The accuracy of new technique for the segmentation is analysed in this figure. Figure 3
shows execution time-based comparison amid the new and earlier technique. The
execution time of new technique is low than the earlier technique.

Figure 4. Sensitivity Analysis

Figure 5. Specificity Analysis

Figure 4 shows the sensitivity based comparison amid the new and earlier technique. The
sensitivity of proposed technique for the segmentation is analysed in this figure. Figure 5
shows the specificity-based comparison amid the existing and proposed technique. The
specificity of new technique for the fruit quality prediction is analysed in this figure.

5.

CONCLUSION

The technique used for the improvement of unprocessed or raw pictures is called
imageprocessing. The image capturing tools installed on different objects can click images
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for multiple applications. These images are mostly rough in nature. Over the time,
researchers have devised various image processing algorithms.It is required to convert an
image clicked by an image capturing tool into a suitable format prior to carry out any sort
of image processing. Image segmentation comes at the second place in image processing.
This work implements k-mean segmentation for segmenting the pre-processed image. The
region-based segmentation will segment the data dependent on the taken-out features using
GLCM algorithm. The performance of existing and proposed algorithms is analysed with
regard to several metrics. The analytic outcomes reveal that new algorithm performs
superior than the earlier algorithmic approach

6.
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ABSTRACT
This research paper explores the impact of innovation and technology in the field of healthcare sector. In the era
of globalization, ICT has highly impacted in every sector of human agency worldwide by introducing new
dimensions and opportunities. Healthcare sector is one of those sectors which gains rapid shift from the
conventional practice such as data protection. With the advent of ICT in the healthcare sector apart from data
protection it paved ways for many collateral benefits in the industry, this impact simultaneously resulted into
incidents of data breach i.e., breach of privacy. In this research paper, researcher has elucidated the convergence
of technology and right to privacy.

KEYWORDS: Healthcare, Data, Breach, Right to Privacy, ICT, Globalization.
1. INTRODUCTION
From past several decades’ globalization introduced us with new innovative technologies, which was duly
accepted and appreciated in countries worldwide. Due to which in past decade India has evidently seen
paradigm shift from conventional practice to modern approach in every sector. One of the most promising
advents of past century is ICT. In the present every household is equipped with some form of technology in one
or other forms. ICT impacted us in numerous ways and made its prominent place in the growth of economy.
Even though India is a developing country but it welcomed ICT in pursuance of the recommendations of
UNCITRAL and enacted, Information and technology Act, 2000, with due respect to Article 51 clause c of the
constitution of India. ICT has provided us ease in our tedious works with less consumption of time. Use of
mobile phones, e-commerce transactions, payment through QR mechanism and sui-generis things have become
a part of a welfare state. With the acceptance of technology people started building their beliefs in third party
with regard to security of their credentials. Innovation demands sustainability for wider acknowledgement but
contingent transitional barriers are inevitable. Data breach is one of the persistent failures of ICT, whereas
regulatory mechanisms are stringently taking this issue in consideration. Every sector is dealing with this issue
in some or other manner. Healthcare is one of the vulnerable sectors which is impacted by such breach. In the
constitution of India, right to health and privacy both are enumerated impliedly which demands protection and

give rise to claim in case of breach. This issue raises an alarming concern towards economic development, as
data breach is a pitfall in building a fiduciary relationship between ICT and consumers.

2. HEALTHCARE SECTOR AND DATA PRIVACY
India being a developing country is highly impacted by globalization which elated cash and services inflow in
the territory. Health is a primary concern for human beings it made the healthcare sector have maximum
outreach and profit due to diversification from the earlier conventional methods. Hospitals, equipments &
devices related to medical, health insurance, clinical trials, telemedicine, medical tourism, and medical
outsourcing are all part of India's healthcare industry. Due to its expansion, people started building trust with
respect to their data such as clinical reports, consultations, and Ors. With the impact of globalization, India is
also moving towards a digital India mission. The emergence of digitalization in India leads the pathways for
various sectors such as online payment transactions or e-commerce. The Healthcare sector also adopted the
notion of digital India by addressing data protection in digital form. The expansion speed of healthcare sector is
extremely fast. For this rapid growth related in healthcare sector, either in terms of extended coverage of
services or investment, the role of both of the public and private sector is appreciable. Among the fastest
growing industries, Healthcare sector of India has an important position which emancipate the idea of belief by
the consumers. The concept of data privacy can be traced back to Indian history, which emphasizes the need not
to divulge topics of worship, sex, and family matters to others. In the 21st century, we are living in a digital era
where data privacy is a major concern, especially with reference to the healthcare sector. Data protection in the
health care sector is associated with information privacy which requires handling of data with due care and
diligence as it is sensitive and confidential data. In India in past encroaching on privacy is noticeable whereas
the healthcare sector is also affected by the same. Healthcare data breach leads to the discovery of personal
information which reveals their interest and necessity-based requirement in the public domain. Breach of
healthcare data facilitates the healthcare industry to easily hunt their targeted consumers to enhance their
economic benefits. It is apparent that for economic benefits industries demote the idea behind the right to
privacy.

3. RIGHT TO PRIVACY
The idea of privacy is an intrinsic part of a person’s life. In the year 1215 AD by the introduction of the Magna
Carta, it was acknowledged that a person’s liberty and freedom is an inalienable right of a human being.
Afterward, when World War I and World War II shook the belief in humanity, in the year 1945 United Nation
was introduced to re-establish the belief and collective responsibility of every nation in the protection and
security of humanity. In pursuance of that in 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights was made with
respect to giving a list of protection to every human irrespective of their identity. Article 12 of Universal
Declaration of Human Rights explicitly mentions every form of encroachment into someone’s privacy is a
violation of his basic human rights. The right to privacy existed in ancient India from the time of the
Dharmashastra, according to which privacy was linked to virtuous morals, and the concept was well established
at the time. In India, though the right to privacy is traceable from ancestors it gained recognition in India due to
membership in the UN. In India right to privacy is a controversial matter for a long time. Indian judiciary has

looked into various cases related to privacy from Maneka Gandhi (1978 SCR (2) 621) to Naz Foundation case
(160 Delhi Law Times 277, 2009). In 2011 the Privacy bill was also introduced to address innumerable privacy
issues. Finally, in the year 2017, a nine judges’ bench of Supreme Court in Puttaswamy versus Union of India
(AIR 2017 SC 4161) stated that the right to privacy, though not in express words, is a part of fundamental right
under the phrase ‘Personal Liberty’ used under Article 21 of the Indian Constitution.

4. DATA PROTECTIONS LAWS
India with the passage of time emancipated different laws in form of rules and regulations to protect data. India
does not have any specific legislation on the concept of data protection. The credibility of data protection can be
inferred from the Constitution of India, Information technology Act, 2000, and Indian Contract Act 1872.
Article 21 of the Indian Constitution gives the right to a person to claim the benefit of the sanctity of his privacy.
Information Technology Act 2000, in various sections deals with the issue of data privacy. In sec.72 of
Information Technology Act 2000, it deals with the penalty for breach of confidentiality and privacy. Section
72A also penalizes any kind of disclosure of information without the concerned person’s consent punishable.
Other sections 65, 66, 10A also hold the validation of data privacy issues. E-Contracts being administered by the
Indian Contract Act give acknowledgment to the non-disclosure of information provided to the parties by one
another. The Government has notified the Information Technology (Reasonable Security Practices and
Procedures and Sensitive Personal Data or Information) Rules, 2011. It deals with the protection of "Sensitive
personal data or information of a person". In aggregate India has implied laws dealing with the issue of a data
breach. The point of concern is its application of it. Though India has a sufficient number of Laws the lacuna is
in the execution and administration of it.

5. HEALTHCARE DATA BREACH
The right to health is a fundamental right provided in the constitution of India along with the right to privacy.
Data breach of the healthcare sector is a convergence of two rights simultaneously. Health care is a private and
sensitive part of human life which deems to be inevitable in occurrence. Healthcare data breach is one of the
most violative acts towards a person’s vulnerability. Data breaches in the health care sector not only affect the
individuals but also the organizations. Healthcare sector digitalization paved way for opportunities along with
cyber security concerns. A recent healthcare data breach of around 120 Million Indians data was hacked where
Mumbai’s high-end Breach Candy Hospital and Utkarsh Scans were majorly impacted. Worldwide data
breaches are occurring. Eskenazi Health and many others got affected by such incidents. This domain needs to
be adjudged and scrutinized closely for maintaining fiduciary relationship between patients and hospitals.

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Healthcare is a vulnerable aspect of every individual from cradle to grave. In a lifetime everyone has gone
through some or other form of health care but we never bothered about breaches of our data. This issue is
highlighted after the advent of the digital era in our community. Digital acceptability is important for economic
benefits, perpetuity, avoidance of human fallacy, and many other reasons. But there is a grey area between
acceptability and efficiency in execution. India has adapted but now we have to make our mechanism more

definite and clearer. We have introduced digitalization of data but we lack in spreading basic digital literacy. On
the one hand, we have introduced data collection in digital form but a protection firewall against hacking from
the dark web that we have not yet figured out. India as a developing nation needs to propose one stringent law
for the protection of data privacy taking into consideration the requirements of different sectors and targeted
consumers. India can take reference from other countries which are efficiently dealing with data breach issues.
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Abstract
Thermo-Hydraulic Performance (“THP”, η) waspredicted using an ANN model for a fixed channel with the
turbulators fixed at 90 degrees and compared by CFD analysis conducted by applying the Taguchi approach.The ribs
were arranged in a straight line alternately, and the numerical values of the coefficient of friction and the coefficient
of convective heat transfer were evaluated. The L16 orthogonal array was adopted to evaluate the thermal
performance. The relative rib pitch to height (p / e) varies from 3 to 12 in steps of three. The rib vertical angle
converges from the plane of the square ribs (i.e. 90◦) 80◦, 70◦ to 65◦ (trapezoidal ribs). Heat transfer & friction
coefficient aredetermined using Reynolds numbers of 4000, 8000, 12000, 16000. The ANN model predicted the
values close to the CFD Analysis and it was found that Equilateral triangular ribs with (α)1(Re)1(p / e)3have the best
THP.
Keywords: ANN, Taguchi, Thermo- Hyrdraulic Performance, CFD

1.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal applications in Industries employ Heat exchangers and major design challenge in a heat exchanger is to
make compact, high heat transfer rate equipment using minimum power[1]. To improve heat transfer performance
in ducts, Channels and other heat transfer applications, techniques like fin, protrusion, dimple , vortex generators,
groove and ribs are used [2]. Heat transfer and friction coefficientsof rectangular channel having inclined ribs were
discretized throughgeneration of not inline gaps [3]. Different cross sections air flow paths at sides of parallel pass
in the absorber plates are roughened with inclined shape ribs [4]. Significant output parameters like Nu, friction
coefficient and thermal parameters like Re,P/e and e/Dh was analyzed for T shaped Ribs [5]. The THP of triangular
duct with ribs of varying inclination in turbulent flow fieldhas been studied [6]. Computational Fluid Dynamics
along with Taguchi design has been performed for investigation of thermo-hydraulic performance [7].The Fluid
Dynamics can be performed with the help of input images[8]. The cubic Interpolation method can be used for
Images to investigate Thermo -hydraulic[9].Thermal Application can be employed with self compacting

concrete methods[10].

2.

METHODS AND METHODOLOGY

In the present study, a double walled duct with upper wall insulated and lower wall with a series of Trapezoidal ribs
(with equilateral angle varying from 65˚, 70˚, 80˚ and 90˚) and other input parameters are taken as shown in table
1..The totallength of the duct was taken 1500mm, entry length of 320 mm, test length of 700mm,exit length of
480mm,duct width(W) of 160 mm, duct height, (H) 40mm, hydraulic diameter (

) of 64mm, uniform heat flux (I)

and Prandtl Number (Pr.) of 4000 W/m2and 0.707 respectively.

Table 1.Input parameters and investigated geometry of ribbed channel
Parameters Symbol

p/e

α

Re

Range of values

3 – 12 (step size of 3)

65˚, 70˚, 80˚, 90˚

4000 – 16000 (step size
of 4000)

2.1. ANN Modelling
The modelling for input and output was done through ANN toolbox through MATLAB software. The simulated
MLFF-ANN architecture consisting 3 neurons in input layer one for each considered process inputs and the output
layer comprising of 3 neurons foreach output characteristics. Table 2. Shows the CFD analysis results along with
ANN predictions.

Table 2. Main Experimental Table with ANN Modelling
S.No.

Input Parameters

CFD Analysis

ANN Predictions

Re

P/e

Α

Nu

F

η

Nu

f

η

1

4000

3

65

43.35

0.0104947

2.73717

43.3

0.011

2.7223

2

4000

6

70

40.48

0.0132207

2.36649

40.52

0.0135

2.3354

3

4000

9

80

40.97

0.0153632

2.27790

41.02

0.01501

2.1223

3.

4

4000

12

90

41.01

0.0175015

2.18363

40.98

0.01657

2.1789

5

8000

3

70

62.24

0.0099913

2.16550

62.26

0.0103

2.1872

6

8000

6

65

65.53

0.0112298

2.19283

65.43

0.01212

2.2020

7

8000

9

90

65.44

0.0118445

2.15129

65.32

0.011527

2.65

8

8000

12

80

67.44

0.0141818

2.08784

67.58

0.019654

2.39

9

12000

3

80

74.19

0.0086417

1.89350

74.41

0.008268

1.59

10

12000

6

90

76.58

0.0101059

1.85531

76.68

0.009085

1.37

11

12000

9

65

95.51

0.0122588

2.16949

99.45

0.0.12310

2.73

12

12000

12

70

91.67

0.0129090

2.04672

93.24

0.012782

2.22

13

16000

3

90

83.63

0.0082362

1.68231

83.45

0.008685

1.52

14

16000

6

80

96.67

0.0099908

1.82340

93.71

0.0099

1.72

15

16000

9

70

113.59

0.0120500

2.01278

114.11

0.12380

2.08

16

16000

12

65

113.09

0.0125956

1.97456

115.07

.013056

1.91

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The current investigation data is presented in terms of contour/vector plots of velocity distribution superposed with
mean streamlines in the inter-rib region. The streamline patterns superposed on dimensionless mean streamwise
velocity are shown in Fig1.for rib p/e ratio varying from 3 to 12. It is observed that the flow characteristics in the interrib regions after 3rd rib are matching well irrespective of p/e, and therefore, the flow can be considered as periodic.

Fig.1. Effect of rib p/e ratio on flow structures and Effect of rib geometry on flow structures
Table 3. Signal to Noise ratio for Nu, f and THP(η)
Input Parameters

CFD Analysis

Signal to Noise Ratio

Re

P/e

Α

Nu

f

η

Nu

f

η

4000

3

65

43.35

0.0104947

2.73717

32.74

39.5806

8.75

4000

6

70

40.48

0.0132207

2.36649

32.15

37.5749

7.48

4000

9

80

40.97

0.0153632

2.27790

32.25

36.2704

7.15

4000

12

90

41.01

0.0175015

2.18363

32.26

35.1385

6.78

8000

3

70

62.24

0.0099913

2.16550

35.88

40.0075

6.71

8000

6

65

65.53

0.0112298

2.19283

36.33

38.9925

6.82

8000

9

90

65.44

0.0118445

2.15129

36.32

38.5297

6.65

8000

12

80

67.44

0.0141818

2.08784

36.58

36.9654

6.39

12000

3

80

74.19

0.0086417

1.89350

37.41

41.2680

5.55

12000

6

90

76.58

0.0101059

1.85531

37.68

39.9085

5.37

12000

9

65

95.51

0.0122588

2.16949

39.60

38.2310

6.73

12000

12

70

91.67

0.0129090

2.04672

39.24

37.7821

6.22

16000

3

90

83.63

0.0082362

1.68231

38.45

41.6854

4.52

16000

6

80

96.67

0.0099908

1.82340

39.71

40.0080

5.22

16000

9

70

113.59

0.0120500

2.01278

41.11

38.3802

6.08

16000

12

65

113.09

0.0125956

1.97456

41.07

37.9956

5.91

After conducting the CFD analysis based on the recommended experiment set by Taguchi orthogonal array the results of
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) were analyzed. Signal and noise depicts controllable and noncontrollable variables in
aphenomenon. Assigned implementations with their corresponding S/N values for Nur, f and THPare presented in Table 3.

Table 4. Response table of S/N ratios & Main effects plot for S/N ratio of Nusselt number (a),
Friction Factor (b) and Thermo-Hydraulic performance (c)

(a)
Re

p/e

1

32.35

36.12

37.43

2

36.28

36.47

37.09

3

38.48

37.32

36.48

4

40.08

37.29

36.18

α

Main Effects Plot for SN ratios

Delta

7.73

1.2

1.26

Rank

1

3

2

75.86

11.78

12.37

CR, (%)

Data Means

A

41

B

C

40

M ean of S N ratios

Level

39
38
37
36
35
34
33
32
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Signal-to-noise: Larger is better

(b)
Re

p/e

α

1

37.14

40.64

38.7

2

38.62

39.12

38.44

3

39.3

37.85

38.63

4

39.52

36.97

38.82

Delta

2.38

3.66

0.38

Rank

2

1

3

CR, (%)

37.07

57.01

5.92

Main Effects Plot for SN ratios
Data Means

A

41

M ean o f S N ratio s

Level

B

C

40

39

38

37
1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

Signal-to-noise: Smaller is better

(c)
Level

Re

p/e

α

Main Effects Plot for SN ratios
Data Means

1

2

3

4

1

7.541

6.38

7.051

2

6.645

6.222

6.623

3

5.965

6.652

6.077

4

5.43

6.327

5.831

Delta

2.11

0.43

1.22

Rank

1

3

2

CR, (%)

56.12

11.44

32.45

The difference in Max and Min S/N ratio is Delta while the ratios of these Delta indicatesthe contribution of each of the
parameter under investigation which are being represented in Table 4. along with the Main effects plot for S/N ratios for
output characteristics under investigation. Nusselt number andthermohydraulic performance follows larger SNR is better,
whereas Friction Factorfollows smaller SNR is better. the Nu increases as Re increases, with increasing p/e, as the flow
reattaches resulting inincreased heat transfer. Whereas itdecreases as α increases. It is alsoobserved thatf increases asRe
increase and decrease p/e increases. The values of ‘f’ slightly decreaseas α increases.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

The THPwas computed for stationary channels with ribs and four levels of the three input parameters.From the CFD
analysis based onL16 orthogonal array of Taguchi approach. The subsequent conclusions have been drawn:
1.

Nu increased with p/e ratio having optimum value at Re4p/e3α1 the outcomes indicates that major
contributor was Reynold Number (Re).

2.

p/e ratio is major contributor for Friction and optimum parameters Friction factor are at Re4p/e1α4.

3.

Overall THP decreases with increase in Re values and are almost unaffected by change in p/e values and
decreases as α increases. Overall maximum performance was obtained at Re1p/e3 α1.

4.

5.
[1]

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

[6]

It was also observed that the ANN model predicted the values close to those of the CFD investigation.
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Abstract.
The application of knowledge and technology has proved to be a new horizon in
economics also. The current economy is technology based economy. In today’s globalized
and digitalized economy, there has been a progressive advancement in artificial
intelligence. From the perspective of economics, artificial intelligence is cost efficient as
along with decreasing the cost it increases the efficiency as well. It has opened the doors
with ample opportunities for trade both at national and international level. This paper is an
attempt to identify the focus areas of artificial intelligence and explores the economic
impacts of artificial intelligence in India and also discuss about the Policy initiatives to
support the AI segment in India.
Keywords.artificial intelligence, economy, economic impact, knowledge and technology,
AI segment

1.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, there has been an increasing trend towards the knowledge based
technology that is the result of innovation. Artificial Intelligence deals with the innovations
that act like human being [1]. In today’s life artificial intelligence is all around us. It has
become a part of our daily life.
AI has its roots in many disciplines including Math, Psychology, Biology, Logics.
Although the field of logic and math, philosophy and psychology are interrelated.
The impacts of artificial intelligence [2] can be seen in all economic sectors. The
integration of economies during the process of globalization has promoted international
trade. The use of artificial intelligence in all the economic sectors have shown tremendous
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growth in terms of international trade. India is 6th largest economy in the world.
According to the report published by [3] World Bank, India's trade as a percentage of GDP
in 2020 will be 37.87%. Being the largest exporter of technology-based services, the
service sector has contributed higher to its economic growth. Artificial intelligence has
transformative impact on international trade. It has encouraged the skill based employment
along with significant investments to make the economies more developed, enhancing the
productivity by accelerating the international trade [4].

2.

MAJOR FOCUS AREAS OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

All the leading technological based industries are using artificial intelligence to expand
their size in market. There are exciting potentials of economic boost due to reshaping of
the industries with artificial intelligence. Even during the recent COVID-19 pandemic, the
economies throughout the world were blessed [5] for not facing the stationary state just
because of artificial intelligence. According to the report of Artificial Intelligence Index
2021, produced by Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence [6] of Stanford University,
there was a tremendous growth of conferences based on artificial intelligence as the
conferences held on virtual mode and the participation number was overwhelming. As per
this report the private artificial intelligence investment has shown [7] significant increase
in drug design and discovery (i.e. USD 13.8 billion).

2.1.

Sub-fields of Artificial Intelligence

The sub field of artificial intelligence include Robotics, techniques using time series
analysis for predictions, algorithms, expert support systems, Natural Language Processing,
Planning, Machine learning, Vision, speech recognition, brain modelling, vision space
learning, image based, gaming techniques and many more [8].

2.1.1 Focus areas of AI in India:
According to a published report on Discussion paper on the National [9] Artificial
Intelligence Strategy (AI for All) by Niti Ayog, the focus areas of AI in India are:
•

Health care

•

Agriculture

•

Education

•

Smart Cities and Infrastructure

•

Smart mobility and Transportation

3.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND ECONOMICS

All Artificial Intelligence driven technology is fundamentally based on innovations [10]
that have economic incentives too. Like natural Science, economics is not a pure science
because the theories and models are based on assumptions. Economic forecasting has
many challenges.
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In economics, there are many challenges in business forecasting as it is all based on
assumptions and also in the absence of evidence based data, the forecasting is not
authentic. AI uses algorithms to predict, so this issue of business forecasting can be [11]
better sorted out. For Business purpose, data require predictions based on human
behaviour and first information is based on qualitative analysis, thereby implementing AI
techniques in behavioural economics can be better judged to find out human perceptions.
The use of statistical data will be more authenticated as well. Government authorities may
use this data to frame better policies by a proper analysis that is based on evidences and
correct predictions in behavioural economics. The economic downturn can be better
predicted by the use of algorithms that can track recession, predict business cycles, predict
the changes in consumer behaviour and many more. This may be helpful to frame [12]
Monetary and Fiscal Policies accordingly. The emergence of AI in economics will be
helpful for the government to formulate and analyse the policies and these policies will be
evidence based economic policies and with the involvement of AI, economics will come
closer to natural science.

4.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE'S ECONOMIC IMPACT IN INDIA

As per the Report of ‘The India Express’, around 20 million jobs are to be added by 2025
around artificial intelligence. Due to recent innovations in the technology based industries
all the spheres of mankind will be touched and explored by AI. There are many spheres
like mental health, agriculture, planning of smart cities, disaster management, counselling
on education and health, planning about traffic system, AI will develop all. Government of
India had set a target to achieve 20 million jobs by 2025.
The major impacts of Artificial Intelligence on economy can be seen from the Artificial
Index Report 2021, where it was reported that the highest private AI investment has been
found to be of more than USD 13.8 billion in the areas of Drugs, Cancer, Molecular, Drug
Discovery.
It was also reported that during recent pandemic, the AI [13] hiring have shown the
remarkable growth in the countries like Brazil, India and Singapore.
•
The major industries to get benefits from AI are: Information and Communication
Technology, Professional, Scientific and tech services, Manufacturing, hunting, Public
Administration, Education, Banking and Finance, Mining.
•
As per the LinkedIn data published in AI Index Report, 2020 India is second in
terms of highest growth in AI hiring (Fig. 1) and second in terms of AI skill penetration
(Fig. 2).
The use of artificial intelligence will be significant in analysing the GDP over the years.
As the predictions of macroeconomic variables may be useful to know the causes behind
the slow or fast growth rate of the economy or the GDP as a percentage and it will also
enable the economies to make a reliable and unbiased comparisons in the economies. The
application of macroeconomic theories can be better applied if based on predictions made
by artificial intelligence. The relationship among economic variables can be useful for
policy makers and the errors in forecasting macroeconomics and other areas may be
minimised. More technologies like IoT, cloud [14-16] will work for the development for
the development of india
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Fig. 1: Country wise AI employment index, 2020
Source: LinkedIn, 2020 | Chart: 2021 AI Index Report
(Retrieved from-https://datascience.fm/2021-ai-index-report-newsletter/)

Fig. 2: Relative AI Skill Penetration Rate by Country, 2015-20
Source: LinkedIn, 2020 | Chart: 2021 AI Index Report
(Retrieved from-https://digiscorp.com/blog/industries-technologies/state-of-artificialintelligence-in-europe- statistics-2021/)
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INDIAai is the pivot for all small details AI in India and even beyond. It is a collaboration
between MeitY, NeGD, and NASSCOM. According to a report by NASSCOM and
INDIAai, In India, AI patents account 6% of all developing technology patents. Some of
the key trends in AI patent filing in India are:
•
From 2015-20, appx. 92% patents are from AI
•
MNCs have contributed appx 60% of patents that have been granted
•
It was also reported that India has shown a growth in patents (about 64% newly
originated)
•
Personal health care and Consumer Electronics have shown remarkable progress
in patents.
•
The report explored that major sector that is leading in patents belong to IT sector.
The development of AI has macroeconomic impacts. With increased AI investments the
skill based service sector is the emerging sector and it is transforming the economy
towards services economies. AI based industries have opened the doors for small
businesses to enter in to trade at international level via digital platforms.

5.

POLICY INITIATIVES TO SUPPORT THE AI SEGMENT IN INDIA

According to Government of India Report, to share the ideas and experiences, US and
India have launched, US-India Artificial Intelligence initiative on March 18, 2021 and to
have application based research, on the same day it was also announced to create Centres
of Excellence at national level for Transformation AI.
To encourage and motivate students and make them compatible with AI, Government of
India has adopted the incorporation of AI in the new National Education Policy (NEP)
2020 and National Research Foundation has been constituted for the same. To encourage
research and development there is a strong need to bring together academia and industry.
To incorporate AI in the syllabus, Secondary level education has been opted for the same.
To promote AI, the Indian government increased the Expenditure to $477 million.
Although AI has some challenges also that includes, ethical issues, environmental issues,
misuse of social media, cyber security, data privacy is another significant issue, but we
can’t deny the fact that the next age is of AI.
In India, AI can play a significant role in Social Development with inclusive growth.
Inclusive growth will provide a quality life to the individuals and also improve the
productivity of factors thus enhance the industrial growth as well. Artificial intelligence in
education will create interest among students to come forward with new ideas to make
innovations and self-reliance. Although the potential of artificial intelligence in the Indian
economy is very high but along with opportunities it has many challenges as well. Lack of
ethical policy norms, financial support, Strong Research and Development, technology
transfer and many such. But this can be made possible by the government support to the
private sectors. The framework of opportunities should not be limited to only a limited
institutes or sectors rather it should be openly accessible to all.
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Abstract
With the advancements in the field of Internet of Things (IoT) and its implementation to
Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), IoT has garnered attention from the academic as well
as the industrial community. Health monitoring of bridge structures is consequential
because of their security concerns and strategic significance. IoT has proved to be relevant
for bridge health monitoring because of its ability to monitor health in real-time, collect,
transmit, store, analyze as well as generate warnings. Research has also been conducted
and improvised cost-effective, as well as energy-efficient IoT systems, have been
proposed. In this paper, a detailed study of the latest advancements in the field of
applications of IoT in bridge health monitoring have been studied based on several
parameters such as advancements in cloud architecture, advanced techniques for fusion
with IoT, and cost and energy effective IoT systems, and suggestions have been made.
Keywords. Structural Health Monitoring (SHM), Cost-Effective Monitoring System,
Energy Efficient Monitoring System, Bridge Health Monitoring, Internet of Things (IoT),
IoT fused with Advanced Techniques

1.

INTRODUCTION

Bridges have long been the backbone of the transportation industry as well as the
development of a nation by facilitating the connection between important locations and
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hence serve as infrastructures of security concerns and strategic significance. With the
advent of rapid development, bridges have been tested with the passage of time due to
changes in loading pattern, weather conditions, and degradation of bridge material often
leading to fatal collapse of the bridge structures leading to huge loss of lives and economy.
Thus making bridge health monitoring indispensable. With the traditional monitoring in
place, it was very difficult to investigate the entire bridge structures manually; not sooner
till Internet of Things (IoT) advent into the field of Structural Health Monitoring (SHM).
IoT is a system of physical objects embedded with sensors used to collect, store, analyze
and exchange the data with other devices which are connected with other systems over a
communication network. IoT has long been successfully implemented for health
monitoring and as early warning systems to improve operational efficiency and level of
safety in bridges [1]. The IoT systems used for bridge health monitoring often comprise of
sensors connected by IoT, monitoring system, data storage and a data processing module
that evaluates data in real-time [2].IoT has also been used to assess inclined angles, bends
of various parts of the bridge, monitor the looseness of the bolt joints, and project this data
to a smartphone app, generating warnings by flashing LEDs [3]. Health monitoring of a
cluster of bridges has also been made possible with the use of wireless gateway and cloud
platform [4].
Much of the advancements, related to IoT in Bridge Monitoring Systems, have been done
in the area of cloud architecture and cost and energy effective IoT enabled monitoring
systems. Improvised IoT enabled bridge monitoring systems fused with advanced
techniques such as machine learning, artificial intelligence etc. have also developed.
Section 2 discusses the advancements in all of these areas.

2.
ADVANCEMENTS IN INTELLIGENT
FOR BRIDGE HEALTH MONITORING

SYSTEMS EMBEDDED WITH IOT

This section covers the advancements in the field of IoT enabled bridge health monitoring
systems. Three criterions, namely, advancements in cloud architecture, fusion of advanced
techniques in IoT enabled health monitoring systems and cost and energy efficient IoT
enabled health monitoring systems have been covered.
2.1 Advancements in Cloud Architecture for IoT Based Bridge Health Monitoring
Data collection and exchange have been very important aspects of IoT. Research works
have been conducted to develop effective systems for data exchange. For monitoring
bridge health, a cloud-based cyberinfrastructure platform based on peer-to-peer distributed
database architecture has been built [5]. It allows for scalable data administration, sharing,
and use. Amazon Web Services (AWS), a cloud computing platform, has also been used to
link IoT devices as well as to store and analyse data. Sensors in AWS-integrated systems
relay data to nodes via the Xbee protocol (raspberry pi). Data is then sent to the cloud
using message protocols [6].

2.2IoT Fused with Advanced Techniques Systems for Bridge Health Monitoring
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Advanced techniques such as machine learning, neural networks, artificial intelligence,
soft computing, etc. are employed to identify and locate the damaged area in a bridge
structure [7]. Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are employed for
bridge health monitoring including irregularity or crack detection. Traditional prediction
algorithms from regression modelling and data mining may encompass problems of data
scaling and difficulty adapting to dynamic changes in the data input. To overcome this
drawback, bridge health is monitored by integrating predictive analytics based on artificial
intelligence into the IoT sensors [8].
Stable systems comprising of Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) fused with AI and
Raspberry Pi 4 embedded computer integrating IoT has been developed to monitor bridge
health by Google Firebase cloud database based apps and websites [9]. Novelty detection
and location algorithms based on machine learning have also been created for monitoring
data. Using the collected data such as external conditions, interior temperature, or data
from other sensors and training set, neural networks assisted multiple regression models
are built for each sensor [10]. Deep neural networks have also been used to effectively
monitor the health of bridges. Auto-encoder-based methods inspired by the deep neural
network’s ability to automatically extract feature have proved to be effective for bridge
health monitoring [11]. In other systems, bridge crack photographs collected and processed
by neural network model-simulated and trained by MATLAB have also been shown to
have overall accuracy greater than 90% [12]. IoT systems are also used in conjunction with
a Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) optical sensing technology to sense the load and strain
distribution on bridges in order to keep track of unanticipated conditions caused by load
variations. At each data source, various techniques such as random forest (RF) and Knearest neighbor (KNN) were used [13].Advancements have also been done in the area of
reducing the latency response and extending network lifetime while guaranteeing desired
coverage of the IoT systems by bringing computing close to the source of data production.
SHM Fog and Edge computing architectures have been developed for this purpose [14].
Learning automata (LA) is a reinforcement learning model that provides sensor scheduling
strategy which is energy-efficient by integrating Confident Information Coverage (CIC)
model in an IoT-based bridge health monitoring system to ensure network coverage and
extend network lifetime [15].

2.3Cost & Energy Effective IoT Systems for Bridge Health Monitoring
Cost-effectiveness and energy-effectiveness have always been among the major deciding
factors for the adoption and implementation of a system. A structural health monitoring
system based on Internet of Things (IoT) have proved to be low-cost, energy efficient,
secure and reliable system [16]. With the advancements in the field of IoT, research works
in this area have also taken place, which allows long-distance monitoring and is immune to
Electromagnetic (EM) radiations. Self-powered IoT systems have been developed
consisting of sensors that derive energy from slight strain variations in the structure [17].
Energy harvesting systems, incorporated in IoT networks in Sunshine Skyway Bridge,
consisting of bimorph piezoelectric cantilever beams and used to provide powers to the
wireless sensors have also been developed [18]. Integrated distributed sensing systems
consisting of IoT, Fiber Bragg grating sensors, Big Data technology and Kafka have been
developed to develop long-distance and cost-effective bridge health monitoring systems
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[19]. Low-cost systems incorporating multiple regression models based on neural networks
have also been developed. Learning automata (LA) is a reinforcement learning model that
has been combined with the Confident Information Coverage (CIC) model to considerably
increase network lifetime as well as its coverage. For the monitoring of structures, an
efficient and effective data management platform called PIERS that is compatible with the
IoT method has also been given [20]. Low-cost distributed systems for bridge health
monitoring systems with Butterworth filter for efficient signal processing for IoT and
cross-correlation for damage detection have also been designed [21]. Fog computing has
also been emerging as an efficient approach in terms of power consumption to structural
health monitoring [22].
Strive is now made in the direction of ultra-low-cost wireless, energy-efficient, and highperformance SHM system with IoT connectivity and such a system has been installed at
Itztal bridge, Germany [23]. Monitoring systems is also one of the key factors in deciding
the cost associated with the operation of the system. Instead of cabled monitoring systems,
open-source IoT-based frameworks have been developed to support Wireless Structural
Health Management Systems thus making the monitoring systems cost-effective [24].
Studies have also been conducted for the development of low-cost and low-power wireless
acceleration sensors [25, 26, 27].

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

The utilization of drone technology, robots, Virtual Reality (VR), Augmented Reality
(AR), and digital twin, an emerging technology, in the field of IoT-enabled bridge health
monitoring systems is, however, seems to be absent from the literature and needs rigorous
research. Drones integrated with IoT and machine learning can be used to detect faults and
irregularities in different parts of the bridges. Augmented reality can also be integrated to
IoT systems for visualization of data in real-time and can also be implemented to details of
structural faults on the bridge model. Digital Twin is an emerging technology and can also
be incorporated in the field of bridge health monitoring to monitor real-time health
monitoring even from places far off the bridge location. Therefore, suitable efforts can be
made to venture into the field of IoT-enabled bridge health monitoring systems
incorporating the aforementioned untouched technologies which could lead to further more
efficient monitoring systems.

4.

CONCLUSIONS

IoT has recompensed in the area of bridge health monitoring with a whole lot of new
opportunities for better monitoring of critical structures. As reviewed in the above
sections, wireless real-time monitoring IoT systems have been upgraded with better cloud
infrastructure leading to efficient management and better exchange of data. Many
improvements have also been made in the integration of modern technologies such as
blockchain, Machine Learning (ML) and Artificial Intelligence (AI). The use of neural
networks, a kind of machine learning, allows for easy monitoring of bridges via websites
or mobile apps. Efforts have been made in the direction of power-efficient and costefficient IoT enabled monitoring systems including edge/fog assisted devices, selfpowered IoT systems, energy harvesting systems, Fiber Bragg grating sensors, Kafka, Big
Data technology Research works, effective data management platforms, and effective data
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management platform thus leading to more power and cost-efficient bridge monitoring IoT
systems. However, integrating new technologies along with IoT and venturing further into
the well-established technologies can lead to unexplored pathways.
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Abstract
Like all global worldwide, India has been afflicted by the increase of COVID-19, which
began out in a Chinese town in December 2019. The spreading effect may be estimated in
distinct stages, loss of life because India has previously noted more than four lakhs covid
cases. Also, the influence of COVID-19 has impacted on economy, training systems,
schooling, banking, and lots of different sectors. Our purpose is to observe and examine
the impact of lockdown days on the spread of the coronavirus in India country. We have
gathered India's COVID-19 cases and lockdown days records that carried out the before,
during, and after lockdowns among precise dates. Using Statistical Measures, inferences
are drawn primarily based totally on COVID records on day-by-day new and daily death
cases.
Keywords COVID-19, lockdown, data analysis, correlation.

1. INTRODUCTION
COVID-19 is not the first severe pandemic; pandemics have transpired on a regular basis
throughout human history. In December 2019, a disease similar to pneumonia hit Wuhan,
China. According to the investigation, the covid cases emerged a new type of Corona Virus
that had not been adequately described because it first arrived in Dec 2019; this variant is
known as coronavirus 2019 or COVID-19. Viruses are transmitted from animals to humans
and transmitted from human to human. The molecular mechanism of human-to-human
transmission of COVID-19 is still unknown, but the principles of respiratory disease
transmission are similar in the prevailing Noymer and Garenne [1]. Respiratory illness is
repast by splash sprinkling. In this form of spread, sick men or women are exposed to this
microorganism by the people around them through coughing and sneezing. The outbreak of
COVID-19 is spreading very rapidly daily. Since the virus has actively infected more than
4 million people, COVID 19 restrictions are being enforced in almost every region where
Oxford et al. [2]. Adherence to hygiene rules is essential to containing the coronavirus
pandemic and prevent infection. The most important thing is regular hand washing. As a
result, the spread of this virus is engrossed in washing the arms and slows down in societies
that are aware of simple hygiene rules. Our aim is to study and evaluate the impact of
infestation on the coronavirus pandemic in India. Many reputable institutions participate in
the "household ban." Scientists advise that the COVID-19 virus can attain any age

institution speedily. Alternations in influenza infection rates were spread speedily all over
the world. So, there are some steps taken by the Indian government like short-term
Lockdown; Stay at home; Hand washes regularly; Wear the mask and maintain a distance
of at least one meter. The flu pandemic spread widely in 1918. (January 1918 – December
1920) Five hundred million people were infected in that pandemic, and 50 to 100 million
people of them have killed Collier [3]. This is the deadliest natural disaster [4] in human
history. The covid-19 [5] killed in every corner of the globe. Atlan [7] investigated the
study assessed lockdown effects on psychological, environmental, and economy. Das and
Kumari [8] studied the statistical analysis of COVID cases in India. The effect of lockdown
policies on the basic multiplicative quantity of coronavirus cases in Saudi Arabia has been
investigated by S. Ahmad Alajlan et al. [9], and Saleh Alrashed et al. [10] presented the
impact of lockdowns on the spread of COVID-19 in Saudi Arabia. We have taken the data
for this investigation from [4-7].
In the proposed study, our purpose is to observe and examine the impact of lockdown
days spread of the coronavirus in India. We have collected the COVID-19 cases data and
lockdown days records for India that carried out the before, during, and after lockdowns
among particular dates. Using [11] Statistical Measures, inferences are drawn primarily
based totally on COVID records on daily new and daily death cases.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Corona cases data of country India considered and collected from www.worldometer.com
[6]. The descriptive statistical analysis analyzed the relations between daily new cases and
daily death cases of COVID-19 by India during the first and second lockdown. The
relationship of the lockdown(s) on the number of Corona cases is calculated as
unrestricted (normal distribution). The distribution is based on (Shapiro-Wilk Test). This
distribution is stated mathematically in Equation (1).

(1)

(2)

(3)
where xi is sample, ai is coefficient sample, N is vector norm, V is the covariance matrix
of those normal order statistics and x ̄ is sample mean.
2.1. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The following research is based on Covid-19 new cases and death rates before, during,
and after the first lockdown in India. With the help of table 1 & table 2, we will analyze
the impact of lockdown on daily [12] new and death cases. There were few assumptions
regarding p-value and t-test; before lockdown, it was assumed that the p-value would lie
between 0 and 1, and the value of the t-test was assumed to be [-2.0262: 2.0262]. The
conclusions of the descriptive analysis were queried as 95 percent confidence intervals
before, during, and after lockdown days. The statistical examination was two-sided, and
a value of the probability of success is less than 0.05 measured for model and parameter
statistically significant. The data set used is not suitable for normal distribution
according to Shapiro-Wilk [p-values (1st lockdown) of Shapiro-Wilk test are 6.128e-7
(before lockdown), 0 (during lockdown), and 0.00001601 (after lockdown)] normality

tests. The data set used is not suitable for normal distribution (2nd lockdown) according
to Shapiro-Wilk [p-values (2nd lockdown) of Shapiro-Wilk test are 0 (before lockdown),
2.844e-7 (during lockdown), and 2.22e-16 (after lockdown)] normality tests.
Correlation analysis is performed between daily new cases and daily deaths in the first
lockdowns period of the COVID-19. The correlation value lies between -1 and +1. The
correlation values of the factors indicate that they have a negative relationship as they
approach -1 a positive relationship as they approach +1. And no relationship if the
correlation [16] coefficient is equal to zero. The statistical process was performed by
transforming the COVID 19 data.
In table 1we taken the data of Covid-19 cases came in India before lockdown
(15-02-2020 to 24-03-2020), during lockdown (25-03-2020 to 31-05-2020) and after
lockdown (01-06-2020 to 30-07-2020). In which we have studies the statistical
parameters on new cases came per day and death per day before lockdown, during
lockdown and after lockdown and impact of lockdown in respect of COVID-19 cases
per day and death per day.
Table 1 shows that the average daily new cases were around 14 before lockdown. The
average daily death rate was around 0.28 during the lockdown. The number of cases per
day increased up to 2795, and the number of death cases also increased. Further, after
lockdown number of cases still increased, and the number of death cases also increased
but critically examining the facts, it is brought that the correlation coefficient (r)
decreased after lockdown, which clearly shows that lockdown had an impact. T-test
value before the lockdown was 6.00, and the same was increased during the lockdown
and decreased after lockdown.
Therefore, table 1 indicates that lockdown could not make any effect in respect of
numbers of cases per day and death per day but it had impact on daily death rate as
correlation coefficient (r) decreased after lockdown. The T-test statistic T equal to
6.0078, which is not in the 95% region of acceptance, hence hypothesis is rejected.
In table 2 we have taken the data of Covid-19 cases came in India before second
lockdown (01-02-2021 to 04-04-2021), during second lockdown (05-04-2021 to
15-06-2021) and after second lockdown (16-06-2021 to 16-08-2021). In which we have
studies on new cases came
per day and death per day before lockdown, during lockdown and after lockdown and
impact of lockdown in
respect of COVID-19 cases per day and death per day.
Table 2 shows that average daily new cases were round 29000 before lockdown and
average daily death rate was around 172, and during lockdown number of cases per day
increased up to 236726 and number of death cases also increased. Further, after
lockdown number of cases still decreased and number of death cases also decreased but
critically examining the facts it is brought that the correlation coefficient (r) increased
after lockdown, which clearly shows that lockdown had no impact. t- test value before
lockdown was 21.6146 and the same was decreased during lockdown and increased after
lockdown.
Therefore, table2 indicates that lockdown could not make any effect in respect of
numbers of cases per day and death per day but it had impact on daily death rate as
correlation coefficient (r) decreased after lockdown. The test statistic T equals 21.6146,
which is not in the 95% region of acceptance, hence hypothesis is rejected.

Table 1: Statistical Analysis of First Lockdown Period Data
Parameters

Before
Lockdown

During
Lockdown

After
Lockdown

Pearson correlation
coefficient (r) Between Daily
New Cases and Daily Death

0.7027

0.9557

0.5258

P-value

6.128e-7

0

0.00001601

Covariance

12.2058

148912.7882

1939829.468

Sample size (n)

39 Days

68 Days

60 Days

13.7435897

2795.19

24145.68

0.28

80.01

512

6.0078

26.3879

4.7077

Mean of Daily New Cases
Mean of Daily Deaths
t-test

Table 2: Statistical Analysis Second Lockdown Period Data
Parameters

Before
Lockdown

During
Lockdown

After Lockdown

Pearson correlation
coefficient (r) Between
Daily New Cases and Daily
Death

0.9405

0.5617

0.8234

0

2.844e-7

2.22e-16

2882194.984

85976080.22

2446394.32

63

72

62

29036

236726

42219

172

3051

765

21.6146

5.6803

11.2405

P-value
Covariance
Sample size (n)
Mean of Daily New Cases
Mean of Daily Deaths
t-test

Figure 1 Daily Covid Cases and Daily Deaths in first lockdown

Figure 2 Daily Covid Cases Before, during and after First Lockdown

Figure 3 Daily Covid Deaths Before, during and after first Lockdown

Figure 4 Daily new cases and daily deaths in Ist Lockdown period

Figure 5 Daily Covid Cases and Daily Deaths in 2nd lockdown

Figure 6 Daily Covid Cases Before, during and after 2nd Lockdown

Figure 7 Daily Covid Deaths Before, during and after 2nd Lockdown

Figure 8 Daily new cases and daily deaths in 2nd Lockdown period

Figure 9 Descriptive statistical analysis of First Lockdown Period

Figure 10 Descriptive statistical analysis of second Lockdown Period
3. CONCLUSION
This paper analyzes the existing data of the Indian epidemic situation. We have
considered the data before, during, and after the first Indian lockdown period from
25-03-2020 to 31-05-2020 and the second lockdown period from 05-04-2021 to
15-06-2021 analyzed the data between daily new cases and daily deaths in that period.
We found that the correlation coefficient (r) between daily new cases and daily death
cases after lockdown has decreased in the first lockdown period, showing that the
lockdown days affected the spreading of the virus. But the mean daily new cases and
mean daily deaths were increased. The daily growth of COVID-19 cases and deaths has
implied a global lockdown, quarantine, and limitations. While in the second lockdown
period, the correlation coefficient between daily new cases and daily deaths decreased
during the lockdown period, and daily deaths also decreased. This study provides a
preliminary indication that a lockdown that can be used to control the COVID-19
pandemic by the Indian government was much more effective. As a result,
governments' use of lockdown influences psychology, the environment, the economy,
and the spreading COVID-19.
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Abstract.
Aim of this study is to recognize more deeply how computer and human interact together.
This is to study the various of actions, which is performed to communicate with computers
and humans. In each stage of actions, it is concluded that goal cannot be achieved without
performing sequence of functions and finally comparison can be made to check the
intentions and user goals. Designing of HCI is also studied in our study and it is analysed
that five stage of designing play’s important role to make Human computer interactions.
After applying these five stages of designing human can easily communicate with
computer.
Keywords. DataHuman computer interaction, Design, User Interface, Communication

1.

INTRODUCTION
Human computer interaction came into existence in the 1980s and computers
were designed in such a way that humans can use complex technology in a safe,
comfortable, efficient and enjoyable manner. Many researchers from computer
and psychological background who may have interest in this area are studying the
behaviour as well as designers and people from industry and commercial
background, HCI is a saleable product for them. Researchers are developing the
HCI in such a way the human can interact with the computer in a safe and
comfortable mode.

2
Card et al. (1983) studied the GOMS (Goal Operators Method System) model for
HCI, in this model one has to identify the goal then the user has to operate the
metal activity to complete the goal. Gregor and Newell (2001) presented the HCI
model to study organizational strategies for some old adults. Michel et al. (2014)
studied a new method for skin deduction in colour image. In this method they
used texture based discriminative skin presence feature, which is very helpful for
Human computer interaction. Kawulok (2012) presented discriminative skin
presence features, which is based on discriminative textural features.
Card et al. (2018) investigated the complexity between the human and computer
interaction and described the kinds of actions those arises when more than two
artifacts interact. They described communication between computers and humans
with specific models and characteristics. Understanding the communication
between human and computer involves connectivity, assessment and applications,
this makes easy and convenient computer user interface. The term human
computer interaction was invented a few years ago, but industry has recognised
its need and importance in beginning of 19th century and working to improve this
area. Basic purpose of this chapter to explore the critical actions in human
computer interaction. Now a days computer interaction knowledge is vital
because in every field of human life, computer communication is needed (Sawer
&Ting , 2014).
Human computer interaction can be described in two ways, first one is direct
communication and second one is indirect communications, direct
communication includes various types of inputs like touch, sound, pointer etc.
which received by input devices, control unit process this communication. While
indirect communication involving the background process in human computer
interaction. (Sunder et al., 2016).Tan &Nijholt (2010), suggested that the
computer technology is ranging from small computer desktops to large one, all
these involve input system, processing control system and output system. They
described that the group of human beings who are confronted with such a
problem can be encountered with computer technology.
Klumpp et al. (2019) conferred different ways to stop an artificial partition in HCI
by social sustainability and logistics creativity. In logistics and supply chain
process HCI plays an important role to resolve the problems. Zhang, P., and Li,
N. (2004) studied MIS (Management Information Systems) as a subfield of
Human Computer Interaction and revealed the relations among human interaction
with information technology. He recognized the importance of HCL especially in
contest of business administration, managerial and organization.

2.

HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION WITH STAGES OF
ACTIONS
Stages of Actions: In Human computer interaction any task can be obtained by
creating goals and goal can be achieve by applying sequence of various actions.
These stages can be divided in the following seven categories.
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(i) Forming the Goals (ii) Intentions (iii) Specify the actions (iv) Execution (v)
Perceiving the states of the world (vi) Interpreting the state of the world (vii)
Comparison to intentions and user’s goals.

Figure 1: Human Computer Interaction with Stages of Actions

3.

HUMAN COMPUTER INTERACTION AND DESIGNING
This focus upon evaluation displays a problem into modelling. Designing components
plays an important role to achieve the goal. Human computer interaction can be made
in such a way that every human can interact with computer. Landauer (1995)
conducted a study through econometric analysis of computer industry, he suggested
that design flaws have to be identified in beginning designing user interface and
interaction because this makes work easy and cost effective.
Basically, there are five stages of designing (i) Visibility (ii) Affordance (iii) Legible
mapping (iv) Feedback (v) Constraints.
(i)
Visibility: In Human computer interaction visibility means the mapping
between indeed actions and actual operations. These sequences of operations
are used to communicate with computer.
(ii)
Affordance: Affordance means actual properties of the thing, which can be
determine just how they could possibly be used in the Human Computer
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(iii)
(iv)
(v)

interaction. Thus, affordance providing leads to operate the computer i.e.,
machine
Mapping: It is the relationship between the control and the results. These
results can be obtained by doing interaction between the computer.
Feedback: - This is important process of every interaction; it sends back to
user. What communication has user done with the computer.
Constraints: This part limit the user action to the system. This part reduced
the error by performing the communication between human and computer.

Visibility
Feedback

Affordance

Feedback

Mapping

Constraints

Visibility

Figure 2: Human Computer Interaction and Designing

4.

CONCLUSION:

In this chapter main focus remained to establish series of actions in the communication
between human and computer. Seven stages of action are studied and it is concluded that
perfect completion of actions in each stage are as important as to achieve the goal. Five
stages of designing i.e., visibility, affordance, mapping, feedback and constraints are as
much important as the feedback process, in such process interaction can be send back to
user, what communication has human done with computer. In computer-based learning
i.e., human computer interaction, computer experts can design a system that can be user
friendly. It is essential that communication should be executed by the user according to his
or her requirement.

5.
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ABSTRACT
Identifying drug–target (protein) interactions is critical for research and development of innovative drugs,
providing a significant benefit to pharmaceutical businesses and patients. However, predicting Drug
Target Indications by clinical trial procedures is typically costly and time consuming. As a result, many
machine learning-based algorithms have been created for this goal, yet significant unknown interactions
remain. Additionally, feature selection and reduction concerns are a key barrier in drug-target datasets,
since they might affect classifier performance if not handled well. This study offered a unique approach
for predicting drug–target interactions. To begin, the amino acid composition (AAC), dipeptide
composition (DC), and tripeptide composition (TC); and drug SMILES substructure fingerings are used
to extract the protein sequence's feature vectors. PCA (Principal Component Analysis) is used to
eliminate superfluous and redundant characteristics in order to get the most optimum features. Finally,
balanced and optimum features are supplied to SVM with RBF kernel function in order to detect Drug
Target indications, and the proposed approach's prediction capacity is evaluated using the 10-fold CV
validation test method. The prediction findings suggest that the proposed model outperforms other current
approaches in predicting Drug Target interaction.
KEYWORDS: Drug Repurposing, Support Vector Machine (Kernel), Principal Component Analysis, Feature
selection and reduction, Classification

I. INTRODUCTION
Predicting novel drug–target association is a critical stage in the pipelines of drug discovery and design
[1–3]. Drug repurposing is a rising area in pharmaceutical science, with an emphasis on uncovering
previously undiscovered interactions between current drugs and novel target proteins. The advancement
of the entire genes and the expansion of the molecular biology project provide valuable information for
predicting novel therapeutic targets. Numerous attempts have been made in recent years to identify new
treatments, but relatively few have been approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and
reached patients, while a large number of pharmaceuticals have been rejected in clinical trials due to
unacceptable toxicity. DTI wet-lab investigations are often time-consuming, labor-intensive, and
expensive; as a result, such failures are difficult to accept and result in significant financial loss. As a
result, researchers are particularly motivated to develop machine learning (ML)-based algorithms for
detecting Drug Target Association [3], which may successfully narrow the search space of drug–target
possibilities to be evaluated in wet-lab trials, therefore reducing work and expense. Recently, machine
learning-based computational approaches have grown increasingly advantageous due to the vast amount
of heterogeneous pharmacological and protein data.
chemogenomic approaches often make advantage of the genomic and chemical information associated
with target proteins and medicines. As a result, chemogenomics techniques are becoming increasingly
common for identifying Drug Target associations. The chemogenomic model's prediction challenge might
be addressed utilising powerful machine learning methods [12].
Numerous machine learning classifiers, including deep learning, SVM, fuzzy logic, and closest
neighbour, have been successfully used to various sorts of prediction tasks. Whereas feature-based
algorithms use input vectors of drug chemistry and protein sequence features and display the class label as
a binary value (1 or 0).
1.1 Feature Selection and Reduction

Feature Selection in Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is a difficult module to learn when it comes to
classifying Drug Target indications. This is mainly due to the increased number of features to be analyzed
with high desirable accuracy. When the feature sets are huge, or the input dataset is voluminous, the
classification becomes a highly time-consuming task. Feature selection generally deals with selecting the
most appropriate useful features and minimizes the redundancy in improving the performance of
classification subsystem. Thus, the optimal feature selection will effectively increase the accuracy, reduce
the time complexity, and improve the performance of any CAD system. [11].

Feature
Selection

Feature
Normalization

Similarity
Measures

Classification
Result

Feature Reduction

Classified
Result

Figure 1: Depict Feature Selection and reduction
In this paper, a combined feature selection algorithm that uses multi Zero Mean and Unit Variance
Normalization with Correlation Distance Method is presented and analyzed. The single-objective feature
selection algorithms provided only a single bag of optimal solution. This approach circumvented the
limitations of typical single goal algorithms by generating a collection of optimum solutions that trade off
distinct objectives. The multi objective approach ensured that the minimal features with high impact on
classification were selected and it achieved improved accuracy with lesser.
The multi-objective feature selection algorithm's system architecture is divided into three phases: feature
selection, feature reduction, and classification. The selection phase's input was produced by features
collected from drugs and targets. Feature representation and neighborhood formation were carried out
during the selection phase. [20] During the feature reduction step, redundant features and those with a
negligible effect on categorization were filtered. The classification step was used to classify the massive
amount of input data into distinct categories. Cross validation, data trimming, nearest-neighbor
computation, and normal distribution model were all performed throughout the classification phase. To
classify input data into training and testing sets, the cross validation approach was applied. To compute
the class probability, data reduction was performed. To compare the real input features to the training set
of features, the nearest class algorithm was utilized. Finally, the categorized results were determined
using a normal distribution model.
II.

BACKGROUND/ LITERATURE SURVEY

The PCA-based technique outlined in [11] was used to perform a survey on drug repurposing, which has
gotten a lot of interest in recent years. It is capable of providing effective solution for applications with
certain limits after several years of study.
Orawan et al.[17] built the system by collecting Fuzzy Co-occurrence Matrix and fractal dimension
characteristics, and then used PCA to reduce the system's dimensionality. Multi-class SVM is used to

classify cancer patients with a 91.7 percent correct classification rate, 93 percent sensitivity, and 91
percent specificity.
Zhu et al. [14] used principle component analysis (PCA) and the K-means clustering technique to
construct an improved logistic regression model for diabetes prediction. PCA is used in this proposal to
translate diabetic data to a lower dimension. Integration of PCA enhanced the accuracy of K-means
clustering and logistic regression, as demonstrated by simulation results.
III.

DATA COLLECTION AND METHODOLOGY

We created a prediction model that employs Support Vector Machine with RBF kernel nonlinear
classification techniques to determine the potential of particular drug-target associations. However, prior
research indicates that the dataset is classifiable using linear models. Feature selection and reduction is
done into two parts that is feature normalization and feature similarity. External validation and tenfold
cross-validation were performed to determine the accuracy of each prediction model. Below steps are
involved to determine Drug Target association. Methodology is explained in below steps: [4]
Step 1: Data Collection
I acquired data from Drug Bank in order to utilize it for Drug Repurposing. A Drug Bank that has a huge
number of drugs and target information. It is composed of a diverse set of licenced small molecule drugs,
biotech pharmaceuticals, and experimental drugs that are linked to non-redundant protein sequences.
Step 2: Data Pre-processing:
Pre-processing is used to eliminate undesired noise and increase contrast between regions of varying
brightness. To eliminate undesirable items, pre-processing is used to separate the arithmetic data from the
non-numerical data.
Step 3: Compute Descriptors
To begin, the amino acid composition (AAC), dipeptide composition (DC), and tripeptide composition
(TC) of the protein sequence are retrieved, as well as the drug SMILES substructure fingerings. The word
"descriptors" refers to the terms used to describe the chemical, topological, and geometrical properties of
drugs and targets. We gathered 591 medication descriptions by binding Drugs and targets.
Step 4: Check Similarity
In this work, immuno-oncology proteins (UniProt ids - Q6UWE3, P42677, P63173, and Q9Y243) were
compared to known protein structures from a drug repository to uncover new biomarkers. Generally, the
immune system kills cancer cells. We compared the immune-oncology compound's similarity scores.[15]
Step 5: Feature selection and representation
The retrieved collection of characteristics served as the initialization phase's input. The characteristics
were represented as a two-dimensional array, each of which was seeded with a random particle. The grid
was constructed using the neighbours of the first random particle that generated the leader. A random
array with a size equal to the number of features was formed and randomly filled with values ranging
from 0 to 1 using a uniform random function defined by the position of each particle. If the associated
index I in the array was greater than the threshold value of 0.45, a feature was picked. [17]
Step 6: Feature Reduction and Extraction
We focus our efforts on the two phases of feature normalization and similarity in order to produce
dependable and flexible recognition of features. Accuracy, sensitivity, specificity, precision and F1-Score
were utilized as performance indicators for the evaluation of three distinct feature descriptor databases
used for PCA-based recognition. Zero Mean and Unit Variance Normalizing feature normalization and
similarity Correlation Distance approaches are used in this study to evaluate feature descriptor
performance based on principal component analysis (PCA).
- Zero Mean and Unit Variance Normalization
Zero Mean and Unit Variance Normalization [9] [10] normalize all of the elements ai (i=1, 2,...,d) of a, it
translate and scale the axes so that all the feature vector have zero mean and unit variance. Following
expression will produce the normalized feature vector a’.

a′

μ

(1)

γ

Where, μ and 𝛾 are the vector mean and the vector standard deviation of that feature respectively.
Correlation Distance methods
Similarity measure used to match the similar subjects (persons) as well as being able to discriminate
dissimilar one. Let x, y be the feature vectors of length n. then we can calculate the following distances
between these feature vectors
∂ a, b

1

∑
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∑

∑

Where,
∑ a And 𝑏
∑ 𝑏
a
(3)
Apply PCA based algorithm on the dataset to select the best feature set PCA-200, PCA-500 and
PCA1000.
Step 7: Classification Phase:
Performs training and testing only on the best features set selected by PCA based Algorithm and create a
model using support vector machine with RBF kernel classifier. [19]
Step 8: Performance
Evaluate the performance of this model based on some parameters like accuracy, sensitivity, specificity,
precision, F1-score and analyse the prediction using mean AUROC.
IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

This section contains result and discussion about prediction of Drug target association for breast cancer.
For implementing the proposed technique, we have used python. The proposed system has been tested on
the data sets. These three dataset repository uses 591 associations for the purpose of classification.
Confusion matrix for the model is represented in Table 1.
Table 1: Confusion matrix for Model
200 Descriptor
Confusion Matrix
Actual

P
N

P
443
19

N
17
112

500 Descriptor
Predicted
P
N
447
15
13
116

1000 Descriptor
P
453
9

N
11
118

Simulation results comparing expected interactions between a drug and its target. The suggested system's
accuracy may be considerably enhanced by employing the rule base. These metrics also validate the
specificity and sensitivity of the proposed system. The suggested system is assessed using the following
metrics. Table 2 displays the result for model.
Table 2: Table 5.2 Comparative analysis of proposed system using nonlinear SVM with RBF function
Parameter (%)
200
500
1000
Accuracy
93.9
95.3
96.6
Sensitivity
95.8
97.2
98.1
Specificity
86.8
88.5
91.5
Precision
96.3
96.7
97.6
F1 – Score
96.0
96.9
97.8
AUROC
96.9
97.9
98.3
Evaluation findings for classification-based prediction models are depicted in Table 2. In this part, we
represented the results of our calculations.
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Figure 2: Comparative representation for proposed system with 200 feature attribute
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Figure 3: Comparative representation for proposed system with 500 feature attribute
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Figure 4: Comparative representation for proposed system with 1000 feature attribute

AUROC measures the model's capacity to distinguish between "cases" (positive instances) and "noncases" in terms of performance (negative examples.) Assuming that 90 percent of the time, a model
accurately assigns a higher absolute risk to a randomly picked patient with an incident than to another
randomly selected patient without an event, this indicates that the model has strong discriminating
capacity. Comparative analysis of proposed system with different number of feature selection using
Support Vector Machine using RBF kernel function below:

Mea n AUROC

1
0.99
Comparitive analysis
using Support Vector
Machine with RBF…

0.98
0.97
0.96
0.95
200

500

1000

Number of Descriptors
Figure 5: Average Mean of AUROC values for different number of feature descriptors using SVM with
RBF kernel function
V.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, a combined feature selection algorithm was presented to select the best subset of features
from bag of features. Best features were chosen using feature selection with feature similarity. The model
was used to forecast connections between immuno-oncology agents and disease. The data set consisted of
591 Drug target associations. Zero Mean and Unit Variance Normalization and Correlation Distance
methods extracted the features from the dataset. The performance analysis of the present feature selection
model was compared with Support Vector Machine with RBF kernel function. The present model
performed better in terms of performance parameters against all the aforementioned algorithms with 200,
500 and 1000 features. For the dataset considered, the present algorithm was effective due to selection of
lesser number of features in sequential processing of data. We performed cross validation on each model
to determine its performance The model's accuracy and mean AUROC were greater than 95%, while
increasing the number of descriptor features. The findings indicated that immuno-oncology compounds
may be useful as therapeutic candidates for a variety of disorders cancer treatment. The proposed
prediction models can aid in drug development by identifying the potential for immuno-oncology
compounds to be repurposed for cancer treatment.
VI.
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